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The theory that forn1~ thP suhjPrt of this book had it~ b~ginning \Yith £~rtin's 
extension in 1927 of \YPdderhurn's ~tructure theor~· of algebras to rings ~ati~f~·ing 
the chain condition~. Sine(' then the thc·ory ha~ been ronsiclerahl.'~ extended 
and sin1plified. rrhe only exposition of the snbjPct in book forn1 that ha~ ap
peared to date is J)euring~s £-llgcbren published in the Erg<'hnisse serie~ in 1935. 
l\iuch progress has been nutde sinee then and this perhap~ justifies a nr\\· P\:posi
tion of the suqject. 

The present account is ahnost co1nplPtely self-contained. 'T'hat thi.~ has hPen 
possible in a book dealing \Yit h results of the significance of \\r edderburn '~ theo
rems, the Albert-13rauer-X oether theory of simple algebras and the ari t htnetic 
ideal theory is anoth~r den1onstration of one of the n1ost re1narkable charac
teristics of modern algebra, namel~v, the sin1plicit~r of its logical strueture. 

Rough1y speaking our subject falls into three parts: structure theor_\~. repre
sentation theorv and aritlunetic ideal theorY. 'T'hc first of t~he~e i:S an out-

~, ~ 

gro,vth of the structure thPory of algebra~. It \\-as n1otivated originall.'~ b.'~ the 
desire to discover and to cla~~ify "hyperro1nplex" extensions of the field of real 
nun1bers. The n1o~t important nan1es connected \Vith this pha~f' of the de
velopment of the theory arr those of Molien, Dedekind, Frobenius and ( 1artan. 
The structure theory for algebras ovrT a general field dates fro1n thP publication 
of \Yedderbnrn~s thesis in 1907; the Pxtension to rings, from .A.rtin'~ pap('r in 
l92i. ,.fhe theory of representations \Yas originally concerned \Yith thP prob
]en1 of representing a group by 1natrices. 1'hi~ ''"as extended to rings and \Yas 
fornutlated as a theor.'~ of n1odules by E1nn1y NoPther. ,.fhe study of n1odules 
also form~ an in1portant part of the arithn1etic ideal theory. This part of the 
theory of rings had its origin in J)edekind's idPal theory of algebraic nuinher 
fields and more in1n1('diately in F:n11ny Noether\; axiornatic foundation of this 
theorv . ._, 

Throughout this book \YC have placed particular en1phasis on the study of 
rings of endon1orphisn1~. J).'· using the regular representations the theory of 
abstract rings i~ obtained a~ a special case of the n1ore concrete theory of endo
morphisms. Moreover, the theory of modules, and hence representation theory, 
may be regarded as the stud:v of a set of rings of endon1orphisms all of \Yhich are 
homomorphic images of a fixed ring o. Chapter 1 lays the foundations of the 
theory of endomorphisms of a group. The concepts and results devel~ped here 
are fundamental in all the suhsPquent \vork. Chapter 2 deals with vector spaces 
and contains some n1at('rial that, at any rat~ in the commutative case, might 
have been assumed as kno,Yn. :For the sake of completeness this has been 
included. Chapter 3 is cqneernecl ,,·ith the arithmetic of non-commutative 
principal ideal domains. .\Iurh of this chapter can be regarded as a f'pecial 
case of the general arit hn1etic ideal theory deY eloped in Chapter G. The 
methods of Chapter 3 are, ho"-eYer, of a much more elementary character and 

v 
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this fact may be of interest to the student of geometry, since the results of this 
chapter have many applications in that field. A reader who is primarily in
terested in structure theory or in representation theory may omit Chapter 3 
with the exception of 3. Chapter 4 is devoted to the development of these 
theories and to some applications to the problem of representation of groups by 
projective transformations and to the Galois theory of division rings. In 
Chapter 5 \Ve take up the study of algebras. In the first part of this chapter \Ve 
consider the theory of simple algebras over a general field. The second part 
is concerned with the theory of characteristic and minimum polynomials of an 
algebra and the trace criterion for separability of an algebra. 

In r~cent years there has been a considerable interest in the study of rings that 
do not satisfy the chain conditions but instead are restricted by topological or 
metric conditions. We mention von Neumann and Murray's investigation of 
rings of transformations in Hilbert space, von Neumann's theory of regular rings 
and Gelfand's theory of normed rings. There are many important applications 
of these theories to analysis. Because of the conditions that we have imposed 
on the rings considered in this \Vork, our discussion is not directly applicable to 
these problems in topological algebra. It may be hoped, however, that the 
methods and results of the purely algebraic theory will point the way for further 
development of the topological algebraic theory. 

This book \vas begun during the academic year 1940-1941 when I was a visit
ing lecturer at Johns Hopkins University. It served as a basis of a course given 
there and it gained materially from the careful reading and criticism of Dr. 
Irving Cohen who at that time was one of the auditors of my lectures. lV[y 
thanks are due to him and also to Professors Albert, Schilling and Hurewicz 
for their encouragement and for many helpful suggestions. 

Chapel Hill, lv. C., 
March 7, 191,3. 

N. JACOBSON. 



CH.L~PTER 1 

GROUPS AND ENDOMORPHISMS 
1. Rings of endomorphisms. ,,~ith any commutatiy·e. group 9)( \\·e may 

assoeiatt- a ring ~(9)(), the ring of endomorphisms (hon1on1orphisms of We into 
itself) of 9J(. On the other hand, as "·e shall see, any ring \\·ith an identity may 
be obtained as a subring of the ring of enclon1orphi~ms of its additive group. 
Berau~e of this fact, "·e n1ay use the theory of rings of endomorphisms to obtain 
thr theory. uf abstract rings. Thi:S n1ethod of studying rings is one of the most 
itnportant ones that \Ye shall use in this book. It \Yill therefore be \Yell to begin 
our di~cu:;~ion \Yith a brief sur,·ey of that part of the theory of groups and endo
n1orphi~n1~ that \Yill be required later. 

()ur prin1ary concern in the sequel is \\·ith con1n1utati,·e groups. Ho\\·ever, 
since n1ost of the results of this chapter are valid for an arbitrary group 9)(, \\'"e 
shall not assun1e at the outset that 9)( is commutati,·e. N e\·ertheless, \\'"e shall 
find it ron,·enient to use the aclditi,·e notation in 9Jl: The group operation will 
be denoted as +, the identity elen1ent as 0, the inverse of a as -a, etc. 

ConsidPr the collection ~([)() of single-valued transforlnatio~s of we into 
itself, i.e. onto a subset of 9)(. _-\s ah\·ays for transformations, \Ye regard A = B 
if the in1ages .r .. 4 and :rB are identical for all x in 9Jl. No\\· \\·e shall turn :r into 
an ~lgehraic system by introducing into it t\\·o funJan1ental operations. First, 
if A and B are· in :t, the sunz .A_ + B is defined as the transformation \\'"hose 
effect on any x in 9)( is obtained by adding the images x .. 4. and x8. In other 
terms 

x(A. + B) = :rA. + xB. 

The product .. -!B is the resultant of .. -! and B: 

x(-4B) = (x"'-!)B.1 

The follo,ving facts concerning the algebraic system :J: are readily verified: 
1) :t is a group relative to +. The identity element of this group is the 

transforn1ation 0 that is defined by the equation ~ro = 0. The negative of A, 
-A, is giYen by the defining equation x(-A) = -x.L4.. 

2) ~ is a semi-group \Yith an identity relative to multiplication, i.e. (.c4B)C = 

A (B(1
) and the identity element of :t is the identity transformation 1 (xl = x). 

3) The cli~tributive la'v 

.4.(B + C) = ~4B + .. 4.C 

holds. 
The sy~tem 1: .is therefore very nearly a ring. It fails to be one since the 

1 This equation justifies our notation xA. For by using it, the order of \vriting cor
responds to the order of performance of the transformations. 

1 



2 GROUPS A~D ENDONIORPHISMS 

relations .. 4 + B = 13 + .:-1 and (B + (1_t-1 = B_·l + (1~1 are not univer~ally 
valid. \\"e may sati:;.;fy the fir~t of tlH•:..:e conditions if \re snppo~e that ~1)( is 
ron1mutative, but even in thi~ ease, the ~eeond condition fails. 

Example. Let ~l)l hP tlu~ cyrlie group of ordPr 2 \\·ith elements 0, 1 \Vhere 
1 + 1 == 0. l" contain~ four elen1rnts 

(
0 

R= 
1 

wlwre,_ in general, (: ~) denotes the transformation 0 --4 u, 1 -----. b. The 

addition and multiplication tables in r are, respcetiye}y' 

0 I 1 : .. 4 i B I --,-·-.-1 
O!OJI!A!BI 
-~---i-' 

Iii:OIBIA 
' ' ' -----I-

A!.A.'B!OI11 
, : I : 

B'B1Ail:Oi 

j 0 II !A J B i 
-.-·-:-.-i 

o!o!OIB!Bi 
----·-: 
1'0!1 A!B _·_· __ t_r 

A .. O'A_ IIB, 

B:OBOiBr 

Since 0 .. 4. r::- 0, it is elear that the second distributiYe la'v does not hold. 
\V~ e consicfer next the subset ct (im) of :! consisting of the endomorphisms of 9J? 

(an arbitrary group). \Ve recall the definition: .. A transformation ..:1 of a group 
is an endomorphis1n if it' is a homomorphism of the group into it~elf, that is, 

(x + y) .. 4 = .rA. + y .. 4.. 

It is clear that ct is closed relative to the multiplication defined in T. 1\Iore
over, if B and c are arbitrary elements of .r and A-1 is in cr, then 

Fron1 our point of vie\v the system ~ is not particularly interesting \Vhen 9Jl is 
an arbitrary group, for then ct need not be elosed relative to the addition that 
\Ve defined in ~- Ho,vever, the situation is quite different \Vhen 9)l is commu
tative. In this ease it is readily seen that if .. 4 and B are in ct, then .. 4 + B = 
B + ~4, 0 and - .. 4 all belong to ~- Since the assoeiative and distributive la,vs 
for multiplieation hold, cr is a ring. This is the fundamental 

'"fHEOREM 1. If 9)~ is a commutative group~ then the set ct(9R) of endomorphisms 
of 9)l is a ring relative to the operations .. 4 + B and .. 4.B that are defined by the 
equations .r(A +B) = .rA4 + xB, x(..4B) = (x .. 4)B. 

Examples. 1) Let 9Jl be the group of rational integers under ordinary addi
tion. Since 9)~ is a c~ .. clic group \vith 1 as a generator, any endomorphism .A. 

,.--X--

is detern1ined by its effect on 1. For if 1 .. 4. = a and x = 1 + · · · + 1, then 
x .. 4 = xa the ordinary product of the integers x and a. Since (-x)A = -xA, 
this equation holds also for negative x's and since OA = 0 = Oa, it holds for 0. 
Thus any endomorphism .. 4 of 9R is a transformation that multiplies the element 
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x of ~)Jl by a fixed elcn1cnt a. 'I'he elPnlent a is uniquely determined by .-1, and. 
it is clear that eYer~· integer a arises fron1 sonH~ endo1norphisrn in this \Vay. 
Henre ~ is in (I - 1) correspondence \Vith 9J(. If 11 ~ a and B ~ b in our 
correspondence, then ~r(:-1 + B) = :c11 + xB = .xa + xb = x(a + b) and sirni
larly 1'(..4B) = x(al>). Renee.~! +B-. 'a + band .4B ~ ab, i.e.~ is isornorphic 
to the r£ng of rational integers 9Jl. 

2) .. \s a generalization of 1) \Ve let 9Jl be a direct sum of n infinite cyclic 
!!;l'OUps. If Ct ' ... ' e,j are generators of m, any endon1orphisn1 ... 4 is completely 
detcrn1ined by· the images ci .. --1 = fi . ()n the other hand, \\·e may· choo~e elc
nlents fi arbitrarily in 9)( and define (~ei:ri) ... 4. = ~fi.ri , Xi integers. T~hcn ... { is 
an endoinorphi~nL Ii 

(i == 1 · · · n) ' ' ' 

aii rational integers, then the correspondence 11 ~ (aii) is (1 - 1) bet\veen ct 
and the ring of n X n 1natrices \vith rational intPgral elcinents. If B ~ (bij), 
\ve n1ay verify that .·! + B ~ (aiJ + (biJ and .. 4B ~ (bii)(aij). Hence the 
correspondence is an anti-isomorphisrn bet,veen ~ and the ring of rational 
integral matrices.:? It 1nay be remarked that the associative and distributive 
la,vs for these matrices n1ay be deduced by n1eans of our correspondence fro1n 
the associatiYe and distributive laws for endomorphisms. 

3) If 9)( is a dirPct ~urn of cyclic groups of order m, a similar discussion 
sho,vs that the ring of endornorphisms of Wl is anti-iso1norphic to the ring of 
matrices \Yith elements in the ring of rational integers reduced modulo m. 

,, .. e return to thP consideration of an arbitrary group ffil. J__Jet 6J (9)1) be the 
set of (I - 1) transforn1ations of 9)( onto itself. It is clear that if A is in (~3(9)(), 
then the in,Terse transfor1nation .A_-~ 1 is defined. It follows that@([)() is a group 
under multiplication. 

X O\V if ... 4 is an endomorphism, .A. - 1 is also an endon1orphisn1. Hence the 
intersection ~!(ill~) == ~(9)() A 63(Wl) is also a group under multiplication. The 
elements of this group, the (1 - 1) endomorphisms of 9Jl onto itself, are the 
autornorphisnzs of 9Jl. ()f particular interest among these transformations are 
the inner automorph~·sms. If s E 9)(, then the inner automorphism corresponding 
to s is the transformation S defined by the equation xS == - s + x + s. If 
A is an arbitrary automorphism, then x(A-18 ... 4) = -sA + x + s~4, i.e. A-1SA 
is the inner automorphism associated \Vith the element s .. 4. This sho\vs that 
the totality of inn<:'r automorphisn1s constitutes an invariant subgroup of the 
complete group of auton1orphisms. 

VV.,. e recall that in any ring \Vith an identity, an element u is a unit if it has both 
a left and a right inverse relative to the identity. It follows immediately that 
these two inverses are equal and that no other element in the ring can satisfy 
either of the equations ux == 1 or xu = 1. ~.\.s usual we denote the inverse of 

2 If \YC use the correspondence ..:1 ~ (ai i) *, the transposed matrix of (ai i), we obtain 
an isomorphism. Ho,vever, in a similar situation that will be encountered later, it is 
impossible to effect this passage from an anti-isomorphism to an isomorphism. For this 
reason we prefer to emphasize the correspondence A. ~ (a,;). 
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u by u-1
• It may be proved directly that the set of units of any ring is a group 

relative to the multiplication defined in the ring. X O\Y consider any commuta
tive group mc, its ring of endomorphisms cr and its group of automorphisms 2(. 

Since the (1 - 1) transformations of a set are the only ones that possess t\vo
sided inverses, it is evident that ~I is the group of units of cr. As an application 
of this fact, ,~ve see that the group of automorphisms of the direct sum m of n 
infinite cyclic groups is isomorphic to the extended unimodular group of n X n 
rational integral matrices having determinants + 1 or -1. For we have seen 
that the ring of endomorphisms of 9JC is isomorphic to the ring of n X n rational 
integral matrices, and by using the multiplicative property of determinants, we 
see that the units of the latter ring are the matrices of determinants ± 1. 

2. Groups relative to a set of endomorphisms. In many algebraic problems 
\\"e are interested in studying a group m relative to a fixed set of endomorphisms 
Q acting in m. "! e fix our attention on the subgroups, called Q-subgroups 
(allo"\\"able), \vhich are transformed into themselves by every endomorphism 
belonging to n. Although, in our applications, m \Vill usually be an infinite 
group, the folln\tving examples indicate that this point of vie'v is fruitful even in 
the study of finite groups. 

Examples. 1) Q is vacuous. ...-\ll subgroups are allo\vable. 2) Q consists 
of the inner automorphisms. Here the Q-subgroups are the invariant sub
groups. 3) Q is the complete set of automorphisms. The Q-subgroups are 
the characteristic subgroups of m. 

\\T e suppose nO\V that m and Q are fixed. If 9(1 and 912 are n-subgroups, 
evidently the intersection 911 A 912 is also an Q-subgroup. The join (911 , 9(2), 
defined as the smallest subgroup containing 9ft and 912 , may be characterized as 
the set of finite sums of elements in 911 and 912 . It follo\VS that (911 , 912) is an 
n-subgroup. If 911 is invariant, (911 , 9(2) == 911 + 912 == 912 + 911 ,~:here 911 + 912 
denotes the set of elements x1 + X2 , Xi in 9Ci . 

If 91 is an Q-subgroup, the endomorphism a of Q induces in 91 an endomorphism 
\Yhich we shall also denote as a. Of course, distinct mappings a and {3 in m 
may coincide \Vhen regarded as mappings in 91. \Ve note that if a{3 == 'Y e Q 
Or a + {3 == 5 E Q, then these relations hold also for the induced transformationS 
in 91. 

K ow suppose that 91 and ~ are Q-subgroups and that ~ is invariant in 91. 
\\~ e consider the difference group consisting of the cosets l5 + y, y in 91. If 
a En, a determines a transformation in 91 - ~ in the follO\Ying way. If~ + y. 
is an arbitrary coset, then the coset ~ + ya does not depend on the choice of the 
representative y and so it is uniquely determined by· the coset ~ + y and by 
the endomorphism. q.: Hence thP correspondence ~ + y ~ ~ + ya is a single
valued transformation. Again, ~"e denote this transformation in 91 - ~ by a, 

i.e. (~ + y)a == ~ + ya. It is clear that a is an endomorphism in 91 - ~. 
As in the case of subgroups, a{3 == 'Y or a + {3 == o in 91 implies the same relation 
for the induced transformations in 91 - '1). We may repeat these proce~ses, 
forming difference groups of difference groups, subgroups of difference groups, 
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etc. In this \vay a ,~;hole hierarchy .R of groups is generated in \vhich the 
original endomorphisms a induce udiquely defined endomorphisms. We shall 
call the members of .fi, fl.-groups. 

Let ~ and 9~ be any t\vo Q-groups. r\ mapping A of 9( into the whole of 91 
is an fl-ho1no1norphism if it is an ordinary homomorphism arid a.A. = Aa for all 
a in Q. Then 9( and 91 are Q-homomorphic. 3 If A is (1 - 1), it is an fl-iso
morphism and then 91 and 91 are Q-isomorphic. If 91 < 9C, \Ve use the term Q

endomorphism for Q-homomorphism and if 91 = 91, \Ve use the term Q-automorph
ism for fl.-isomorphism. 

3. The isomorphism theorems. Let 91 and ~ be Q-groups, ~ invariant in 91. 
It is \Vell kno,vn that the correspondence x ~ 'l-3 + x is a homomorphism A 
bet,veen 9( and 91 - ~- Since ('l-3 + x)a == ~ + xa, Aa = aA and A is an 
Q-homomorphism. K o,,. suppose that 91 and 9( are t\vo Q-groups"' and that 
x ~ x == x ... --1 is an Q-homomorphism bet,veen them. If ~ is the set of elements 
of 9( sent into 0, \Ve kno'v that ~ is an invariant subgroup of 91 and that the 
correspondence 'l3 + x ~ x == xA is an isomorphism bet\veen (91 - ~) and 91. 
Since (ya).:1 == (yA)a == Oa == 0 if y e ~'~is an Q-subgroup and since(~+ x)a== 
('l-3 + xa) ~ (xa)A == (xA)a, the isomorphism is an Q-isomorphism between 
91 - ~and~(. This proves the fundamental theorem on Q-homomorphisms: 

THEOREM: 2. If 91 and ~ are Q-groups and ~ is invariant in 91, then 91 and 
9( - ~ are fl-ho1nomorphic. Conversely if 91 is Q-homomorphic to an Q-group 
91 and ~ is the set of·elements mapped intoO by the homomorphism, ~ is an in
variant fl.-subgroup of 9( anr;ZW - 'l-3 and 91 are Q-isomorphic. 

If A .. is an fl.-homomorphism bet\veen 91 and 91 and ~ is an Q-subgroup of 91, 
then its in1age ~.A. is an Q-subgroup of 91. If~ is invariant in 9[, ~A is invariant 
in 91 . ..4. == 9(. On the other hand, if ~ is an Q-subgroup of 91 and ~ is the set of 
elements y of 9( such that yA E ~' then m is an Q-subgroup of 9( containing ~' 
the set of elements mapped into 0 by the homomorphism. Again, the invariance 
of ~ implies that of ffi. If ~ is an Q-subgroup containing ~' any element of 9( 
mapped into an element of ~A is in ~- For if xA == yA for x in 91 andy in ~' , 
(x - y).A. == 0 and x - y e ~- Hence x == (x - y) + y e ~- · These results 
may be stated as follo\vs: 

THEORE:\1 3. Let 91 be Q-homomorphic ,to 91 under the fl.-homomorphism A and 
let ~ be the set of elements mapped into 0 by A. Then the correspondence ffi --+ 

mA == ~is (I - I) between the Q-subgroups ffi containing ~and the Q-subgroups 
of 91. The group ~ is invariant in 91 if and only if ~ is invariant in 91. 

3 If 9)(i U = 1, 2) is a group and n, a fixed set of endomorphisms, v.-e may define illCi and ID12 
to be (1"21 , 1"22)-homomorphic if there is a single-valued mapping xi~ x2 of illCi into the whole 
of ID?2 and a single-valued mapping ai ~ a2 of ni into the whole of 1"22 such that xi + Y1 ~ 
X2 + Y2 , X1a1 ~ X2a2 if Xi ~ X2 , Y1 ~ Y2 and ai ~ az • This differs from the definition of 
n-homomorphism, for in the latter the mapping bet\veen the transformations is completely 
determined by the original group WL The concept of n-homomorphism is the important 
one for our purposes. 
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K 0"? let $R be an inYariant n-subgroup of~(. If \Ve apply the P.-homornorphism 
bet,veen 9C and 91 - ~ after that bet,veen 9( and 9(, \Ve obtain an Q-honlo
morphism bet,veen ~( and 9~ - ~- The elements mapped into 0 of 9l - ~ 

are those in~- Hence \Ve have the 

FIRST IsoMORPHISM: THEORE~L Suppose that 9( is fl.-homomorphic to W, and 
let ~ be an invariant Q-subgroup of 91 and 9L the totality of elements 1napped into~(. 
Then 'f.n -· 91 and 91 - m are Q-isornorphic. 

EYidently this implies the 
• 

c~oROLLARY. If 9{ /is an fl.-subgroup of 9( contain'ing the invariant n-subgroup 
~of 91 and (ffi -~)is invariant in (~1 - ~),then 9( is invariant in 9( and 9( - 9~ 

is fl.-isomorphic to (91 - ~) - (~~ - ~). 

Suppose that 9(1 , 912 , Wc1 are fl.-groups; ~JL < WC1 and W2 invariant in 9J?1 . 

Then the smallest subgroup containing 9(1 and 9(2 is 9( = 911 + iJ~2 = 'R2 + 911 . 

The group ilc2 is invariant in 9( and the cosets in the difference group ~ - 9(2 

haYe the fopm 9(2 + x1 , ~r1 in 9(1 . It follo\vs that the correspondence x1 ~ 

912 + J.'1 is an f2-hon10n1orphism bet"reen 9(1 and 9( - in2 . Since the elements 
mapped into 0 are those of 9(1 1\ 912 , \Ve haYe the 

SEco~D Iso~IORPHISM THEORE:I\1. If 9(1 , 9(2 , 9Jl1 are Q-groups, 91i < 9)(1 

and 9(2 is invariant in 9)(1 , then 1) ~(1 + 9(2 = 9(2 + 9(1 , 2) 911 1\ 9(2 is invariant 
in 9(1 and 3) (9'h + 9(2) - 912 is fl.-isomorphic to 9(1 - (911 1\ 9(2). 

4. The Jordan-Holder-Schreier theorem. A chain of Q-groups Wl1 ~ 9)(2 

> · · · > 9)(s+l == 0 is a normal series for 9)(1 if each 9JL is inYariant in 9Ri-l . 

The difference groups ffiL-1 - ffi(i are called the factors of the series \vhile a second 
chain is a rejine1nent of the first if it contains all of the 9J(i . ,,~ e shall call t\vo 
norn1al series equivalent if there is a ( 1 - 1) correspondence bet,veen their factors 
such that the paired factors are Q-isomorphic. 

THEOREM 4 (Schreier). ~4ny two normalseriesfor91l1 have equivalent refinements. 

Let WC1 > · · · > WCs+l = 0 and 9)(1 == 9(1 > · · · > 91 t+1 = 0 be the t\YO nor
mal series. Define 9J(iJ == 9J(i+1 + (9JL A 91 J) for j = 1, · · · , t + 1 and i = 
1, · · · , s, 9Rs+1,1 == 0. Then 9JC;. '+1 == 9JL+1.1 and (ffic1 =) WCn > · · · > 9Jllt > 
ffic21 > · · · > 9JC2t > · · · > iDes. t > 0. Sitnilarly, set 9( ji == 9( i+1 + (9ci A WCi) 
fori =- 1, · · · , s + 1 and j == 1, · · · , t, 9?t+1.1 == 0 and obtain 9c 1,s+1 == 91i+1,1 

and (911 =) 9cn > · · · > 911s > 9121 > · · · > ~1(2s > · · · > 9ct,s > 0. 1-,hus in 
each chain we have st + 1 tern1s. 'V e may pair 9J1 i i - [)( i, i--r-1 with 91 ii -

iHi.i+1 to obtain the theorem as a consequence of the follo,ving 
I I 

LEMMA (Zassenhaus). Let 911 , 9(1 , 9(2, 9(2 , i1Jc1 be fl.-groups u'here 9ci < 9Jl1, 
91~ < 9Ci and 91~ is invariant in 9L . Then~~ + (911 A 9(~) is invar'iant in 91~ + 
(9(1 A ilc2); 91~ + (ilc2 1\ 91~) is invariant in 9?~ + (~2 A 911) and the corresponding 
difference groups are fl.-isomorphic. 

By the Second Isomorphism Theorem, 912 A 91~ = (912 A 9Ct) A W~ is invariant 
in 911 1\ 912 and. (9(1 A 912) - OJ?~ 1\ W2) and (9(~ + (911 A 912)) - 91~ are Q-iso-
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morphic. Similarly, 911 A 91~ is invariant in 911 A in2 and hence (91~ A 912) + 
(911 A 91~) is invariant. In the homomorphism between 911 A 912 and (91~ + 
(911 A 912)) - 91~ , the group ((in~ A 9(2) + (911 A 91~)) is mapped into ( (91~ A 912) 

' ' ' ' ' ' + (911 A 9(2) + in1) - 911 == ( {W1 A 912) + 911) - 911 . Hence by the above 
corollary (?J11 A 9(~) + 91~ is invariant in (W1 A W2) + 9(~ and (91~ + (911 A W2)) -
(91~ + (911 A 91;)) and (911 A W2) - ( (911 A 9(~) + (91~ A W2)) are Q-isomorphic. 

I I I 
By· symmetry (W1 A 912) - ( (W1 A 9(2) + (SJC1 A 9(2)) and (W2 + (W1 A ·W2)) -
(9(~ + (W2 A 9(~)) are n-isomorphic. (~om paring the second members of these 
isomorphic pairs, we obtain the lemma. 

6. Chain conditions. If 91 is an Q-group, '\Ve shall at various times assume 
one or both qf the following finiteness conditions: 

Descending chain condition. If 9( = 911 > 912 > · · · where 91i is an invariant 
Q-subgroup of ~l(i-1 , then the sequence has only a finite number of terms. 

_:1scending chain condition. If 9( = 9(1 > · · · > 9ck == 'l3 > 0 is a normal 
seri~s for 9(, then any chain of Q-subgroups 0 < ~~ < 'l-32 < · · · all of which are 
inYariant in W is finite. 

Of course both chain conditions hold if 91 is of finite order. On the other 
hand, we shall see that these conditions may be used in place of the assumption 
of finiteness of order to obtain extensions of some of the classical theorems on 
finite groups to infinite Q-groups. The follo,ving examples prove the inde
pendence of the two chain conditions. 

Examples. 1) The additive group of integers. This group satisfies the 
ascending chain condition but not the descending chain condition. This is also 
true for the direct sum of a finite number of infinite cyclic groups (Cf. Chapter 
3, 3). 

2) The direct sum, 9)( of an infinite number of cyclic groups of order a prime p.4 

Let x1 , X2 , • • • be a basis for 9)( and let A be the endomorphism determined by 
the equations x1A == 0, xiA == Xi_ 1 • Then [)( satisfies the descending chain 
condition relative ton = {.L4} but not the ascending chain condition. Another 
example of this type is furnished by the commutative group with generators 
x1 , x2 , · · · satisfying the relations px1 == 0, pxi == x i-1 . Here we take Q to 
be vacuous. 

It should be noted that if W is con1mutative, the ascending chain condition 
a='sumes the simpler form that any chain 0 < ~1 < ~2 < · · · of Q-subgroups of 
9( is finite in length. If either chain condition holds for an (arbitrary) 9(, then 
it holds also for any invariant Q-subgroup ~and for any difference group 9( - $. 
If both chain conditions hold, 'J( has a composition series, i.e. a normal series 
91 = 9(1 > · · · > 9Ch > 0 that has no proper refinements. Thus a normal 
series is a composition series if 91 i-1 > 9C i and 91 i-1 - 9( i is Q-irreducible in the 
sense that it has no proper invariant Q-subgroups. To prove our assertion 
let 91' be a proper invariant Q-subgroup. If W - 9(' is reducible, there is an 
SJC" in,·ariant in 91 such _that 9( > 91" > 9(' > 0. Continuing in this '\vay \Ve 

4 :X ote that this group relative to the vacuous set of endomorphisms satisfies neither 
chain condition. 
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obtain, after a finite number of steps, an invariant 11-subgroup ·912 of 9C = 911 

such that W1 - 912 is 11-irreducible. If we repeat. this process for 912 , we obtain 
an 91a, etc. Then we have a normal series 91t > W2 > · · · , and by the de
scending chain condition this breaks off after a finite number of steps, yielding a 
composition series for 91. 

If 11 is the set of inner automorphisms, a composition series for 91 is called a 
principal series and if Q is the complete set of automorphisms, we have a charac
teristic series. The following extension of the Jordan-Holder theorem implies, 
in particular, the uqiqueness (in the sense of isomorphism) of the factors of these 
series as well as of ordinary composition series (Q vacuous). 

THEOREM 5. Any two composition series for an Q-group 9C are equivalent. 

This is an immediate consequence of Schreier's theorem. 

THEOREM 6. A necessary and sufficient condition that an fl-group have a com
position series is that it satisfy both chain conditions. 

The sufficiency of this condition has already been proved. Now suppose 
that 91 has a composition series of h terms. If 91 = m1 > m2 > · · · is a descend
ing chain of n-subgroups, then there are at most h terms in this chain since 
9(1 > 912 > · · · > 9Ck >. 0 is a normal chain and may be refined into a composi
tion series having h terms. A similar argument applies to ascending chains. 

If 9(1 > · · · > SJ(h > 0 is a composition series for 911 , then h is the length of 
the group m1 . Hence a group is fl-irreducible if and only if it has length one. 
If 91' is an invariant fl-subgroup of 911 , we may suppose that 91' is the term 91k+1 
in a composition series. Then 9(k+1 has length h - k. By the First Isomorph
ism Theorem, (911 - 91k+l) > · · · > (91k - 91k+1) > 0 is a composition series 
for 911 - mk+l ' and so the difference group has length k. 

An fl-endomorphism A of 9( is normal if it commutes with all the inner auto
morphisms of 91. Then for any a and x, -aA + xA + aA = -a + xA + a. 
Thus aA = a+ c(a) where c(a) is an element that commutes with every element 
of 91A. If ~ is an invariant Q-subgroup, then 'l3A is invariant in 91 for any 
normal A. vV e note also that the product of normal endomorphisms is normal. 

If A is any Q-endomorphism, _the set BA of elements z such that zA = 0 is an 
fl-subgroup. Evidently 0 < BA < 3A2 < · · · . If BAk = BAk+l, we have 
BAk+l = BAk+2 = · · · . Thus in the chain 0 < BA < BA2 < · · · we hav·e either 
the sign < throughout or \Ve have this sign for k (> 0) terms and thereafter 
equality. No\v suppose that 91A = 91 and BA ~ 0. Then BA2 > BA. For, 
each z in BA has the form xA for a suitable x and so zA = xA2 

= 0. Hence if 
BA2 = BA, xA = 0, i.e. every z = 0. Similarly we see that 0 < BA < BA2 < · · · . 
Hence 

THEOREM 7. If 91 satisfies the ascending chain condition and if A is an endo
morphism ·such that 9CA = 91, then BA = 0. 

If A is a normal endomorphism, the chain 91 ~ 91A > 91A 2 > · · · is a nor
mal chain. We have either 91 > 9CA > · · · or 91 > 91 . ..4. > · · · > 9CA k = 

91A k+1 = · · · . The first of these alternatives certainly holds if BA = 0 and 
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91 > 91A. For if 91Ak = 91Ak+\ xAk+I = yAk for any x and a suitable y. 
Hence (xA k - yA k-1)A = 0 and xA k = yAk-\ i.e. mA k-t = 91A k. Thus we have 

THEOREM 8. If in satisfies the descending chain condition and if A is a normal 
fl-endomorphism such that BA = 0, then 91 = 91A . 

• 
If we combine the two preceding theorems, we obtain 

THEOREM 9. If 91 satisfies both chain conditions and if A is a normal fl-endo
morphisrn, then -either A is an automorphism or 9CA < 91 and BA ~ 0. 

Assume again the ascending chain condition. Then 0 < BA < · · · < BAk = 

BAk+l = · · · for a finite k. It follows that BAk A 9CA k = 0. For if w is in this 
intersection, w = xAk and wAk = 0. Hence xA 2k = 0 and since BAk = B.A2k, 
xA k = w = o.- Since 91A k+l < 91A k' A induces ann-endomorphism in ~ = 91A k 
and since there are no elements z in ~ other than 0 such that zA = 0, A is an 
isomorphism between ~ and ~A. Hence if D is any transformation in '13 such 
that DA = 0, then D = 0. Evidently A induces a nilpotent endomorphism 
(Ak = O) in B_Ak. · 

If A is normal and 91 satisfies the descending chain condition, we have. 91 > 
· · · > 91A z = 9cA Z+l = · · · . If x is any element of 9(, x ... 4. z = yA 2z for a suit
able y and sox= y ... 4.z + (-yAz + x) = (x- yAz) + yAz e91Az + B.4z = 

BAz +91Az. The transformation induced by A in BAz is nilpotent. If D is 
any transforn1ation in 9CA z such that ... 4.D = 0, where A is the induced endo
morphism in 91Az, then D = 0. 

If both chain conditions hold, the integers k and l of the last t\VO paragraphs 
are equal. For 91A k A BAk = 0 and hence the only element of 91A k mapped into 
0 by A is 0. It follows that 9cA k = 91A k+l so that l < k. On the other hand, 
9cA z = (91A z)A implies that 91 .. 4 z A · BA = 0. Thus if yA Z+l = (y~4 z)A = 0, 
yAz = 0; hence BAz+1 = BAz and k < l. Hence we have proved the important 

LEMMA (Fitting). Suppose that both chain conditions hold for 91 and that .. 4. 
is a normal P..-endomorphism. Then for a suitable k we have 9C = WA k + BAk , 
91A k A BAk = 0 where A is nilpotent in BAk and an automorphism in 91A k. 

Remark. \Ve need not suppose that A is an n-endomorphism in the above 
discussion. Instead let n contain the inner automorphisms and let A satisfy 
the condition that An = nA, i.e. for each a in n there is an a' and an a" in n 
such that Aa = a'A, aA = Aa". Since n contains the inner automorphisms, 
P..-subgroups are invariant. The groups 91A and BA are P..-subgroups and one 
may carry over the above arguments without change. However, we shall 
sketch a more direct proof of the final result. Consider the chains 91 > WA > · · · 
and 0 < BA < · · · . The terms of these chains are Q-subgroups and so by 
the chain conditions there is an integer m such that 9(A m = 91A m+l = · · · and 
BAm = BAm+l = . . . . Set .. 4 m = B. Then 91B = 91B2

, .8B = BB2 and hence 
by the chain conditions 91B A BB = 0. If x is any element of 91, xB2 

= yB for 
a suitable y and so· x = yB + (-yB + x) e 9CB + BB. 

6. Direct sums. In the remainder of this chapter "re consider an Q-group 91 
for which the endomorphisms in n induce all of the inl}er automorphisms of 9l. 
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\V"e shall also suppose that 9C satisfies both chain conditions. As we have seen, 
the first assumption implies that every n-subgroup is invariant and that n
endomor{lhisms are normal. The ascending chain condition may be stated in 
the simpler form: Every ascending chain 0 < W1 < in2 · · · terminates after a 
finite number of terms. 

\Ve say that in is a direct sum of the !2-subgroups ini, i = 1, · · · , h if 

91 = 91r + · · · + 91h 
and 

for all i. The decomposition is proper if all 91i ~ 0. If no proper decomposi
tion exists other than 91 = 91, 91 is indecomposable. \\t"'" e use the notation in = 
'R1 (±) • · · (±) 91h for a direct sum. Since the ini are invariant, Wi + ini = ~i + Wi 
and we may equally \\Tell \Vrite 91 = 'R1' (±) • · • (±) 9Ch' for any permutation 
1', · · · , h' of 1, · · · , h. If a e 91i and be 91i, j ~ i, then the commutator 
-a - b + a + b e 'Ri A ~l i = Oo Hence a + b = b + a an~ any element of 
~ i commutes with any in 9( i 0 

.A. necessary and sufficient condition that 9( = W1 (±) 0 0 0 (±) 91, r where the 
~i are Q-subgroups, is that every x in 91 be expressible in one and only one way 
in the form X1 + 0 

•• + Xh ' Xi in wi 0 This implies directly that if~ = 9(1 (±) ••• 

(f) wh ' then 91~ = w1 + 0 0 
• + wkl = 911 (±) 0 

•• (±) 'Rkl and if 91; = 91kl +1 + 0 

•• 

+ 91k1 +k2 ' O O O ' 'R~ = wk1 +• 0 0 +kt-1 +1 + O O 

0 + wk1 +• 0 0 +k1 ' then w ~I 91~ (±) O O • 

' 0 ' ' ' (f) Wz o Conversely, 1f 9l = 911 (±) o o 0 (±) 91z and 911 = 911 (±) o o o (±) 91k 1 , o 0 o , 
m~ = 9lk1 +·. 0 +k~ -1 +1 (±) 0 0 0 (±) 'Jlkl +" 0 +kt ' then 91 = 9(1 (±) ... (±) wh ' h = 
kt + 0 0 0 + kz 0 

If 91 = 911 ffi 912 , the Second Isomorphism Theorem implies that W2 is !2-
isomorphic to in - 'R1 0 Evidently the length of 'R = length W1 + length 912 0 

If 911 and 'R2 are Q-subgroups of 91 such that 'R = 91t + W2 , and 'R:1 = 'R1 A W2 , 
then SJ( - 9ca = (911 - Wa) (±) (912 - 'Ra). It follo\vs that 

length 9l + length (W1 A 912) = length 911 + length 91! 0 

\V" e may, of course, replace 91 by W1 + 912 and obtain this relation for arbitrary 
n-subgroups of 9(0 

If SJ( = 911 (±) · 0 0 (±) 91h so that 've have, for every x, x = x1 + 0 0 0 + xh , 
Xi in 9Ci, then \\~e define the mapping Ei by xEi = xi 0 Since the expression for 
x is unique, Ei is single valued. If y = Y1 + 0 

• 

0 + Yh , x + y = (x1 + Y1) + 
0 0 

• + (xh + yh). Hence (x + y)Ei = xEi + yEi 0 If a Eil, xa = X1a + 
o · 0 + Xna so that aEi = Eia. The Ei are therefore Q-endomorphismso Evi
dently the following relations hold: 

(1) E~ = E· 
t t ' E1 + 0 0 0 + E~t = 10 

We note also that Ei + Ei = E i + Ei and that any partial sum Ei 1 + · 0 0 + Ei,, 
ik distinct, is an endomorphism. 

An Q-endomorphism E that is idempotent (E2 = E) will be called a projection. 
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The Ei determined by the direct decomposition are of this type. Now suppose, 
con,~ersely, that the Ei are arbitrary projections that satisfy (I). Then WEi= "Ri 
are f2-subgroups such that 9( == 9C1 GJ · · · GJ inh and the E i are the projections 
determined by this decomposition. Furthermore if E is any projection and 
3E is the set of elements z such that zE = 0, then by Fitting's lemma, or directly, 
\Ve ha\"e 9( == WE GJ ,BE . Hence there is a projection E' such that E + E' = 

E' + E = 1, EE' = E' E == 0. 'Ve shall call an idempotent element E of any 
ring prirnitive if. it is impossible to \vrite E = E' + E" \vhere E' and E" are 
idempotent elements ~0 of the ring and E' E" == E" E' == 0. Thus 9C is in
decomposable if and only if 1 is a primitive projection. 

By ~Fitting's lemma \Ve have 

THEOREM -10. Let 9C be an fl-group for U'hich f2 contains all the inner auto
morphisn1S of 9( and both cha1·n conditions hold. If 9( is indecomposable, then 
any fl-endomorphisrn is either nilpotent or an automorphism. 

7. The Krull-Schmidt theorems. Suppose that 9( is decomposable so that 
9C = 9(1 ffi 912 , 9Ci ~ 0. If 9(1 is decomposable, 9(1 == 9Cn (±) 9(12 and 'iR == 91n (±) 

W12 (±) W2 . Thus 9C > 9(1 > 9(11 ~ 0 and continuing in this way, \Ve obtain an 
indecomposable 9ft. .. 1 such that 9( = 9ft. .. 1 (±) in~ . vVe simplify the notation and 
"~rite 9( == W1 (±) 9(~ \vhere 9(1 is indecomposable and ~0. If 9(~ is decomposable, 
\Ve have 9(~ == 9(2 ffi il(~ \Vhere 9(2 is indecomposable and ~0. Then 9( == in1 (±) 

912 (±) 9(~ . This process yields a descending chain 91~ > 9(~ > · · · . Hence 
it breaks off and \Ve obtain 9( = 9(1 (±) • · • (±) 9(h \\·here the i)(i are indecomposable 
and ~0. 

X O\v suppose that 9( = 'l31 (±) · · ·. (±) ~k is a second decomposition \Vhere the 
f2-subgroups ~ i are indecon1posable and ~0. Let Ei and F i be the projections 
determined by the t\VO decompositions. Since any sum Ei 1 + · · · + Ein , 
im distinct, is an endomorphiRn1, this is true also for .. 4Ei1 + · · · + AEin :::; 
.:1(Ei1 + · · · + Ein) and Ei 1 ~4 + · · · + EinA._ == (Ei1 + · · · + Ein)A for 
any endomorphism A. If \Ve apply the endomorphism F iE1 to 9(1 , \Ve obtain 
an endomorphism in this group and \Ve have F1E1 + · · · + FkE1 == E1 as the 
identity in 9(1 . ,,..-e \Vish to sho\Y that at least one of the F iE1 is an automorphism 
in :1(1 . This \Vill follo'v fron1 the follo\ving lemma. 

LE~I~IA. Let 9( be an P..-group for which Q contains all the inner autom.orphisms 
of 9( and both chain conditions hold. If 9( is indeconzposable and A and B are 
f2-cndonzorphisms such that .. :-1 + B == 1, then either ~--1 or B 1·s an auton1orphism. 

Since ~4 + B == 1 and ~4 and B are endon1orphisn1s, ~4 2 + ... --1B == ..:1 2 + BA 
and hence .:1B == B ... 4. If neither ... 4 nor B is an automorphisn1, both are nil
potent. Then 1 == C4 + B) m is a sum of ternlS of the type .t1 r B 8 

\Vhere r + s == nz. If m is sufficiently large, "·e have either .. --ir = 0 or B 8 = 0, 
and so \Ve obtain the contradiction 1 = 0. 

'\'e apply this to F1E1 = ... 4 and F2E1 + · · · + FkE1 == B acting in 9(1 • If 
F\~~1 is not an automorphism, then B is and hence B-1 exists. It follo\vs that 
F2E\B- 1 + · · · + F~.:E1B-1 == 1. Either F2E1B-1 is an automorphism or 
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FaE1B- 1 + + FkE1B-t is. If \Ve continue in this \vay, we obtain the result 
that for some j, F iEtB-tc-t · · · a-t is an automorphism where B-\ c-t, · · · 
are automorphisms. It follows that F iEt is an automorphism in 9f1 • For 
simplicity we write j = 1. 

Consider the Q-homomorphism Ft bct\veen 9ct and ~JhF1 < ~t . Since F1E1 

is an automorphism, Ft is an isomorphism. ~ O\V 9ftFt is an Q-subgroup of 
~t , as is also ~t , the subset of ~t of elements z such that zEt = 0. If y is any 
element of ~t , yEt = wFtEt for some win int . Hence y = (y - wFt) + wFt 
\Vhere y - wFt is in 'l3t . Since ~t A intFt = 0, this contradicts the indecom
posability of ~t unless ~t = 0 and in1Ft = 'l3t . Thus 9ctFt = ~1 and hence F1 
is an isomorphism bet"\\Teen ~t and ~1 , and Et is an isomorphism bet\veen ~1 
and 91-t. \\~e assert that Ht = E1Ft + E2 + · · · + Eh is ann-endomorphism. 
This is a consequence of the following general remark: Suppose that 
91 == 9ft <±> · · · <±> ')(h and that 9?' = in~ <±> · · · (f) 9(~ is an Q-subgroup of 9?. If 
A1 is an n-homomorphisn1 bet\\Teen g(i and 9(~ , then Et ... 4t + · · · + Eh.~.4~z is an 
fl-endon1orphism in 9(. Our result follo\VS by noting that 'l3t A (in2 + · · · + 
9Ch) = 0 so that 9(' = ~t + W2 + · · · + inh = ~t ~ 9(2 ~ · · · ·<±> inh . Since 
zHt = 0 in1plies that z = 0, H1 is an auton1orphism, i.e. 9(' == 91. 

X O\V suppose that \ve ha\'·e already obtained a pairing between ~i and 9(i 

for i = I, · · · , r such that Ei is an n-isomorphism het,veen ~i and ini and Fi 
is one bet"\\reen 91i and 'l3i . Suppose also that 9( = $1 <±> · · · <±> ~r <±> 9cr+1 ffi 
· · · <±> 9(h , and Hr = EtFt + · · · + ErFr + Er+t + · · · + Eh is an auto-
morphisin. Since the inner automorphisms of a difference group are induced 
by inner automorphisn1 of the group, 9C == 9( - (~t + · · · + ~r) satisfies our 
conditions. \Ve ha,/e 

- -
9( == 9( r+t (±) • · · <±> 9(h ~r+t (±) · · • (±) 'l)k 

\\·here 9L (~t + · · · + ~r + 9cz) - (~t + · · · + $z), ~ i = (~t + · · · + 
'.13r + '13 i) - ($t + · · · + ~r) are n-isomorphic to 9cz and ~ i respectively. By 
the aboYe discussion \ve may pair ~r+1 \vith, say, 9cr+t so that the corresponding 
projections E1·+t , Fr+t are isomorphisms bet\veen ~r+t and 91r+1 . \Ve also 
haYe the equation 9( == $r+t @ 9cr+2 <±> · · · ~ 9(h . If x e (~1 + · · · + ~~l·+t) A 
(91r+2 + ... + 9(h), the coset i == X + (~t + ... + 'l3r) e 'l3r+t A (9Cr+2 + 
· · · + 9(h). Hence i == 0 and .r e~1 + · · · + ~r. Since (~1 + · · · + ~r) A 
(9Cr+t + · · · · + 9ch) == 0, .x = 0. Thus 

Hence Hr+1 == E1F1 + · · · + Er+tFr+1 + Er+2 + · · · + Eh is an endomorphism. 
Since Fr+1 is an isomorphism between 9Cr+1 and 'l3r+1 , Zr+tFr+t ~ 0 if Zr+1 ~ 0 
is in 9C r+t . Hence zH r+t = 0 only if z == 0; H r+1 is an automorphism and 9c = 
~~t (±) · • · <±> ~r+t (±) 9Cr+2 <±> · · · <±> 'J(h . This proves the follo\ving theorems. 

THEORE~I I 1 (I{rull-Schmidt). Let 9( be an fl.-group s·uch that Q conta·£ns all 
the inner auto-morphisms and both chain conditions hold. J-51.tppose that in = 9(1 (f) 

• • • (±) 9(h = ~1 @ · · · <±> ~k are two decompositions of 9( as direct sums of in-
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decomposable groups ~0. Then h = k and there is an P..-automorphism Hand a 
suitabl~ ordering of the ~'s such that miH = ~i and 91 = ~t ffi · · · eJ ~r ~ 

91r+l (±) · • · (±) 9(h • 

THEOREM 11' (Krull-Schmidt, second formulation). Under the above assump
tions let E i , F 1 be sets of primitive projections ~ 0 such that 

Then h = k, and we may order the F's so that there exists an P..-automorphism H 
satisfying Fi ~· H-1EiH and so that Hr = E1F1 + · · · + Erf1~r + Er+l + · · · + Eh 
is an P..-automorphism. 

In both theorems \Ve take H = E1F1 + · · · + EhFh . 
If 91 = 91' (±) 91" is any direct decomposition, there is a refinement of this 

decomposition to a direct sum of indecomposable groups. It follows that if the 
~i above are suitably ordered, then there is an P..-automorphism H such that 
91' H = 'l't (±) · · · (±) 'l3 t and ~" H = 'l3 t+t <±> · · • (±) 'l3h . 

8. Complete reducibility. If, as in the present situation, the n-subgroups of 
9( are invariant, they· constitute a modular lattice (Dedekind structure)~ relative 
to the operations A and +. For Dedekind's distributive law: 

is valid. The concepts of reducibility and decomposability are lattice concepts. 
Similarly, \Ve say that 91 is completely reducible if the lattice ~ is completely 
reducible, that is, if for every 91' in 91 there is an ~" such that 91 = 91' EB 91". 
The element 91" is a complement of 91' relative to 91. 

If ~' 'l-5' e ~ and ~' < '-13, let 'l-5" be a con1plement of ~' relative to 9(. From 
9( = ~' + ~"and Dedekind's la'v we have 'l3 = '13' + (~" A ~). Since~' A 
~" = 0, ('l-5 A ~") is a complement of 'l-5' relative to '13. Thus any n-subgroup 
~ of a completely reducible group 9? is completely reducible. If SR = 91t > 
912 > · · · is an infinite descending chain of elements in ~' there exist elements 
9(~ ~ 0 for i = 2, 3, · · · such that 91i-t = 9(,: (±) 9(~ . Then 

and 91~ < 91~ (±) 91~ < 91~ (±) 91~ (±) 91~ < · · · is an infinite ascen.ding chain. 
Hence, if the ascending chain condition holds for a completely reducible group 
then the descending chain condition holds. ~ O\V suppose that 0 < 9ft < 
9(2 < · · · is an infinite ascending chain. Determine 91~ so that 91 = 9ft (±) 91~ 
and 91~ for i > 1 so that 91~-t = (91~-t A 9ci) (±) 91~ . Then Wi + 91~ > 91~-t 

. ' . ' ' ' and > ~i-t . Hence 9( = 9Ci + 9Ci . S1nce ini A (91i-t A 9Ci) = 0, (91i A 
~YL) A 91~-t = 0 and since (91~ A 91i) < 91~-t , it follows that 91~ A 91i = 0 and 
91 = 9?i (±) 91~ . This, together with the relation 91~-t > 91~ , implies that 
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W~ > 91~ > · · · is an infinite descending chain. The descending chain con
dition therefore implies the ascending chain condition . ... 

THEOREM 12. If 91 satisfies either chain condition and is completely reducible, 
then 91 = 911 <±) • • • (±) 91h where the 91i are irreducible. Conversely, if 91 = 911 + 
· · · + 91h where the ini are irreducible, then 9( is contpletely reducible and satisfies 
both chain cond1~tions. 

First suppose that 91 is completely reducible and that W == W1 (±) · • • ~ inh 
'vher~ the 91i are indecomposable. If ~i is reducible, it contains an 91~ ~ 0 
and ~ 9ci . Since Wi < 91, it is completely reducible also. Hence Wi = 91~ ffi 91~' 
for a suitable w.:' ~ 0 contrary to the indecomposability of SJCi • Now let 91 = 

in1 · + · · · + 91h , ini irreducible, and let ~1 be an Q-subgroup of 91. 'fhen 
~1 A ~i f ~ and by the irreducibility of 91i either ~1 A ini = 0 or ~~ A 91i = ini 
so that ~1 > SJ(i . If the second condition holds for all i, ~1 = ~- Otherwise 
let i1 be an index such that ~1 A ~i1 = 0. Then ~2 = ~1 + ini1 = ~1 (±) ini1 • 

If 've use ~2 in place of ~1 , \Ve obtain either ~2 = 9(, or there is an 91i2 , i2 ~ i 1 , 

such that ~2 A ini2 ~ 0. Then ~a = ~2 + ~i2 == ~2 ffi 9ci2 • Continuing in 
this \Yay \Ve finally reach a k SUCh that 9( = ~k+1 == ~k ffi 9(ik = ~1 (±) 9fi1 (±) 

· • • <±) ~J(ik . Thus 'Ri1 <±) • • • (±) inik is a complement of ~1 relative to 91. Now 
if \Ve begin \Yith ~1 = 0, We obtain the decomposition 9l = 9fi1 (±) • • • (jJ 9(i1c • 

Hence 

is a composition series for 91 and by Theoren1 6, both chain conditions hold. 

9. o-modules. \V·e shall no\V introduce the concept of a module, which is of 
particular importance in the theory of representations. We define a representa
tion of an abstract ring o as a homomorphism bet\v~en o and a subring of the 
ring of endomorphisms of a commutative group m. \Ve denote the endo
morphism corresponding to a in o by A. Ho\vever, \Ve shall find it more con
venient to denote the effect x.A. simply as xa and to regard this element as the 
"product" of x in 9)( and a in o. The follo\ving conditions hold: 

(2) 

(x + y)a = xa + ya 

x(a + b) = xa + xb 

x(ab) = (xa)b 

for all x, y in 9)( and all a, b in o. K 0\V \Ve shall call a commutative group m 
an o-module if a product xa in IDC is defined for each x in 9)[ and each a in o such 
that (2) holds. Thus \Ve have shown that the group me in \Vhich a representation 
of o is defined may be regarded as an o-module. On the other hand, any o
n1odule defines a representation. For by the first of equations (2), the mapping 
.r ~ xa is an endomorphism in me. By the second and third equations, the set D 
of these errdomorphisms is closed under addition and multiplication. More-
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oYer, \VC may deduce easily that .rO = 0 and that x(-a) -xa so that D con
tains the 0 endomorphism and the negative of any endomorphism in this set. 
Thus r: is a ring. X O\V by the second and third equations, the correspondence 
bet,veen a and the endomorphism x _, :ra is a homomorphism between o and D. 

Since the ring o has an existence independent of 9)(, there is a natural \vay of 
comparing different o-modules. ,,~ e define an o-homo1norphisrn If bet\veen the 
o-module 9)( and the o-module 9( as a homomorphisn1 bet,veen 9)( and 9( such that 
(xa)H = (xH)a for all.r in 9)( and all a in o. If His (1 - 1), \Ve have an 0-iso-
1norphis1n. In a ~imilar fashion \Ye define an o-endomorphism and an o-auto
morphism. If 9( is a subgroup of an o-n1odule, having the property that ya E 91 
for all y in 9( and all a in o, 9( is a n1odule relative to the product ya. Then 
9( is called a ·submodu[e of 9)(. ,y-e n1ay set (x + 9()a = xa + 91 and ObRerve 
that this function is single valued for the pairs .r + 9( in ffi( - 9( and a in o. 
The rules (2) hold and so 9)( - 9( is a n1odule, the dzfference ,module of 9)( 'vith 
respect to 9(. The module 9)( is reducible if it contains a proper o-submodule. 
Deco1nposability and complete reducibility are defined in a similar fashion. 

''". e shall see later that the follo\ving representation is fundamental in the 
structure theory of rings. ,,~ e consider o as a commutative group relative 
to the addition defined in the ring o. ~ O\V \Ve may turn this group into an 
o-n1odule by taking :ra to be the ring product of x and a. Then the equations 
(2) follo'v from the distributive and associative la,vs. Hence the group o is an 
o-n1odule. It follo\VS that the correspondence bet,veen the ring element a and 
the endomorphism x ~ xa is a representation. ''r e shall denote the endo
morphism x ~ :ra by ar and \Ve shall call this mapping the right 1nultiplicat,ion 
detern1ined by a. The representation a~ ar is the (right) regular representation 
of o. If o has an identity 1, lar ==, 1 br implies that a = b; hence the regular 
representation is (1 - 1). The o-submodules relative to the regular representa
tion are the right ideals of o. 

The theorems that \Ve have proved for n-groups are all valid for o-n1odules. 
The modification in statement and proof is obvious. For example, if 9)( is an 
o-module homomorphic to the o-module 9C, then the set ~ of elements mapped 
into 0 by the homomorphism is a submodule of [)( and 9JC - 'l3 and 9( are o
isomorphic. If o contains an identity, the following device enables us to reduce 
the theory of o-modules to that of Q-groups. If ill( and 9C are o-modules, we 
form the direct SUm 8 == 9.)( (±) 9( (±) 0 and \Ve define (X + y + b )a == Xa + 
ya + ba for x in [)(, y in 91 and a, b in o. In this \Vay \Ve obtain a ring of endo
morphisms ~ in ~ isomorphic to o. ~---o,v [)(and 9( are [:'-subgroups and are 
~-homomorphic (-C-isomorphic) if and only if they are o-homomorphic (o
isonlorphic). 

Finally \Ve may remark that certain problems regarding Q-groups may be 
reduced to questions on representations. This is done by replacing n by its 
enYeloping ring ~ defined_ as the smallest subring of endomorphisms containing 
all the transformations in Q. Then[' defines a representation of itself, or, more 
precisely, ,[' defines a representation of the abstract ring o isomorphic to D. 
The group m in \Vhich the endomorphisms act is therefore an o-module. 
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10. Left-modules. Since "·e are primarily interested in non-commutative 
rings, the concept of an anti-homomorphism is almost as important as that of a 
homon1orphism. vVe recall the definition: If o and o' are rings, an anti-ho1no
morphisrn is a mapping ~r ~ :r' of o into the 'vhole of o' such that 

(x + y)' = :r' + y' Cry)' = y'x'. 

If, in addition, the mapping is (1 - 1 ), then it is an anti-isomorphistn and o 
and o' are anti-,isomorphic. If \Ve add the further condition that o = o', \Ve have 
an anti-a1domorphism. For exarnple, the corre~pondence bet\\Teen a matrix 
and its transpose is an anti-iRomorphism in the ring of matrices \vith rational 
integral elements. 

Xo\v if o is any ring, \Ye rna~ .. form a set o' \Vhose elements x' are in (1 - 1) 
correspondence \vith those of o (x ~ x') and then define x' + y' as (x + y)' 
and x'y' as (yx )'. The result.ing system is a ring anti-ison1orphic to o, the 
mapping x ~ x' being an anti-isomorphism. 

\Ve n1ay no\v formulate the duals of the concepts of representation and 
o-module. 'Ve define an anti-representation (inverse representation) of o as 
an anti-homomorphism a ~A' bet\veen o and a subring of the ring of endo
morphisnls of a commutative group WC. In this case it is convenient to denote 
the value x ... 4' of the function of x and a by ax. Then 

(3) 

a(x + y) = ax + ay 

(a + b )x = ax + bx 

(ab )x = a(bx). 

We are therefore led to define a left o-module WC as a commutative group for 
which there is defined a product of X in ilJ( and a in 0 \Vhose values ax, in 9)(, 

satisfy (3). Thus any anti-representation leads to a left o-n1odule, and, con
versely, if a left o-module is given, the correspondence a ~ A' \vhere x ... 4' = ax 
is an anti-representation. The definitions of isomorphisnt, submodule, etc. are 
similar to those for ordinary modules. As is to be expected, the "anti"-theory 
parallels the ordinary theory-. \Ve may in fact obtain a reduction to the ordinary 
theory by noting that any left o-module may be regarded as an o'-module \\'here 
o' is anti-isomorphic to o. In many cases, ho,vever, V{e shall find it more con
venient to deal directly ''"·ith left modules instead of carrying out this reduction. 

As before, the additive group of any ring o is a left o-module relative to the 
function 'vhose .values are the products ax, x in the additive group o and a in 
the ring o. We shall denote the n1apping x ~ ax by az and shall call it the 
left multiplication determined by a. The anti-representation a ~ a, is called 
the left ·regular -representation. It is clear that the submodules of the left o
module o are the left ideals of o. 



CHAPTER 2 

,~ECTOR SPACES 

1. Definition.. In this chapter ,, .. e study a commutative group 9? relative 
to a set <I> of endomorphisms that forms a division ring (non-commutative field). 
The set ~ of <1>-endomorphisms of a group of this type is a matrix ring over a 
division ring <I>' anti-isomorphic to <1>. Our study is therefore equivalent to the 
study of matrix rings. One of the fundamental results of the structure theory 
of rings (obtained in Chapter 4) amounts to the statement that any simple 
ring satisfying certain finiteness conditions is a matrix ring over a division ring. 
By means of this theorem, \Ve shall be able to elevate the present seemingly· 
special discussion to an important place in the general theory. 

The exact assumptions that \Ve make on ffi and on <I> are the follo,Ying: 
1. If a, {3 e <1>, then a + {3 e <I> and a{3 e <1>. 
2. 0 and 1 e<l>. 
3. If a e <1>, then -a e <I> and if a ~ 0, then a is an automorphism and a - 1 e <1>. 

Thus the set <I> is a division subring, containing the identity endomorphism, of 
the ring of endomorphisms of ~. ''r e call ffi a vector space (linear space, linear 
set) over <1>. 

As "·e have ren1arked for commutative groups relative to an arbitrary ring of 
endomorphis1ns, any vector space ffi over <I> may be regarded as a <P-module, 
\Yhere cp is the abstract ring ison1orphic to <1>. The module product x1 == x 

for all x in ~ and 1, the identity of cp. On the other hand, suppose that cp is an 
arbitrary division ring and that We is a <P-module in \vhich x1 == x for all x. Let 
<I> denote the ring of endomorphisms x ~ xa determined by the elements a in lfl· 
Then <I> is a homomorphic image ~0 of the division ring cp. It follo,vs that <I> 

is isomorphic to cp. Hence <I> is a division ring and since <I> contains the identity 
mapping, <I> satisfies the assumptions 1 - 3. Thus \\·e may also define a vector 
space as a cp-module such that lfl is a division ring and xl == x for all x in the 
module. 

A <1>-subgroup ~of a vector space ffi over <I> is called a subspace of~- 'Ve shall 
restrict our attention to vector spaces that are finite dimensional in the sense 
that 

4. The ascending chain condition for subspaces holds. 
If x is any vector (element) in Tt, the set (x) of vectors of the form xa, a 

arbitrary in <1>, is a subspace. It is irreducible. For if x: ~ 0, and y ~ 0 is in 
asubspace0of (x), theny == x,.,;hencexa == y-y-1a e0sothat (x) = 0. Evi
dently the subspaces (x) are the only irreducible ones, since any subspace con
tains a subspace of this f orn1. 

If 0 is a subspace ~ffi, let Y1 be a vector not in~- Then 81 = 0 + (y1) = 
~ (±) (y1) since (y1) is irreducible. If ~1 ~ ffi, \Ve may find a Y2 not in 01 , and 

17 
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then ~2 = ~I + (y2) = 81 ~ (y2) = Z (±) (yi) ~ (yz). Continuing in this \vay, 
"~e obtain an increasing chain of subspaces Zi = 0 8J (yt) ~ · · · EB (yi). 
Hence, b~v the ascending (•hain ronclition, there i~ an integer r such that ~ll == 
~ ~ (y1) ~ · · · EB (yr). If ,,.e set S' == (y1) (f) · · · (f) (yr), \VP obtain ~ll = 
e (±) S'. Hence ~t is C0111pletely reducible. If ,\VC begin \Vith ? = 0, \VC 

obtain a set of YPctors .r1, · · · , .r,~ ~ 0 such that ~H == (.r1) @ · · · (±) (.rrz).1 

EYer:y Yector .r has a unique representation as 2:.riti , ti in <1>; for :riti is detcrn1ined 
by :t and J_'i~i = .1.\77i implies that ~i = 'T1i. The .r's constitute a basis for ~Rover <I>. 
By either the Jordan-Holder theorem or the I\"rull-Schmidt theorern their nunl
ber n, the dirnensionality of ~)( oYer cJ>, is an invariant. In the next section \Ve 
shall obtain a direct proof of this :fact. 

The inYariance of dimensionality in1plies that isomorphic <P-modules have the 
same dimensionality. Conversely, let ~1 and ~t2 be <P-modules having the same 
dimensionality and let .rii\ · · · , :r~i) be a basis for ~)ti. Then 2:x?)ai ~ ~.rf~)ai, 
ai in <P, is a <P-isomorphisrn. 

If <Pis any division ring, \Ye n1ay construct a vector space of any dirnensionality 
n oYer a ring of enclon1orphisn1s <I> isomorphic to <P· For let ~~ be the set of 
elements .r = (~I, · · · , ~,J, ~i in <P· \V·e define x = y = (771, · · · , 71n) if ti = 'T1i 

and 

X + Y == (~1 + 711 , ' • • ' ~n + 'T1n), 

for a in <P· Then ~)( i~ a <P-rnodule in \Yhich x1 = :r. Hence lli is a vector space 
oyer cJ>, the ring of endomorphisn1s x ~ xa and cJ> is isomorphic to <P· If \Ye set 
X1 = (1, 0, · · · , 0), · · · , In = (0, · · · , 0, 1), '\\~e obtain ffi = (xi) EB · · · EB (xn). 
Hence~ has a coinposition series and therefore ~)t satisfies both chain conditions. 
The clin1ensionality of ~~ is n. 'fhe possibility of constructing a vector space 
for any division ring insures the applicability of the results \Ve shall derive for 
division rings of endomorphisn1s to arbitrary division rings. 

2. Change of basis. The vectors Y1 , · · · , Yr of 9t over <I> are linearly inde
pendent if Z = (yi) + · · · + (yr) = (y1) ~ · · · ~ (yr) and the Yi arc ~ 0. 
An equivalent condition is that ~yiai = 0 only if all the ai == 0. X O\V suppose 
that the y's are linearly independent and that Yi == ~x i/3 ii are expressions for the 
y's in terms of the basis .r1 , · · · , Xn • If p is any element of cf>, then the vectors 
Y1 , Y2 + Y1P, Y3 , · · · , Yr are linearly independent. For other\vise, Yz + 
Y1P e (yi) + (y3) + · · · + (y,.) and hence Yz e (yi) + (y3) + · · · + · (yr). \\Te 
note also that ~ = (yt) + (y2 + Y1P) + (y3) + · · · + (yr). Let /3n 1 t ~ 0 and 
set p = -f3n~1f3n12. rrhen the expression for the vector y~ 1 ) = Y2 + YIP does 

1 If we assun1c the well ordering theoren1, these facts may be established without using 
the ascending chain condition. For let [ya] be the set of vectors in ffi where a ranges ov.er 
a section of ordinal nun1 bers. If 2 is a subspace, \VC define 8 a to be the smallest subspace 
containi~g ~and all YB·with {J <a. If Ya t! 2a, \\·e set Ya = Xa. Then the x's are linearly 
independent and . generate a COn1plemen t of 2. The above discussion shows that the 
ascending chain condition 1m plies the descending chain condition. N O\V the complete 
reducibility of 9t has the consequence that the ascending chain condition is implied by the 
descending chain condition. This may also be proved directly (Chapter 4, 12). 
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. I -;. '1 I l I 
1) (1) • ( ) + not lnYO YC l' n 1 • ~11111 ar y' \\·e may (' lOOSe Yt'Ctors Y3 ' ... ' .lJ r lll .1'1 

· · · + (Xn 1-I) + (:rn 1 ~1) + · · · + (.rn) such that Y1, yi
1
), • • • , y;l) are linearly 

independent and 2 == ClJ1) + y~ 1 ) -t-- · · · + y~n. Xo'v suppo:-;e that yl?' = 
2:.r1B~j/ and that d~.;:! ~ 0. 'Then \Ye set y~/J = Ykn - y~0 {3~~1.}2 -r/3~/j, .. for k == 
3, 4, · · · and note ti1at yf·) ~ 0 and that the Pxpre~~ion~ for these y,~"2J in\·olvc 

• ,..__ (ll ("2) (:.?) 
neither .r:'l nor .rn 2 • ~Ioreovcr, ~ == (yr) ® (y2 ) (f) (~/3 ) c±> • · · (f) (?Jr ). 
~\fter a nun1bPr of repetitions of this proce~s, \YC obtain Z ClJ1) @ (y~l)) 11) 

( (r-1'\ } (i-1) '"""' 0 " O 1 · · · · (i) Yr · J ,\·lrrc Yi = .rntr'nii + LJ .r{Yii ~ , 'Ynii :r=- , S == , · · · , l 
j~n,; 

and t be n i are cli:'tinct. 1'he corr<>~pondcnce bet\\·een y i and .r ~~ i clearly sho\YS 
that r < n. If 2 == ~)~,they'~ also forn1 a ha~is for ~)t and so, by ~y1nrnetry, 
n < r. Thu~ the dirnensionalitv is an inYariant. -- - . 

Dy a slight extPn:..:ion of the aboYc 1nct hod 've oht a in a basis z1 , · · · , Zr for 
~z such that Zi == .r1ei€11ii + L .r1€1i, €nii ¥- 0, t == 1, · · · , r. 13y multiplying 

j~nt 

these vectors h~· €-n: i and then arranging then1 in proper order, \Ye obtain fi.nally 
a basi~ u 1 , · · · , llr for 2 such that ui == l~n i + L XJPi i and n1 < n2 < · · · . 

j~n t 

If ? == ~)(, the inYarianee of dimensionality sho\YS that r == n. rrhcn the ,·ectors 
ui are merely the original YPctors xi. Suppose, conversely, that r == n, i.e. 
the y'~ are linearly independent and their number is the dimensionality of ~n. 
Then u i == .r i and so the y's as \veil as the .r's forn1 a basis for 5lt It should be 
rernarked that the passage from the basis Y1 , · · · , y n to the basis u1 = 
1'1 , · · · , u,. == Xn has been effected by a sequence of replacements of the fol-
lo\\·ing types: 

I. Yi ~ Yi for i ~ r and Yr __, Yr + YsP, s ~ r. 

II. Yi __, 'Yi for i ~ r and Yr __, Yra-, a- ~ 0. 

III. Yi ~ l/i for i ~ r' s and y r __, y 8 ' y 8 __, y r . 

The last type is required to arrange the .r's in the right order. 
If .rr , · · · , :r n and Y1 , · · · , Yn are any t\YO bases for 9~, \Ve may suppose that 

Yi == ~x i/3 ii and xi = ~ykaki. These expressions are unique. Since 

L O:kj f3j·i = Dki' 
1 

L f3ki O:ji == Oki 
1 

(oki, the Kronecker delta). Thus if '"e set B == (f3ij), At = (aij), \Ve obtain 
A lJ = 1 == B ... ·1 "·here 1 is the identit~y n1atrix in <Pn , the ring of n X n matrices 
,,·ith elements in the division ring 4>. 2 

~If ~(is a ring. ~fn denotes the set of clen1ents "2:.Cijaii, a,i in ~1 where "2:.eiiai; = "2ei 1b,i 
if and only if a;i = Oi 1 • \Ve set ~Ciiaii + ~Ciibii = '2:eii(aii + bii) and (~eiiaii)(~ciibii) = 

L e\dL aikDki). 'The resulting system i~ a ring. 'I'he subset of cJements ~eiia is a subring 
k 
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On the other hand, suppose that B = ([ji1) is any matrix having a right inverse 
A (BA = 1 ). Set Yi = ~xi/3ii where Xt , · • · , Xn is a basis for ~- Then 

2;ykak1" = ~Xi{jikCXkf = 2;xiDit = xi . 

If the y's are not linearly independent, \Ve may choose a subset y1 , • • • , Yr of 
them which are and such that ® = (Yt) + · · · + (1/,.) = (yt) ffi · · · ~ (yr), 
a proper decomposition. Since Xt ' ••. ' Xn E e, 0 = m, and we have a contra
diction · to the in variance of the dimensionality. Hence the y' s are linearly 
independent and so they form a basis for 91, and AB = 1. 

THEOREM 1. If <I> is a division ring, then AB = 1 in cl>n if and only if B~4 = 1. 

If the y's do not form a basis, they are linearly dependent and hence 
~Y{Yi = 0, l'i not all 0. If Yi = ~x if3ii , then ~/3ii'Yi = 0 so that the matrix 

'Yt 0 0 
. . . . . 

c - . . . . . 
. . . . . 

'Yn 0 . . . 0 

satisfies BC = 0. Conversely, if C ~ 0 and BC = 0, then the vectors };xi f3ii 

are linearly dependent. Thus \Ve have proved 

THEOREM 2. If <I> is a division ring, a matr'ix in <Pn is a unit if and only if it is 
not a left zero divisor. 

Let <I>' be a division ring anti-isomorphic to <I> and a~ a' an anti-isomorphism 
bet\\~een <I> and <I>'. Then (ah) = A ~A* = (a~i), a~i == a;·i is an anti-isomor
phism between <I>n and <I>~. If AB = 1, then B*A* = 1 in <I>~ and if CB = 0, 
then B*C* = 0. It follo\VS from this that \ve may replace the word "left" 
by "right'' in the above theorem. 

V\r e sa\V that we could pass from the basis Y1 , • · · , Yn to X1 , • .• • , Xn by a 
sequence of replacements of the types I, II and III noted above. The matrices 
relating the ne\V y's to the old ones are respectively 

1 • 
. 1 

r · · · · 0 · · · · 1 
: 1 • 

• 

1 1 • • 
r · · · 1 

• 

1 s .... 1 .... 0 

l 1 • 

s .. ·p· ·1. 
. 1 

' ' • "1 : . . 

~ isomorphic to ~. We shall identify ~ \vith ~- If~ has an identity 1, !n contains ele
ments e,; = e,;l such that 

and e11 + · · · +ennis an identity for ~n • Every element a in ~n may be written in one and 
only one way as ~e, iai i where e, iai i now denotes the product of e, i and a, i , ai; in ~. The 
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and are called ~:1e;nentary tnatrice:S. No\Y if {.rz}, {yi} and lzd arc three different 
base~ for ~)t and y j = ~.ria i ;" , ZJ· = ~y j/3 jl: , then Zk = ~X i'Y il: \Yhere (y == ( 'Y i j) = 
AB. Hence \\·c have 

1.,HEOREM 3. ...4ny unit in cf>,. is a product of elementary 1natrices . 

. .\~ a tnatter of fact, the last type is superfluous. For if n == 2, \\·e ha,·c 

(0 1) - (1 1) ( 1 0) (1 1) (-1 0)' 
1 0 0 1 -1 1 0 1 0 1 

and the modifieation for n > 2 is ob,~ious. 

3. Vector spaces over different division rings. ..~\ type of ,·ector space that 
oceur:-; frequent~~~ in the t heor.'· of rings and algebras is obtained as follo\vs. 
l..et ~ be a ring "·ith an identity and cp a division subring of ~I containing the 
identity. \\T e have seen that the endomorphism~ :r ~ xa, for x in ~( and a in <,e, 

forn1 a division ring cJ> isomorphic to cp. Since cJ> contains the identit.'· endo
nlorphi~n1, v;e Ina~· regard ~1 as a vector space o\·er cf>. In a sirnilar 1nanner, \Ye 
n1a.'· use the Pnclomorphisms :r ~ a.r = .ra' and obtain a di ,·is ion ring <I>' of 
enuotnorphisrns anti-isomorphic to cp. 

X O\Y suppo~e that ~~ is an.\· ,·ector space over cJ> and that ~ is a diviRion ~ub
ring of <P. \\:-e denote the set of endomorphisn1s ~ ~ ta in cJ>, a in ~' by ~ also. 
SupposP first ·that tht\ dimensionality (~~:cf>) is nand that (cJ>: ~) == m. Then if 
x1 , · · · , .c. i~ a basis for 5n o\·er cJ> and tt , · · · , tm is a basis for cJ> over ~' every 
,.('etor in ~)t ha~ one and Qnly one representation as ~:ri~ iai i , a; i in ~. Hence 
the .Ti~i forn1 a basis of 1nn elen1ents for~ over~- C'on\'·er~ely, if~~ O\Ter ~ 
i~ finite din1f"nsional, it is evident that ~t over cJ> is also finite di1nensional since 
<I> > ~- Furthermore if x is any \yector ~0 in ~t, the set Xt, ~ arbitrary· in cJ>, 

i~ a subspaee of ~n o\'·er ~- If Xt1 , · · · , :r~m is a basis for thiB spare, 
then t1 , · · · , ~m is a basis for cJ> over ~ and so cJ> is finite dimensional over ~
,,~ e ha \ye the ref ore proved 

r"fHEOREM 4. lf ~ is a vector space of finite dimensionality over <I> and ~ 1~s a 
dir£sion sub ring of cJ> such that cJ> over ~ is finite, then (~: ~) == (~: cJ>) (cJ>: ~). 

Conversely, if~~ is any vector space over <I> and~ is finite over ~' a divis£on subring 
of cJ>, then cJ> is finite over ~-

The san1e result holds for ~', the set of endomorphisms t ~ at. In the 
remainder of this chapter \Ve consider a fixed ,·ector space ~)i over a fixed division 
ring cJ>. 

4. The ring of linear transformations. .A. cf>-endomorphism A of ~~ is called a 
linear transforn1ation of 91 over <1>. X O\V, in any ring, the totality of elements 
that commute \Vith the elements of a fixed subset of the ring form a subring. 

elements of ~I commute v.·ith the eii. Conversely, if 58 is any ring containing an identity 1 
and elements e~; satisfying the above conditions and ~eii = 1; and if 5S contains a subring 2£ 
such that 1) 1 E 2L 2) aei 1 = ei ia for all a in ~~ and 3) every element of 'B may be \\Tit ten in 
one and only one \vay in the form 2:ei iai i , then 5S ~ ~{ n • 
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HrnrP the ,..;et of linear tran~fonnation.') i~ n .~nhring ~~of the ring of •·tHloinor
phi . ..;nlf.;. 

If ~·t is a lin(·ar tran;-;forrnation and .r1 , • • • , .cl, i~ a basi:-:.; for ~)L o\·t·r 4>, ... t i:S 
con1pletcl~· d<'trrinined b~, thP i111age~ .ci4l of the .r·~. },or if .r == ~.r,~i, \VC 

baYe .c·l == ~(.ri~4)~~. (Jn the other hand, \YC Inay choo~c n t·lcnH'nt:..; Yi at 
randon1 and Yerify that tlH\ Inapping ~.r~~i ---1- ~.lJ~~~· i~ a linear transftH'tnation ~·1 

~ueh t h~i t .t ~~·1 = y ~· . In particular, for each a in ¢ there is a un iq up linear 
tran:--forn1ation o:.' surh that l'1c/ :=:: .ria. ()f course, o:.' depends on tlH' (•hoice 
of thP ha~is as \YPll as on a. 'The a"~ forn1 a ~uhring <P' of \1 ru1ti-i.~~nnorphic 

to <~>~ the <'OITr~pondenrc a ~ a' being an anti-i~on1orphisn1. 
::\" u\\· \Y<' n1a~· regard ~H as a Yector space oYer <P'. Since cYcry .( tuay he 

\Yritten in one and onl~,. one \Yay in the forn1 ~-r~~: , .r1 , • • · , .rn i.~ a ba:--;is for~)~ 
o,-er <P' and :'O ~1t is n di1nensional oYer <P'. ,.flu~ endon1orphisn1s a an· linear 
tran~forn1ations in ~1t o\-er <P' and ~inre Xia === .r1a', a is the endornnrphisn1 
a~:Sociated \Yith c/ and the .r·s in the san1c \\·ay that a' i~ a:'~oriated \\·ith a and 
l ' . ' ')' t 1 c .r ~, 1. e . ( a === a . 

lJet ~~~~i drnote the linrar tran~forrnation of ~HoYer <I> ~ueh that .c./:~:; :=:: oii'.rj. 

Since .rr(l~--,.ia') == .rr(a'};iJ), A1

iJa' :=:: a'Eii, and l~1 1j is also linear in ~)t u\·er <t/. 

~O\Y ~uppo~P that _t is an arbitrary linear transforn1ation in~)~ OYrr cp and that 
.rrA·1 == ~.r Jar J • 'T'hen, as is rcadil.\· Yerified, _-1 and ~£ i 1a: f ha ,.P the ~atne 

ff t h . H 1 '""' L, ' c-~ l . f 1 ~ r ' t • • 'J e ec on t. e .r :-:. enrc ~· == .... a~ iiai i . onYcr~f' y, 1 __ == .-1~ 1 JCti J •• -1 1:-: 111 t 
and .rrA·1 = ~-riarf. It follo,,·s that PYery ... 4 in~? 1nay he reprP~Pnted in one and 
onl~- one ,,·a~,. in the f orrn ~1:~ i 1a~ i , a' in <P'. Since 

I 

<Pn. 
J)~· (1) \Ye obtain 

(2) 

~}~~ - 1 
- ""ii - ' 

Hence if _t = ~A,1ia~i eon1n1utes \Yith all the Ekz, thrn a~(1 == 0 if p r::. fJ and 
a~P == .:-1, i.e._-!_ == a' e <P'. 1'hu~ <P' n1n.y be eharacterizPd as the ~ct of elPn1ents 
of tt commutati\·c \Yith all the J;;ii. '\""e n1ay also eharaeterize <P' a~ the eoin
plete set of endomorph isms of ~11 con1n1u ta ti\-c \Yit h all the enclo1norphi~n1s a 

and all the Eij, or, more sin1ply, \\·ith all the endoinorphisrr1s ~E~·Ja!f. l:;or, 
the condition that ... 4 con1n1ute "·ith <P is that ~-1 e ~. In a sirnilar rnnnner \\.P see 
that <P is the con1plete set of ~Lendomorphi:-:n1s of ~~~. In particular the center3 

li of~ is contained in <P. Since li < ~and the ele1ncnts of (i cornn1utc \\·ith the 
E i J. , li < <P'. It f ollo\VS that (5 = ~ A <P'. If <P is con1n1u ta ti Yc. t hC' trans
forn1ation a' == a and, therefore, a' i.~ independent of the choice of the hasis. 
The field <I> is then the center of ~. \\"" P return to the general case \Yhere <P is a 
di\·ision ring, and ,,-e shall use the specific form of ~ to obtain a nun1ber of 
in1portant structure theoren1~. 

3 \Ye use this tern1 for the set of elen1cnts of a ring comn1utativc \Yith all the ek·tncnts of 
the ring. 
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THEOREM 5. The ring~ is simple. 

''r e recall that a ring is sinlple if it has no proper two-sided ideals. Let 
~ ¢. 0 be a t\Yo-sided ideal of ~ = <I>~ • If 'l;Ei;/3~; = B is an element =;eo in 
m. by (2) "~e obtain that /3~ j E ~. At least one of these, say {3~q is =;eo. It 
follows that 1 = {3~q/3~q1 

E 58. Hence m = ~. 

THEOREl\I 6. The ring ~ is a dt"rect su1n of irreducible right (left) ideals. 

The set Ek,.fJ; consisting of the elements L: Ek;a~; is an irreducible right ideal. 
i . 

For if .s· i5 a right ideal ~0 contained i-n Ekk~, let B = L: Ek;/3~; E 3 where 
i 

11:.z ;;e 0. Then 3 contains BEzki3~11 = Ekk and hence all the elements of Ekk~. 
Evidently ~ = Eu~ (i) · · · (i) En1~\!.. 

5. Automorphisms and anti-automorphisms of ~. Let Fii be n2 linear 
transformations such that 

(3) Fi;Fkz = o ikFi, , Fn + • • • + Fnn = 1. 

If y is a vector ;;eo, there is an FPP such that yFPP ;;eo. It follows that the 
Yectors Yi = yF pi form a basis for m over <1>. For if ~Yilii = 0, ('l;yilii)F jp = 

L: y(F piF ;p) = (yF PP)[j i = 0 arid hence /3; = 0 for j = 1, · · · ; n. Relative to 
1 

the Yi , we have 

(-!) 

If ~S i:"' the linear transformation such that xiS = Yi, s-1 is defined by yiS-1 = xi. 
l;ro1n (4) and the definition of the Ei; we obtain that Fi; = s-1EijS. An .im
portant application of this result is the follo\ving theorem. 

rfHEOREM 7. Any aulo1norphism of~ ha.s the form };EijO!~j ~ s-1(~Eija~j)S 
u~hcre a' ~ a'8 is an automorphism in <1>'. 

l .. (·t (;be an auton1orphis1n of~ = <~>: . Then the transforn1ation~ Fii = E?1 
~nti~fy (3) and hence there is an Sin~ such that E?1 = s-1Ei;S. The mapping 
~~ ~ -S~4. G ;S-1 = ... 4" is an automorphism in ~ such that. Efi = E ii . Since <I>' is 
the ron1plete set of eletnents commutative \\"ith the Eii, it follo\vs that H in
duce~ an auto1norphisn1 sin <I>' and hence (~Ei;a~;)H = ~Ei;a~j. Then A G = 
S-1 ("E 'B) s 

,. - ~ i Pi i . ,. · 

Xo,,·let J be an anti-automorphism in~. Since the transformations Fii = E1" 
~at.i~fy (3), there exists an-~ in~ such that E~i = s-1Ei;S. The correspondence 
..;-1 ---+ .'\.-lJ#S-1 = A K is an anti-automorphism sending Ei; into E ii. It therefore 
induces an anti-auton1orphism t in <I>' and (~Ei;a~ ;)J = S-1('};E ;ia~:)S. 

1,HEOREli 8. The ring \? has an anti-automorphism if and only if ~ has a·n 
onti-auto1norphis1n. J/ oreover if ~ ha.s an anti-automorphism. J, then AJ = 

,._~- 1 C~E JiO:~ ~)S ·tvhere .) e ~ and a' ~ a't is an anti-automorphisnl in~'.' 

4 'fh(\ ring 4> has au !'tnt i-~utton1orphism if and only if~' has. 
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0 EJ2 If .! is involutorial in the sense that .7- 1, then Eii = ~ ii 

(/'/8- 1)/~1 ij~'-;(/;.;J)- 1 • Hence SJ = u'~S, u' in <P'. If u' ~ -1, ~.)J + ~" 
(u' + 1).~ =--- T and (u' + 1) has an inver~P in <P'. 'I'hen ('LEiia:j)J 
1·--l('"'/' ln)1' } 7..,J T d !U ( 1 . 1.) ' 1( 1 . 1)-l rl"h , ..... : ;tai 1 ,,- 1ere · == an a == u -r . a J' --r . u~ \YC n1ay 
~uppo~t· at the start that ~·1J == .';- 1 ~1 K.) \Yhere ~~J == ±;~·. ~·1 K == LE iia:} . ~ince 
.. 1 K

2 = Aij'(A'{4J;._~- 1 )J8- 1 = ~--1, 1\. is involutorial. Renee t is involutorial. '':e 
note finally that A"'J = .~-I~~K~~ = +.S in1plies that ASK = ±8. 

'THEOH~:.\1 9. Thr ring ~ has an involutorial anti-autornorphis1n 1j and only 1j 
¢ has an incolutorial anti-autornorphisJn. If~~ has an z:nvolutorial ant£-autonzor
ohisrn .!, then ~-1J = S- 1 ('~E.iJ·a~})~.._~ where a' ~ a' 1 is an involutorial anti-auto
'norpltz":·nn in <1>', and 8 t t1 and satisfies the equatZ:ons u: .i == u;~ . 

\Y e eonsidPr 110\Y t.hP spceial case of a ron1mnta.tiYP <I> and \Ve obtain a~ a roro]
lary to the aboYe theoren1s the follo\ving 

'THEOHE\I 10. If <P is a field, then any a ulonzorph isnz in <Pn that leaves the r'le
lnents of t!tc renter <I> invariant is inner. ~·1ny ant?_·-autornorphism of <l>n leaving 
the elcnzcnt~ of<l> illl'Griant has the for'ln A4 ~ s-lA·t'A~- A4J, A4' the transpose of .A. 
The anti-outornorpltisnt .] is involutorialzj and only zf 5.;' == ±~~. 

6. Commuting rings of endomorphisms. Suppo~e that n 
s-1 

G a{3 == L E J.lT-7-a ,J.lr_._/3 , 
J.l=O 

r 

a,/3 

H"x = L E(te-l)r+')',!X-l)r+'Y , 
- -y=l 

1 · · · r ' ' ' 

1, ... ' s. 

()ne readily ,·erifies that 

(5) 

((i) 

(7) 

Gu + · · · + Grr == 1, 

H u + · · · + H ss == 1, 

rs and define 

By (7) ever~~ elen1ent of \' has the forn1 ~Ga6Bai3 \Vhere Raf3 is a sum ~H"xt3~x, 
/3' in <1>', and if ~Gai3Baf3 = 0, Ba13 == 0. It follo,vs that (<l>;)r r-v <l>;r. Sitnilarly, 
PYery elPn1ent has one and only one expression of the type -:ill"x('"x \\'here (f"x 

ha:-, the form L G a3'Y ~fj '-y' in <I>'. If ... 4 == L G aBBas' Ba.~ == L (]-ya·L1G{3-y. Hence 
'Y 

the condition that A. eon1mll te \Yit h all G a3 i~ that A·l = Baa == B3J == ~If "x/3~>-. . 
~in1ilarl~·. if A·l comn1Utes \\·ith all H"x it has the forn1 ~G afl'Y ~;3 • 

X o\\· }pt <P, denote thP ring of endomorphisms in ~1t of thP form ~(; a{3P aa ' 

p in ¢. ..\ <Pr-rndon1orphism is a <1>-endomorphisn1 \vhich eomn1ute~ \vith all the 
(; a3 • Hence it is an elernent of t1 commu tatiYe \Yith all the G a:3 • It the ref ore 
helong~ to<~< , thP ~et of endomorphisms of the forin ~H"x/3~x . Because of the 
·"Yn1n1etry, ¢r Inay be characterized as the set of <l>:-endo1norphisms of ~1(. 

X o\v ~uppose that ~t i~ any commutatiYe group in \vhich there is dPfinPd a 
ring of endomorphi:--:n1s of the type <l>r \\·here cJ> i~ a division ring containing the 
identity endomorphism. ()ur a~sumptions arc therefore that 1) there arc r2 
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endomorphisms Gas in 4\. sueh that (5) holds, 2) Gaf3P == PGaf3 for any p in <P 

and 3) every endomorphi~n1 of cl>r has a unique reprc8entation in the form 
~G af3Pai3 . We suppo~e al~o that the ascending chain condition holds for <P,.
~ubgroupR. SincP <Pr > c"P > 1, ~~ is a vector space over cJ>, though it is not clear 
a priori that ~( is finitP dimensional. 

l.et X he an element. ~ 0 in ffi. Since ~G aa = 1' there is a a~~ such that 
:rGoo ~ 0. Set .ra = .rGoa . 'T'hen these clement~ are linearly independent over 
cf>. If 5}(1 denote~ the set of clements ~1'aPa , p f cJ>, ~-n1 is a <Pr-subgroup. If 
~"R 1 ~ 5}(, let y he a vector not in 9tt . As before, there is a GEE such that yGEE 
is not in 9C 1 and if .r,.+a == yGta, the elements '"2:t~tr+aPa forn1 a ci>r-subgroup 9(2 

independent of ~1 in the ~cnsc that 9(1 A 9(2 = 0. If ~)(I + ~l~2 ~ ffi, '\Ve may 
repeat the process t hcrPhy obtaining a chain 9(1 < ~l~1 + ~R2 < · · · . By the 
finiteness assumption t hi~ breaks off and \Ve obtain ~)( = ~l~1 <±) • • • <±) ~s • 

HencP Tt has finite dimen~ionality n = rs over <P. 

THEORE~I 11 . l~et ~)~ be a cornmutative group and cJ>,. a matrix ring of endo
n1orphis1ns in ~)~ u'hcre <P is a division ring containing l. If~ s0tisjies the ascending 
chain condition for <Pr-subgroups, then it has finite din1ensionality n = rs over <I> 
and ~n == ~1 EB · · · ffi ~l~s 1vhcre the 5ni are irredu£ible ci>r-snbgroups. 

The irreducibility of ~~ i is seen as follo,vs: If z is any vector ~ 0 in ffi, there is 
as such that zGn , · · · , zGrr are independent over cJ>. Hence the set z<l>r = 91i 
for any z ~ 0 in ~)(i . 

If \Ve usc the ba~is .r1 , • • · , l"n determined above for ~)( over cJ> and define the 
s-1 

linear transforn1ations b\ j as before, \Ve obtain G af3 == L E.-,IJr+a,JJr+f3 • Fo:.;, G a{3 
. IJ=O 

.~-1 

is linear in~)~ over <P and it has the same effect as L E.,JJr+a,~Jr+t3 on the Xi • Hence 
J.'=O 

\Ve may apply the above discussion to obtain the follo\ving 

THEORE:t\;1 12. Let cf>,. be a nzatrix ring of endo1norphisnzs in a comntutative 
grovp ~~ such that the conditions of the preceding theorem hold. Then the ring of 
endomorphisms co-mlnutative -u'ith the given endomorphis1ns has the form cf>: where 
<I>' is a division ring anti-ison1orphic to cJ>. The original set of endomorphisms ci>r 
is the co1nplete set comrn utative tvith those in cf>~ • 

7. Isomorphism of matrix rings. Suppose no\v that \\·e have a ring that 
n1ay be regarded as a n1atrix ring cf>~ and as a \}!~ where cJ>' and \}!' are division 
rings containing the identity. 1~hen \Vc may suppose that cf>~ is the ring of 
linear transformations of an n-din1ensional vector space ~}~ over cJ>, cJ> anti-iso
n1orphic to cJ>'. I.Jet Gap , a, !3 = 1, · · · , r, be the n1atrix units of \}!~ . The 
endomorphisms ~G aJPaf3, pin <P, form a ring <Pr and \ve have seen that the dimen~ 
sionality of ~( over cJ> is rs == n. Hence r < n. l3y reversing the roles of cJ>' 
and \}!' we obtain n < r and hence r == n. It follows that there is a linear 
transformation S such that Gij = S-1b\pS, Eij the matrix units for cJ>~. Since 
the elements 1/;' in '¥' may be characterized as the linear transformations com
muting with the Gii and those of cJ>', as the linear transformations commuting 
'vith the E i i , \Ve have 'II' = ~.S- 1cJ>' S. 
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THEORE~I 13. If <P~ = 'lt~ tohere cJ>' and 'lt' are divis-ion rings, then r == n, 
cJ>' and 'lt' are isornorphic, and there exists an S in cf>~ such that 'lr' = s-1<1.>' ~-S and 
Gii == ~S-1EipS for the corresponding -;natrix units. 

8. Semi-linear transformations. \\T e shall no"· discuss a type of trans
formation of a vector space, first considered by ci. Segre, that fornlS a generali
zation of the concept of a linear transforn1ation. I.Jet ~S be an automorphisn1 of 
the division ring cfJ. Then a transforn1ation T of ~)( is called a semi-linear 
transforrnation of ~)t over cfJ if 

(8) (.r + y)T == xT + yT, (xa)T = (xT)as 

for all ;.r, y in ~)~ and all a in cf>. If T ~ 0, ~-S is uniquely detertnined by T. I~or 

then there exists a vector u such that u T ~ 0, and if .Sand ~C:,' are autornorphisn1s 
• 1 S S' S S' of cfJ for \Yluch (8) holds, then (u'l )a == (u T)a for all a. Hence a = a and 

.S == .. 5'. \\'" e shall call kg the auto1norphis1n of T. 
The condition aT = Ta8 eYidently irnplies that the endomorphism 11 corn

n1utes \Yith the ~et of endomorphisrns cf>. If ~-S == 1, T, of course, comn1utes ,,·ith 
the indi,·idual n1crnbers of cJ> and T is a linear transformation. The comn1uta
tivity \vith cJ> in1plies that a semi-linear transformation transforms any subspace 
2 of ~)~ into another ~ubspace. It is also clear that if 2 1 and 82 are subs paces 
~uch that ·21 < z~ ' then the image ·'ZIT < the image 02T. Since for any 
t\YO subspaces 21 , z~ , ·Z1 + :02 may be characterized US the smallest subspace 
containing ~I and :Z2 , it follo\vs that if 1' is a (1 - 1) semi-linear transforn1ation, 
then (Z1 + Z'2)T = 'Z1T + 02T. In a sin1ilar manner (61 A Z2)T = e1T A 
2'21'. T'hus any (1 -- 1) serni-linear transformation of a ,,.ector space ffi induces 
a lattice isornorphi~rn in the· lattice of subspaces of ~~- For this reason the 
:'Pnli-lincar tran~formations are on a par "·ith linear transformations in pro
jeetiYe geon1etr.\,.· 

If 71 is an arbitrary ~en1i-linear transforrnation, \VC let ')( = 9c(T) denote the 
~pace of \"ectors z such that zT = 0 and \YP suppose that z1 , • • • , Zr is a basis for 
thi~ space. ,,~e deterrninc a subspace ? such that ffi = 9( ® Z and let Y1 , · · · , 
?Jn-r be a basis for Z. 'Then it follO\\"S directly that Y1T, · · · , Yn-rT is a ba8is 
for ~H7'. Hence if \Ye call the din1cnsionality of ~1~7' the rank of T and the 
dinH·nsionality of 9( the nullity of 1', then \YC ha,,.e the follo"·ing extension of 
the \\·cll-kno,Yn theorc1n on linear equations: 

rank 1' + nullity T == 1z. 

If .r1, · · ·, 1'n i~ a basis for~)~ oyer cfJ, \Ye n1a~- \Yrite xiT = ~Xj'Tji and eall 
(,i j) the uzatri:r of 11 rclati,·e to this basis. T,he scrni-linear transformation T 
i~ det Prn1ined hy its rnat rix and itR au tornorphisn1 since (~:ri~i) 11 = 1:x JT Jift . 

In tcrn1s of the coordinates (~1 , · · • , ~,J of the Yector x, \\"e n1ay describe 11 as 
the transformation that sends (~I, · · · , ~n) into (rJI, · · · , rJn) \Yhere rJi = 
~r 1 ~f~ X O\Y if ( r~.j) is an arbitrary n1atrix and ~-.;;;; is any autornorphisn1, then 
the equation (~J· i~i) T = ~.r jT iif: dPfine::-~ a serni-linPar transforrnation 'vith 
nntoinorphism ~-Sand 'vith rnatrix (rii) relati,·e to thP basis .r1, · · · , Xn. 

If !J1, · · · , ?In is n second basi~ for~)~ o\·cr <P·and y~, == ~.ri,3ii, a simple com-
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putation shovvs that the n1atrix of the semi-linear transformation T relative to 
this basis is (/3)-1(r)(/38

) \\~here (r) is its matrix relative to the x's. Hence the 
theory of semi-linear transformntions corresponds to a theory of matrices \vith 
elements in a division ring in \Yhich t\YO rna trices ( r) and (a) are regarded as 
equivalent if there exists a rnatrix (/3) such that (u) = (/3)- 1 (r)(~), S, a fixed 
automorphism. 

N O\V suppose that r is a set of semi-linear transformations. If e; is a proper 
subspace of m invariant under all the T in r' \VC may choose a basis Yl ' ... ' Yn 
for 9~ such that Y1 , · · · , Yr is a basis for :0 (0 < r < n). Then the matr.ix of T 

relative to this baSiS is Of the form ( ~; :~) Where ( TJ) is a matriX Of 1' in e and 

(12) is a matrix of Tin the differPnre space m - 0. Conversely, if there exists 
a basis relative to \Vhich the matriceS of r have this "reduced" form, then m 
is reducible \Vhen regarded as a group relative to n = (r, cJ>) the logical sum of 
r and cf>. In vie\v of the relation between the matrices of a semi-linear trans
formation, \Ye may state this condition also in the follo,ving way: If ( r) is the 
matrix of 'P relati,~e to the basis x1 , · · • , Xn and J.S is the automorphism of T, 

then there exists a matrix ({3) independent of 1' such that ({3)-1 (r)(~) = ( ~1 
:

2
). 

X ow if ffi == ~s > ffis-1 > · · · > ~R 1 > 0 is a composition series form relative 
to n, we choose a basis Y1 , · · · , Yn of ffi over <I> such that Y1 , · · · , Yn 1 is a basis 
for 9t1 , Yn 1 +1 , · • · , Yn 1 +n 2 is a basis for 5R~ , etc. Then if (/3) is the matrix relat
ing the y's to the x's, the rnatrix of T relative to the y's is 

71 *I 
(9) 

• 

\\~here ( ri) is a matrix of the sen1i-linear transformation inducer! by T in ffi i 
~L- 1 and the blocks belo\v the "diagonal" consist of O's. The irreducibility of 
9~i - ~i-1 amounts to the follo\ving n1atrix irreducibility: it is impossible to 
find a matrix (/3i) independent of T such that (f3,)-1(ri)(/3'J) has the reduced 

form (7~1 7~2). Conversely if ({3) is an~' matrix for which (9) holds, where 

the ( r i). are irreducible, then (/3) -I ( r) (~) arises from a composition series in the 
\ray indicated. 

In a similar fashion \VC see that if 9t = ~1 (±) • • • (±) 9?s \Vhere mi ~ 0 is an 
Q-subgroup, there is a matrix ~3) such that 

( 1"1 0 

0 Ts 
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for all T \vhere, in this case, we have O's on both sides of the diagonal, and 
\Yhere ( 7i) is the matrix of the induced transformation Tin mi. 

\~V e note the follo,ving combinatorial properties of the set of semi-linear 
transformations. If T1 and Tz are semi-linear transformations with auto
morphisms S1 and Sz, respectively, then T1T2 is a semi-linear transformation 
\vith automorphism "\) 1 ~.-S2 . If 81 = .S2 = 8, then T1 + Tz is a semi-linear 
transfor1nation \Vith automorphism S and if T1 is (1 - 1), T11 is a semi-linear 
transformation \vith automorphism 811

• 

X O\V if ( 71) and ( 72) are the matrices, relative to the same basis, of T1 and T2 , 
then the Inatrix of T1 T2 is ( 72) ( 7f2

). Thus the matrix of Tk is ( 7) ( 7
8

) • · · ( 7sk-
1
). 

If 1~ is (1 - 1), the matrix of T-1 is (7
8

-
1
)-

1
• If 1\ and T2 have the same 

automorphism, then the n1atrix of T1 + T2 is ( 71) + ( 72). As a special case of 
these facts \Ve note that the correspondence bet\veen a linear transformation T 
and its matrix ( 7) is an anti-auton1orphisn1 bet\veen the ring of linear trans
formations ~ and the ring of matrices ci>n . Since cJ> is associated in an invariant 
manner \Yith ~t, this correspondence haf. certain advantages oYer the one noted 
preYiousl~T bet\\·een ~ and <P ~ . 

~-\~ applications of our computations and of the results of the first chapter \Ve · 
note the follo\ving theorems on n1atrices in <Pn . 

1""HEORE~I 1--1. If ( ei) ( i == 1, · · · , s) are 1natrices ~ 0 in ci>n such that 

then there e.rists a non-singular 1natrix (/3) in ci>n such 

(10) 

r 1 .. ll nl . 

({3)-l(E!)({3) = I 0. ••• 

• l l 
• 

0 

This is obtained by using the ( ei) to define linear transformations E i such that 
I) 

Ei == Ei ~ 0, EiEi == 0 if i ~ j, 'LEi= 1. 

Thrn ~~ == ~E1 EB · · · EB ~Es and so, relatiYe to a suitable basis, \ve obtain the 
matrices (10) for E 1 , E2 , · · · . 

If T is a semi-linear transformation, we may use the Remark follo\ving Fit
ting's lemma to obtain a decomposition ffi == W (±) ® where SJC and ® are sub
spaces inYariant under T and T is nilpotent in 91 and non-singular in ®. This 
implies the follo\ving 

THEORE~I 15. If ( 7) is a matrix in ci>n and S is an automorphism in cf>, there 
exists a 1natrix · (/3) such that 

({3)-!(r)({3s) = (~) ~) 
1ohere (v) · · · (v5k) == 0 for sufficiently large k and (cr) is a unit. 



CHAPTER 3 

NON-COMMUTATIVE PRINCIPAL IDEAL DOMAINS 

1. Definitions and examples. In studying a linear transformation or, more 
generally, a semi~linear transformation T "rith automorphism S, we are usually 
interested in the ring of transformations cf>[T] generated by T and the scalar 
multiplications x ~ xa. Evidently <P[T] contains the transformations ao + 
Ta1 + T2

a2 -t- · · · + Tmam . On the other hand, (Tka) (Tll3) == Tk+laszl3 and 
hence the set of polynomials in T is closed under multiplication. It follows 
that cf>[T] coincides with the set of these polynomials. N O\V, it is convenient to 
introduce a certain ring cf>[t, S] of polynon1ials in an indeterminate t. First, 
let cJ> be the abstract division ring ison1orphic to the ring of endomorphisms cJ> 

in the vector space m.1 Let <I>[t, S] denote the set of polynomials 

where tis an indeterminate and the coefficients ai are in cf>. We define ao + ta1 + 
· · · +tmam == 13o + t/31 + · · · + (n' 13m' if ao = 13o, a1 = 131, · · · , and we add 
polynomials according to the rule (ao + ta1 + · · · ) + (13o + tl31 + · · · ) = 

(ao + 13o) + t(a1 + {31) + Multiplication is defined by means of the dis-
tributive la\V and 

It is readily verified that cf>[t, S] is a ring. 
N O\V, \Vith the polynomial ao + ta1 + · · · + tmam we may associate the endo

morphism ao + Ta1 + · · · + Tmam E cJ>[T]. Our correspondence is then a 
representation of cJ>[t, S] in ffi and m is a cJ>[t, S]-module. 

If a(t) = ao + · · · + tmam , am ~ 0, the degree of a(t) is m. "\Ve also define 
the degree of 0 to be - oo and note that 

deg [a(t) + 13(t)] == max (deg a(t), deg 13(t)), 

deg [a(t)l3(t)] = deg a(t) + deg 13(t). 

The second equation shows that cJ>[t, S] has no zero-divisors, i.e. <l>[t, S] is a domain 
of integrity. It sho·w·s also that the only units of this domain are the elements 
~0 in <1>. Now let 13(t) = 13o + · · · + tm'l3m' \vith 13m' ~ 0 and m' < m. Then 

a(t) - 13(t)tm-m' ({3-;))sm-m' am = a~ + ta~ + · · · + tm-la~-1 . 
Hence, if we continue this division process, we obtain polynomials 'Y (t) and 
p(t) such that 

a(t) = 13(t)'Y(t) + p(t) 

1 It is not necessary for our purposes to make any distinction in notation between these 
two systems. 

29 
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where deg p(t) < dcg /3(!). Sin1ilarly, \YC n1ay find a 'Yt(t) and a Pi(t) such that 
a(t) == 'Y1 (t)(J(t) + P1 (t), deg P1 (t) < deg {J(t). 

Ko,v let -~J be a right ideal ~0 in <P[t, ~'-;]. \Ve ehoosP an element {3(t) ~ 0 in 3 
having least degree for thP non-zero elpn1ents of .J. T'hen if a(t) is any clement 
in J, a(t) == f3(t)l'(t) + p(t) \\"hPrP Jeg p(l) < deg j3(t) and since p(t) = a(t) -
{3(t)'Y(f) t: 3', p(t) == 0 because of the Ininirnalit~'" of the degree of (3(t). Thus 
a(t) == {3(t)'Y(t) and 3 == p(t)¢[t, 8L the ideal of right n1ultiples of (3(t). An 
ideal of this form \Vill be called a prz:ncipal right cideal. Riinilarly' every left 
ideal is principal in the sense that it has the fonn <P[t, .S]p(t). No\v \Ve shall call 

r~ a don1ain of integrity o a principal ideal domain if e\·er~~ right ideal is a principal 
right id(~Ul ao and every left ideal is a prineipal left ideal oa. Thus <I>[t, ~S] is an 
exan1ple of a don1ain of this type. ()ne Inay vcrif.'· that the follo\ving are other 
exan1ples: 

1) The ring of integers. 
2) ..-\ny eli ,·if'ion ring. 
3) The ~uhring of Hamilton's quaternion algebra consisting of quaternions 

lao + ia1 + ja'!. + ka3 \Vhere the a's are either all rational integers or all halves 
of odd integers. 

4) The ring <I>[t. '] of differential polynon1ials. Here the definition is similar 
to that of cJ>[t, S] \vith the modification that the rule at = ta + a' replaces 
at = ta5 and (a+ /3)' == a'+ {3', (a/3)' == a/3' + a'{3. 

In thi~ chapter 've consider in some detail the theory of principal ideal do
n1ains. 1~he principal applications that \Ve note are to the theory of semi
linear tran:'formations_, obtained by specializing o to be <I>[l, ~<~]. 

2. Elementary properties. l.et o be a principal ideal dotnain. If ao and 
bo are right ideals ~0 such that ao > bo, then b == ac, or a is a left factor of b. 
If ao = bo, au = b and bv = a. Hence a == auu ancl a(l - uv) = 0, uv = 1. 
Similarly vu = 1 so that u and v are units in 0.

2 Hence a and b are right asso
ciates. Sirnilar remarks hold for left ideals. 1'hroughout this chapter there is 
a complete parallelisn1 het\veen the theory of right ideals and that of left ideals. 
\V" e shall therefore state the results for right ideal~ only·. 

If a1o < a2o < · · · is a chain of right ideals, the sPt theoretic sum of these 
ideals is a right ideal and hence has the forn1 ao. Since a e a.vo for a suitable 
1\~, ao = a No == aN+tO = · · · . X o"? suppose that a.1o > a2o > · · · is a de
scending ehain and that all of tlu~ aio contain a fixed elcn1ent b ~ 0. 1'hen 
b = aibi , ai = ai-1ci-I and hence b == ai-l(ci-IbJ == ai-1bi-1 . It follo\vs that 
bi_1 = ci-lbi and ob1 < ob-1 < · · · so that obN == ob.v+1 == · · · for N sufficiently 
large. 'fhus eN, Cx-t-1, · · · are units, and a.so = a.v+Io = · · · . We note next 
that the descending chain condition holds only if o is a division ring. For 
suppose that a is an element ~0 in o and consider the chain ao > a2o > · · · 
Let k be an. integer such that ako == ak+ 1o. 1'~hen a'~+ 1 == aku \Vhere u is a unit; 
hence a == u is a unit. 

2 If o is any domain of integrity and ut· = 1 in o, then (1 - vu)v = 0; hence vu = 1 also. 
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THEOHE!\1 1. 1'hc ascenrhll(J chain f'Undition holds for right ideals of o. .tny 
descending chain of r1"ght ideals hal'ing an intersection ~() rontains only a finite 
number of distinct 'idrals. If the dcstrnrlina thai't r·onrlilion holds without restric
tion, o is a division ring. 

I .. ct a and b be cle1nents ~ 0 and eonsider the ideal ao + lJO of element~ a.r + by, 
x and y arbitrary in o. Thi~ is the smallpst ideal containing ao and bo. X O\V 

let ao + bo =.do. Then d = ap + bq is a highest con1n1on left factor of a and b, 
i.e. dis a left factor of a and band an~r left factor of a and b is a lrft factor of d. 
The eletnent dis detern1ined to \vithin a unit right factor. ~\nv one of thP dPter
minations of d 'vill be denotPd hy (a, b). X o\\· \Vri te a == da1 , b = db 1 • Then 
a(l - pa1) = da1 - apa1 == bqa.1 and sin1ilarl.v, b(l - qb1) = apbt. Since 
either p or q- is ~0, this proves that the intersection ao A ho = lno ~ 0. "fhe 
element 1n is a least common right n1ultiple of a and b in the obYious ~en;..;e: 1n 
is a common right n1ultiplc of a and b and m is a right n1tlltiple of any con11non 
right multiple of a and b. \V'e denote 1n by [a, b] and note that it is detern1ined 
to \Yithin a unit right factor. 

THEOREM 2. ...4ny two elements a and b, ~0, have a highest com1non left factor 
(a, b) and a least co1nmon right nzultiple [a, b] determined to within unit right factors. 

The existence of common right multiples ~0 enables us to use the ordinary 
construction of fractions to obtain a quotient diYision ring for o. For this 
purpose \ve consider the pairs (a, b) \Yith b ~ 0. Define (a, b) ~"'-~ (c, d) if, for 
1n == bd1 = db1 , \Ve haYe ad1 == cb1 . This relation is symmetric, reflexive and 
transitive. I.Jet ajb denote the set of pairs (c, d) .'""-! (a, b). v·ve define a/b + 
cjd = (ad1 + cb1)/m. If -c ~ 0, let n = bc2 == cb'2 and define (a/b)(c/d) = 
ac2 jdb2. For c = 0 \Ve Ret (ajb)(O/d) == 0/d. It is readily seen that these 
functions are single valued and that the ~ets ajb called (right) fractions form a 
diYision ring <P relative to the~e functions as addition and multiplication. The 
di,·ision ring <P contains a subring o \Vhose elements a/1 are in isomorphic corre
spondence with the elements of o. 'Thus if \Ve replace o by o, we may suppose 
that the domain o is a subring of a division ring. The elen1ent ajb == (a/l)(b/1)-1 

so that <Pis the smallest division subring of cJ> containing o. 

3. Finitely generated o-modules. "'"e suppose that o is an arbitrary ring 
\Yith an identity and that 9JI is an o-module in \vhich xl = x for all x. \V. e recall 
the defining properties of the product: 

(x + y)a = xa + ya 

x(a + b) == xa + xb 

x(ab) = (xa)b 

for all x, y in 9)( and all a, b in o. '\Ve say that [l( is finitely generated if there 
exist n generators x1 , · · · -, x n in Wl such that every element in [)( may be ex
pressed in the form ~xiai , ai in o. If the ascending chain condition holds for 
the submodnles of[)(, it is readily seen that[)( is finitely generated. 
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Xo\Y suppose that ~J( is a submodulc of 9Jl and let Ji - '--1i(~() denote the set 
of ele1nents ai that occur as rnultipliers of Plernents of the forrn .riai + .ri+lai+I + 
· · · + .rnan in ')(. 'T'hen J i i~ a right idPal. Evident}~· if 9( ~ ~~, a second sub
module, thPn Ji(')() < '--1i('l.~). ()n the othPr hand, it folio\\·~ readil~· that if 
9( < 'l~ and Ji(9() == ~~i('.l.~) for z: = 1, · · · , n, thPn 9l = ~~- '"rhi:--; rPnlark enal>le:-3 
US to prOYe 

1'HEOR~:\1 3. If o is a ring that satZ:sfies the ascrnrling (drscending) chain con
dition for r£ght ideals, then any finitely genr:rated o-nzodulr 9Jl sall~sfics the ascending 
(descending) cha,in condition for subnzodulcs. 

For let 9)(1 < i1Jc2 < · · · be an ascending chain of subn1odules and let ~5;kl == 
3 i(9)(k). Then 3 ~u ·< ~ )2

) < · · · and hence there is an integer '"\'" such that 
,s;s) = J~x+u = · · · for all i. This irnplies that 9Jl.~· == Wl,,·+t == · · · . The 
descending chain condition may be treated in a similar manner. 

If the elen1ents of ffi( are expressible in one and only one \Vay in the form 
~.r iai , then W? is called a free module '\Yith the basis Xt , • • • , x n • .A.n equivalent 
condition is that the :ri be generators of ffi( and that '"2:txidi == 0 only \Yhen all the 
d i == 0. 1\s in the case of division rings discussed in Chapter 2, \ve may con
struct, for any ring o, a free module having a prescribed number of base elements. 
The theorem on the invariance of the nu1nber of base elements is not, ho\vever, 
true ,vithout restriction on o. Thus it may be possible to choose elements 
y1 , · · · , Ym , m < n, in ffi( such that e\rer~· ~1' == '"2:tykb~.: for suitable bk in o. \Ve 
shall no\Y sho\Y that the invariance theorem holds under either one of the follo\\~
ing assumptions: 

1) o is a subring of a division ring. 
2) The ascending chain condition holds for the right ideals of o. 
For suppose that 9)( has nz < n generators y, .. == "J:,.r iau.- . 3 '"fhen each Xi 

};ykbki and hence Xi == ~x ia ;~:bt.-i . By the uniqueness assumption, ~a ikbki == 8 ii 
so that 

au a1m o . . . o I bu 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(a)(b) - 1. amm 0 0 I 
am+lm 0 ... 0 

bml bmm bmm+l bmn 
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 

. . . . . I . 
I 

. . . . . . . 
~J l . anl anm 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 

Since (b) (a) ~ 1, this is impossible \Yhen 1) holds, as is evident from Theorem 1, 
Chapter 2. We note next that the rnapping ~xiai __, ~ykak is an o-endomorphism 
A such that W'L4 = ffi(. On the other hand BA , the set of elen1ents mapped 
into 0 by A' includes Xm+l ' ... ' X n and so BA ~ 0. This is excluded \Vhen 2) 
holds by Theorem -7, Chapter 1. 4 

3 By symmetry it suffices to consider this case. 
4 The last result is due to C. J. Everett. .A fuller discussion of these questions is con

tained in his paper [3]. 
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K ow let ~ be a free o-module \Vith the basis e1 , en and let 9Jl be any 
o-module \Vith n generators x1 , · · · , Xn • The correspondence ~eiai ~ ~x,-ai 
is an o-homomorphism bet,veen ~ and 9Jt Hence [)( is isomorphic to ~ - 9l, 
97: the ~et of elements mapped into 0 by the homomorphism. ''re shall use this 
result later to obtain the structure of finitely generated o-modules for any 
principal ideal domain o . 

.:-\n o-n1odule that is generated by a single element is called cyclic. If \Ve regard 
o as a module· relative to the ordinary multiplication xa, \Ve see that o is a free 
cyclic module since a = 1 a. A right idealS of o is an o-submodule. J is cyclic 
if and only if it is principal, and 3 = ao is free if and only if a is not a left zero 
diYisor. X O\V if 9)( is any cyclic o-module and x is a generator of [)(, the corre
spondence bet,veen a in o and xa in 9)( is an o-homomorphism. Thus in this 
case 9)( is isomorphic to the difference module o - 3 \vhere 3 is the right ideal of 
elements b such that xb == 0. The ideal 3 is called the order of x. 

4. Cyclic o-modules. From no\v on o \vill denote a principal ideal domain. 
If Wl is an o-module and x is an element of [)(, \ve shall say that x has finite 
order if its order 3 ~ 0. Suppose that x and y have finite orders 3t and 32 . 
Then J3 == 31 A 32 ~ 0 and since (x + y)b == 0 for all b in 3a, the element 
x + y has finite order. Next if a is any element ~0 in~' ao A 3t = 34 ~ 0 and 
if b is an element ~0 in 34, b == ac \Vhere c ~ 0. Then (xa)c = xb = 0. Thus 
the totality of elements of finite order is a submodule of we. 

\Y. e consider no\v a cyclic o-module [)( \Vhose generator has finite order and 
hence, 'vithout loss of generality, \Ve may suppose that 9)( == o - ao, a ~ 0. 
AnY submodule of o - ao has the form bo - ao "'·here bo > ao and hence a == be. 

v -

The submodule bo - ao is cyclic since it is generated by the coset of the element 
b. Since the order of the coset b + ao is co, bo - ao is o-isomorphic to o - co. 
By the Second Isomorphism Theorem, (o - ao) - (bo - ao) is o-isomorphic to 
o - bo. Thus \vith a factorization a == be of an element a ~ 0 \Ve may associate 
a chain of o-modules o - ao > bo - ao > ao - ao == 0 \vhose difference modules 
are respectively o - bo and o - co, and conversely. 

\\T e seek a condition on a and b, ~0, that o - ao and o - bo be o-isomorphic. 
Let la be the coset containing the element 1 in o - ao. By an isomorphism this 
is n1apped into a cose~ Ub in o - bo. Then lac corresponds to ubc. Since 0 ~ 0 
is an isomorphism, uba == bo. If u is any element of Ub, ua = bv = m. Since 
Ib , the coset containing 1 in o - bo, has the form UbC for a suitable c, we have 
1JC == 1 + bq. Hence the highest common left factor ( u, b) of u and b is 1. 
Since ua1 e bo only if a1 == dc1 , m is the least common right multiple [u, b] of 
u and b. Follo"'·ing Ore, \Ve shall say that a and b are right similar if there is a 
u in o such that (u, b) == 1 and a== u-1[u, b], or uao == uo A bo and uo + bo = o. 
\\

1e have, therefore, sho"'?n that o - ao and o - bo are o-isomorphic only \Vhen 
a and bare right similar. The converse also holds, since, as is seen by retracing 
the aboYe steps, lac ~ ubc is an isomorphism. Now the condition m == ua == 
bv == [u, b] implies that a and v have no common right factor, i.e. oa + ov = o, 
and (u, b) == 1 implies that m is a least common left multiple of a and v. Thus 
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a and b are lrft si1nilar in the ohviou~ ~ense. I3ecau~e of i he equiYalrnce of left 
and of right similarit~,. \Ye shall refer to this property simply a~ si~n i!nrity. If 
\Ye consider o as a left n1odule relatiYe to left n1ultiplication, w·e obtain 

r'fHEORE!\1 -1. T'he o 1nodule8 o - ao and o - bo (a, b ~ 0) arc isrnnorph ic 1j 
and only if the left modules o - oa arul o - ob arc isrnnorphic. F'or either of thrse 
conditions to hold it is necessary and sufficient that a and b br silnilar. 

,,,. c note that ua, and hence uav, are similar to a if '' and l' ar0 units. If o is 

comn1ntative and 1n == ua = bv, up + bq = 1; then a ~ a up + abq = IJ(rp + aq) 

so that lJ is a factor of a. Ri1nilarl~,. a is a fartor of b. l-Ienee, in thi~ ('a~P, a and 
b are sin1ilar if and onlv if the,,. differ bv units . 

.._, • II./ 

I.Jet a be an element ~ 0 and not a unit. 1~hPn o > ao > 0. Sinee the 
chain conditions hold, the o-module o - ao has a con1poHition ~criP~. Such a 

series corresponds to a chain of ideals o = aoo > a1o > a2o > · · · > a nO == ao 
such that (aio - ao) - (ai+Io - ao), and hence aio - ai+lo, is irreducible. If 
a.i+I ==_ aibi+I , ao == 1, then aio - al+tO is isomorphic to o - bi+ro. Hence 
a == b1b2 · · · bn \vhere the bi are irreducible in the sense that thP~" are neither 0 
nor units and they have no proper factors. Con,·ersely if a == b1b2 · · · bn , bi 
irreducible, \Ve obtain a composition series o - ao > b1o - ao > b1b'2o - ao > · · · 
> 0. Thus \Ve may apply the Jordan-Holder theoren1 to obtain the follo\ving 

THEORE~I .0. ...4ny element a ~ 0 and not a unit 1nay be written as b1 · · · bn , bi 
irreducible. If a == Ct • • • Cm where th~ c i are irreducible then m == n and the 
b's and the c's may be paired into similar pairs. 

The number n of irreducible factors bi in a == b1 · · · bn 'vill be called the 
length of a. It is also the length of a composition series for o - ao. Let b be a 
second element ~ 0 and not a unit and suppose first that (a, b) == 1. Then 
a-1[a, b] == b' is similar to b. Hence length b' == length b. No\\" let (a, b) == d, 
a = da1 , b == db1 . Then (at , b1) == 1 and length [a1 , bd = length a1 + 
length a1

1
[at, bd == length a1 +length b1. Since [a, b] == d[a1, bt], length [a, b] == 

length d + length a 1 + length b1 and length [a, b] + length d == length a1 + 
length b1 + 2 length d == length ab \Ye have 

THEOREM 6. If a, bare ~0 and not units, then length [a, b] + length (a, b) = 
length ab . 

. A. proper direct decomposition of o - ao is associated \vith a set of ideals 

aio such that o > aio > ao, a1o + · · · + ano == o and aio A (a1o + · · · + 
a i-tO + ai+tO + · · · + ano) == ao. Thus the elements ai are proper factors of a, 
the highest common left factor (a1 , · · · , an) == 1 and the least common right 

multiple [ai , (at , · · · , ai-l , ai+I , · · · , an)] == a. If a = aibi , aio - ao 
is o-isomorphic to o - b,o. The condition that aio - ao be indecomposable is 
that no proper divisors b: , b:' of bi exist such that [b~ , b:'] == bi and (b: , b~') == 1, 

h d. . ' " f . h h [ ' "] ( ' ") or t at no- proper I VIsors ai , ai o a exist sue t at ai , ai == a, ai , ai == ai . 
This of course affords an interpretation of the Krull-Schmidt theorem. A 
more usual interpretation is obtained by making use of the following general 
lattice theoretic argument. 
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I.Jet 9Jl he a group rPlatiYc to a set ~l of cndoinorphistns containing the inner 
automorphisn1s and ~uppose that 9)( == ~1)(1 (£) · · · ffi 9J(n , i.e. 

(1) 

Set 9L == 9)(1 + · · · + 9JL_1 + 9Jli+1 + · · · + 9Jln . 'Then by repeated applica
tion of Dedekind's distributiYe la\v \ve obtain (ill1 A · · · A 91i-1 A 9ci+1 A · · · 
A 9(11) == 9J( i • Henee 

0 = 9(1 A · · · A 9cn , 
(2) 

" - 9 ( i + ( ')( 1 A · · · A ~)( i -1 A 9( i + 1 A · · · A 91 n) = 9JL 

(

1 onYcrsely, if \VC haYe a set of ilL satisfying thebe conditions, \Ve may define 
9JL = (9(1 A · · · A 9( i-1 A 9(,+1 A · · · A 9ln) and obtain 9L = W?1 + · · · + 
9J(i_1 + 9J(i+1 + · · · + 9)(n and 9)( = 9J(1 ~ · · · ~ 9Jln . Thus \Ve have a complete 
dualism be.t,vcen the t\vo types of decon1positions. \\7 e note also that 9)( - 9L 
is fl.-isomorphic to 9JL . Hence \\·e have the follo\ving dual of the Krull-Schn1idt 
theorem: 

1fiEORE~I 7. Let ~l)l be an Q-group such that n includes all the inner auto
Jnorphis,ms and both chain conditions hold. /~uppvse that W1 , · · · , ~n and 
91~ , · · · , 91' n' are two sets of fl.-subgroups ~ W1 satisfying (2) and such that [)( - 9.L , 
illl - 9(: are indecomposable. Then n == n' and there is an fl-automurphis1n H in 
9)( and a suitable ordering of the 9c: such that ~JLH = 91~ . In particular, 9Jl -
9L and 9J1 - ~(~ are ~~-iso1norphic. 

,, .. e return no\v to o and shall call an clement a indeco·mposable if a is neither 
0 nor a unit and o - ao i~ indeco1nposable. 1~he latter condition holds if and 
only if there are no proper factors a' and a" of a such that a = [a', a"] and 
(a', a") = 1. If a has such a decotnposition and a = a'b" = a"b', a is a least 
con1mon left multiple of b' and b" and these elements have no common right 
factors other than units. It follo\vs that o - ao is indecon1posable if and only 
if o - oa is indecomposable. The dual of the Krull-Schmidt theorem implies 

'THEOHE~I 8. .A.n elen1ent a ~ 0 and not a unit may be 1critten as [c1 , • • • , C11 ] 

where the c i are irulecornposable and (ci , [c1 , · · · , ci-1 , ci+1 , · · · , cn]) = 1. If we 
have a second deco1nposition a = [d1 , · · · , dm] of this type, then n == m and the 
c's and the d's rnay be paired into similar pairs. 

[>o[yrunn-ial do1nains. l.et o be the polynomial domain cf>[t, S]. If a == 
tm + tm- 1

a 1 + · · · + am , nt > 0, and d is any element of the domain then 
d == aq + r \vhere deg r < deg a. Hence in each coset of acf>[t, S] there is an 
elen1ent of degree < 1n. .A.s is readily seen, this element is uniquely detern1ined. 
It follo\VR that any coset of acf>[t, S] may be \Vritten in one and only one way in 
the form { 1 } ~1 + { t} ~~ + · · · + { tm-I} ~m "·here { tk} is the coset containing tk 
and ~i € cf>. '"fhus if \Ve regard the cf>[t, S]-module cf>[t, S] - a4>[t, S] as a cf>-module, 
\Yc sec that its dimensionality is the degree of a. 
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.A.s a consequence of this \Ye obtain the result that similar polynomials have 
the ~arne degree. The degrees of the irreducible polynomials that occur in a 
factorization of any a are therefore invariants of a. Suppose that a is similar 
to b, ~ay a = u- 1[u, b] \Vith (u, b) = 1. If [u, b] = ua == bv, let 

t 

u = bq1 + Ut , v = q2a + v1 

lrhere dPg Ut < deg b and deg Vt < deg a. Then 

b(ql - q~)a = bv1 - 111a. 

l~ nlef's q1 == q2 the degree of the left hand side is > deg a + deg b \vhile the degree 
of the right hand side is < deg a + deg b. Hence q1 == q2 and bv1 == u1a. The 
pair b, u1 have no common left factors other than units and v1 , a have no common 
right factors other than units. Hence a = u11[ut , b] \\'here deg u1 < deg b. 
For example, if b == t - /3, !3 in <P, then \ve may take u 1 = u in <I> and t - !3 = 

uu - 1 (t - ;3) == [u, t - /3]. Hence the elements similar to t - !3 are right asso
ciates of pol,ynon1ials of the form u - 1(t - !3) or t - u - 1/3u8

• 

X O\V let <P == R(i, j), the quaternion algebra over a real closed field: The 
elen1ents of <P are ao + ia1 + J·a?. + ijas where i2 == j 2 == -1 and ij == -ji. 
Assun1e S == 1. If a(t) == ao + ta1 + t2a2 + · · · + tmam , ai in <P, we define 
a(t) == lio + tti1 + l2ti2 + · · · + tmam \Vhere ao + ia1 + ja2 + ija3 == ao - iai 
jcx2 - ija3 . · One readily verifies that 

(3) a(t) + b(t) == a(t) + b(t) , a(t)b(t) b(t) a(t) 

and 

( --1) a ( t) -t- a ( t) , a ( t) a ( t) == a ( t) a ( t) 

ha\·c coefficients in R. 1"'hus a(t)a(t) may be factored into linear factors in 
R(i)[t]. Hence the irreducible factors of a(t) in <P[t] are linear and the only 
irreducible polynomials in <P[t] arc the linear ones. As in the commutative case 
\V(\ n1ay use the identity 

tk - rk = (t - r) (tk-1 + tk-2r + .... + rk-1) 

to pro\·e that the remainder obtained by dividing a(t) = ao + ta1 + · · · + tmam 
on the left by t - r is ao + ra1 + · · · + rmam . Hence t - r is an exact divisor 
of a(t) if and only if r is a left hand root of a(t) in the sense that ao + ra1 + · · · 
+ rmam == 0. Thus \Ve have proved that every polynomial of degree > 0 has 
a left hand root, and, in a similar fashion, we see that these polynomials have 
right hand roots (a0 + a1r + · · · + amrm == 0). In this sense <P is algebraically 
closed. 

X ext let <P == R(i), "~here i 2 
= -1 and R is a real closed field. Suppose that 

Sis the automorphism ao + £a1 ~ ao - ia1 . If a(t) = ao + ta1 + · · · + tmam , 
-- 2 3 -

ai in <P, is in <P[t, S], \Ve define a(t) = do - ta1 + t ti2 - t a3 + · · · (or, t = - t, 
- -- - - 2 
tiai == ai ti). Then· (3) is valid and a(t)a(t) = a(t)a(t) = a(t ), a polynomial in 
t2 \Yith coefficients in R. \\T e may factor a(t

2
) into factors of the form t

2 
- a 

where a e <I>; and these are irreducible in <I>[t, s] unless a = bb, i.e. unless a is real 
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and non-negative. Hence any a(t) has linear or quadratic factors and our result 
gives a special form to which every irreducible polynomial is similar. 

5. Two-sided ideals. Any t\vo-sided ideal S has the form ao = oa'. It 
follo\VS that a == ua', a' = av and a == uav, a' = ua'v. Since ua t: 3, ua = au' 
and a == au'v, u'v == 1. Hence v is a unit. Similarly, u is a unit and ao == oa, 
a' o == oa', i.e. any right generator is a left generator and vice versa. We shall 
denote generators of two-sided ideals by a*, b*, · · · . These elements are 
characterized by the property that given any x there is an x' (x) such that 
xa* == a*x' (a*x = xa*). This sho\\rs, of course, that the correspondence x ~ 
x' (x __, x) is (1 - 1) and hence it is an automorphism in o. 

If S1 and S2 are t\vo-sided ideals, then so are St + S2 , 3t A S2 and the product 
3t.S2 ' defined as the set of sums ~YtY2 ' Yi in 3i· 6 If 31 = a*o, 32 = b*o, then 
3tS2 == (a*o)(b*o) = a*(ob*)o == a*(b*o)o = a*b*o. Evidently 3\ A 32 > 
3t.S2 . X 0\V suppose that 32 > 31 ~ 0; then a* = b*c and if X f o, there is an 
x' and an x such that xa* == a*x' and xb* == b*x. Hence b*xc = xa* = a*x' == 
b*cx' and xc == ex'. Since x is arbitrary, c == c* generates a t\\"O-sided ideal 
c*o such that a*o = (b*o) (c*o). Evidently c*o > a*o. 

LEMMA 1. If iSt and 32 are two-sided ideals ~0, the condition that 32 > 31 
is .S1 == S233 where 33 is a two-sided ideal containing 3t· 

By a maximal t\vo-sided ideal p*o \Ve shall mean a two-sided ideal ~o which 
is contained in no two-sided ideal ~ o and ~ p*o. In a similar fashion we define 
a maximal right ideal po. Thus po is maximal if and only if p is irreducible. 

X ow let p~ o be a maximal two-sided ideal containing a*o ~ 0, o. Such ideals 
exist since o - a*o satisfies the chain conditions. We have a*o == (p~ o) (a~ o) 
where a~ o ~ a*o since p~ o ~ o. If a~ o == o, a*o = p~ o. Otherwise a~ o == 
(p:o)(a:o) where o > a:o > a~o. Continuing this process \Ve obtain the fol
lowing 

LE¥MA 2. Any two-sided ideal a*o ~ 0, ~ o may be factored as (p~ o) (p: o) · · · 
(p:o) where the p*o are maximal (or unfactorable) two-sided ideals. 

Suppose that p*o is maximal and contains (or is a divisor of) (a*o)(b*o). 
If p*o ~ a*o, p*o + a*o == o, and hence b*o = ob*o = (p*o + a*o)b*o == 
(p*o) (b*o) +- ( a*o) (b*o) < p*o. 

LEMMA 3. If p*o is maximal and is a divisor of (a*o)(b*o), then p*o is a divisor 
of either a*o or of b*o. 

Let p*o and q*o be maximal two-sided. ideals. If p*o = q*o, evidently 
(p*o)(q*o) = (q*o)(p*o). Now suppose p*o ~ q*o. The ideal (p*o A q*o) < 
p*o so that (p*o A q*o) = (p*o)(q~o). Now q*o > (p*o)(q~o) and since q*o l 
p*o, q*o > q~ o. Hence (p*o) (q*o) > (p*o A q*o). Since the reverse inequality 
holds, (p*o)(q*o) == (p*o A q*o). By symmetry we have 

5 In general if ~ and 5S are subrings of a ring, ~5S is defined as the set of elements ~ab, 
a in ~ and b in 58. The following rules hold: ~(5S ([) = (~5S) ([, ~(5S + ~) = ~5S + ~ <£, 
(5S + ([)~ = ~~ + <£!. 
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LE~Il\JA 4. If p*o, q*o are maximal tu,o-sided 1~deals, then (p*o) (q*o) -
(q*o)(p*o). 

These lemmas yield, as in the commutative case, 

THEOREM 9. The two-sided ideals of o form a commutative multiplicative syste,m . 
. A.ny itvo-sided ideal ~0, ~ o has one arul only one factorization as a product of 
maximal two sided ideals. 

It follows from this theotem that if a*o ~ (pio)e 1 
• • • (p:o)e.i \vhcre p~o is 

maximal and p~o ~ p;o if i ~ j, then any t'vo-sided ideal containing a*o has the 
form (p{o)11 

· · · (p:o) 1
s \Vith fi < ei. Hence if a*o = (pio)c 1 

• • • (p:o)e:j, 
b*o = (pi o)ft · · · (p:o) 1 

s where ei > 0 and fi > 0, then a*o + b*o = 
(p{o)h1 

•·• • (p:o)hs 'vhere hi = min (ei, fi), and a*o A b*o = (pio) 91 
• • • (p:o) 0

& 

where gi == max (ei, fi). If a*o + b*o = o, a*o A b*o = (a*o)(b*o). Thus 
a necessary and sufficient condition that a*o = (p*o)e, p*o maximal, is that it be 
impossible to \Vrite a*o = (b*o A c*o) 'vhere b*o, c*o are proper divisors such 
that b*o + c*o = o. 

Two-sided ideal in <l>[t, s]. Let a* = tn + tn- 1a 1 + · · · + tn-k ak , ak ~ 0, 
generate a two-sided ideal in 4>[t, S]. Then since tn-k generates a t\\'"o-sided 
ideal, this is true also for tk + tk-1a1 + · · · + ak . Hence \Ve may suppose that 
k = n and an ~ 0. If ~ is any element in <1>, there is a ~' in <l>[t, .S] such that 

~(tn. + tn-lal + · · · + an) = (tn + tn-lal + · · · + an)~'. 
Hence deg ~' = 0, or~' is in <1>. Then~' = an 1~an . If n ~ 0, ~sn = ~' so that 
~s'l = an 1 ~an. 1~hus vve see that if no power of S other than S 0 = 1 is an inner 
automorphism, the only elements a* are la and the two-sided ideals are tko = 
otk, k = 0, 1 , 2, · · · . 

Xow suppose that sr E sr, r > 0, \vhere ~is the group of inner automorphisms 
of cJ>, and let sr be the least positive po,ver having this property. Accordingly let 
tr = p, -l~p, for all ~- Then if sn E sr, n is a multiple of r. If a* = tn + (' 2

{j2 + 
tn 3 /33 + · · · + !3s , {ji ~ 0, n > n2 > · · · and ~a* = a*~' \Vhere, of necessity, 
~' == ;3-; 1 ~{js, then sn, S'l 2

, • • • are inner. Hence a* == fnr + tcm-or'Yt + 
-· · + 'Ym, 'Ym ~ 0 and 'Yi~' = p, -<m-i)~p,Cm-i)'Yi for all ~- Since\ ta* == a*t', 
t' = t and hence 'Y~ = 'Yi . Conver~ely, the conditions 

(5) 'Y i~' 
-(m-i) (m-i) 

p, ~p, 'Yi ' 
s 

'Yi = 'Yi 

imply that xa* = ·a*x' for x = ~ in <I> and x = l. It follows that this holds for 
all x in <l>[t, S]. The general form of a generator of a t\vo-sided ideal is therefore 
tka*'Y where a* is as indicated. 

6. Bounded ideals. A right ideal ao \vill be called bounded if it contains. a 
t\vo-sided ideal ~ 0. The join of all two-sided ideals contained in ao is then a 
t\vo-sided ideal called the bound 3 = a*o = oa* of ao. If z e 3, xz e ao for any 
x in o and hence z e 3', the ideal of annihilators of the difference module o - ao. 
Hence if ao is bounded, 3' ~ 0. Conversely if 3' ~ 0, 13' < ao, and ao is 
bounded with bound 3 > 3'. Thus 3 = 3'. This characterization of the 
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bound implies that if a and b are similar and ao is bounded, then bo is bounded 
and they have the same bounds. In particular if ao = a*o is a two-sided ideal, 
then ao = bo. 

A second characterization of boundedness and bounds iR obtained as follo,vs: 
Let b be an clement similar to some right factor of a and let J 1 = ~bo be the 
intersection of all bo of this type. Suppose that 3' ~ 0. If x is any elen1ent 
of o, let (x, a) = e, x = ex1, a = ea1 so that (~r1, a1) = 1. Let ·m1 = [x1, ad == 
Xta2 == alx2 . rhen a2 is similar to the right divisor al of a. Hence if d E J'' 
d == a2d1 and xd = ex1a2d1 == ea1x2rl1 == a.r:1d1 e ao. This implies that ao is bounded 
,,·ith bound 3 > 3 1

• On the other hand, let ao be bounded \vith bound J. 
Then if b is similar to a right factor of a, o - bo is o-isomorphic to a submodule 
of o - ao and hence if d e .S, d == 1 d e bo. Since bo is arbitrary, d e ~bo = 3 1 

d ::)-· < ~I H ~· . (}I an so 0 , ,.5 . cnce ..J == '-' . 

THEORE~f 10. The following conditions are equivalent: 1) ao is bounded; 
2) there exist elements z ~ 0 such that xz e ao for all x; 3) ~bo, the intersection of all 
bo U1here b is similar to a right factor of a, is ~0. If these conditions hold, the 
bound of ao is the set of elements z satisfying 2), or, the set ~bo of 3). 

c~oROLLARY. If a and bare sirnilar and ao is bounded, then bo is bounded and 
has the same bound as ao. 

Similar definitions hold for left ideals. NO\\'" if ao > a*o, consider oa and let 
oa + oa* = od. Then d == ka + la*. Since a* == aa1 , \Ve have da1 == kaa1 + 

I I I 

la*a1 = kaa1 + la1a* == (ka + la1a)a1 . Hence d == ua "·here u == k + la 1 • 

Then od < oa and oa* == a*o < oa. Thus oa is bounded and its bound is the 
same as that of ao. 

THEOREM: 11. If ao is bounded with bound a*o == oa*, then oa is bounded and 
has the bound a*o. 

If ao and bo are bounded \Vith bounds a*o and b*o respectively, then a*o A b*o 
is a tlvo-sided ideal ~0. Hence ao A bo is bounded and evidently, its bound is 
a*o A b*o. It follo\vs also from the definition of the bound that if bo > ao, 
say a == be, and ao is bounded \Vith bound a*o, then bo is bounded \Vith bound 
b*o > a*o. Similarly oc, and hence co, is bounded \Vith hound containing a*o. 
If \Ve combine these t\vo facts, \ve see that if ao == bcdo is bounded, then co is 
bounded and its bound contains a*o. 

THEOREM 12. If ao == bcdo is bounded with bound a*o, then co is bounded and 
has the bound c*o containing a*o. 

:\ o\\· let p be irreducible. Then po is a maximal right ideal. Suppose that 
po > (a*o)(b*o). If po ~ a*o, then po + a*o = o and hence b*o = (po)(b*o) + 
(a*o)(b*o) s po. If po is bounded, it follo\vs that its bound p*o is a maximal 
t\vo-sided ideal. 

X O\V let q be indecomposable and let qo be bounded with bound q*o. Suppose 
that q*o == q~o A q:o, q~o + q:o == o. Set q1o == qio + qo, q2o == q:o + qo. 
Th d * * * * * * en q1o + q2o == o an q1 oq2o == q2oq1 o == q*o. If x e q1 o + qo, x(q2o) < qo 
and if x e q: o + qo also, x(qi o) < qo. Hence xo < qo and x e qo. Thus q1o A 
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q2o = qo. By the indecomposability of qo we have either q1o = qo or q2o = qo. 
Accordingly qo > q: o or qo > q: o. Since q*o is the bound of qo, either q7 o = 

q*o or q: o = q*o. It follo,vs that q*o cannot be factored as a product of proper 
two-sided factors which are relatively prime, i.e q*o is a power of a maximal 
two-sided ideal. 

THEOREM 13. If p is irreducible and po is bounded, then its bound p*o is a 
maximal two-sided ideal. If q is indecomposable and qo is bounded, then its 
bound q*o. is a power of a maximal two-sided ideal. 

An element a is a total divisor of b ~ 0 if there is a two-sided ideal 3 such that 
ao > .3 > bo. Thus ao is bounded with bound a*o containing bo. Since we 
have seen that oa > a*o and since oa* == a*o > ob is evident, we also have the 
result -that oa > oa* > ob. .A.n equivalent condition that is more symmetric 
is due to Teichmiiller, namely, (ao A oa) > obo. For if (ao A oa) > obo, 
ao contains the two-sided ideal obo which contains bo. Conversely if ao > 
a*o > bo, a*o > obo and ao > obo. Similarly, oa > obo and so (ao A oa) > obo. 
The notion of total divisibility is a similarity invariant as is seen in the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 14. If a is a total divisor of b, and a' is similar to a and b' is similar 
to b, then a' is a total divisor of b'. 

We have seen that if ao is bounded and a' is similar to a, then a'o is bounded 
and has the same bound a*o as ao. Hence if a is a total divisor of b, then a' 
is a total divisor of b also. Now suppose that b' = u - 1[u, b] where ( u, b) = 1. 
Then uo + bo = o, and if ao > a*o > bo, then uo + a*o ::-- o. Thus u - 1[u, a*] 
is similar to a* and since a*o is a two-sided ideal, u - 1[u, a*]o = a*o and ua* = 

[u, a*]. Since (uo A a*o) > (uo A bo), we may write ub' = [u, b] = [u, a*]c = 

ua*c. Hence b' == a*c and a*o > b'o so that a is a total divisor of b'. It follows 
that a' also is a total divisor of b'. 

Bounded elements of~[t, S]. Let r be the center of~ and suppose that(~: r) = 

m( < 00) and that a power of s not 8° is inner. Let sr be the smallest positive 
power having this property, where ~sr = J..L -t~J..L for all ~- Then S induces an 

~ 

automorphism in r and sr == 1 in r. If St is the smallest positive power of 
the induced automorphism which is the identity then t = r. For, as we shall 
prove later (Chapter 5, 9), if st leaves the elements of r invariant, then st 
is inner. Hence t > rand since t < r is evident, t = r. If ro is the subfield of 
elements invariant under S, then from the Galois theory of fields, (r: ro) = r. 6 

Hence (4>: ro) = mr. 
Since S and sr commute and ~sr = J..L -l~J..L, (J..L 8 )-1~J..Ls = J..L -1~J..L. Hence 

J..L
8 = OJ..L where 0 E r. It follows that 008 

••• o8
r-l = 1. Then, as we show in 

9, o = 17(17
8
)-

1 where 17 e r. By replacing J..L by 17J..L and changing the notation, 
we may suppose that J..L

8 
= J..L. 

Now suppose that a* = tmr'Yo + t(m-l)r'Y1 + · · · + 'Ym, where 'Ym = 1, gener
ates a two-sided ideal. This may be written as umoo + um-1o1 + · · · + om , 

~ See Chapter 4, 19. 
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~ 1 h r - 1 2 2
r -

2 Th d"t" * th t um = w ere u = t J..L , u = t J..L , • • • • e con 1 1ons on a are a 
oi e ro , and the general form of an element that generates a two-sided ideal is 

tk(umo0 + um-181 + · · · + om).Y, 

If a(t) is a polynomial of degree h let 

i = 0 1 · · · mrh 
' ' ' ' 

oi in ro . 

where deg ri(t). < h. Since the polynomials of degree < h form a space of 
dimensionality mrh = N over ro ' there- exist elements Oo ' 01 ' ... ' ON in ro 
such that Lri(t)oi = 0. Hence LUioi == a*(t) = a(t)q(t) where q(t) = "l;qi(t)oi, 
and a(t)cp[t, S] > a*(t)cp[t, S]. 

THEOREM 15. If cp has finite dimensionality over its center and sr, 0 < r < 00' 

is inner, then every ideal in cp [ t, S] is bounded. 

7. Matrices with elements in o. If U and V e On the ring of n X n matrices 
with elements in o and UV = 1, then VU = 1 also. This is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that o may be embedded in a division ring. Thus U is 
a unit in On • If ... 4 and B are any two n X r matrices (n rows, r columns) with 
elements in o and B == U A V where U and V are units in On and Or respectively, 
then A and B are associates. 'V e shall consider in this section the problem of 
selecting a canonical form among the associates of a given matrix. This will be 
applied in the next section to obtain the structure of an arbitrary o-module. 

Let a and b be elements ~0 in o and ao + bo == do, (ao A bo) = mo. Then 
there are elements p, q, r, s such that ap + bq = d, ar + bs = 0 where m = ar = 

- bs ~ 0 and or + os = o. · If a = da1 , b = db1 and c1 , d1 are elements such that 
c1r + d1s = 1, \Ve set u = C1P + d1q and \Ve may verify that 

cl ~1 
ual dl ~l ub) (~ :) - (~ ~) 

Hence the matrix(~ :) is a unit in 02 and 

v 

. . 
1, J 

1 
. 1 . . . ... ·p· .. ·r· ... ~· 

. 1 . . 
. 1 . . . . . . . q . . . . 8 • • • • J 

1 

is a unit in Or • If A has the i-th ro\v (c1 , • • · , Ci-1 , a, Ci+1 , • • • , c i-1 , 

b, ci+1, · · ·, cr), then the i-th ro\v of AVis (c1 , • • ·, Ci-1, d, Ci+1, • • ·, Cj-1, 0, 
c i+I , · · · , cr). A similar result holds for the columns of A. 
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We note next that the following "elementary" transformations may be 
performed by multiplying A on the left and on the right by units: 

I. Adding to the i-th column the j-th column multiplied by q on the right 
(i ~ j). This is done by multiplying A on the right by (1 + e1iq). 1,o add to 
the i-th row the j-th row multiplied on the left by q, form (I + Cijq)A. 

II. Interchanging the i-th and the j-th columns (rows): Form A (l + eii + 
Cji - Cii - Cjj) (or (1 + Cij + Cji - Cii - Cjj)A). 

III. 1\Iultiplying the i-th column (row) on the right (left) by a unit u: Form 
A (I + (u - l)eii) (or (1 + (u - l)eii)A). 

If A ~ 0, let apq ~ 0 be an element of A whose length is least for the non-zero 
elements of A. By performing operations of type II, \Ve obtain an associate 
B == (bi f) for \vhich bn ~ 0 has the smallest length. If bu is not a left factor of 
onP of the bti, a suitable associate B[r has in place of bu the element d ~ 0 
"·hose length is less than that of bn . Similarly, if bn is not a right factor of 
every bit , bn may be replaced by an element of smaller length. After a finite 
number of these replacements, \\"e obtain an associate C of A for which the 
element c~1 is ~ 0 and is a left factor of every eli and a right factor of every cil . 
If Cti == cuqi , vve multiply successively the first column on the right by -qi 
and add to the 2nd, 3rd, · · · , r-th columns. This leaves the first column 
unaltered and replaces Cti , i > 1, by 0. If we use a similar procedure on the 
rO\YS, we obtain an associate D of A such that 

dt 0 . . . 0 
0 d22 . . . d'lr D== dt ~ 0. 

' 
0 dn2 . . . dnr 

The same process applied to the matrix (dii) and repeated to submatrices shows 
that A has an associate in diagonal form { d1 , · · · , ds , 0~ · · · , 0}, di ~ 0. 

''' e wish to sho\v that \Ve may· suppose that each di i~ a total divisor of d 1 for 
j > i. If di is a left factor of bd i for every b, dio > od jO and, as we have seen, 
di is a total divisor of d i. N O\V suppose that there is a b ~ 0 such that d1 is not 
a left factor of bd2 . .A.dd the second row multiplied on the left by b to the first. 
The corner of the resulting rnatrix is 

D = (dt bd2) 
2 0 d2 • 

This has an associate 

where d~t is a highest common left factor of d1 and bd2 and hence has length less 
than that of d1 . This matrix may be diagonalized to a form in \vhich the 
element in the (1, l) position has smaller length than d1 . Repeated applica
tions of this p_rocess will yield an associate { e1 , · · · , es , 0, · · · , 0} of A in vvhich 
each ei is a left factor of every, be i \vith j > i. Hence 
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THEOREM 16. Any rectangular tnatrix with elements in o has an associate 
{ e1 , · · · , es , 0, · · · , 0} in diagonal form where each ei is a total divisor of e i , 

j > i. 

''
7e may replace ei by uieivi, Ui and Vi units, and obtain another diagonal 

matrix having the same properties as ·{ e1 , · · · , es , 0, · · · , 0}. If o is a division 
ring, \Ve may, therefore, suppose that ei = 1. Hence we have the 

CoROLLARY. If o is a division ring, any rectangular matrix with elements in o 
has an associate of the form { 1, · · · , 1, 0, · · · , 0}. 

We consider next the special case where o is commutative. Let hi denote the 
highest con1mon factor of the i-rowed minors of A. Since the columns of any 
A V are line~r combinations of those of A, hi is a divisor of the i-rowed minors 
of AV. Similarly hi is a factor of the i-rowed minors of any matrix UA. Hence 
if U and V are units, hi is a highest common factor of the i-rowed minors of U A V. 
Xo,v if U and V are chosen so that UA V == {et, · · · , es, 0, · · · , 0} where ei 
is a factor of e i for j > i, it is evident that hi == e1 · · · ei and so ei == h,hi \ . 
This enables us to compute directly the normal form { e1 , • • • , es , 0, · · · , 0 J 

of ~4. It shows also that the ei are uniquely determined except for unit multi
pliers. In 11 \Ve shall show that in the general case, the ei are determined in 
the sense of similarity by the matrix A. 

8. The structure of finitely generated o-modules. We have seen that· any 
finitely generated o-module has the form l5 - 91 where ~ is a free module with 
the basis x1 , · · · , Xn and 9C is a submodule. We consider first the structure of 91 
in the following 

THEOREM 17. If o is a principal ·ideal ring and ~ is a free o-module, then any 
s1~bmodule 91 of·~ is free. The number of elements in a basis for 91 is< that for~-

Let 91 be a submodule of ~and suppose that it is a submodule of (x1 , · · · , Xn), 
· · · , of (Xn1 , • • • , Xn) but not of (Xn 1 +1 , · · · , X11) where in general (Yt , · · · , Yr) 
denotes the o-module generated by the Yi . The multipliers of Xn 1 of the ele
ments yin 9C form a right ideal bn 1 o ~ 0. Thus there is an element Y1 = Xn 1 bn 1 + 
L xibi in 9C and if z == Xn 1dn 1 + ~xidi is any element in SJ(, \Ve have dn 1 = b11 1k. 

i> n1 

Hence z - _Y1k E (xr~ 1 +1, · · · , Xn). Consider next the o-module 911 = 9( A 
(Xn 1 +1 , · · · , Xn). Treating it in a similar fashion, we obtain an n2 > n1 such 
that 9(1 < (xi, · · · , Xn) for j < n2 but W1 $ (Xn 2 +1 , · · · , Xn). Hence there is 
a Y2 = Xn 2 bn 2 + L: xibi such that for each z in 9(1 there is a k in o such that 

i> n2 
z - Y2k E (Xn2 +1 , · · · , Xn). If \Ve continue this process, \Ve obtain r < n ele-
ments Y1 , · · · , Yr in 91 where Yi == Xnibni + L: xibii , bni ~ 0, n1 < n2 < · · · , 

• j > ni 
such that each z in 91 has the form ~yiki . This expression is unique, as is evi-
dent from the form of the y's. 

Xext we may replace the basis Xi of ~by Xi = ~XjUji where (u) i&a unit in 
On . Likewise the elements Yk = 'J:,xibik may be replaced by elements Yk = 

IyzVzk, (v) a unit in Or. Then we obtain Yk = 2":xieik where (e) = (u)-1(b)(v) 
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is an associate of (b). It follo,vs from Theorem 16 that, for a suitable choice of 
the i and the y, ""'e have Yk = xkek , where ek ~ 0 if k = 1, · · · , s, e~; == 0 if 
k > s and each ek is a total divisor of e z for l > k. \\T e return to the original 
notation and write x and y in place of x and fj. 

Consider now the difference module ~ - 9'(. It i~ generated by the cosets 
{xi} containing Xi • If { X1} Ct + · · · + { Xn} Cn = 0, X1C1 + · · · + XnCn e 9( and 
hence ci teio if j = 1, ···,sand ci = 0 if j > s. Since xiri E9C for j < s, 
3 - ~· is a direct sum of the cyclic modules {Xi}. The cyclic modules 
{ X1}, · · · , { Xs} are finite and { Xs+l}, · · · , { x n} are infinite. The j-th of these 
(j < s) is isomorphic to (o - eio) and if ei is a unit, \Ve may delete the corre
sponding {xi}. If a1 , · · · , a.<; are any elements in o, there exist ki such that 
aik r: =- esb and if k is a common multiple of the ki , then aik = esci . Hence 
({xda1 + · · · + {xs}as)k = 0. It follows that the module '13 - ~of cosets 
{ X1} a1 + · · · + { Xs} as may be characterized as the totality of elements of 
~ - W that have finite order. The difference module (ij - ~) - (~ - 91) 
is a free module of dimensionality ·n - s. Evidently this number is an invariant 

~ . 
of ~ - ~- If we make use of the fact that any finitely generated o-n1odule is 
o-isomorphic to an ~ - 91, \Ve obtain the follo\ving theoren1s. 

THEORErti 18. ~4ny finitely generated o-module is a direct sum of its submodule 
of elements of finite order and of a free o-module. 

Tt~EOREM 19. ~4 ny finitely generated o-module is a direct sum of cyclic a
modules. The orders eio ~ 0 1nay be chosen so tlzat ei is a total divisor of ei if 
• • 7 

J > z. 

For the further study of finitely generated o-modules \Ve shall restrict ourselves 
to modules havi!lg only elements of finite order. r'fhus s == n in the above 
notation. ~>\s a consequence of Theorem 19, an indecomposable o-module is 
cyclic with order qio, qi indecomposable. Any module is a direct sum of modules 
of the form o - qio. By the I{rull-Schmidt theorem the qi are determined in 
the sense of similarity. \Ve shall call these elements elementary divisors of the 
module. 

9. Bounded indecomposable elements. 'Ve have seen that if o - qo is 
indecomposable and qo is bounded, its bound q*o is a po\ver (p*o)e of a maximal 
two-sided ideal (p*o). If q == P1 · · · p 1 is a factorization of q into irreducible 
elements Pi , the ideals PiO are bounded and have bounds containing q*o. Since 
PiO is maximal, its bound is a maximal t\vo-sided ideal. Hence this bound is 
p*o. Now let P1 , · · · , p 1 be arbitrary irreducible elements having the pro
perty that the bound of p1:o is p*o. Suppose that Pi+l · · · p 1o > (p*o )1-i. 

Then PiPi+l · · · P1D > Pi(p*o)1-i == (pio)(p*o) 1-i > (p*o)(p*o) 1-i = (p*o)t-i+1. 
Thus \Ve have proved that P1 · · · p1o is bounded with bound (p*o)e, e <! f. 
Evidently this implies that the bound of P1 · · · PkO A Pk+l · · · p 1o is (p*o )e 
\vith € < min (k, f.- k). 

\~Ve now form a direct sum Wh of h cyclic modules each o-isomorphic too - qo, 

7 The ordinary theory of finitely generated commutative groups is obtained from Theo
rems 18 and 19 by specializing o to be t.he ring of rational integers. 
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q == Pt · · · p1 inderon1po~uble, and \ve suppose that this module is cyclic. Then 
9(h is o-isomorphic to o - q~~o. 'The bound of q11o is (p*o)c and the length of qh 

is fh. r'fhus fh < ck if k is th(' length of p*. X o'v consider 9~h+l , a direct sum 
of h + 1 cyclic n1odulrs i~on1orphic to o - qo. '':--e assert that either 9(h+l is 
cyclic or qho = (p*or'. ~~or, if 9(h+l is not cyclic, it is a direet ~urn of s > 1 
cyclic modules \Vhose orders are CiD, \Vhere ef is a total divisor of e 1 if j > i. 
By the Krull-Schmidt theoren1 the indecomposable parts of e1 arc sin1ilar to q 
and hence th~ length of ei > length of q and the bound of eio is (p*D)e. Then the 
length of e2 > ck > fh the length of ·qh . Since 

length qh + length q > length e1 + length e2 , 

'\\·e sec that length e2 = length qh = length (p*r'. Hence qhD = (p*o) e. If 
9Ch+l is cyclic, \Ve forn1 ;)(h-+:! and repeat the process. Since the lengths of qh , 
qh+l , · · · form an increasing ,-.\equence bounded by the length of (p*) e, \Ve obtain 
an integer k' such that i)(k, i~ C.\~clic hut 9(k'+l is not. Then qk'D == (p*D)e and 
D - (p*D)e i~ decomposable a.~ a direct sum of k' n1odules isomorphic to D - qD. 
This proves the in1portant 

THEOREl\t 20. If o - qo is indeco1nposable and qo is bounded with bound 
(p*D)e, p*D rna.rin1al, then o - (p*D)c is deco1nposable into a direct sum of k' 1nodnles 
D-isomorphic to o - qo. ~·1 necessary and sufficient condition that the indecornpos
able nzodules D -. qo and D - ro, with qD and ro bounded, be D-isomorphic is that 
they have the sarnc bounds. 

c~oROLLARY. If PtD > p*D, P20 > p*D where the Pi are irreducible, then PI and 
p'2 arc similar. 

For PiO has the bound p*D and o - PiD is indecomposable. In particular the 
factors Pi of q are all similar. . · 

I.Jet p*D be an arbitrary maxin1al t\YO-sided ideal ~ D, 0 and po ~ D a n1nximal 
right ideal containing p*D. 1 f PI , · · · , Ph are similar to p, it follo\vs as above 
that PI · · · PhD has the bound (p*o)h' \vith h' < h. Suppose that \Ve have 
already determined elen1ents Pt , · · · , ]h ~uch that Pt · · · PhD has t-he bound 
(p*D)h. Then there exists an Plernent Ph+l such that the bound of Pt · · · P~t+tD 
is (p*D )h+I. For other\vise, for every p' similar to p "~e haYe that Pt · · · PhP' D > 
(p*o)h. Since the intersection J.p'D = p*D, ~PI · · · PhP'D == Pt · · · Ph(p*D) 
and it contains (p*D)h. It follo\vs that Pt · · · PhD > (p*D)h-I contrar~~ to the 
choice of Pt , · · · , Ph . Thus for every integer e there exist Pi , i = 1, · · · , e, 
such that the bound of PI · · · PeD is (p*D)e. Then Pt · · · PeO is indecomposable 
since other\vise its hound \Vould be (p*D )e' \\~ith e' < e. By the preceding 
theorem we obtain 

THEOREM 21. Let q = PI · · · Pe 1vherc Pi is irreducible and PiD has the bound 
p*o. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that q be indecomposable is that 
the bound of qo be (p*o)e. 

A comparison of lengths sho\\~s that k', the number of indecomposable com
ponents in a direct decomposition of D - (p*D)e, is the same ask, the length of p*. 
\\~ e shall call this number the capacity of p*D. Qur criterion for indecornposa
bility has a number of in1portant consequences \vhich \Ve no\v note. 
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THEOREl\1 22. If q == rst is indeco1nposable and qo is bounded then s is inde
composable, i.e. any subrnodule and any difference 'module of an indecomposable 
o - qo, U'ith qo bounded, is indecomposable. 

Suppose that r == P1 · · · Pk , s == Pk+l · · · Pz , t == Pl+1 · · · Pe where the Pi 
are irreducible. Let p*o be the bound of PiO. Then the bound of qo is (p*o)e. 
If so is decomposable, (so) > (p*o)z-k- 1

• ''rc have seen that to > (p*o)e-l 
and so slo > s(p*o)e-l == (so)(p*o)e-l > (p*o)e-k-1. Similarly, rsto ::::: (p*o)e-l 
contrary to· the fact that (p*o)e is the bound o( rslo. 

THEORE:\1 23. If q1o, q2o > qo, a bounded ideal, and q is indecomposable, then 
either q1o > q2o or q2o > q1o. 

If q1o _1\ Q20 == q3o, q3o > qo and hence q3 is indecomposable. If the bound of 
qio is (p*o)ei , 1: == 1, 2, that of qao is (p*o)e\ e3 = max (e1 , e2). Hence the length 
of q3 == maximun1 length of (q1 , q2), say == length of q1 . Then q30 = q1o < q2o. 

This theoren1 readily implies the follo\ving 

THEORE~r 2-1. If q is indecomposable and qo is bounded, then o - qo has only 
one ro nz position series. 

Xo\v let bo be any hounded ide~l \Vith bound of the form (p*o)e, p*o maximal. 
Suppo~e that b == [q1 , · · · , qx] is a direct decomposition of b into indecomposable 
elements \Vhere the bound of qio is (p*o)ei and e1 > · · · > ex > 1. Evidently 
e == e1 . ''; e assert that X < k, the capacity of p*o. For suppose that X > k. 
If q:o > qio, [q~ , q~ , · · ·] is a direct deco1nposition of this element since we 

I I I I 
clearly ha,·e qio + (q1o A · · · A qi-1o A qi+1o A · · ·) == o. vVe choose the 
diYisors q~o of qio to have the length ek for i = 1, · · · , k and form 
q' == [q~ , · · · , q::], or q~o 1\ • • · _A q~o == q'o. Since q'o > (p*o)ek and the latter 
is decon1posable into k indecomposable ideals of length ek , we. have q1o = 
(p*o)ek. 1~hus (p*o)ek > (q1o 1\ · · · 1\ qko). On the other hand, qk+tO, · · · , q'Ao 
all contain (p*o )ek and this contradicts (q1o 1\ · · · 1\ qko) + qk+l o = o. 

THEORE:\.I 25. If bo has the bound (p*o)\ p*o maximal with capacity k, then a 
direct decomposition of b has at rnost k terrns . 

.. 4pplicalions of the polynomial case. Suppose that o == cf>[t], i.e. S = 1. The 
t\\·o-sided ideals of this domain are generated by polynomials whose coefficients 
are in th_e center r of cJ>. Let p be an element of <P \Vhich is algebraic ove~ r in 
the sense that it is a root of a polynomial a(t) in r[t]. Then a(t) is divisible by 
t - p. If a(t) has least degree for polynomials in r[t] having the- root p, a(t) 
is irreducible in r[t]. Hence if u is a second element in <I> such that a(u) = 0, 
the corollary to Theorem 20 implies that t - p and t - u are similar and so 
u = /3-1p/3. Since our hypo~hesis that p and u satisfy the same irreducible equa
tion is equivalent to- the assumption that ~ (p) ~ ~ ( u), ~ ( t) in r [ t], is an iso
morphism bet\veen r (p) and r (u) over r, 8 \Ve have proved 

THEOREl\1 26. Let cJ> be a division ring with center r and let r(p) and r(u) be 
isomorphic sub fields of cJ> which are algebraic over r. Then any isomorphism be
tween r(p) and r(u) over r may be extended to an inner automorphism in <1>. 

!S i.e. an isomorphism leaving the elements of r ·invariant. 
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,v.,. e consider next <P[t, S] \Vhere sr == 1 for r > 0, and no smaller po,ver of s 
is an inner automorphism. If \ve use the form, determined on p. 38, of the 
2lements 'vhich generate t'vo-~ided ideal~, \Ve see that ( - 'Y generates a maximal 
t\\·o-sided ideal if 'Y is any element ~ 0 in the center r and 'Ys = 'Y. .:\ necessary 
and sufficient condition that { - 'Y be divisible by t - p is that 'Y == ;\r (p) = 

s sr -1 F . . h s s r -1 . 1. th 
pp · · · p . or, since 'Y commutes \VIt p, 'Y == pp · · · p 1n1p 1es . at 

s sr-1 \T( s) d } s· 'Y = p · · · p p == ... p an conver~e y. ~ 1nce 

(( - 'Y) (t ·_ p)((_1 + (-'2Psr-1 + ... + Ps ... Psr-l) + CV(p) _ -y) 

((-1 + tr-2psr-1 + ... + PS ... p.sr-l)(l _ p) + (..\r(p8) _ -y), 

our assertion is eYident. Since ( - 'Y generates a maximal ideal, any t\vo irre
ducible factors of ( - 'Y arP similar. :\IoreoYer, t - p and t - u are similar 
if and only if u == {3~- 1 p/38

• Hence \VC ha Ye 

THEORE~I 27. Let <P be a division ring and A~ an autonlorphisln in <P such that 
sr == 1, 0 < r < YJ, and no smaller po1ver of S is inner. If -r is in the center of 
<P, 'Ys == 'Y and p and u are elements of <P such that ;.V(p) == 'Y == .. \'(u), then there 
exists an elernent {3 in <P such that u == {3-

1
p{3s. 

c~oROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition that .;.\r(u) == 1 is that 
u == !3-1!38. 

,, .. e remark that the conditionR on S an1ount to the statement that A_':; generates 
a finite group 6; of outer auton1orphisms, i.e. all the autotnorphisms ~ 1 in 6; 
are outer. X O\V suppose again that 'Y e r, 'Ys == 'Y and let r == r1r2 . Let -yr 1 == 
~\ .. (p), p in <P. Then { -_ -yr 1 == ({ 2 

- 'Y )q(t) is divisible by t - p. Since the 
irreducible factors of ( - -yr 1 are all similar, { 2 

- 'Y is divisible on the left by a 
suitable t - u. Since 

{ 2 _ 'Y == ( t _ u) ( ( 2 -1 + . . . + us . . . uS r 2-1 ) + ( u us . . . uS r 2 -1 _ 'Y ) , 

'Y a us ... uSr2-l Since 'Y e r' \Ve ha Ye 'Y == us ... uSr 2
-

1 u and since 'Y s == 'Y' 
'Y == us . . . usr2 -1 asr2 Thus usr2 == u. 

THEOREM 28. J.'3uppose that <P, A':; and 'Y are as in the preceding theorem. If 
r == r1r2 and 'Y r 1 is the norm of an elem.ent in <I>, then 'Y == uu8 · · • u8r

2-
1 tv here 

usr2 == u. 

10. Bounded o-modules. An 0-1nodule 9)( is bounded if there exist elements 
b ~ 0 in o such that xb == 0 for all .r in 9)(. The totality of these b's is then a 
t\VO-sided ideal ~ ~ 0 \Vhich \Ve call the bound of m. This is in agreement \Vith 
the previous definitions given in the cyclic case. It is readily seen that a neces
sary and sufficient condition that [)( be bounded is that the orders of any set of 
generators Yi be bounded right ideals. The bound of the order of any X in we 
is a diYisor of ~-

If q1 , · · · , qu are the elementary divisors of [)(, \Ve ha,~e seen that these 
elements are determined up to similarity by 9J?. On the other hand, any two 
indecomposable elements q are similar if and only if they have the same bounds. 
Hence we have the follo,ving fundamental 
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1'HEOREi\I 29. 1lhe bounds of the elenientary divisors of a bounded o-m.0dulc ate 
t'ncariant: They are independent of the particular deconzposition. 

LPt ~ = (pi 0 )1 
l .•• (p~ 0 )

1 
r bP a factorization of the bound of 9)( into eli:;; tinct 

maxirnal ideals p~o. Set ~i = ~(p7o)-fi and Wc(i! = 9R~i the ~ubset of finite 
SHill~ of elenlents :rbi ' u1· in ~i • Since ~~1. is a right ideal, Wl(d is a ::.;ubtnodule 
and ~inee ~~ + · · · + ~I' = o, 9)( = ·Wl0

) + · · · + 9J(<rJ. 'rhe elen1ents of 
9)((j) ~ati~f~· the equation .1.\(pio).ri = 0 so that the hound of 9J((i) i~ (p*o) 1i 
,,·ith f~ < ji. It follo\VS that 9)((i) A (9)( 0 ) + ... + m(i-1) + mu+I) + ... + 
9)(u') 0 and hence We 9Jlcu <±) · • • <±) m<r>. :\Ioreover, t~ince 

*!' *!' ' 
XPt 1 ••• Pt r = 0 for any x, \\·e must have fi = fi . Suppose that y is an ele-
ment o_f 9)( ~atisfying the equation y(p;o)k = 0 for some k. Then if \VC \Yrite 

1 " ~y~(i) h ( * )k 0 d ' ( * )k y = Y1 ~ · · · + y,. , Yi In ~,.,(. , \Ye ave Yi Pi o = an s1nce Pi o + 
(p7 o).r i = o, Yi == 0 if £ ~ j. Thus m<i) may be characterized aR the totalit.v 
of elrrnt\nt~ y i such that Y.i(p;o)k == 0 for some k. ,v ... e note altso that if')( is any 
subn1odule of 9Jl, then 9( == 9(0 ) <±) · · • (±) fJ((r) \Vhere 9[(il == 9)(Ci> A 9(. 

,, .. e no\v restrict our attention to the case r == 1, or~ == (p*o) 1. In this case 
let 9Jl == 9)lt <±) · · • (±) 9Jcu be a clecon1position of 9)( into indecon1posable o
nlodule~, and let (p*o )e 1

· be the bound of the r~rclic module Wei \Yhere 
e1 > · · · ~ eu . E,·iden tly ci = f. 

c~onsider first an indecomposable o-module 9[ \Vith bound (p*o Y'. If X is a 
generator of 9C and qo is its order, q = PI · · · Pu , Pi irreducible, then 
xp1 · · · Po-I == y is ~0 and y(p*o) = 0. Thus the submodule 9co of elernents 
Yo such that yo(p*o) == 0 is ~0. Since 9co < 9(, it is indecomposable and since 
its- bound is p*o, 9(o is irreducible. ''r e note also that the submodule 9c(p*o) 1 

is indecon1posablc and its elementary divisor has the length max (0, g - j). 
In the general case \\·here We == Wei (±) · · · ffi Wl~, , if y(p*o) == 0 and y == Yt + 

· · · + Y~l , Yi in WL· , then Yi(p*o) == 0. Hence u 1nay be characterized as the 
length of the subn1odule 9Jlo of elf.lments Yo such that Yo(p*o) == 0. \Ve have also 
Wl(p*o)j = 9Jlt(p*o)j (±) · · · <±) Wcu(p*o) 1 and hence the number o(j, 9)() of bounds 
(p*o)ei \vith exponents e1 > j is the length of the intersection 9J?(p*o) 1 A 9Jln . 

If~( is a submodule of Wl, 9c(p*o) 1 < 9J?(p*o) 1 and hence 9((p*o) 1 A 9co == 
. . 

9l(p*o)j " 9Ro < 9J?(p*o)J A 9J(o. It follO\VS that o(j, 9() < 8(j, We) and there-
fore if (p* o) g 

1 
, (p*o) 02 

, • • • are the bounds of the elementary· divisors of 9( and 
01 > 02 > · · · , then \Ve ha,·e ei > Oi . If \Ve apply this and the decomposition 
9J( == Wl 0

> (±) · · · <±) Wl<rl noted above to the case \vhere 9)( is cyclic, \Ve obtain 
the "necessity" part of the follo\ving 

THEORE:\I 30. Suppose that a = [qn ' ... ' qlltl ; • • • ; ••• ' Qrll r] is a direct de
composition of a into indecomposable elements qii 1vhere the bound of qii o is (p7 o) eu 
and eil > e12 > · · · ~ kr.;:,i1nilarly, let b = [sn , · · · , Siu 1 ; • • • ; • • ··, Srur] where the 
bound of sii o is (p7 o) 0

ii and gil > Oi2 > · · · > 0. Then a necessary and sujficient 
condition that b be similar to a factor of a is that eii > gii . 

To proYe the sufficiency \Ve observe that there exists a divisor q~i of qii \Vith 
bound (p: o )0

i i . For, \Ye obtain such an element by taking the product of the 
first gii irreducible factors of qii . It follo\VS that a' == [q~1 , · · · , q~u 1 ; • • • ; 
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... ' q;u r] is a factor of a. Since, b:r Theorems 20 and 21' q:j is ~imilar to Sij, 

a' is similar to b. 

11. The invariant factors. l .. et Wl == iJJl1 CB · · · ffi 9Jls be a decon1position 
of the finite o-rnodule 9)( a~ a direct sum of n1odules o-ison1orphic to o - cio 
\\"here e i is a total dh·isor of ('1 , j > i. ,, ... e \Vish to sho\V that the e i are invariant~ 
in the sense of similari t 'r . .. 

SupposP first that 9)1 is bounded. ,,~e obtain a deeornposition of 9R into in-
cleeon1poRable o-moclules by decomposing the ei into indecomposable elements 
qiit \Vhere the bound of Qij!O is (p7o)hiiz, p7o a maxitnal t\vo-sided ideal. Let 
p*o be one of the P7 o's, k its capacity and q1 , · · · , qu the indecomposable parts 
of the r's fen·- \vhich the hounds of q iO have the form (p*o )hi . ''r e recall that if 
t h(~ bound of QiO is (p*o )hi , then the length of qi is hi . If q is one of the qi and 
q i:-: an indecomposable part of er , then er+1 is divisible by (p*)h. Hence b.'r 

1~hPorein 30, er+1 contains at least k q's \Vhose lengths hi are >h. Since k i~ 

the capacity of p*o, these are all of the q's corresponding to p* that occur in the 
decon1positiowof er+1 . Thus "·e may arrange the q's in a sequence q1 , · · · , qk ; 

(jt.-+1 , · · · , q2k ; · · · ; q 11.·+1 , · • · , q u·+m so that their lengths form a non-increasing 
:--equence and Q1 , · · · , qk are inde·composable parts of es , q,:+1 , • · · , q2k the in
decomposable part~ of es-1 ' etc. 

If \YP have a second decon1position of 9)( as 9)(~ <±) ••• (±) m;, \Vhere 9)(~ is 
o-i~on1orphic to o - e~o and e; is a total divisor of c~ for j > i, then \Ve may 
arrange the indecompo~able elen1ent~ q' corresponding to p* in the san1e \Vay. 
l~y the I\:rull-Schtnidt theorem, qi and q; are similar and their number is the 
sanlP. '"fhus the indecomposable parts of es-i and of e;_i tnay be paired into 
f'iznilar pairs and so e .. :-i and e~-i are· similar and s == s'. 

X O\V let 9)( be arbitrary and let ~l == a*o be the bound of es-10 and~ == b*o that .. 
of r~ '-1o. Let 91s be the subtnodule of 9JCs of elements y such that y~~ == y~~~ == 0. 
If es == ca* and Ys is a generator of ms of order eso, then YsC E 9cs ' and its order 
is a*o. Hence if Zs is a generator of 9L , its order has the form d.iio \vhcre u 
i~ similar to a*. Since a*o is t\vo-sided, a differs fron1 a* by a tn.tit so that the 
order of Zs is dsa*o == a*dRo. X O\V suppose that 91 is the submodule of 9)l con
~i:-;ting of the elemf\nts y such that y~SS == 0. Evidently 91 is bounded, and 
il( == 9Jl1 (±) · · · (±) ims_1 (±) 9cs is a decon1position of 9l in to cyclic modules ,,·hose 
orders are bounded and \Yhere the bound of each order is a di,·isor of the next 
order. Sin1ilarly, \\·e ha,·e 9( == 9Jl~ (±) ... (±) m:'-1 (±) 9(:, \Vhere 9(;, < 9J(;,. 
Hence b~· our result in the bounded case, s' == s and ei and e; are similar for 
i = 1, · · · , s - 1. It follo\VS then by the Krull-Schn1idt theorem applied to 
9)( that rs and e: are sin1ilar. ,y-e :;hall call the elements ei the invariant factors 
of the n1odule. Hence \Ye have 

1~HEOREM 31 (K aka~vama). The invariant factors of an o-module 9)( arc deter
mh7ed to lvithin si1n~z'larity._ 

12. The theory of a single semi-linear transformation. \\T e have seen that 
if 7' is a semi-linear tran.-.:forn1ation "·ith automorphism S acting in a vector space 
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9t over <1>, \Ve n1ay regard m as an 0 = cf>[t, S]-module by defining xa(t) = xa(T). 
If T1 and Tz are sen1i-linear transformations in ffi haYing the same auton1orphism 
S, then the ct>[t, S]-modules determined h.v the1n are isomorphic if and only if 
there exists a linear transforn1ation .A. such that 11

2 = ~--1- 1 T1 .. 4. "F'or if ...-t is a 
<l>[t, ~~]-isomorphism, A is lineHr ~incc ~-4 = ~1~ for all t in 4>, and 1\~l == .A T2 

so that T2 == ..:4.-11\.A.. ('1onversely if these conditions hold for an autoinor
phism ... 4, then a(T1).A. = .:1a(T2) for all a(l) and ~4 is an isornorphisn1. If the 
matrices .of T 1 , T2 and ~4 relative to a basis .r1 , · · · , .rn arc reHpccti,~Pl~~ ( r 1), 

(r2) and (a), then the condition T2 = ... 4.-1T1 ... 4 is equivalent to (r2) == (a)(r1 )(a 8)~ 1 

(= (/3)-l(rt)(ps), (/3) = (a)-1). 
('1onsider no\v a fixed T. Then if x is any vector, there is a vector :r T m in the 

sequence x, xT, · · · \Yhich is a linear con1bination of the .tT\ i < n1, ~ay xTm == 

X/3m + ... + xTm-1/31 . Then x(Tm - Tm-1/31 - ... - 13m) == 0 so that every 
element of the <l>[t, S]-module ~~ has finite order. It follo,vs from the general 
theory that 9~ == ~1 (±) · · · (±) ~~s "There ~i is cyclic \vith generator ui \vhose 
order is el4>[t, ~-~], ei == ei(t) a total divisor of e i(t) for j > i. If the degree of the 
in,Tariant £actor ei(t) is ni , the vectors ui , · · · , uiTni-1 form a basis for 9ti over 
4>. Hence u 1 , • · • , u 1Tn 1

-
1

; • • • ; • • ·, UsTns-
1 is a basis for Tt over cf>, and rela

tive to this basis the matrix of T is 

r T(J) I 
(2) 

T 

• 
• 

• T (s) J 
\Vhere 

0 • 

1 0 • 

(1") 
0 1 

T 

' • • 

• 0 • 

0 0 1 {3~ i) ) 

if ei(t). == tn' - tni- 1/3ii) - · · · - /3~i} . If (a) is any matrix in cl>n there exists a 
matrix (p) such that (p)-1(a) (p8

) has this form. Similarly, \Ve may obtain a 
canonical form for (a) corresponding to the decomposition of ~ into indecom
posable o-modules. 

As an illustration \Ye consider the case of a linear transformation T acting in 
ffi and ci> \vhere ci> == R(i, j) is the quaternion algebra over a real closed field. 
\Ve have seen that the irreducible polynomials in o == <l>[t] are linear. The bound 
p*(t) of p(t) == (t- a) is t- a if a e R. Other\vise it is N(t- a) == (t- a) (t- a). 
We obtain in this \vay all the irreducible polynomials (\vith leading co
efficient I) in·. R[t]. -Now consider (t - a)eo. Its bound is (p*)eo. For, 
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other\vise, (t - a)e "~auld be a divisor of (p*) 1 'vith f < e. 'rhis is clearly 
impossible if p* = (t - a). In the other case \Ve obtain 

Since a e R(a), q(t) has coefficients in R(a) and since this ring is commutative, 
we obtain a contradiction to the unique factorization theorem in R(a)[t]. It 
follo\vs novv that (t - a)e is indecomposable and that every indecomposable 
element is similar to one of this form. Hence if ~ is an indecomposable sub
space of m, it is generated by a vector y \Vhose order is (t - a)eo. If \VC use the 
basis Yk = y(T - a)k-\ k == 1, · · · , e, for 0, \Ve obtain the matrix. 

(a l 
1 a 

(6) 
I 

• • 
• • 

I • • I 
l I a) 

T\\·o such matrices are similar if and only if their diagonal elements a 1 and a2 

are similar and the condition for this is that a 1 and a2 satisfy the same irre
ducible polynomial in R[t]. Any matrix is similar to one having blocks of the 
form (6) strung do,vn the main diagonal. 

'"
7 e return to the general case and the decomposition 9t = ~1 (±) · · · (±) ~~s 

\vhere the 5Ri are cyclic \vith orders ei(t) the invariant factors. In order to 
determine the ei(t) \Ve choose a basis X1 , • • • , X 1 for 9? over cJ> and \Vrite .XiT = 
~XiTii· Then ffi is cJ>[t, S]-isomorphic to the difference module of the free cf>[t, k~]

module ~, \vhose basis is e1 , · · · , 'en , \Vith respect to a submodule 9C containing 
the elements fi = eit - ~eiTii . We assert that the f's form a basis for 9(. For 
if f is any element in 9(, \Ve may choose polynomials cp1 (t), · · · , cp 1(t) so that 
f- };jicpi(t) == ~ed3i, /3i incJ>. Then LXi/3i == 0 and so /3i == 0. Thusf == ~fi<Pi(t). 
No'v suppose that ~fi<Pi(t) = 0. Then Lei[t<p,(t) - };Tii<Pi(t)] = 0 and t<p,(t) = 
~Tii'Pi(t), i = 1, · · · , n. If any cpi(t) ~ 0 and cp~c(t) is one of these polynomials 
of n1aximum degree, the equation t<pk(t) = LTki<Pi(t) is· impossible. Hence 
cpi(t) == 0 for all i. From this result we see that the ei(t) are the diagonal ele
ments in the normal form of the matrix lt - ( T ), expressing the f's in terms of 
the e's. 

In the case \\~here cJ> is commutative and T is linear, cf>[t] is commutative and 
ei(t) == hi(t)hi-t(t)-

1 \vhere ho(t) = 1 and hi(t) is the highest common factor of 
the i-rO\Ved minors of It - ( T ). The last invariant factor es(t) = p.(t) has the 
property that xp.(T) = 0 for all x. For \ve have uip.(T) = 0 if ui is a generator 
of 5R i and since any x · '"l:tu i~ i ( T), xp. ( T) = 0. Since p. ( t) cJ>[ t, S] is the order of 
Us , p.(t) is the polynomial of least degree with leading coefficient I having T or, 
the matrix ( T) of T, as a root. Since the other invariant factors are factors of 
p.(t) and the characteristicpolynomialf(t) = det (It- (r)) = Ilei(t),f(t) andp.(t) 
have the same irreducible factors in cf>[t], differing at most in the multiplicities 
of these factors. This is the well-known 
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1~HEOREM 32 (F robenius). Let ( T) be a matrix in cl>n , cJ> a field, and let p. (t) be 
the last invariant factor of the matrix 1 t - ( T) in (cf>[t])n . Then 1) p.( ( r)) = 0, 2) 
JJ.(t) is a factor of any polynomiall'(t) hav1~ng the property that l'((r)) = 0 and 3) 
p.(t) and the characteristic polynomial det (lt - ( T)) have the same irreducible 
factors in ct>[t]. 

Suppose no\V that <J? is a division ring Sttch that (<I>: r) = m < 00 for r the 
center of cJ> .and let S be an automorphism in cJ> such that .._\)r, 0 < r < oo, is inner 
but no smaller positive po\ver of S is inner. If ro i~ the Rubfield of r consisting 
of the elements invariant under A_~' (r: ro) == r and hence (<I>: f 0 ) = m.r. We 
haYe s;een that f"'r = p. -1~p. \Vhcre JJ-

8 = p.. The t'vo-sidcd ideals of o = cf>[t, S] 
are generated b~ .. elements of the form t\uh + uh-1

1'1 + · · · + "") \Vhere u = 
( JJ. - 1 and l'i e ro. Every ideal in o is bounded. 

If Ot = ro[u], it is evident that any o-module is an o1-module and if t\vo o-mod
ules are o-isomorphic, then they are o1-isomorphic. \\r e \Vish to prove the 

· conYerse of the latter result for modules that contain no elements of order to. 
For this purpose \Ye consider first an indecomposable module m1 of this type. 
Then ml has the bound (p*)eo \Vhere p* = uh + uh-1

1'1 + ... + l'h 'l'i in ro and 
I' I· ~ 0. \V e have seen that fit may be embedded in a cyclic module ffi whose 
generator has the Order (p*)e 0 and that ~~ = ffi1 (±) · · · (±) ffik \Vhere the mi are 
o-isomorphic indecomposable o-modules and k is the capacity of p*o. \Ve may 
obtain a decomposition of m into indecomposable o-modules by decomposing 
the 9\i . This yields kl indecomposable OcCOmponents for m. On the other 
hand, \Ve ma~v also use the follo\ving procedure: Let P1 , · · · , Pmr be a basis for 
cJ> O\Ter ro. Since the vectors ztiul; j = 0, · · · , r - 1, l = 0, · · · , h - 1, form 
a basis for ~~ over 4>, the vectors ztiutpi , i = 1, · · · , 1nr form a basis for 5R over 
fo . Hence 5lL is a direct sum of the mr2 cyclic o1-modules \Vhose generators are 
ztip1· . The orders of these modules are (p*)eo1 and, since p*o1 is maximal in the 
commutative ring o1 , they are indecomposable. It follo\vs that rnr2 = kl and 

2 

ffi 1 is a direct sum of m; indecomposable Ot-modules whose orders are (p*).o 1 • 

K 0\V let m1 and m1 be t\VO indecomposable modules having no elements of 
order to and suppose that ffi1 and ~1 are 01-isomorphic. Then if p*, e, k have 
the same significance for ~~ 1 as p*, e, k have for ffi1, \Ve evidently have k = k 
and (p*)e = (p*)e. Thus the bounds of ffi1 and ffit are the same and so ffi1 and 
ffi 1 are o-isomorphic. If \\Te use the Krull-Schmidt theorem, \ve may extend this 
special case to the following 

THEOREM 33. Suppose that m and m are ct>[t, S]-modules having only elements 
of finite order but no element of order tcf>[t, S]. Then a necessary and sufficient 
condition that m and m be cJ>[t, S]-isomorphic is that they be ro[u]-isomorphic. 

CoROLLARY. []nder the assumptions of the theorem, m and m are ct>[t, S]
isomorphic if. and only 1j they are cf>[u]-isomorphic. 

K ow let T be a semi-linear transformation in m over cJ> where ct> and S have 
the above form. The condition that no vector in ~ has order tcf>[t, S] is the same 
as the assumption that T is (1 - 1 ). Our results therefore give conditions for 
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similarity of (1 - 1) ~en1i-linear transformations T1 and T2 having the same 
auton1orphi~n1 /;;;. Thus the corollary states that T 1 and T2 are similar if and 
onl~r if the linear transformations U1 = T~p. - 1 and [T2 = T;JJ.-1 are similar. If 
\\-e recnll the connection \Yith matrices, \Ve obtain 

THEORE:\1 34. Let <I> be (l division ring such that (cJ>: r) = m < 00 where r is 
t!tc center and let ._,.;;:, be an autu1norphism in <P such that ~sr = JJ.- 1 ~JJ., 0 < r < ~, 
J.l·"' == J.L and so snzaller potver of S is inner. If ( 1 1) and ( rz) are non-singular 
rnatrZ:crs (i.e. units) in ci>n , then a necessary and sufficient condition that there exists 
a non-singular nzatrix (/3) such that (12) = (/3)-1(rt)(/38

) is that N(T1)J-L-1 

( r 1) ( T·~) · · · ( T·;r- 1
)JJ.-1 and ~V( T2)JJ.-

1 be sirnilar in the usual sense . 

. A.not her interesting ease of the aboYe theorem is obtained by taking r = 1 
and J.L. == 1. The re~ult is the theorem that tw·o linear transformations in 5R 
o,·er cJ> are ,~in1ilar if and only if they arc similar as transformations in ~1~ o\·er r, 
r the rentrT. A\s is rcadil~· sho\vn, it is not necessary to assume in this case that 
T1 and T2 arc (I - 1). 



CHAPTER 4 

STRL~CTURE OF RINGS OF ENDOMORPHISMS ~~ND OJ1"' 
~~BSTRACT ·RINGS 

1. The general problem. Special cases. We consider an arbitrary com
mutative group 9)( and a fixed set Q of endomorphisms a, /3, ... acting in m. 
Let ~1 be the set of n-endomorphisn1.s, i.e. the set of endomorphisn1s that com
mute \vith every endomorphism in Q. Then ~is a subring containing the iden
tity endomorphism of the ring of endomorphisms of m. In this chapter \Ve 
impose various conditions on the lattice of n-subgroups of We and inve~tigate the 
restrictions that these imply for ~- · These results will be applied to obtain the 
structure of abstract rings and finally \Ve shall give some applications to the 
theory of projective representations of groups and to the Galois theory of divi-. . 
s1on r1ngs. 

Examples. 1) illl a finite commutative group and Q vacuous. 
2) 9J( a vector space over a division ring Q == <1>. Here ~ is the ring of linear 

transformations. 'Ve have seen that ~ == <I>~ , <I>' anti-isomorphic to <1>, or, 
~ is anti-isomorphic to <Pn . \V e recall also that ~1 is simple. 

3) 9)( a vector space over 4>, Q the logical sum of ci> and a set of sen1i-linear 
transformations T1 , T2 , · · · . In this case ~ consists of the linear transforma
tions commutative \V~th Tt' T2' . . . . It follo\VS that if (rt), (r2), ... ; sl' 
J-'32 , · · · are, respectively, the matrices relative to a fixed basis and the automor
phisms of T1 , T2 , · · · , then ~'is anti-isomorphic to the subring of cl>n of matrices 
(a) such that (a)(ri) == (ri)(a8

,;). 

,,r e \vish to sho\v no\v that any ring ~ \Vith an identity is essentially the ring 
of n-endomorphisms of a certain commutative group [)(. The group 9Jl is the 
additive group of~- 'Ve have seen that the right multiplication x ~ xa == xar 
is an endomorphism of [)( and that the totality of these endomorphisms is a 
subring ~r of the ring of endomorphisms of[)(. The ring ~r is isomorphic to 21:. 
Similarly \Ve have defined the left multiplication az by xaz == ax and "~e have 
sho\vn that their totality i~ a ring ~z anti-isomorphic to ~-

X O\V the associative la\v evidently implies that if ar E ~r and bz E ~z , then 
arbz == bzar . On the other hand, suppose that B is a single-valued t_ransforma
tion in [)( commutative \Vith all the ar and let lB == b. Then xB == (lx)B == 

(lB)xr == bxr == bx. Thus B == bz , and ~z is the set of ~r-endomorphisms. 
Similarly, ~r is the set of ~2-endomorphisms. The isomorphism between ~r 

and ~ vvill therefore enable us to apply the theory of rings of Q-endomorphisrps 
to the theory of abstract rings. \Ve state these fundamental results in 

THEOREM 1. ~4ny ring ~ with an identity is isomorphic to ~r , the ring of its 
right multiplications and is anti-isomorphic to ~z , the ring of its left multiplications. 
~r is the ring of ~I,endomorphisms acting in the additive group 9J1 of ~ and ~z is 
the ring of ~r-endomorphisms of m. 

54 
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The 2{z-(~1r-) subgroups of the additive group are the left (right) ideals. The 
(~!z, ~1r )-subgroups are the t\vo-sided ideals. \\r c note also that ~r A 2{z consists 
of the endomorphisms Cr = c z , c in the een ter 6:. Iror if a.r == b z , 1 ar == 1 b z and 
a == b. Then ax = xa for all x and so a = c is in CS:. 

2. Algebras over a field. In a similar fashion our results \vi.ll apply to the 
theory of algebras (hypercomplex systems). 1"hese are defined as follows: If 
ci> is an abstract fi.eld, a set ~{ is called an algebra over <I> if 

1 9f . . 
. vl IS a ring. 

2. ,.-fhe additive group of 2£ is a cl>-n1odule and .r1 == x for any x in ~f and 1, 
the identitv of 4>. 

L 

3. ara = aar , aza = aaz for all a in 2( and all a in 4>. 
The last condition may al~o be \\Tit ten in the forn1: (ab )a = (aa)b = a(ba) for 
all a, b in ~( and all a in 4>. Since ci> is a field, the ring of endon1orphisms corre
sponding to ci> is isomorphic to 4>. Hence if \Ve "~ish to fix our attention on a 
particular algebra, \Ve may adopt the point of view of Chapter 2 and regard the 
set of er1domorphism:-'~ rather than the abstract field, as fundamental. In the 
present chapter 'Ye shall follo\v this line and, in fact, the field properties of <P 
"~ill pla~~ no role. Thus \\~e may equally \veil study a ring ~ relative to an 
arbitrary set ci> of endomorphisms a, {3, · · · \vhich commute \Vith the left and the 
right multiplications. This includes the case of ordinary rings, obtained by 
taking ci> to he vacuou~, as \Veil as that of algebras, obtained by taking ci> to he a 
field. ~{ \Vill he called a 4!-ring. \\r e shall be concerned \Vi th 4>-subrings and 
\vith 4>-ideals of ~. 

If ~{ has an identity 1, then xa = ~r(la) = (1a)x, so that the endomorphism 
a i~ the right and the left multiplication corresponding to the element 1a. It 
follc)\vs that the elen1ent 1a is in the center of ~.'~ Any ideal of the ring ~ is 
necessarily a 4>-ideal. Hence in the staten1ents of many of the important 
structure theorems, ,,.c could, \Yithont lo~~ of generality, omit any reference to 
the set of operators 4>. 

If ,,.e \Vish to con1pare different algebras ~{ 1 and ~2 , it is natural to suppose 
that the field cJ> is the same for both algebras. Thus \Ve say that ~1 and 2!2 are 
1:son1urphic if there is a (1 - 1) correspondence a1 ~ a2 bet\veen them that is 
both an i~on1orphi~n1 of the rings ~1 and ~2 and a 4>-isomorphism of the additive 
group~: If a1 ~ a2 and b1 ~ b2 , 

The correspondence is an isomorphism. H ornomorphisrns, automorphisms, 
anti-automorphisms, etc., are defined in a similar manner. 

''T e consider no\\· some methods of constructing algebras of finite dimension
alit~~. Evidently cl>n i~ such an algebra if aa is taken to be the product of a by 
the diagonal rna trix {a, · · · , a} . The ring 53 of linear transformations in an 
n-din1ensional vector space 9)1 over ci> is also an algebra if Aa is defined as the 
product of A \vith the scalar multiplication a. ...t\.s we have seen, if X1 , • • • , x,. 
is a basis for m over ci> and Xi .• .4 = ~:r jaji' then the correspondence between A 
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and the matrix (a1 i) i8 an anti-ison1orphisn1 bet\veen the algebra ~ and the 
algc•bra <Pn . :\ O\Y let 2{ be an arLitrary algebra. Then the multiplications 
x ~ xa and x ~ ax are linPar transfonnations in ~( regarded as a vector space 
OYer <P. Since x(aa) == (xa)a and (aa)x = (ax)a, (aa)r = ara and (aa)z = 

aza. It follo\YS from thesp equations that if ~1 has an identity, the correspond
encp a ---) ar is an algebra isotnorphisnl bet,vePn ~{ and the subalgebra 2Ir of ~. 
If ,,.e con1bine this correspondence ,~vith one of the anti-isomorphisn1s het\veen 
~~ and <I>n , \Ve obtain an anti-isomorphism bet\veen ~{ and a subalgebra of <PI, . 

Sin1ilarly \\~e n1ay con1bine the correspondence a -~ az \Vith one of the anti
i~otnorphisms bet,veen tl and <Pn and obtain an isomorphisn1 bet\veen ~I and a 
:--;ubalgebra of <Pn . rfo be explicit, let X1 • · · · , .Tn be a basis for 2! OVer<}> and 
let J'i{l_ = ~XjPji(a) and a.ri == ~XjAji(a). rfhen if (p1·j(a)) == R(a) and (Aij(a)) == 
L(a·), the correspondence a~ R(a) is an anti-i~o1norphisrn and the correspond
ence a ~ L(a) is an ison1orphis1n bet,veen ~{ and subalgebras of <Pn . It may be 
ren1arked that \YP n1ay also con1bine the a.nti-iso1norphisn1 a ~ R(a) \Vith the 
anti-isoinorphi:-;In (a) ~ (a)', (a)' the transposed 1natrix, and obtain a second 
i~on1orphism h~t\\-c·en ~{ and a subalgebra of <Pn . 

If ~{does not haYP an iclentit~r, \\·e form the vector ~pace Q3 == 2! + (.ro) and 
\\"P define (xoa + a) (.1'oP + b) == .ro(a/3) + a{3 + ba' + ab for a, b in ~. Then ~ 
is an algebra "·ith the identity .rn • and ~{ i~ contained as a subalgehra of ~
HcneP ~ and, a fortiori ~{, is ison1orphie to an algebra of matrice~. ''T e have 
t ht•rpfore proved 

THEORE11 2. _-1 ny algebra u·,z"th a finite basis is isornorphic to a subalgrbra of a 
nzatrix algebra. 

This theorem giYes one general .Inethod of obtaining algebra~ of finite di
nlen:..;ionality. ..A spcond general procedure is the follo,Ying. Let ~I be a vector 
~pace o':er cJ> \Yith the ha:--iis .r1, · · · , .ru . ,~Ve choose n3 elements 'YUk in <P and 
:-;et .ri.rj = L: J'a'Yaij. In order that this definition lead to an associative algPbra 

a 

it is ncc~ssary that the -y's :-:;atisfy the associativit~r equations L: 'Ytak'Yaij == 
a 

a 

= J'i(.r jx,J and hence (.ry)z = .r(yz) for all x, y, z. Evidently (xy)a = (xa)y = 
:r(ya) anJ the distributiYe la,vs hold. Hence ~{is an algebra. 

Exa1nples. 1) Let the basis be .r1 , .r2 , 1·3 , .r4 \\·here X1.ti == :ri = xix1 , x~ 
1 ? ·. 1 ? 

a~ .r3 == /3, x4 == - 1 a/3, X2.1'3 = -x3.r2 == .r 4 , .1'3.1'4 == - .r4X3 == - .r2/3, X4.r2 

- .r~l'4 = - .r3a. 
2) Suppose that(~ is a finite group \vith element~ 1, s, · · · , u. '''e put these 

in (1 - 1) correspondence \Yith the elen1ents of a basis of a ,~ector space and 
denote the vector. corresponding to s by l's . ~fhpn if \Ve define XsXt = ~-rst , 

the associati,·ity equations are satisfied. Hence "·e obtain an algebra, the 
group algebra of c~ over <P. 

3) Let ~f be the. difference algebra cf>[t] - ( v(t)) \vhere cf>[t] is the ordinary 
• 

pol~·nomial domain and (v(t)) is the principal ideal generated by v(t) == t'l -
(

1
-

1{31 - • • • - · f3n . Then ~ has the basis 1, x == { t} the coset containing t 
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and x
2 

, · · · , xn-I The n1ultiplication table is deducible from the relation 
.rn = xn--1/31 + · · · + 1/3n and the associative law. 

3. Previous results. v\7 e nO\V begin the discussion of the general problem 
formulated in 1: .A. ron1mutative group 9Jc and a set of endomorphisms n in 
9J( are given, \Vhat can be said a.bou t the structure of ~{, the ring of Q-endo
morphisms? ''r e have see~ that if 9( is an n-subgroup of 9Jl and A e ~(, then 91 . .4_ is an 
n-subgroup. The set of elements mapped into 91 by A is also an Q-subgroup. 
Corresponding to a direct decomposition of 9)( into 9)(1 <±) · · · (±) 9J?u \Vhere 
the imi are Q-subgroups, \ve have a decomposition 

(1) 1 = Ei + · · · + Eu , E! = Ei 

\vhere the E1· are the projections on the 9JL. C~onversely, if the E's are given 
such that (1) holds, then ffi( = weE1 (±) • · · <±> WcEu . The Q-group we is inde
composable if and only if 1 is a primitive idempotent element of ~l. 

By a completely pri1nary ring 2{ \Ve shall understand a ring that contains a 
nil-ideal ffi (i.e. an ideal all of \Vhose elements are nilpotent) SUCh that 2{ - ffi 
is a diYision ring. If b is any element not in ~n, there is a c such that be = 1 en) 
or, be== 1 +z,zin5lt Ifzm = o,,vehave(l +z)(1- z+z2

- ••• ± zm- 1
) = 

1 and hence b has the inverse c(1 - z + z2 
- • • • ). Thus ffi may be charac

terized as the totality of singular elelnents (non-units) of ~ and m is therefore 
uniquely determined. }~itting's le1nma (5, Chapter 1) yields the following 

r-fHEORE~I 3. If 9)( is an indecornposable Q-group and satisfies both chain con
ditions, then ~' the ring of Q-endomorphisms, is completely primary. 

By the lemma any A in ~{ is either an automorphism or is nilpotent. The 
latter case occurs when either WcA < 9)( or 'vhen there are elements z ~ 0 such 
that z.A. = 0. (These two conditions are equivalent.) Let m be the totality 
of endomorphisms that are not automorphisms. If B em and A is arbitrary, 
then ... 4B and BA are in ffi. Suppose that B1 + B2 = A is an automorphism. 
Then c1 + c2 = 1 \Vhere ci = BiJ.4_ - 1 

e ffi. Since c2 is nilpotent, c~ = 0 for 
some rand hence C1(1 + C2 + C~ + · · · + c~-1 ) = 1 = (1 + C2 + · · · + c~-1)Ct, 
and C1 is not in ffi. This contradiction proves that ffi is an ideal. If A + ffi 
is a coset ~ ffi, A is an automorphism and hence (A + ffi) (A - 1 + 91) = 1 + 9?. 
Thus 2{ - ffi is a division ring . 

... .\n important related result is the following 

THEOREM 4 (Schur's lemma). If we is an irreducible fl-group, then 2{ is a 
division ring. 

If A ~ 0 is in 2!, ffiCA == 9)l and the set of elements z such that z .. 1 = 0 consists 
of 0 alone. Thus A is an automorphism and hence it has an inverse iri ~-

4. Matrix rings. 
LEMMA. Let~ be an arbitrary ring with an identity and let eii, i, j = 1, 

be a set of elements of ~ which satisfy 

(2) 1 = eu + . . . + euu ' 

. . . u 
' ' 
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Then ~( = SBu where Q3 is the subring of ~ consisting of the elements which commute 
with the eii. The ring ~ is isomorphic to eii~eii . 

If a e 21, \Ve readily verify that aii = L epiae iv is in ~ and a == ~eiiaii. On 
p 

the other hand, if aii are arbitrary elements in ~ and ~eiiaii = 0, then aii = 

~epi(-::.eiiaii)eiP = 0. Hence~ == ~u. If a = ~eiiaii is arbitrary, then eiiaeii = 
eiiaii . The correspondence bet\veen eiiaeii and aii in 5.8 is an isomorphism. 

I.JE~Il\IA. If we . = we1 <±) 9)(2 and correspondingly, 1 = E 1 + E2 , E i the pro
jection on 9JL , then the ring ~1 of fl-endomorphisms of we1 is iso·morphic to E1~E1 , 

~1, the ring of fl-endomorphisms of 9Jl. 

If ... 4 e ~' E1 ... 4E1 induces an n-endomorphism B in we1 and maps WC2 into 0. 
Hence if B = ·o, E1AE1 == 0, and the correspondence bet\veen E1AE1 and B is 
an isomorphism between E 1"l1E1 and a subring ~1 of ~1 . On the other hand, if 
Be ~1, E1BE1 = E1B is an element E1(E1BE1)E1 of E1~fE1 \vhose induced effect 
in Wc1 is B. Hence ~1 = ~11 • 

THEOREl\I 5. If we = we1 (±) • . • (±) weu where the wei are Q-isomorphic, then 
~[ == mu where 5S /Z:s isomorphic to the ring of Q-endo,morphisms of one of the wei . 

Let Ei be the projection determined by the decomposition and B1i a fixed 
~2-isomorphism bet,,·een we1 and wei, i ~ 1. Set Eii == Ei, Eli = EnB1iEii, 
Ei1 == EiiB1/E11 and Eii = Ei1E1i if i ~ j, i ~ 1, j ~ 1. Then we readily verify 
that Eii~\z = o 1~-;Eit for all i, j, k, l. The theorem is therefore an immediate 
consequence of the above lemmas. 

5. Completely reducible groups. We suppose that 9J1 is a completely re
ducible fl-group satisfying one (and hence both) of the chain conditions. Then 
We == we1 (±) · · · (±) weu where the wei are irreducible. \Ve choose the notation 
so that we1 , · · · , 9Rn 1 are Q-isomorphic, Wcn 1 +1 , · · · , wen 1 +n2 are fl.-isomorphic 
hut not n-isomorphic to we1, etc. 

X o\v if 911 and ilc2 are any irreducible Q-subgroups of we and B is an Q-homo
morphism bet\veen 9(1 and a part of 912 , it is clear that either B == 0 or B is ao. 
fl-isomorphism bet\veen 9(1 and the whole of 912 . If 1 = E1 + E2 + · · · + Eu 
is the decomposition of 1 into projections corresponding to the decomposition 
9)1 = 9)(1 (±) • · • (±) imu and A is any Q-endomorphism, then EiAE i induces an 
n-homomorphism between [)(i and a part of WCj. Hence if i is in the range 
n1 + · · · + np-1 + 1, · · · , n1 + · · · + np and j is in another range n1 + · · · 
+nq_1 + 1, · · · , 1z1 + · · · + nq , then EiAE 1 maps 9J(i into 0. Since Ei_._4E i 
maps all the other [)(k into 0, 've have E iAE i = 0. Thus if we set E 0

) = 
E1 + · · · + En1 , E(2

) = En1 +1 + · · · + En 1 +n 2 , • • • , E(t) = En1+ · .. +ne-t+1 
+ · · · + .En 1+ ... +ne , 've obtain A = 'LEiAE i = E<0 AE0

) + · · · + E<t) AE<t>. 
Since (E(p) AECp))(E(q) BE<q)) = 0 if p ~ q, E<P)~E<P) is a t\vo-sided ideal in ~and 
the latter is a direct sum of these ideals. 

\v.,.e have seen that E<P)~E<P) is isomorphic to the ring 2!P of Q-endomorphisms 
of mE<P>. Since the indecomposable parts of WlE<P) are irreducible and n-iso-
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morphic, by the preceding theorem and Schur's lemma, 2lP == <I>~:) a matrix ring 
over a division ring. The division ring <I>(p) is isomorphic to the ring of Q-endo-
morphisms of ffiCn 1 + ... +np-t +1 . 

THEOREl\1 6. The ring of Q-endomorphisms .of a com,pletely reducible group 
that satisfies the descending (ascending) chain condition is a direct sum of two
sided ideals that are matrix rings over division rings. 

6. Nilpotent ·endomorphisms. "\Ve suppose that 9JC is an fl-group for \Vhich 
both chain conditions hold and that 5J3 is a set of nilpotent n-endomorphisms 
closed under multiplication. vv· e \Vish to prove the follO\Ving 

THEOREM:_ 7. If s is the length of a composition series for m and Bl ' ... ' Bs 
are in SB, then Bs · · · B1 == 0. 

Let 91 be ann-subgroup such that 'iRBi < 91 and suppose that 'iRBs · · · B1 ~ 0. 
Since 9( > ~Bi > 91BiBi > ···and each 91Bs · · · B is ann-subgroup, the 

• 
following is a .descending chain of Q-subgroups: 

• • • • 

If the equality sign holds bet\veen t\vo terms of this chain, it holds for all subse
quent terms. Since 9C has length < s and 91Bs · · · Bt ~ 0, equality holds 
between "L9(Bi1 • • • Bir = 91' and "L91Bi1 • • • Bir+I \vith r < s. Since 91Bs · · · B1 
~ 0, 91' ~ 0, and 9(' = 2;91' B1 == · · · . There exists an infinite sequence 
Bi 1 , Bi2 , ••• suchthatW'Bip ··· Bi1 ~ 0. ForsupposethatptermsBi1 , ···, 

Bip have been found such that 91' Bip · · · Bi1 ~ 0. Then 91' Bip · · · Bi1 = 

91' B1B · · · · B · + · · · + 91' B B · " · · B · and since 9(' B · · · · B · ~ 0 there lp t1 s lp t1 "P '1 ' 

~an ip+t such that 91' Bi +I • • • Bi1 ~ 0. Let k be one of the indices that occurs 
p ' 

infinitely often in the sequence Bi1 , Bi2 , • • • • By dropping enough terms we 
may suppose that it == k. Thus there exist s endomorphisms C 1 , • • • , C s 

in 58, \vhere Ci = B~Bkand B~ is a product of B's, such that 9c'Cs · · · C1 ~ 0. 
Since .Bk is nilpotent, 9c'Bk < 9(' and since "L91'Ci < W'Bk, "L91'Ci < 91'. By 
the first part of the discussion we can find an n-subgroup 'iR ~ 0, < 9(' and 

- -
therefore <91, such that 'iR = "L'iRCi.. If we repeat this argument, we obtain an 
'iR ~ 0 ~nd properly contained in 91 and endomorphisms Di in SB such that 
'iR == "LSRDi . Thus this process leads to an infinite descending chain of n
subgroups and hence the assumption that WBs · · · B1 ~ 0 is untenable. If \Ve 
apply this to 91 == ffi1, \Ve obtain Bs · · · B1 == 0. 

\'7 e note as a first consequence of this result that if 9JC is indecomposable and 
satisfies both chain conditions, then the set ffi of Q-endomorphisms that are not 
(1 - 1) is a nilpotent ideal: We have ffis == 0 if sis the length of WC. 

7. The radical of the ring of endomorphisms. The assumption that both 
chain conditions hold for-m is retained in this section and in the next. Write 
9JC == W11 ® · · · ® WCu where the mi ~ 0 are indecomposable; 1 = E1 + · · · +Eu 
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\Vhere the Ei are the ~)rojections on the mi . ..A.ny A in 2{ may be "\Vritten in 
one and only one \vay as ~Aii \vhere Aii is in Ei~Ei. An endomorphism Ai; 

maps each ffi(k ' k ~ i, into 0 and induces an Q-homomorphism between mi 
and an n-subgroup of ffi(i. 

Let ffi denote the set of endomorphisms of the form B = ~Bii where no Bii 

induces ann-isomorphism bet,veen WCi and WCj. Thus either there are elements 
Zi ~ 0 in ffi(i such that ziBii == 0 or 9JliBii < [)( i. We \Vish to show that ffi is 
a nilpotent ideal. If j ~ k, BiiAkz == 0 and A iiBkz == 0 since E iEk == 0. If 
ZiBij == 0, then ZiBijAjl == 0. Xo\V suppose that SJ)(j ~ w-liBij = wc;' but 
that BiiAiz induces an Q-isomorphism between ffi(i and 9J?z. Then Ail 

induces an Q-isomorphism bet\veen i))(:. and Wlz . It follo\VS readily that [)(i 

== 9)(; .. (±) me~' \Vhere m~' is the subset of mi of elements sent into 0 by A jl •
1 

This contradicts the assumption that ffi(i is indecomposable. Thus we have 
shO\Vn that if Bij E 9{ and A is any n-endomorphism, then BijA Em. Further
more if AkiBii induces an n-isomorphism between imk and ffi(i, Aki induces an 
Q-isomotphism bet\ven 9)(k and [)(i , and hence Bii induces an Q-isomorphism 
bet\veen ffi(i and ffi(j contrary to hypothesis. Thus ABij Em. 
~ow let Bij' cij Em and consider ~4ij == Bij + cij. If Aij induces an 

Q-isomorphism Aii bet,veen 9JL and ffi(i, set A ii == E 1Ai/Ei . Then Ei = 
Bi~ji + CiiAii and B1·j ... 4ji, Cij ... 4ji are not (I- 1) in 9)(i. Since ffi(i is inde
composable, this is impossible and so A i j E m. If \Ve combine these results, we 
obtain the result that Tt is a t\YO-sided ideal in ~-

If B is in ffi, \Ve decompose me as [)(' EB 9)(" in such a \Vay that B is nilpotent 
in [](' and B is an automorphism in ffi(" (Fitting's lemma). By the Krull
Schmidt theorem there is ann-automorphism []such that IDl'U == ffiC*, 9Jc"U == 
[)(** \Vhere ffi(* == mel (±) . . . (±) ffi( t ' 9)(** == W1 t+l (±) . . • (±) WCu ' assuming that 
the order of the 9.Jli has been properly chosen. Thus U-1BU == C is in ffi and 
this endomorphism induces an automorphism C in 9)(** . Hence if E** == 
Et+l + · · · + Eu, E**CE**C-1E** == E** is in ~' and this is impossible since 
E t+l , E t+2 , · · • are in E t+l ~{E t+l , • · · , unless t == u. Thus 9)(** == 0 == [)(" 
and B is nilpotent. Since every element of ffi is nilpotent, by the theorem of 
the preceding section, ffi is nilpotent. X ow if 9C is any nilpotent t\vo-sided ideal 
in ~{ and .lY == ~J.Vii is in 91, then each Nii == EiNE i is in 'JC. It follo\vs that 
N ii is in ffi, for other\vise, \Ve should find by a suitable n1ultiplication that E i 
is in 91. Hence 91 < ~-

THEOREl\1 8. Let 9Jl == 9)(1 (±) ... EB Wcu be a decomposition of the Q-group m, 
satisfying both chain conditions, into indecomposable ffi(i ~ 0 and let E i be the 
corresponding projections. Then the set of endomorphisms ~Bii, tvhere Bii e 

E i ~E i and B i i is not (1 - 1) between W1 i and ffiC i , forms a nilpotent two-sided 
ideal ~ in the ring of Q-endomorphisms ~- ~ contains every nilpotent two-sided 
ideal of ~-

The ideal 9( 'vill be called the radical of ~-

1 Cf. the proof of the Krull-Schmidt theorem, Chapter 1. 
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8. The structure of the ring of endomorphisms of an arbitrary group. 
order the components 9J(i so that WC1 , · · · , WCn 1 are Q-isomorphic, WCn 1 +1 , 

W1n 1 +n 2 are fl-isomorphic but not Q-isomorphic to 9)(1 , etc. Set 
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We 
. . . 

' 

Then 9)( == WC (1) (±) · · · (±) 9)( c 0 . If i and j are in different ranges n1 + · · · 
+ np-1 + 1, · · · , n1 + · · · + np and n1 + · · · + nq-1 + 1, · · · , n1 + · · · + nq , 

Ei~Ei < the radical~. Hence E(p)~E(q) < ffi if p ~ q and E(p)~E(p) + m 
is a t\VO-sided ideal in ~1, \Vhich determines a two-sided ideal ~Pin~ = ~ - 9(. 
Since E(p)~E(p) contains E(p), 2!P ~ 0. Evidently 2l = ~h (±) · · · (±) ~t • "r e 
have seen that the correspondence bet\veen AP in E(p) ~E(p) and its effect in
duced in wc<P) is an isomorphism bet\veen E(p) ~E(p) and the ring of n-endomor
phisms of m(p). It follO\VS that the radical of E(p)~E(p) consists of the elements 
'LBii "rhere i, j = n1 + · · · + np-1 + 1, · · · , n1 + · · · + np and Bii is not (1 - 1). 
Thus the radical of E< p) ~E< p) is (Ec p) ~E< p) A m) == E< p)mE< p), and ~p r-v E< p) ~E< p) 

- E(p)~E(p) •2 

'';r e suppose no'v that [)( is Junnogeneous in the sense that all of its indecom
po~able components Wei are n-ison1orphic. Then \Ve have seen that ~ == 58u 
\Vhere m is isomorphic to the ring of fl-endomorphisms of [)(i . We have shown 
also that m - 0 is a division ring if ~ is the radical of ~- If ffi denotes the 
radical of ~' (9( A 5!3) is a nilpotent t\vo-sided ideal in m and is therefore con
tained in e. On the other hand, if Eij are the matrix units of ~ and sij E ®, 
then the set of elements "2EiiSii is a nilpotent ideal in ~·and hence is contained 
in ffi. In particular, 'LEiis E ~ and (5R A m) == ®. If B = 'LEijBij is any 
element of ~' Bii == LEkiBE ik is in (~ A m) = ®. Thus ffi == ®u and the 
difference ring ~ == ~ - ffi r-v (~ - ~)u , a matrix ring over a division ring. 
Since rings of this form are necessarily simple, \Ve have sho,vn that ~ is simple. 
On the other hand, \ve have seen that ~ == ~1 (±) · · · (±) ~t and so if 2l is simple, 
t = 1 and 9)( is homogeneous. The follo,ving implications have therefore been 
established: 

9)( is homogeneous ~ ~ = ~u ' m completely primary ~ ~ - m is simple ~ 
Wl is homogeneous. Hence \Ve have 

THEORE1\1 9. The following conditions are equivalent: 
'· 1. [)( is ho1nogeneous. 

2. ~l == ~u , 5B completely primary . 
• 

3. ~l - ffi is simple. 

The question of the uniqueness of the representation of ~( as 5Bu is settled in 
the following 

2 '\Ve are using· the isomorphism theorem that if ~ > SB and 91 is an ideal In 
~, then (58+ ffi) - ffi ""'.58 - (58 A ffi). 
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THEOREM 10. Suppose that the conditions of the preceding theorem hold. 
Then if ~ = ~:, where Q)' is completely primary, u = u' and 58 and 58' are iso
morphic. 

Let E: i be the new set of matrix units. Since E~i2IE~i ,-.._) 58', the identity 
E~i is the only idempotent element in E~i~E:i. Hence E~i is a primitive idempo
tent element and the components of the decomposition WC = WCE~t ffi · · · 
ffi mE:'u' are indecomposable. By the 1\rull-Schmidt theorem, u = u' and 
there is an n~automorphism A such that A-1EiiA = E:'i' for a suitable permuta
tion 1 I ••• ' u' of 1' ... ' u. Since 9)( is homogeneous, there is an n-automor
phism P such that W(i,p == [)(i . Hence if B == P A ,,ve have B-1EiiB = E~i . 
Then the endomorphism B-1EiiB induces an Q-isomorphism between 9)1~ and 

u 

[)(~and soL: B-1E i1BE~i and C = ~E i1BE~i are Q-automorphisms. Evidently 
1 

E i iC == C E~ i , E i i == C E~ iC-1
• Since 58 and 58' are respectively the sets of 

endomorphisms commutative \Yith the Eii and the E~i, we have $B = CSJJ'C-1
• 

9. Direct sums. We consider no'v the theory of abstract rings. In order 
to include the case of algebras, we suppose that~ is a ring and that 4> is a set of 
endomorphisms of the additive group of ~ which commute with the elements 
of ~r and the elements of ~z . \Ve begin with some elementary remarks on 
direct decompositions of ~ into 4>-ideals. The first of these is a special case of 
the theorem connecting direct decompositions and projections, namely, 

LEMMA. If ~ is a 4>-ring with an identity and ~ == ~Jt (±) • · · ® Su is a direct 
decomposition of ~ into left ~-ideals ~ 0, then 1 == et + · · · + eu , e~ == e i ~ 
0, e iek == 0 if j ~ k and Si = ~e i -. 

A direct proof is the following. ''Trite 1 = et + ... + eu 'where the ej E Si. 
Then any a == ae1 + · · · + aeu and ae i e S i . If a == a i E Si , a i = a iet + · · · 
+ a ieu . Since the 3i are independent, all of the a iek = 0 with the exception of 
a ie i == a i . Hence S i == ~e i and e; == e i ~ 0, e iek = 0 if j ~ k. 

K ow suppose that ~ == ~t (±) · • · (±) ~t is a direct sum of two-sided 4>-ideals. 
If j ~ k, ~i~k < ~i A ~k == 0. Hence any 4>-ideal (left, right or two-sided) 
of ~i is a 4>-ideal of ~- On the other hand, let 3 be a left ct>-ideal in 21:. Then 
~ i == ~;S < 3 A ~i is a left ~-ideal in ~i. Since 

(3) 3 = 13 = 2!.3 = S\ ® · · · ® .Se , 
3 A ~i < 3 i and hence 3 A ~i = S i. The decomposition (3) shows in par
ticular that ~ satisfies the ascending or descending chain condition for one or 
two-sided ideals if and only if each ~ i does. 

Suppose that the ~li are indecomposable t\vo-sided 4>-ideals ~0, that is, 
~i == ~; ffi ~;.' occurs only· if either ~; or ~;.' == 0. Then the ~i are uniquely 
determined. _For if ~l = SJJ1 (±) • · • (±) SSu is a decomposition of 21: into inde
composable two-sided ~ideals ~ 0, ~t A $B i = 0 for all but one j since 
~1 == (~t A ~t) (±) • • · (±) (~t A $Su). We may suppose that j == 1 and we obtain 
~1 == ~t A SS1 and, by symmetry, SSt = ~t f.\ SSt = ~t . Similarly, if the order 
is properly chosen, 2!2 == 582 , · · · and t = u. 
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THEOHE\1 11. If ~! is a ¢-ring u~ith an identity and ~1 = ~h (±) · · · (±) 21 t 
is a direct deconlposit?'on of ~1 into indeco1nposablc tu·o-sided 1>-ideals ~ 0, thrr~ any 
decornposition of~( into indeco1nposable (P-idcals ~0 has the san1e co,~npunents as 
the given deconzposition. 

10. The radical. \\T e rPcall the definition of a nil ring as one containing only 
nilpotent elements -and of a nilpotent ring as one haYing the property~ that a 
finite po,ver of it is 0. Thus the staten1ent that ~ is nilpotent means that for a 
suitable integer s, any product a1a2 · · · as = 0 for any ai in 2{. In particular 
a

8 = 0 for all a and so ~1 is a nil ring. It is remarkable that the converse of this 
rathPr triYial state1nent holds if ~l satisfies the descending chain condition for 
4>-ideals. Before proceeding to the proof \Ve note the follo,ving lemmas. 

LE:\,1:\fA 1. If St and J2 are nilpotent left 4>-ideals of ~' then sl + J2 is nil
potent. • 

Let 3i = 0 and 3; = 0. Xo\V (.~Jl + S2)k == ~.Ji13i2 ... s1~k \\·here ij = 1, 2. 
If k = r + s - 1, each product contains either at least r S1's or at least s S2's. 
In the first case \Ye replace any S2S1 in the product by .S1 . After a finite number 
of such replacements \Ve obtain S'i1 • • • S'1·k < 3~S~ == 0. Similarly if there are 
at least s J2's, \Ve have Jil ... 3\k < s~si' = 0 and so Sit ... 3ik = 0 in all 
cases and (31 + S2)k == 0. 

LE:'ttl\IA 2. If 3 ·is a nilpotent left 4>-ideal of ~' 3 is contained in a nilpotent 
tu~o-sided 4>-ideal. 

Since ~f3 < S, 've haye (S + 3~l)k < Sk + 3k~l. Hence if 3r == 0, (S + 3~)r 
= 0. Evidently 3 + s~ is a t\VO-~ided cJ>-ideal. 

.A.s a consequence of these lemmas \Ve have 

THEOREM 12. Let 9( be the join of all nilpotent left cf>-ideals of a cf>-ring. Then 
Tt is a nil two-sided 4>-ideal. 

By the join we mean the smallest subgroup containing all the nilpotent left 
4>-ideals. If b e ~' b e 31 + · · · + 3m == 3 for suitable nilpotent left 4>-ideals 
S i . By Lemma 1, 3 is nilpotent and hence b is nilpotent. By Lemma 2, 
.~J < ~ a nilpotent two-sided cJ>-ideal. Hence ba e 0 < 9l for any a and so m 
is a right ideal as well as a left ideal. 

''1' e suppose now (and for the ren1ainder of the chapter) that ~ is a cf>-ring 
satisfying the descending chain condition for left cJ>-ideals. Let W be a nil left 
cJ>-ideal in ~. Since the product of cJ>-ideals is a cJ>-ideal and W > W2 > · · · , 
there is an integer k such that 91k == 9Ck+ 1 and hence ink = wk+1 == wk+2 = .... 
,~ve 'vish to sho'v that [)( == 91k = 0. Evidently ffiC == W12 is a nil left cJ>-ideal. 
If we ~ 0, let 3 be a minimal left <1>-ideal contained in 9Jl \Vith the property that 
Wc-3 ~ 0. (The existence of such an ideal is assured by the descending chain 
condition.) Then there is an element b in -3 such that WCb ~ 0. Since ffi(b 
is a left cJ>-ideal contained. in 3 and 9J1(W?b) == WCb, "re have ffi(b = 3. It follo,vs 
that there is an element m in 9)( such that mb == b and this is clearly impossible 
since it implies that b == mb = m2b == • · • = mrb = 0 if r is sufficiently large. 
This contradiction sho,vs that 9)( = 0 and so \Ve have the follo,ving theorem. 
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THEOREM 13. If ~{ is a if>-ring satisfying the descending chain condition for 
left if!-ideals, then any nil left if!-ideal of ~ is nilpotent. 3 

As a consequence of this theorem \Ve see that the ideal ffi defined in Theorem 
12 is nilpotent. If S is any nil left if>-ideal of ~' 3 < ffi. This is clear since 3 
is nilpotent. Furthermore ffi contains every nilpotent right if!-ideal. For, as 
before, any such ideal is contained in a nilpotent t\vo-sided <1>-ideal and the latter 
is contained in ffi. We shall call ffi the (left) radical of ~l. Similarly if ~ satis
fies the descending chain condition for right Cf!-ideals, ~ has a right radical ffi' 
that contains all nil right <1>-ideals. If both descending chain conditions hold, 
ffi = ffi'. 'V e prove next 

THEOREM 14. If~ is a cp..ring satisfying both chain conditions for left <1>-ideals, 
then any left <1>-ideal S that contains a non-nilpotent element contains an idem
potent element ~ 0. 

Suppose that s = St (±) 32 \Vhere the s j are left <1>-ideals. If sl and 32 are 
nil ideals, they are nilpotent and hence ~J is nilpotent. Thus at least one of the 
S i is not a nil ideal and so \Ve may suppose at the start that S is indecomposable 
\Vhen regarded as a group relative to the set of endomorphisms n, the logical 
sum of ~z and if!. The mapping y ~ yb = yB for y, binS is ann-endomorphism. 
Hence by Fitting's lemma, either B is nilpotent or B is an automorphism. If 
B is nilpotent, b is a nilpotent element and so by the assumption th~t S is not a 
nil ideal, there is a b such that B is (1 - 1). Then S B = S and there is an 
element e inS such that eB = b. Then eb = band (e2 

- e)b = (e?. - e)B = 0, 
~nd so e2 = e ~ 0 is an idempotent element in S. 

In a similar manner we may use Schur's lemma to prove 

THEOREM 15. If S is an irreducible left <P-i deal, then either 3 2 = 0 or 3 = ~e 
where e is idempotent. 

We consider again the mapping y ~ yb = yB, y and binS. Either B = 0 
or B is (1 - 1). As before, the second possibility implies that S contains an 
idempotent element e. Then S = ~e. 

11. The structure of semi-simple rings. 'Ve shall call a <P-ring ~ semi-simple 
if 1) it satisfies the descending chain condition for left <I>-ideals and 2) it has no 
nilpotent left <I>-ideals. It follo,vs frorri the preceding section that ~ contains 
no nilleftif!-ideals and no nilpotent right<l>-ideals ~0. If~ is a ring satisfying I) 
and ffi is its radical, then ~ = ~ = m is semi-simple. For if 3 is a nilpotent 
left cp..ideal of ~' 3 = S - ffi \Vhere S is a left <1>-ideal of ~ and Sk < m for a 
suitable k. Then Sk 3 < ffis = 0 if s is sufficiently large. Hence 3 < m and 
S = 0. The following theorem is fundamental in determining the structure of 
semi-simple rings. 

THEOREM 16. Any semi-simple <P-ring has an identity, and its lattice of left 
if!-ideals is completely reducible. Conversely, if ~ is a <P-ring having the properties 

3 This theorem is due to C. Hopkins. I am indebted to Professor R. Brauer for the 
present proof. 
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1) ~( has an identity and 2) the lattice of left 4>-ideals is completely reducible and 
satisjifs the descending chain condition, then ~1 is semi-simple . 

.. Assun1e that ~( is semi-simple. ''; e shall sho"· first that any irreducible left 
Cf>-iJeal S ~ 0 has a complement. Since 32 ~ 0, 3 = 2!e \Vhere e is an idempotent 
element in J. Let .3' be the set of elen1ents b' in 21 such that b' e = 0. Then 
3' is a left Cf>-ideal and S A 3' = 0. Since a = ae + (a - ae) = b + b' where 
b e S, b' e J', S' is a complen1ent of S. 

Set .J = ~J1 , e. == e1 . If S' is not minimal, let S2 = ~ez , \Vhere e~ = e2 , be 
an irreducible left Cf>-ideal ~0 contained in .S'. Then ~1 == 3·2 (±) s~ \Vhere s~ 
is the left Cf>-ideal of elements c' such that c' e2 == 0. It f ollo\vs that S' = S2 (±) S", 
\\·here .J" = ~; A S' may be characterized as the set of elements b" such that 
b" el == b" e2 == 0. Hence ~ = sl (±) 32 (±) S" \\rhere S" < ~J'. If S" is not irre
ducible, \Ye repeat the argun1ent and obtain ~ = .S1 (±) S2 (±) 33 (±) S"' \Vhere 
.S i == ~(e j ~ 0 is irreducible, e iei == 0 if i < j, e~ == ei ~ 0 and S"' is a left 
cJ>-idcal < .S ". Continuing in this \vay, \ve obtain finally 

.S i == ~e i irreducible, 

\Yhere e; == ei and e iei == 0 if i < j. Hence \Ve have proved the complete re
ducibilitv of the lattice . ... 

If \YC put v == 2: ei- 2: eie j + · · · + (-1)u-1
e1e2 • • • eu, \Ve may verify that 

i<i 
ekv = ek fork == 1, · · · , u. Since any a == ~a~:e~.; , av == a for all a. In particular 
v2 

== v. The set of elements z such that vz = 0 is a right <P-ideal ~- Since 
z1z2 == (z1v )z2 = Zt (vz2) = 0,_ ~2 == 0 and hence ~ = 0. Hence for any a, we 
have a - va = 0, since v(d - va) == 0, and so a = va. Thus vis a left identity 
also and \Ve may set v = 1. 

C~onversely, if ~ has an identity and its l;ttice of left Cf>-ideals is completely 
reducible, any left <P-ideal 3 ~ 0 has the form ~e, e

2 == e. For, ~ = S (±) S' 
and hence 1 == e + e' \Vhere e e S, e' e 3', e2 = e ~ 0, e'2 

= e' and ee' == e'e = 0. 
Then J' == ~le. Since S contains the idempotent element e ~ 0, it can not be 
nilpotent. If ~ satisfies the descending chain condition, it \Vill follo\v that ~ 
is semi-simple. The theorem is therefore proved as is also the 

(~OROLLARY. .A.ny left <P-ideal of a semi-simple Cf?-ring is pr-incipal and is 
generated by an idempotent element. 

If \Ve recall the general lattice theoretic argument of Chapter 3, 4, \Ve obtain 
the follo,ving dual of Theoren1 16. 

1"'HEORE~I 17. If ~ is a semi-simple <P-ring, there exist maximal left <P-ideals 
9J(I , · · · , 9Jcu in ~i such that 

0 = 9Jct A · · · A Wcu , 

F'or if ~ == 31 (±) •.. (±) 3u \Vhere the s j are irreducible, then mi = 

S1 + · · · + 3i-1 + Si+l + · · · + Su satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
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This result leads to an interesting "arithmetic'' characterization of the 
radical, namely 

THEOREM 18. Let ~1 be a <P-ring with an identity for 1L'hich the descending chain 
condition for left <P-ideals holds. Then the radical ~R of ~I is the intersection of all 
ma:rimal left <P-ideals of ~L 

Since ~l = ~l - ~ is semi-simple, 0 = iDl1 A · · · A 9Jl.u for suitable maximal 
left ~-ideals of ~- Hence if 9Jli is the left <l>-ideal of eletnents mapped into those 
of ffili , then Wit A · · · A 9Rll = ~- By the First Isomorphisn1 Theoretn, the 
~ll-groups4 ~ - 9JL and ~ - ffi(i are isomorphic. Hence ~ - 9)(i is irreducible 
and ffili is a maximal left <I>-ideal. If \Ve denote the intersection of all of the 
maximal left <1>-ideals by 0, \Ve have, therefore, proved that 0 < ~t ()n the 
other hand let im be any maximal left <I>-ideal. Then either ffi1 + ffi = ffi or 
We + ffi == ~- In the latter case 1 = m + r, 1n in [)( and r in ffi, and so 1 = 
(1 + r + r2 + ... ) (1 - r) = (1 + r + r2 + ... )m Em. This contradicts 
the maximality of ffi1 and proves that 9J1 + m = 9t, i.e. ffi < 9JC. Thus 9~ < 0 
and the theorem is proved. 

\V e proceed no\v to the fundamental structure theorem for semi-simple 
<l>-rings. \Ve base the proof on two facts: 1) ~ is isomorphic to ~r and 2) ~r 
is the complete set of ~z-endomorphisms. Both of these are consequences of 
the fact that.~ has an identity~ Now we have seen that ~ = S\ G1 · · · G1 3u 
"''"here the S i are irreducible ~{z-groups. Hence by the general theory of 5, 
~r is a direct sum of two-sided ideals that are matrix rings over division rings. 
Thus it follows that ~ = P~\> G1 · · • G1 P ~?, p<i) a division ring. Now the 
t\vo-sided ideals ~i =- P ~i} are <I>-ideals since the elements of <P are multiplications 
by elements of the center ~ of.~{. If 1 i is the identity' of ~i , the endomorphism 
induced by a in ~i is also the mul,iplication by 1ia, an element of the center 
~i of ~i • Since p<i) > ~i , p<i) is a <I>-subring of ~- This proves the first part 
of the structure theorem: 

THEOREM 19. Any semi-simple <1>-ring is a direct sum of two-sided ideals that 
are matrix rings over <P-division rings and conversely. 

To prove the converse it suffices, by the considerations of 9, to prove that a 
matrix ring over a division. ring is semi-simple. We saw in Chapter 2 that a 
ring of ~his type is a direct sum of irreducible left ideals. These are <1>-ideals. 
Hence ~ is semi-simple by the preceding theorem. 

From the theory of matrix rings we obtain also the 

CoROLLARY. A semi-simple <P-ring satisfies both chain conditions for left 
(right) <1>-ideals. 

This corollary shows, in particular, that the conditions imposed on the .left 
ideals in the definition of a semi-simple ring hold also for right ideals. We can 
also begin with the conditions on the tight ideals. We then obtain the result 
that ·~(z is a direct ·sum of matrix rings over division rings. Hence ~ is anti-

4 We need not mention~ since 2Iz > ~. 
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ison1orphic to a ring haYing this structure, and since a ring anti-ison1orphie to a 
matrix ring over a diYi~ion ring is a n1atrix ring over a divi:sion ring, \Ve see that 
~1 is sen1i-simple. ~\n~v theoren1 that holds for left (right) ideals in a sen1i
simple ring has a dual for right (left) ideals. }~or example, by the abo\·e corol
lary, any right ideal in ~{ i~ principal. 

If ~(is a sin1ple 4>-ring ~ati~fying the descendin~ chain condition for left <P-ideals 
and ~{ i~ not semi-simple, then ~{ is nilpotent. ~incc ~e < ~l is a t\vo-sided <P
idcal, \\·c have. ~e == 0. Hence any element b ~ 0 generates a t\vo-sided ideal 
and therefore b generates the ,,·hole of 2{. . l"hus ~{ = { b}, the set of elctnents 
1:,ba1a2 · · · am , a1 in ·cp or ai = ± 1, for any b ~ 0, and ll = 0. .:\. ring of this 
type is called a zcro-ill-rt.ng. HeneP if a ~in1ple ~{ satisfi('S the descending chain 
condition and is not a zero <P-ring, it is se1ni-sirnple. 1"he above theore1n then 
applies and \\·e obtain 

THEOREM 20. ~4 simple ill-ring sat-isfying the descending chain condition for 
left ideals is either a zero ill-ring or a n1atri.r rZ:ng P ,l over a rl>-division ring P, and 
conversely. If ~1 = P n == '11m 1chere '11 is a division ring, then n == m and P and '11 
are isornorphic. 

The direct part of the theorm i8 an i1nmediatc consequence of the theore1n on 
se1ni-simple rings. The converse and the uniqucne~s of n and of P in the sense 
of isomorphism \vere praYed in C~hapter 2. 

It is interesting to note that the corresponding statement for rings satisfying 
the ascending chain condition for left ideals doe8 not hold. For let P == Po(~) 

be the field of rational fu-actions in one indeterminate over a field Po of cha.rac
teristic 0 and let ~ == P[t,'] the ring of differential polynomials over P, i.e. poly
nomials in t where at = ta + a', a' the ordinary derivative of a. ~is a principal 
ideal domain and hence satisfies the ascending chain condition. It is easy to 
sho'v that there are no proper t\vo-sided ideals in ~ so that ~l is simple. How
ever, since~ is not a division ring, it does not have the form '11 It, '11 a division ring. 

If \Ve use 9 and the above theorems, we obtain 

THEOREM 21. The lattice of i'Wo-sided ill-ideals of a se-mi-simple if>-ring ~ is 
completely reducible. If ~1 == 2!1 (±) • · • (±) ~1t == ~1 <±) • • • <±) 5Bs are decomposi
tions of ~ 1~nto irreducible ttvo-sided ill-ideals, then s == t and ~i = ~i for a suitable 
ordering of the 5Si . 

Suppose that ~{ == ~f1 (±) · · · <±) ~lt \vhere the 2!i are irreducible t\vo-sided 
ill-ideals.' If 5B is a t\vo-sided <I>-ideal of ~1, \\re have seen that 5B == ~1 <±) · • · (±) ~t 

\\·here ~i == ~ A 2L is a t\vo-sided ill-ideal in ~l. Hence either ;si == ~i or == 0. 
Thus ~ == ~i 1 <±) . • . <±) ~1 i r and there arc exactly 2t distinct t\VO-sided <P-i deals 
in ~-

\~Ve consider no\v the connection bet"\\·een the decomposition of ~ into left 
ill-ideals and into t\vo-sided ill-ideals. If S is an irreducible left ill-ideal then we 
have seen that .3 is contained in one of the ~i , say ~h . If 3' is a second left 
<1>-ideal and .3' < ~b 's· and J·' are not ~z-isomorphic since for 11 ' the identity 
of ~1 , 've have 11.3 = -3 'vhile 11J' == 0. Thus if ~ is the join of all the irre
ducible left <I>-ideals ~(z-isomorphic to -3, ~ < ~1 • \Ve assert that 5S is a t'vo-
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sided ideal. For if b e ~' b == Y1 + · · · + Yr where Yi e 3\ , an irreducible 
q,-ideal isomorphic to S. If a is arbitrary, S\a is either 0 or is ~z-isomorphic to 
3. Hence yia e ~ and ba e ~' and so ~ is a right ideal as \vell as a left ideal. 
Since ~1 is irreducible, ~ = ~l1 . Hence \ve have 

THEOREl\t 22. If ~{ is semi-simple and ~{ == ~h (±) · · · (±) ~lt u'here the ~{i are 
irreducible two-sided q,-~z"deals, then each ~L is the join of the set of irreducible left 
(right) if>-ideals that are ~(z- (~lr- )isomorphic to a fixed irreducible left (right) ill-ideal. 

CoROLLARY. The number t of irreducible two-sided components is the sarne as 
the number of classes of non-isomorphic (relative to ~Iz or ~L.) irreducible left (right) 
ideals. 

If 3 i~ a left <1>-ideal of ~' we define 8r(3) to be the set of elements b in ~{such 
that Sb == 0. 8r(3) is a right <1>-ideal. Similarly, if S' is a right q,-ideal, \Ve can 
obtain a left if>-ideal Bz(S') as the set of elements c such that c3' == 0. If ~ is 
semi-simple, we may suppose that S == ~e and \Ve may \Vrite ~l == ~e (±) ~e', 

\Vhere e2 == e, e'2 == e', ee' == e' e == 0. Then \ve obtain also ~ == e~ (±) e'~. 
\V. e asser~ that 8r(~e) == e'~. For, e'~1 < 3r(~e) and if b E 3r(~e), we have 
eb == 0 and hence b == (e + e')b == e'b e e'~. By symmetry, Bz(e'~) = ~e. 
Thus 8t(8r(3)) == S an·d similarly, 3r(8z(3')) == .S'. The correspondences 
S ~ 8r(3) and S' ~ 8L(S') are inverses of each other and are (1 - 1) between 
the lattice of left <I>-ideals and the lattice of right <I>- ideals. Evidently if 31 < S2 , 
then 8r(31) > 8r(S2). This result may be expressed as follo\VS. 

THEOREM 23. If ~l is semi-simple, then the correspondence 3 ~ Br(S) is an 
anti-isomorphism between the lattice of left <1>-ideals and •tJze lattice of right <1>-ideals 
of~-

Let C£ be the center of the semi-simple ring ~ == ~1 ffi · · · ffi ~t • We have 
seen that (I is a <1>-subring. If c e G:, c == c1 + · · · + Ct \vhere Ci e ~i • Since 
a = Lai , ai in ~i and ac == ca, \Ve have aici == ciai . In addition a jCi == cia i == 0 
if j ~ i. Hence the c,~ e (£ and ~ == C£1 (±) · · • (±) C£t where (£i == C£ A ~li is a 
<1>-ring. G:i is the center of ~i • For if di e G:i and diai == aidi , then di e ~ and 
hence e (Ii . Since ~ == P~ij , p<i) a division ring, its center is c~ntained in p<i) 

and is therefore a field. 

THEOREl\t 24. If ~1 is a semi-simple <1>-ring and ~ = ~1 (±) • · • (±) ~ t where 
the ~i are simple two-sided ideals, then the center (S is a <1>-ring and ~ == ~1 (±) • • • 

(±) ~t--, where ~i = ~ A ~i is a field. 

12. Representation of semi-simple rings. 'Ve suppose first that ~ is any 
ring and that 9)( is an ~-module. If S is a right ideal of 9)(, xS the set of ele
ments of xb, x fixed and b variable in 3, is an ~-sub-module of m. The asso
ciation b ~ xb is an ~-homomorphism bet,veen S and xS. Hence if S is irre
ducible, either S is ~-isomorphic to xS or xS· = 0. If [)( is irreducible, xS == 0 
or [)(, for any x and any right idealS. N O\V if ~ is semi-simple, ~ == S1 (±) • • · 

(t) 3 u \vhere the S i are irreducible right <I>- ideals. Then if 9)( is irreducible and 
IDe~ ~ 0, there exists an x in 9)( such that x~ ~ 0 and there exists an S i such 
that xS i ~ 0. I It follo\vs that 9)( == x3 i is ~-isomorphic to 3 i. 
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we assume nO\V that ~ is semi-simple and that X 1 = X for all X in m. Then 
each x = xl E x~ = xS1 + · · · + xSu . Since the x3 i are either irreducible or 
0, [)( is the join of its irreducible submodules. If 9J1 satisfies the ascending chain 
condition or, \Vhat is equivalent, if m is finitely generated, 9J1 = m1 + · · · + 9JCt 
for suitable irreducible mi ~ 0. It follows that 9R = mi1 ffi · · · ffi mit . 
For if m ~ W1t = mi1 , there is a least j = i2 such that mi $ mi1 • Then 
W?i 1 A 9J1i2 = 0 and m' = im1 + · · · + mi2 = mi1 (±) imi2 • If im' ~ m, let 
i3 be the least ·index such that mia $ m'. Then m" = m1 + · · · + mi3 = 
mi1 ffi imi2 ffi 9Ria . This process evidently leads to the required decomposition. 
Thus \Ve have shown that the 21-module we is completely reducible and satisfies 
the descending chain condition. 

On the other hand, suppose that the descending chain condition holds, and 
let W?1 < W?2 < · · · be an ascending chain of ~-submodules. If Xi is an elernent 
of [)(i+1 not in mi ' then Xi~ < mi+1 . Since Xi E Xi~ = Xi31 + ... + XiSu ' 

at least one of the irreducible XiSi ~ 0 is in mi+1 but not in imi. Choose one of 
these xiS i and denote it as 91i . Consider the chain (911 + 91z + · · · ) > 
(912 + 913 + · · · ) > · · · , where (91k + 91k+1 + · · · ) denotes the join of all the 
91i \Vith i > k. ~We assert that (911 + 912 + · · · ) > (912 + 913 + · · · ). For if 
(911 + 912 + · · · ) == (in2 + 913 + · · · ) for any Y1 in in1 , we have Y1 = Y2 + · · · 
+Ym \vhere Yi E 9Ci , and \Ve may suppose that Ym ~ 0. Thus Ym == Y1 - Y2 - · · · 
-Ym-1 E (911 + · ~ · + 91m-1) < imm . Hence Ym~ < mm , and this is im
possible since Ym~ is an ~-module ~ 0 in 91m and therefore Ym2I = 91m . Thus 
\Ve have the inequalities (911 + 912 + · · · ) > (912 + 913 + · · · ) > · · · . By 
the descending chain condition, this chain is finite in length and hence the 
original ascending chain m1 < m2 < ... is finite. 

THEOREM 2~. Let ~ be a semi-simple cp..ring and let m be an ~-module such 
that xl = x for all x in m. Then if m satisfies either chain condition for ~:.. 

submodules, it is completely reducible and satisfies the other chain condition. 
Any irreducible 9J1 is ~-isomorphic to an irreducible right ideal of~- The number 
of non-isomorphic irreducible ~-1nodules is the same as the number of irreducible 
two-sided ideals ~i in the decomposition ~ = ~1 (±) · • · (±) ~t • 

A partial converse of this theorem holds. In order to prove it, we require the 
follo,ving general remarks: Suppose that m is an ~-module and that 5S is a two
sided ideal in ~ annihilating m in the sense that xb = 0 for all x in m and all 
b in ~- If \Ve denote the coset a+ 5S by a, then it is clear that the function 
xa = xa is a single valued function of x and a in ~ = ~ - ~- It follows that 
m is an ~-module felative to this product. Evidently ~-submodules of m are 
~-submodules, a~d conversely, and so ~-reducibility, ~-decomposability, etc. 
are equivalent to ~-reduci~ility, ~-decomposability, etc. It is also readily seen 
that if 911 and. 91 are tvvo ~-modules annihilated by ~' then ~-homomorphisms 
and ~-isomorphisms bet\veen them are at the same time ~-homomorphisms 
and ~-isomorphisms, and conversely. 

N O\V let ~ be a <I>-ring satisfying the descending chain condition for left 
cp..ideals and let m be the radical of ~- If m is an irreducible ~-module, then 
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.l'~t is a submodule for any· x, and so either x9t = 0 or X~ = 9Jl. If X~~ == m, 
9)( == ~r9( == xffi 2 = · · · == 0. Hence ~ annihilates 9)( and 91( is an ~(-module 
~ == ~1 - ~R. If 21 == 2!1 (±) · · · (±) tlt, either iUc21 == 0 or 9R is isomorphic to a 
right ideal contained in one of the 2ri . It follov.~s that 9J( is an ~L-tnodule. 

Similarly if We is a join of irreducible subn1odules, x~"R = 0 for all x, and 9Jl 
is an ~!-module. 

THEOREM 26. Let·~ be a 4>-ring satisfyi-ng the descending chain condition for 
left ill-ideals and let [)( be an ~(-module such that 9Jl2l ~ 0. If 9Jc is irreducible, 
then 9)( is an ~i-1nodule, where ~i is one of the irreducible two~sided ideals of 
~ = ~{ - ffi. If [J( is a join of irreducible ~-1nodules, then 9J1 is an ~!-1nodule. 

A more striking forn1 of this result is the follo,ving 

THEORE~I 27. Let ~ ~ 0 be a if>-ring of endomorphis1ns in We and suppose that 
~{ satisfies the descending chain condition for left if>-ideals. Then if W1 is irre
ducible, ~ is simple, and if [)( is a join of irreducible ~-groups, then ~I is semi
simple. 

For in this ~ase, [)( is an ~-module and the representation of ~l by itself is 
clearly (1 - 1). 

X O\V suppose that ~l is any ring of endomorphisms in 9J1 including the identity 
endomorphism and let ~ = ~1 (£) • • • (£) ~t v.~here the ~i are t\vo-sided ideals. 
Then [)( = Wc~1 + · · · + WC~t \Vhere ilJ(~i denotes the smallest submodule 
containing all the elements xai , ai in ~i • If 1 = 11 + · · · + 1 t \vhere 1 i e ~i , 

1 i is the identity of ~i since ~i = ~1 i = 1 i2( . Hence if Xi e 9J1~i , Xi1 i = Xi 

and since 1i1i = 0, Xi1i == 0 if i ~ j. If x1 + ··· + Xt = 0 with Xi in ~i, 
(Xt + ... + X t) 1 i = xi1 i == Xi = 0. Thus m = 9)(~1 (±) ••• (±) [)(2ft . 

.. t\.gain let ~be semi-simple and suppose that 9J1 satisfies the chain conditions. 
Then [)(~i is a join of irreducible submodules isomorphic to the right ideals of 
~i • .A.s \Ve have seen in 5, the ring of ~-endomorphisms of 9)( has the for1n 
~ = ~1 (£) • • • (±) ~t where ~i is obtained from the ~-endomorphisms bi of 
9JC,: = [)(~i by extending the definition of these endomorphisms so that WCib i == 0 
for j ~ i. Thus [)(i = [)(~i . Since the ring .of endomorphisms induced by 
~ in [)(i is a matrix ring over a division ring if ~i has this structure, it follo\VS 
readily from our result on matrix rings5 that if ~i = P~? , then SSi == P~i], p<i> 
anti-isomorphic to p(i)' and ~ is the complete set of 5S-endomorphisms of we. 
THEORE~r 28. Let ~ be a semi-simple if>-ring of endomorphisn1s including the 

identity in [)( and suppose that We satisfies eithf!r one of the chain conditions for 
Qr If Q( < 1 > a\ P < t > h P < i > • .d d .d l d < i > :a-groups. :a = P n 1 ~ • • • (£) nt , W ere ni tS a two-St .e t .ea an , P 
is a division ring, then the ring of ~-endomorphisms Q3 has the form~ = P~\> (£) • • • 

(±) P~? , where P~? is a two-sided ideal and p<i> is anti-isomorphic to p<i). ~ is 
the ring of ~-endomorphisms of m. 

13. Rings . satisfying the descending chain condition. The results of the 
preceding section yield the interesting 

6 See Chapter 2, 6. 
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THEOREM 29. If~ is a ¢!-ring with an identity satisfying the descending chain 
condition for right (left) cf>-ideals, ~ satisfies the ascending chain condition for right 
(left) cp..ideals also. 

Let ffi be the radical of ~ and m3 +l = 0, ffi 8 ~ 0. Then 2l > 5R > ... > 
ffi" > 0 is a descending chain of ~-modules (~r-groups). The difference modules 
~ - m, m - ffi2

, ••• are mapped into 0 by the elements of~ and hence may be 
regarded as (~ - m)-modules. Since ~ satisfies the descending chain condition, 
the difference modules ~ - m, ffi - ffi2

, • • , satisfy this condition also. Since 
~ = ~ - m is semi-simple and its identity is. the identity endomorphism in 
~ - ffi, m - ffi2

, ••• these modules satisfy the ascending chain condition and 
hence have composition series. For example, ~ - m = 31 > 32 > · · · > 
Sm == 0 where 3 i- S i+1 is ~-irreducible. Hence 21 = 3\ > 32 > · · · > 3m = ffi 
where 3 i is the right cp..ideal mapped into 0 in the homomorphism between the 
groups 21 "and ~ - ffi. By the First Isomorphism Theorem, 3i- Si+I is~

isomorphic to 3 i - 3 i+1 and hence is ~-irreducible. Similarly, we obtain 
m == 3m > · · · > Sm+p = ffi2 

where the 3k are right ci>-ideals and 3ic - 3k+l 
are irreducible. Thus 21 has a composition series S1 > · · · > 3m > 3m+I > 
· · · > 0 and so both chain conditions hold for right cp..ideals of ~-

This theorem enables us to apply directly our results on rings of endomor
phisms to abstract rings. Thus, as a consequence of 6, we obtain the following 

THEOREM 30. If ~ is a cp..ring with an identity satisfying the descending chain 
condition for left (right) ~-ideals, then any nil subring m of~ is nilpotent. 

Consider SB the ring of right multiplications in 21 corresponding to the ele
ments of SS. The elements of SB are ~z-endomorphisms. Hence if sis the length 
of a composition series for the 21z-group ~' b1 · · · b8 = 0 for any bi in m. .Thus 
xb1 ... b3 == 0 for any X in ~ and bi in ~- Hence ss•+1 

= 0. 
\Ve note also the following theorem which is an immediate consequence of 8. 

THEOREM 31. If~ is a ~-ring with an identity satisfying the descending chain 
condition for left (right) cp..ideals, then the following conditions on ~are equivalent: 

1. ~ is a direct sum of ~z(~r- )isomorphic indecomposable left (right) cp..ideals. 
2. ~ - ffi is simple, m the radical of ~-
3. ~ = SSu where SB is a completely primary ring. 

If any one of these conditions holds, ~is a primary ring. 

14. The regular representations. Let ~ be an arbitrary ~-ririg with an 
identity satisfying the descending chain conditions for one-sided ideals. Sup
pose that ~ = e1~ (±) • · • (±) eu~ is a decomposition of ~ into right ideals ~0 
where • 

(4) 

If ffi is- a nilpotent two-sided ideal of ~ and ei = ei + m , then 

(5) 
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in ~ == ~ - 9?' and so ~ == el ~ (f) . . . (f) eu ~ is a direct decomposition of 2{ 

into right ideals. Since ei ~ 0, ei~l ~ 0. vVe wish to show that any decomposi
tion of ~{ into right ideals may be obtained in this way. For this purpose we 
require the 

LEMMA. If el ' ... ' ev are idempotent elements ¢0 in ~ such that eie j = 0 
for i ~ j, then it is possible to choose elements ei in the cosets ei such that e; = ei 
and e·e · = 0 l J • • 

Suppo~e that e1, · · · , em have already been determined so that these condi
tions hold for i, j = 1, · · · , m. Let u be any element in em+l and set v = 

m 

u - eu - ue + eue "there e == L ei . Then eiv = vei = 0 for i = 1, · · · , m 
1 

and v.- u (mod ffi). Hence v2 
= v + z where z is nilpotent, say Z3 = 0. Evi-

dently zv = vz. We now try to determine an element w = f(z)v + g(z) so that 
w

2 
== w and f(z) and g(z) are polynomials in z with integer coefficients. This 

leads to the consideration of the equations 

(6) !2 + 2fg = f, g2 + f2z = g. 

vVe shall first solve these equations for power series in an indeterminate t. 
By elimination, we obtain f(t) == (1 + 4t)-! and g(t) = ~ (1 - f(t)). N ov.r con
sider the expansion of f(t) == (1 + 4t)-!. It is readily seen that f(t) == 1 + 
L <- 1 r ( 2n ;: 

1
) 2tn and so the coefficients .or J(t) and or g u> are an integers. 

The formal identities 

(f(t) )2 + 2f(t)g (t) == f(t)' (g(t)) 2 + (f(t)) 2t == g(t) 

are satisfied. It follows that if fs(t) and g8 (t) are the sth partial sums of f(t) 
and g(t), respectively, thenf == fs(z) and g == gs(z) satisfy (6). Hence w == fv + g 
is idempotent. Since eiv == vei == 0, wei == eiw = 0. The formula for w shows 
also that w = v (mod ffi) and hence w = u (mod ffi). Thus w may serve as the 
element em+l and the lemma follows by induction. 

Remark. The above proof is also valid for an algebra ~ without an identity. 
For we may adjoin an identity to ~ and then construct the idempotent elemeDt 
em+l in the manner indicated from an element u chosen in ~. It is readily seen 
that em+l E ~-

If Lei == I in the lemma, then 1;ei == I and Lei = 1 + y, y in ffi. Since 
Leiisiden1potent, (1 + y)2 == (1 + y). Hencey2 + y = 0. Tnusy = -y2 

= 
3 - - -

y == · · · == 0 and so Lei == 1. It follows that if ~ == e12l (±) • • • ffi ev ~ is a 
decomposition of ~{ into right ideals ~0, where the ei satisfy (5), then ~ = 

e1~l EB · · · EB e1.~, \vhere the ei e ei and satisfy ( 4). The lemma together with 
• the Krull-Schmidt Theorem sho\vs also that the idempotent elements· ei are 

primitive if and only if the ei are. Thus ei~ is indecomposable if and only if 
ei~ is. If ffi is the radical of~' ~is semi-simple and hence ei2I is indecomposable 
if and only if it is irreducible. We have therefore proved 

THEOREM 32. Let ~ be a ~-ring with an identity satisfying the descending chain 
conditions for one-sided ideals and let ffi be its radical. If ~ = e1 ~ (±) • • • ffi eu& 
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where the ei satisfy (4), then ~ = ~ - 91 == e1~<!> • • • <!> eu~- The ideal ei~ 
is indecomposable if and only if ei~ is irreducible. 

Consider ffiC = ei2I <!> e i~ = e2I, e = ei + e i. Since ~ = ID1 <t) (1 - e)2r, 
the projections E and E' determined by this decomposition are the left multipli
cations by the elements e and e' = 1 - e, respectively. Since ~z is the ring of 
~r-endomorphisms of ~' by 4, E~zE is the ring of ~r-endomorphisms of WC. 
Thus the ring of ~r-endomorphisms of 9R is anti-isomorphic to e~e. Hence by 
8, ei~ and e3~. are ~r-isomorphic if and only if e~e is primary. Now e~e -
(91 A e~e) ~ (e~e + 5R) - ffi = e~e and e~e is anti-isomorphic to the ring of 
~r-endomorphisms of Wl = e~. Since ffi1 is completely reducible, e~e is semi
simple. It follows that 91 A e~e = e5Re, which is evidently contained in the 
radical of e~e, coincides with this radical. Hence e~e is primary if and only if 
e2ie is simple and we have proved the following 

THEOREM 33. Let ~' ~' etc. be as in the preceding theorem with the ei prirnitive. 
Then ei~ and e i~ are ~-isomorphic if and only if ei~ and e i~ are ~-isomorphic. 

Since eiffi = ei~ A 9?, the ~-module ei~ - ei9? is isomorphic to (ei~ + 9?) - 9?. 
The latter is essentially the ~-module ei~- Hence ei~ - eiffi is irreducible and 
so ei9? is a maximal submodule of ei~ and ei~ is a first composition factor of 
ei~- On the other hand, if 9R is any maximal submodule of ei~, ei~ - 9R is 
irreducible and therefore this module is annihilated by 5R. It follows that 
eiffi < 9R and hence ei5R = 9R. Thus ei91 is the only maximal submodule of the 
~-module ei~l. This is the first part of 

THEOREM 34. If S is an indecomposable right ideal that occurs in a direct 
decomposition of ~' then ,s- contains only one maximal right ideal of ~- If 3 and 
.S" are indecomposable right ideals that occur in direct decompositions of ~' then a 
necessary and sufficient condition that S and S' be ~-isom,orphic is that their first 
composition factors be ~-isomorphic. 

The second part of the theorem follows from the Krull-Schmidt Theorem and 
Theorem 33. For, by the former, S is ~-isomorphic to one of the right ideals 
3\ that occur in a decomposition of ~that includes 3'. By Theorem 33, S1 and 
S' are isomorphic if and only if their first composition factors are isomorphic. 
Hence this holds also for S and S'. 

In order to obtain a connection between the decomposition of ~ into inde
composable right ideals and into indecomposable two-sided ideals, we require 
th-e following 

LEMMA. Let 91 and 91' be ~-modules with composition series. Suppose that 9C 
has only one maximal submodule we and that 91 is ~-homomorphic to a submodule 
91* of 91'. Then any composition series for 91' includes a factor ~-isomorphic to 
w - m. 

'Ve note first that if 3 is a proper submodule of 91, then 3 < 9JC. For 91 - 3 
contains a maximal submodule ml and the corresponding submodule 9)(1 of 9( 

is maximal and contains 8. Since 9R is the only maximal submodule of 91, 
m == 9)(1. No\V let 3 be the submodule of elements mapped into 0 by the 
homomorphism between Wand 91*. Then 91* is ~-isomorphic to 91 - 8. Since 
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(W 8) > O.m - 8) ~ 0, 91 - 8 has the composition factor (~ - 8) 
(9R - B), ~-isomorphic to 9C - ID1. Hence ill*, and consequently 91', have 
a composition factor ~-isomorphic to 91 - m. 

We shall confine our attention to the indecomposable ideals of ~ that occur in 
direct decompositions of ~- These are necessarily of the form e2! wh,ere e is a 
primitive idempotent element. Conversely, any ideal of this form is indecom
posable and belongs to a decomposition of ~- We shall say that two such ideals 
e~ and e'~ belong to the same block if there is a sequence of indecomposable 

. 2 
ideals e2l = e1~, e2~, · · · , eh~ = e'~ such that ei = ei and each ei2! has a compo-
sition factor ~-isomorphic to one of the composition factors of ei+I~- This re
lation between e~ and e'~ is evidently an equivalence. The sequence { ei2(} is a 
sequence connecting e~ and e'~. With these definitions, we have the following 

'rHEOREM 35. Let ~ == 2lt G1 · · · G1 ~t be the decomposition of ~ into inde
composable two-sided ideals. Then any two indecomposable ideals e2( and e'~ 
belong to the same block if and only if they are contained in the same component ~i • 

Hence ~i is a join of a set of indecomposable ideals e~ belonging to the same block. 

We have seen in 9 that any indecomposable right ideal is contained in one 
of the 2li . If e~ and e'~ belong to the same block, they are contained in the 
same two-sided component. For suppose that e~ and e'~ are in different 
components say, 2lt and ~2 respectively. If lt is the identity of ~t , then 
(e~)lt = e~ and (e'~)lt = 0 and so no composition factor of e~ is ~-isomorphic 
to one of e'~. Thus if { ei2{} is a sequence connecting e~ and e'~, each pair 
ei~, ei+t~ is contained in the same component and this holds also for e~ and 
e'~. If e~ and e'~ are in different blocks, then e~e'2l = 0. For otherwise, 
there is an element b == eae' ¢ 0 and so the left multiplication determine(! by 
b is an ~-homorphism ~ 0 between e'~ and a submodule of e~. Hence,by the 
lemma, both e'~ and e~ have composition factors isomorphic to e'~, contrary 
to assumption. Now let ~ = et~ G1 · · · G1 eu~· be a decomposition of ~ into 
indecomposable right ideals ~ 0. We suppose that the ei satisfy (4) and that 
e1~, · · · , en1 ~ belong to the same block, en1 +t~, · · · , en 1 +n2 ~, belong to the 
same block but not to the same block as e1~, etc. Set SSt = et~ @ · · · G1 en1 ~' 
582 = enl+t~ G1 ... G1 enl+n2~'.... Then ej~Ci~ = Oif i < ntandj > nt. Hence 
~(ei~) < SSt(ei~) < 58t and 58t is a t'vo-sided ideal. Similarly, each 5B is a 
t"'"o-sided ideal and since SS is a join of ideals that belong to the same block, it 
is contained in one of the ~'s. Hence we may suppose that SSt = ~~ , · · · , ~t = 
~t • Now suppose again that e~ and e'~ are in different blocks. We may sup
pose that e~ = et~ < ~1 • Then we have seen that ei~e'~ = 0 for i < n1 • 

Hence there is a j > nt such that e 12le'~ ~ 0 and so e i~ and e'~ ~re in the 
same component. Consequently e~ and e'~ are in different components. 

The above results are, of course, also valid for left ideals. The following 
theorem gives a connection between decompositions into right ideals and into 
left ideals. 

THEOREM 36. If ~ = e~-~ G1 · · · G1 eu~ where the ei sat·isfy (4), then ~ = 
~et G1 · · · @ ~eu . The ideal ~ei is indecomposable if and only if e,~ is in-
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decomposable. If ei~ and e 1~ are indecomposable, then these ideals are ~-iso
morphic if and only if ~ei and ~e 1 are ~-isomorphic. 

The first part of this theorem is evident, since the condition for indecom
posability in either~ case is that ei be primitive. To prove the second part, we 
suppose first that ~ is semi-simple. Then the condition that e,;~ and e i~ be 
isomorphic is that they be contained in the same irreducible two-sided ideal 
~ of ~- Since ei~ < 5S if and only if ~ei < 58, the theorem is true in this case. 
The theorem in the general case then follows directly from Theorem 33. 

It may be noted that we have succeeded in obtaining extensions of all of the 
main theorems on the structure of semi-simple rings with the exception of the 
theorem establishing an anti-isomorphism between the lattice of left ideals and 
the lattice of right ideals. The class of rings for which this theorem holds has 
been the subject of a very interesting investigation by Nakayama. We refer 
the reader to his papers [10], [14] for this discussion. 

15. Principal ideal rings. In this, and in the next, section we shall indicate, 
following Asano, that the main results of Chapter 3 are valid for principal ideal 
rings satisfying the descending chain conditions for one-sided ideals. These 
results will play an important role in the multiplicative ideal theory that will be 
considered in Chapter 6. 

By a principal ideal ring we mean here a ring with an identity in which every 
left ideal is a principal left ideal and every right ideal is a principal right ideal. 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the set of endomorphisms <I> is vacuous. 
We prove first the following 

THEOREM 37. If ~ is a ring with an identity satisfying the descending chain 
conditions for one-sided ideals, and every two-sided ideal of ~ is a principal right 
ideal and a principal left ideal, then ~ is a direct sum of two-sided ideals that are 
primary rings having these properties. 

Let ~t be a minimal non-nilpotent two-sided ideal in ~- Then ~t == ~c == 

c'~ for suitable c and c', and ~c2 
== (c') 2~ is a t\vo-sided ideal of~ contained in 

~t . Since (~c)2 
---: ~(c~)c < ~(~c)c == ~c2 , ~c2 is not nilpotent. Hence by 

the minimality of ~t , ~c2 
== ~c == c'~ == (c') 2 ~. Since the ascending chain 

condition holds for ~t regarded as an ~l-group, the ~,endomorphism x ~ xc 
is (I - I) in ~t • Hence the only element z in ~t such that zc == 0 is z == 0. 
Thus if ~* denotes the set of elements a* in ~ such that a*c == 0, ~* is a left 
ideal and ~* A ~t = 0. If x is any element of ~' xc == yc

2 
for a suitable y. 

Hence x = (x - yc) + yc e 2(* + ~t and so ~ == ~t G1 ~*. Similarly, 21: 
2ft (±) ~" where ~" is the right ideal of elements a" such that c' a" == 0. If 
a" is arbitrary in ~", a·" == at + a*, at in ~t, a* in ~*. Then 0 = c'a" 
c'at + c'a* e ~t ffi ~* and c'at == 0. Hence at == 0 and a" = a* E ~*. Simi
larly if a* e ~*, ~* e ~" and so ~* == ~" is a t\vo-sided ideal. It follows that 
~t is primary. For otherwise, we should have a non-nilpotent t\vo-sided ideal 
SSt ~ 2ft in ~t and this would contradict the minimality of ~t . In order to 
complete the proof we require the 
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LEMMA. Let ~ be a ring with an identity and ~ == ~1 (±) • • • (±) 2{ t where the 
~i are two-sided ideals. A necessary and sufficient condition that every right 
(left, two-sided) ideal of ~ be a principal right (left, left and right) ideal is that this 
holds for each ~i . 

If Si is a right ideal of ~,; , it is one of ~ since ~i~; == 0 if i ~ j. Hence 
Si = Ci~ = ci~i since ci is in ~i . On the other hand, any right ideal S of 
~ has the form 3 == sl ffi ... (±) St where Si = ~i A s is a right ideal in ~i • 

If3i · Ci~i, c,;inSi, thenS = c1~1 + · · · + Ct~t = c2l\vherec = c1 + · · · + Ct 

is inS. 
This lemma implies that the rings ~1 and ~* determined above satisfy the 

same conditions as ~- If ~* is not primary, we may repeat this process and 
write· ~* == ~2 (±) ~" where ~2, ~" are two-sided ideals of ~' and hence of ~1, 
and ~2 is primary. After a finite number of repetitions of this process we obtain 
~ = ~1 (£) · · • (£) ~t where the ~i are primary and satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem. 

THEOREM 38. Let ~ == SSu where SS is completely primary and ~ satisfies the 
chain conditions for one-sided ideals. Suppose that the radical ffi of ~ is a prin
cipal right ideal and a principal left ideal. Then ffi = w~ = ~w for any w which 
belongs to (ffi A 58) but not to (ffi2 A 58). 

\\i'"e have seen that if ffi A SS =®and ei 1are matrix units such that~= };eii~ 
and ei1b == beii , bin SS, then ffi = };ei1®. Then ffik == ~ei 10k and ®k == ffik A ~
We note next that if u and v are elements of ~ such that uv = 1 (ffi), then uv = 
1 - 'r, r in ffi and hence uv(1 + r + r2 + · · · + rs-1

) == uv = 1 if r8 = 0. Evi
dently v = v (ffi). Also, since~ - ffi is a matrix ring over a division ring, vu = 1 (91). 
Hence there is a v' such that.v'u == 1, v' = v (ffi). It follows that v' == v, and u 
is a unit with vas its inverse. 

After these preliminaries we may begin the proof of the theorem. Let w e 0, 
~ 0 2. Then w = zu if ffi == z~. We consider u modulo ffi. Since ~ - ffi is a 
matrix ring over a division ring, there exist elements v1 and v2 which are units 

8 

modulo ffi such that u = v1esv2(ffi), es = L eii . We may suppose that v1 and v2 
1 

are units in ~- Thus u = v1esv2 + r, r in ffi, and w = z(v1esv2 + r), wv21 
= 

(zv1)es + zrv21
• Hence wv21 = (zv1)es (ffi2

). If we write wv21 = };eiJWii, Wii 
in SS, this shows that the Wii, with j > s, are in ® 2

• If v21 
= };eiJViJ, Vii in 58, 

then each Vii, j > s, is in ®. Otherwise Vii is a unit and since WiJ = WVij, we 
should have w in ® 2 contrary to assumption. We have therefore proveq that 
Vij = 0 (®) for j > s. Since v is a unit modulo m, this is impossible unless 
s = n, i.e. unless u = v1v2 (ffi). Since v1 and v2 are units, it follows that u is a 
unit and ffi = z~ = w~. Similarly, ffi = ~w. 

THEOREM 39. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem, the ideals 
~\ k = 0,1, · · · (®0 == SS), are the only right (left) ideals of 58. ®k is a principal 
right (left) ideal. The only two-sided ideals of ~ are ffik. 

Let b be any element ~0 of SS. If b • ®, b is a unit. Now suppose that 
b e ®k, • ®k+\ k > · 0. Then b € ffik, 4 ffik+1 and hence b = wku where w e ~' 
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~ e 2
• If we write 1l == 'LeijUij' \Ve obtain b == WkUii 'U'kUij == 0. Hence we may 

replace u by u1 == Uu and obtain b == v.lu1 \vith u1 in QJ. Then u1 is a unit. By 
a parallel argument \VC may sho\v that b = u11.ok \Vith i11 a unit in ~- If now b 
is any element of 8\ b is inez but not in ,2)Z+\ l > k, and SOb == WlU2 = WkC, 

c in~' and like,vise b = cwk, c in~- Hence we haYe proved that(~/ == wkSS = 

~wk. Now let S be a right ideal of ~- Suppose that 3 < ~/ but ~ ®k+1 

and let b be an element of 3 not in 0k+1
• Then b = wku1 , u1 a unit. Hence 

wk is in 3 and 0k = 3. Since any two-sided ideal ~1 in \8 has the form ~ei_3, 
where 3 is a t~vo-sided ideal in ~' 5!31 must be one of the ideals ~ei/0k = mk. 

\~V e prove next 

THEOREM 40. If~ is a principal ideal ring, then so is the matrix ring~ = 5Bu. 

Let ~ denote the free 5B-module \vith u generators. The elements of ~ are 
the u-tuples (bt , · · · , bu), bi in 5S. "\\~ith any right ideal 3 in ~ we associate 
the set ty (3) of elements in ~ consisting of the columns of the matrices in S. 
E,~idently ty (.3) is a subn1odule of ty and hence by the argument on p. 43, l1(3) 
has a set of m < u generators. Let these be (bti, b2;, · · · , bu;), j == 1, · · · , m, 
and let b be the matrix (bi i) \vhere bii == 0 if j = m. \Ve \Vish to show that 
S == b~. To prove this, we note that if c == ~ei jCi i is an element in S, then so 
is cepq , and this matrix has as its q-th column the p-th column of c and allother 
columns are 0. Since the columns of b occur in matrices of 3, the matrices 
~eiibii eS for j == 1, · · ·, u and hence b == 'Lei;bii is in 3. The u

2 
matrices bepq 

contain the columns of bin all possible positions, and since these columns form a 
basis for ~(S), any element of 3 has the form bv for a suitable v in ~- A similar 
argument holds for left ideals. 

Xo\v let 2! be any primary ring with an identity satisfying the descending 
chain condition for one-sided ideals: Suppose that the radical of 2! is~ principal 
right ideal and a principal left ideal. Then by Theorem 39, 2! == ~u where 5S 
is a completely primary principal ideal ring. Hence by Theorem 40, 2! itself 
is a principal ideal ring. 

THEOREM 41. If 2! is a primary ring satisfying the descending chain conditions 
for one-sided ideals and the radical ffi of 2! is a principal left ideal and a principal 
right ideal, then 2! is a principal ideal ring. 

By this theorem and Theorem 37, we obtain 

THEOREM 42. If 2! is a ring with an identity satisfying the descending chain 
conditions for one-sided ideals, and if every two-sided ideal of 2! is a principal left 
ideal and a principal right ideal, then 2! is a principal ideal ring. 

16. · 2!-modules, 2! a principal ideal ring. " 7 e \vish to determine the structure 
of finitely generated 2!-modules, 2! of the type of 15. As usual, \Ve suppose 
that x1 == X for all X in the module we and 1' the identity of 2!. Since 2{ = 
~1 G1 · · · G1 2ft ,. we = we2r1 G1 · · · G1 WC2ft . Since 2Ii2Ii == 0 if i ~ j, any 
2li-subrnodule of 9)(2{i is an 2!-submodule and 2li-isomorphism of submodules of 
we2ri implies 2!-isomorphism. Hence we may assume that t == 1, that is, that 
21 is primary. 'v e consider first the case where 2{ == m is completely primary. 
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Then if® is its radical and w E e but~ ® 2
, we have seen that every element of~ 

has the form uwk == wku' where u and u' are units. Hence if (aii) is a matrix 
in ~m , we may use elementary transformations (p. 42) to reduce it to diagonal 
form. Thus there exist units u1 and u2 in ~m such that 

• 
• 

{7) 

0 
• 

• 
0 

where 0 < kt < k2 < ... < l if el == 0, ®Z-l ~ 0. As we saw in Chapter 3, 
this implies that any finitely generated ~-module is a direct sum of cyclic 
~-modules isomorphic to the ~-modules ~ - wk~ = ~ - ~k. Since the 
mapping x ~ wz-kx is a ~-homomorphism between ~ and ®z-k sending the 
elements of 0k and only these into 0, ®z-k and~ - ®k are isomorphic. Now 
®z-k is indecomposable, for otherwise, ~z-k = S1 G1 .S:2 where the S; are right 
ideals ~0 of ~' and this is impossible since each S i is a power of ®. Thus the 
cyclic modules ~ - wk~ are indecomposable. 

Now let ~ ~ ~u == ~eii~ where ~ is a completely primary principal ideal ring. 
If we is an ~-module, we is a 58-module and if Xt ' ... ' Xn generate m relative 
to ~' the elements Xie jk generate we relative to ~- Thus m is finitely generated 
relative to ~- The sets weeii are ~-modules since eiib -:- beii for all b in ~ and 
are ~isomorphic since, as is readily verified, the correspondence_ x ~ xe1i is a m
isomorphism between weeu and weeii . Evidently 9JC = WCeu G1 · · · G1 9Reuu . 
"Te fix our attention now on wee11 . Since ~ is a principal ideal ring, 9JCe11 is a 
finitely generated ~-module. Hence, by our assumption, we may write 9Re11 = 
weco . G1 · · · G1 wecu) where we<i> is a cyclic ~-module generated by y i . By the 
isomorphism noted, we have 9J?ei& = m<l) eli <±) ••• G1 we<f1) eli where m(j) eli is 
cyclic and has the generator y 1e1i . It follo\VS that the elements y i are generators 
of 9R relative to ~- Now suppose that y1a1 + · · · + YrOtr = 0 for a i = ~eikb~k). 
Since y ieu = y i , \Ve have 

0 = (y1ena1 + · · · + y 11eua11 )ePP = (ytb~~ + · · · + y11b~~ )etp, p = 1, 2, · · · . 

This implies that b~~ = 9 and hence y11a11 = 0. Thus 9JC == (Yt) G1 · · · ffi (y(J) 
\Vhere (y 1) denotes the cyclic ~-module generated by y i . This proves 

THEOREM 43. If ~ is a principal ideal ring satisfying the descending chain 
conditions for one-sided ideals, then any finitely generated ~-module is a direct sum 
of cyclic ~-modules. 

Our argument shows also that if 9JC is an indecomposable ~-module, weeu is 
an indecomposable ~-module. For if W1eu = we' G1 ffR", we may decompose 
9.)1' and 9)1" into cyclic modules m(j)' j = 1' 2, ... ' g, g > 2, and then obtain 
a decomposition of 9JC into g ~-modules. On the other hand, suppose that W?eu 
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is an indecomposable 58-module. If we = 9)(' <±) 9)1", \VC may write we' 
IDC' eu EB · · · ffi we' euu , we" = we" eu <±) • • • <±) ffi(" Cuu and obtain a direct de
composition of 9JC into 2u components. Since \Ve have 9)( = wee11 <±) • • • <±) 

Wleuu \Vhere the ffneii are indecomposable, we obtain a contradiction to the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem. 

If we == (yt) is an indecomposable 5Su-module, \ve may suppose that y1e11 = y1 

and that Y1 generates an indecomposable .SS-module. It follows, on considering 
the set of elenlents a of ~ = mu such that yla == 0, that (yl) is 2l-isomorphic to 
~ - g \Vhere g is the right ideal generated by eii 'vith i > 1 and by eiiwk. If \Ve 
use the ~-homomorphism x ~ eu·wl-kx, \ve may prove that ~ - 3, and hence 
(yt), is isomorphic to the ideal e11ffil-k. Now, as in Chapter 3, we define the 
bound of an ~-module 9JC to be the two-sided ideal of elements d of ~ such that 
xd = 0 for all x in ffiC. In the present case we allow the bound to be 0. It is 
readily seen that the bound of (y1) (or e11ffiz-k) is ffik. Hence if ~ is primary, 
then a necessary and sufficient condition that two indecomposable ~-modules 
be isomorphic is that they have the same bounds. If \Ve use the decomposition 
ffi( = ffn~h <±) • • • <±) ffiC~t , we see that this result is also valid for arbitrary 
principal ideal rings ~ and finally, by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, \ve obtain 
the following general criterion: 

THEOREM 44. If ~ is a principal ideal ring, then a necessary and sufficient 
• 

condition for ~-isomorphism of any two finitely generated ~-modules is that the 
totality of bounds of the indecornposable components that occur in a decomposition 

- of one of the modules coincide with the totality of bounds occurring in a decomposition 
of the second. 

The main results of Chapter 3 may now be proved for the rings considered 
here. '\\;'"e mention, for example, the following theorem that 'vill be required 
later. 

THEORE~f 45. If we is an indecomposable ~-module and D is its bound, then 
~ = ~ - D is a primary ring. If e is the exponent of the radical of ~, 9JC has 
length e. An indecomposable ~-module has only one composition series. 

The proof is left to the reader. ''r e remark that if o is an arbitrary principal ideal domain and S is a two
sided ideal ~0 in o, then o - S is a principal ideal ring satisfying both chain 
conditions for one-sided ideals. Hence if ffn is a bounded o-module in the sense 
of Chapter 3 and S is the bound of we, then we is an (o - 3)-module, and so 
the results on bounded o-modules are consequences of the present theory. 
The treatment of Chapter 3 is, however, of a more elementary character. 

17. Projective and affine representations of a group. In the remainder of 
this chapter \Ve shall consider some applications of the theory developed thus 
far. We begin with the problem of representation of groups. 

It is a classical result that any projective space '13 of dimensionality 
(n - 1) > 3 may be regarded as the system of one dimen~onal subsp~ces 
{ xa}, x fixed, in a suitable n-dimensional vector space 9)( over a division ring q,_ 
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The k-dimensional subspaces of we correspond to (k - 1)-din1ensional subspaces 
of ~. It is well kno\vn that the collineations, or, projective transformations of 
~' i.e. the (1 - 1) transformations that preserve incidence, are induced by non
singular semi-linear transformations in we over 4>. T\VO semi-linear trans
formations T1 and T2 have the same effect in ~ if and only if T1 = T2JJ., IJ. in <1>. 

The complete projective group is therefore isomorphic to ®/<I>*, where ~ is the 
group of non-singular semi-linear transformations and <I>*, the set of mappings 
x ~ xp., p. ¢ 0 in <1>.

6 \Ve recall also that the collineations which are generatecf 
by perspectiYities are the ones \Vhose corresponding semi-linear transformations 
induce inner automorphisms in <I>. We shall call these collineations spfcial. 

Consider the following problem: Given a group g = (1, s, tJ · · ·) and a pro
jective space 'l3, to determine the homomorphisms between g and groups of 
collineations in ~- Such homomorphisms are called projective representations 
of g. T\VO representations s ~ Cs , s ~ ds are equivalent (strictly equivalent) 
if there is a collineation (special collineation) u ~ u' such that (ucs)' = u' d,, 
or, if u ~ u' is denoted as j, then ds == f- 1csf· 

If \Ve transfer this to we, \Ve obtain the following formulation: A projective 
representation of g corresponds to an association s ~ Ts where T, is a non
singular semi-linear transformation in we such that 

. 
Ps, t Ill <I>. 

If 8 denotes the automorphism in <I> determined by Ts , then 

(8) tit - -ltit 
~ - P3,t~ Ps, t 

for all~ in <1>. Thus if \Ve call the factor group of the group of automorphisms of 
<I> relative to the invariant subgroup of inner automorphisms the group of outer 
automorphis1ns of <1>, \Ve see that the correspondence s ~ 8 determines a homo
morphism between g and a subgroup of the group of outer automorphisms of~
It follo\vs that the subset f) of elements h of g for which This a special collineation 
is an inyariant subgroup of g. The set p = rPs,t} will be called the factor set 
of the representation. The associative la\V imposes the condition 

(9) 
u 

Ps,tuPt,u = Pst,uP3,t • 

The projective representations s ~ Ts, s ~ Us are equivalent if there is a 
non-singular semi-linear transformation A \Vith automorphism a and elements 
IJ.s such that 

Us = A - 1
TsAJ.Ls = A -1 (TsJ.L~-

1

).A .. 

\\'r e have strict equivalence if A may be taken to be linear. If s' is the auto
morphism associated \Vith Us and u is the factor set of this representation, we 
have as necessary conditions for equivalence 

(10) ' --1--s = a sap.s , -1 a a- 1ia 
Us, t = JJ.s t P s, tJJ.s JJ. t , 

6 Since the group operation is denoted as multiplication, we use the terms: factor group, 
po·wer, etc. 
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where in the first equation P.s denotes the inner automorphisn1 ~ ~ p.-;1 ~p., . 
Necessary conditions for strict equivalence are 

(11) ' -S == S!J.s , 
-1 t Us, t = IJ.s t Ps, t/J.s/J.t • 

If <I> is commutatiy·e, the only inner automorphis1n is the identity mapping. 
Hence the correspondences~ sis a homomorphism bet,veen g and a subgroup 
of the group of automorphisms of q,_ Strictly equivalent representations have 
the same automorphisms in q,_ 

An important class of projective representations consists of those representa
tions for which the factor sets Ps,t = 1. In this case \Ve have Tst = TsTt and 
s ~ s is a homomorphism. \\re call a representation of this type an affine 
representation, and we are usually concerned with equivalence of pairs of these 
representations defined by the condition that Us = A - 1TsA where A is a linear 
transformation (i.e. P.s == 1). Finally, we may impose the further condition 
that sis the identity automorphism for all s, Then Ts is linear. If, in addition, 
<I> is commutative, \Ve obtain the classical case for which there is a very extensive 
literature. 

From novv on vve suppose that g is finite. Let r be its order and p the char
acteristic of <1>. 'Ve wish to prove the follo,ving 

THEORE~I 46. If p f r, any projective representation of g is completely reducible. 

By complete reducibility \Ve mean complete reducibility of 9JC relative to the 
set of endomorphisms {<I>, Tt , Ts , · · ·}. Let W be a subspace of 9JC invariant 
under the transformations Ts and let 9[* be any complementary space, i.e. we == 
S)( (±) 9(*. v·ve wish to sho'v- that \Ye may choose W* so that it, too, is invariant 
relative to the Ts . If X e 9)(, \Ve may \Vrite X == y + y* \Vhere y e W, y* e i)[*. 
The mapping x ~ y == xD determined by the decomposition is then an idem
potent linear transformation such that WCD == W. N O\V any linear transforma
tion \Vhich n1aps we into S)( and acts as the identity inS)( is idempotent. Hence 

if D1 , • • • , D m have this property and p f m, then _!_ (Dt + · · · + D m) has the 
m 

property. 

9JCT;1DTs 

Thus E == ! (L T-;1DTs) has the property since T-;1DTs is linear, 
r s E g 

< WTs = Wand yT-;1DTs == y for ally in 9[. No\V 

since T-;/DTst commutes \Vith Ps,t and st ranges over g \Vhen s does. Thus E, 
and hence 1 - E, commutes with all the Ts . Then we == WeE ffi we(l - E) -
91 (±) W' and 9(' is inYariant relative to all Ts . 

18. Crossed products. The preceding theorem n1ay be strengthened by 
replacing the hypothesis p ~ r by the weaker one, p 1' q, q the order of the invar
iant subgroup f) of elements h such that his inner. In order to prove this, and 
for other purposes, \Ve introduce a certain ring ~ determined by g, <I>, the cor-
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respondence s ~ s = s}[ and the factor set p. ,~Ve need not suppose that the 
s and the p are obtained fron1 a projectiYe representation but n1ercl.,~ that they 
satisfy (8) and (9) and that Ps.t ~ 0. The elements of 2{ = <P(g, H, p) are the 
expressions 2: ls~s \\·here the ~s vary in <1>. \\r e consider ~ls~s = ~ts'r/s if and only 

S E g 

if ~s == 1Js for all s and \Ve define 

~is~s + };ts'r/s = ~is (~s + 'r/s), 

(~ls~s)(~ltrJt) = 2: lstPs.t~!'rJt • 
s,t 

It is readily verified that ~l is a ring. ''T e shall call it the crossed product of <I> 
and g -\vith correspondence H and factor set p. 

The conditions on pimply in particular that Ps.IPI.I == Ps,IP!.I. Hence P!.I == 
PI ,I , PLt == PI ,I and Ps .I == PI .I • Similarly, PI .s == p~ .I • \Ve note also that 
~I == pl,~~PI ,I • It follo,vs that the element tiP!.~ is an identity 1 for ~l and the 
elements 1~ form a division subring of ~ that may be identified \vith <P. 'Ve 
may set ts = lsi, 1, the identity of <1>. Then any element of ~ has the form 
!.is~s \vhere ts~s no\V indicates the product of is and ~sin <1>. The ring 2( is a vector 
space over <I> relative to the endomorphisms x ~ x~. Since the expression of 
an element in the form '}:;ta~s is unique, (~:<I>) == r. We note that 

Similarly, the endomorphisms x ~ ~x = x~' form a division ring ct>' anti-iso
morphic to <1>, and (~ ~ ct>') = r also. Since right (left) ideals of ~ are subspaces 
over <P (<1>'), ~ satisfies both chain conditions for right (left) ideals. 

If s ~ Ts is a projective representation of g in ffi1 over <I> with the corresp.ond
ence s ~ 8 and the factor set p, the correspondence ~ta~s ~ LTs~s is a representa
tion of ~ by endomorphisms in ffi1 in \vhich 1 is mapped in~o the identity· en
domorphism. If t\\TO 2l-n1odules thus determined are ~-isomorphic, then the 
projective representations are strictly equivalent. Conversely if \\·e have a 
representation of ~ by endomorphisms in 9Jl such that 1 ~ 1' m lllay be re
garded as a Yector space relative to the endomorphisn1s of ci> < ~- If (9J(: ci>) 

is finite and Ts is the correspondent of is , \Ve obtain a projective representation 
s ~ Ts of g having the same correspondence and factor set as 21:. Thus the 
theory of representations of the ring ~1 is closely connected \vith that of the 
projective representations of g that have the same correspondence and factor set. 

Let ~ denote the subring of ~l of elements 2: ih~h . Then m is the crossed 
hE~ 

product of <I> and ij \Vith the factor set Ph .k and the correspondence h ~ h. Let 
1, u, · · · , w be representatives of the cosets of g/ ~- Then if s e g, s == uh, h 
in ~- Hence ls == tuthp-;~h == tub \vhere b is in 58. It follo\VS that the elements of 
~ n1ay be \Vtitten in the form ~tubu , bu in 58 and the summation extending over 
the representatives 1, u, · · · . This representation is unique. For if ~tubu = 0, 
\Ve set bu == };th~h.u and obtain ~tuhPu,h~h,u = 0. Since the r elements uh are 



distinct, Pu ,h~h ,u 

and so 
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is in ~. Hence the mapping b ~ f;1bts = bs' is an automorphism in .SS. By 
means of this a:utomorphism '\Ve may \Vrite (tubu) (tvbv) = tuvPu.,vb~'bv . 

"\\T e may no\v prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 47. A necessary and sufficient condition that ~be semi-simple is that 
5S be semi-simple. 

Let ~ be the radical of ~. Since the automorphism b ~ f;1bt8 maps a nil
potent ideal into a nilpotent ideal, f;1f6ts < ®. It follows that the totality 91 
of elements ~luSu ' Su in ®, is a t\vo-sided ideal in ~. Since m > ®, it contains 
~~~. On the other hand, by definition, m < ~®. Hence 91 = ~~ == ~~~. 
Then 9Ck = ~®k and so W is nilpotent. Hence if ® ~ 0, the radical m of ~ is 
~0. No\V suppose that~ = 0. \Ve wish to show that if 3 is any two-sided 
ideal ~0 in ~' then (~ A S) ~ 0. For this purpose let z = tubu + · · · be an 
element ~0 in 3 for which the least number of coefficients bu are ¢0. If 
b E ~' zb = tubub + · · · and bz = tub"'bu + · · · are in 3. We fix our attention 
on a particular u for which bu ~ 0. Since bu' ranges over .SS, the coefficients 
Cu of the elements tucu + · · · of 3 that have the same form7 as z form a two
sided ideal Su ~ 0. Since ~ is semi-simple, 3u has an identity eu and eu is in 
the center of ~. Now "re may suppose that z = tueu + · · · . We assert that 
z = tueu . For suppose that z = tueu + tvbv + · · · \Vith bv ~ 0. For any ~ - . -
in <1>, ~z - z~u = tv(~"bv - bv~u) + · · · is in 5S and has fewer· non-zero terms . -
than z and is ~0 unless ~"bv = bv~u. Now if bv = ~thf3h , 

~"Ebv - bv~u = ~th(~"Ehf3h - f3h~u). 

Since bv ~ 0, there is a f3h ~ 0 and so ~u = {31:1 ~-vi&{jh . This holds for all ~ and it 
implies that u and v differ by an inner automorphism contrary to the assumption 
that u and v are in different cosets of f) in g. Hence z = tueu and tu 1z = eu is an 
element ~0 in (.SS A 3). Now if 3 = 9?, we obtain 91 = 0 since (~ A 9?) 
is a nilpotent ideal in ~. 

We have seen that if p 1 q, the order of ~' any representation of ~ such that 
1 ~ 1 is completely reducible. If \Ve apply this to the regular representation 
(by ~r) \Ve see that the lattice of right ideals of 58 is completely reducible. Hence 
.ss· is semi-simple and we have proved the following theorems. 

THEOREM 48. The crossed product ~ is semi-simple if p 1 q, q, the order of f). 
THEOREM 49. A projective representation s ~ Ts of a finite group is completely 

reducible if p f q, q, the order of the subgroup of elements h such that This a special 
collineation. 

The proof of the main theorem implies also 

7 i. C. Cw -== 0 if b., = 0. 
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'fHEOREM 50. If b == (1), then ~{ is sirnple. 

For in this case ~ == <I> so that 0 = 0. 1"'hen if .J i~ a t \Yo-sided ideal -:;6- 0 in 
~' (<I> A ~J) is an ideal ~0 in <I> and hence (1> A S) = 4>. Thus 3 contains 1 
and 3 == ~l. 

Suppose that~== (1). Then if (~ls/3s)~ == ~(~ls/3s) for all~' ~8~"' == i3s~· Hence 
if 13s ~ 0, ~8 == 13s~l3s 1

• Thus s == 1 and \\Te have proved that the only elements 
of ~( \vhich con1mute \vith all~ in <Pare in 4>. Consequently the center of ~{ < r, 
the center of 4>. If 'Y e r, 'Yls = ls'Y for all s implies that 'Y e ro the subficld of r 
of elements invariant under all s. It follo\YS that f 0 is the center of ~!. If 
ci> = r so that <P is COininutative, it is \Vell kno"~n that (r: ro) = r. 8 Hence 
(~(: f o) == T

2
• 

Suppose no\V that Ps,t == 1 in addition to 1) = (1 ). Since~{ is simple, ~l == ~1 E8 
· · · EB -~3-u \vhere the S i are ~{-isomorphic irreducible right ideals. .A.n ~-iso
morphism bet\veen right ideals is in particular a (1 - 1) linear transformation 
bPt\Ycen them regarded as subspaces of the Ycctor spare ~{ over <1>. Hence 
(~ .i : ci>) == (Sk : ci>) == rn and r == (~I: <P) = v.m. X O\V let 3 be the right ideal of 
multiples ea of e == 'Lts . Since ets = ls , ea == ea for a suitable a in 4>. Hence 
(J: 4>) == 1 so that 3 is irreducible. Then (3i: cJ>) == (J: 4>) = 1 and r == u. 
It follo\~ls that ~1 == 'IF r \vhere 'IF is a division ring. '11 containb the center I 'o of 
~(and since (~1.: 'IF) = r 2

, it follo\\~S that \Vhen cJ> == r, 'IF == ro. 
THEOREl\151. If~(== ct>(g, H, 1) and{)== 1, ~{ = '~Fru,here'l'isadivision ring 

and r is the order of g. If, in addition, <P == r is C01nrnutative' then ~( == ror ' 
r o the center of ~-

19. Galois theory of division rings. Let ci> be an arbitrary division ring and 
6\ == (1, S, · · · , U) a finite group of r outer automorphisms acting in <1>. The 
subset of invariant clements (a·'~ == a) is a division sub ring <Po of 4>. \\r e denote 
the set of left (right) multiplications in ci> corresponding to the element of cl>o by 
cJ>~ (ci>o) and the set of endotnorphiRms 2:S~s ('LS~~), \Vhere ~8(~~) is a right (left) 
multiplication by ~s in ci>, by (cJ>, ~) ( (cJ>', 63)). ''r e note that ~S == /3~ 8 . Hence 
if ~( is the crossed product of c1> and an abstract group g isomorphic to 63 defined 
by the isomorphism s ~ ~._') and the factor set Ps.t == 1, the correspondence 
'Lt.~~s ~ 'LS~s is a representation of ~l by· endomorphisms acting i11 <P. Since ~l 
is simple, the representation is (1 - 1). Hence by the last theorem, the ring 
(cJ>, 6)) = 'IF r where 'IF is a division ring. 

If a ~ 0 is in c1> and /3 is arbitrary, there is a f in c1> such that ag == {3. It 
follo\\TS that (ci>, 63) == '~Fr is an irreducible set of endou1orphisms and hence by the 
~!-isomorphism of any t\vo irreducible ~-groups, there exist r elements a1 , · • • , ar 

in c1> such that every clement of ci> ma,y· be represent~d in one and only one \Vay 
as a1l/11 + · · · + arl/lr, l/li in 'IF. To prove this again directly, let Eii be t~e 
matrix basis in '~Fr and choose EPP and a so that aEPP ~ 0. Then it follo\VS 
readily that the elements a 1 == aEp1 , • • • , ar == aEpr arc independent over 'IF. 
Since any 13 == (aEpp)LEiil/lii for suitable l/lii' \Ve ha\Te 13 == all/;pl + ... + O!.rl/lpr. 

8 This will be proved in the next section. 
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Let 'lt' be the ring of linear transformations l/;' in ci> over 'II defined by the 
equations atl;' = a1·l/l. ,,~ e ha 're seen in Chapter 2 that cJ> is an r-dimensional 
spaee oYer 'll', that \II' is the con1plete set of endomorphisms cornmutative \Yith 
those of 'ltr and that '~'r is the con1plete set of linear transformations of cJ> over '1''. 

''re recall TIO\Y that \llr = (cJ>, 61). If .A .. is an endon1orphism commutative \Vith 
all the endon1orphisms of cJ>, it is a left multiplication, say, ~ ~ a~ = ~a'. If in 
addition it eomn1utes \vith all the elen1ents of~' (a~rs == a 8 f 5 = a~8 and a' e cl>~ • 
1"'hus 'l'' == <fl~ . In a similar fashion \Ve may treat cf>o and (cJ>', 05) and obtain the 
f o llo\\·ing; 

1""HEOREM 52. Let ci> be an arbitrary division ring, 0; a fin·ite group of r outer 
autotnorph ism§ acting in cJ> and cl>o the division snbring of invariant elements. Then 
the dhnensionality of cJ> over cJ>~ (cJ> over cf>o) is rand (cJ>, (}j) ((ct>', 6J)) is the co1nplete 
set of linear transforrnations of cJ> over cf>~ (cf> over ci>o). 

Suppo~e that 17 is an~r automorphism in cJ> leaving the elements of cf>o unaltered. 
1"'hen l" is a linear transformation of cJ> over cl>~ and hence V = ~S~s . For e\·ery 
endon1orphism 77 \Ye ha\rP 77 l' - l 7 77r = 0. Hence LS(718~s - ~871~-) = 0 and if 
f-.; ~ 0, 77~- == ~ ... 1 77 8~s .'" Since no ~S ~ 1 is inner, this holds for just oneS and so 
l'" == 8~. Since 17 is an automorphism, ~ = 1 and V == S e 63. In particular if 
'Y is an~- elemPnt of ci> commutati\Te \\·ith all the elements of cf>o , then the inner 
auton1orphisn1 1J ~ 'Y -I77'Y is in 6; and hence is the identity mapping. Thus 'Y 

is in the center of cJ>. 
If f1 is (t :-;u bgroup of 6;, \Ye denote the di,rision sub ring of elements invariant 

under thC' tran~forn1ations of S) b~r cJ>(~)), and if~ is any division subring bet\veen 
¢c~ and clJ, ,,ye d~?note the subgroup of 6; leaving the elements of ~ invariant by 
(\\(~). Note that cl>o < cJ>(S)), cJ>((~;) · == cl>o, 4>(1) = 4>. The follo\Ying is the 
fundan1ental theorem of the Galoi:S theory. 

'THEORE::\1 .53. The correspondences S) ~ cJ>(S)) and ~ ~ ~(~) are inverses of 
each other. En.ch one is (1 - 1) between the subgroups of Gj and the division rings 
~ betu·een <Po a;{rl clJ. The din1ensionality (cf>: L) == (cJ>: ~') = order of G;(L) and 
(~: cl>o) == (~: t:P~) == index of(~)(~). 

I .. rt S) be a snhg;roup of 6~ and cJ>(~) the set of invariant elements. If S· is an 
anton1orphi~n1 of (~) lea,Ting the Plements of <PCS5) invariant, \Ve have seen that 
~'-'is inS). T'hus (~;(cJ>(S))) = '"'3· Xo"r suppose that Lis given \Vhere cf>o < ~ < cJ> 
and let A he the set of linear transforn1ations of cJ> over L 1

• Then A < (cJ>, 65). 
If ~8~~ t: A and fl' is any element of ~'. 

LAS,./ 8~5 = f./~S~s = (~S~s)f..L' = LSp.' ~8 

\\·here p.' 8 denotes the left n1ultiplication corresponding to p. 8
• Hence 

~8(p.'s - p.')~s == 0. If S e G;(~) = S), p.' 8 = p.'. Xo\V suppose that S ~ ~. 
Then \YC as~ert that ~8 = 0. For let ~s ~ 0. Since S ~ S), there exists a fJ. such 
that p. s ~ p.. ()n the other hand 

~S(p.'8 - p.')~s + T(p.'T - p.')~T + · · · = 0. 
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Clearly this relation cannot reduce to S(p.' 8 
- p.')~s = 0 and so we may suppose 

that ~T ~ 0 and p.'T - p.' ~ 0 so that T 4 ~either. Then by multiplying on the 
left by the endomorphism TJ and on the right by ~8 1 178~s and subtracting we 
obtain 

T(p.'T - p.')(11T~T - ~T~;1TJs~s) + ... = 0. 

Since TS-1 is not inner, we may choose an 11 so that (11T~T - ~Tts 1 TJ 8~s) ~ 0. 
If 've cont~nue this process, \Ve obtain finally a single term U (p.' u ~ p.')t' u = 0 
'vith U not in '"p and t'u ~ 0. Since this has peen excluded, we have proved that 
~s == 0 for all S not in ~- Hence A consists of the transformations L: S~s . 

S E.\) 

Xo\v };' is the complete set of endomorphisms commutative 'vith those of A. 
On the other hand, the form of the elements of A sho\VS that these transforma
tions are precisely the t'' such that ! e<l>(~). Hence <I>(@(};)) = L. '"fhe 
dimensionality relations follow from Theorem 1. • 

If}; = <1>(~), };8 == <1>(S-1~S). Hence~ is invariant if and only if}; is trans
formed into itself by all the elements of @. If 1, S, · · · are representatives of 
the cosets of 5), the transformations induced in }; by these elements are distinct 
and depend only on the cosets. Their totality is a group ® ""'65/~. The ele
ments S not in ·~ induce outer automorphisms in L. For if S is inner in };, 
there is an inner automorphism A in <I> such that SA leaves the elements of }; 
invariant. Then SA = HE@(};) = ~ and s-1H = A is inner contrary to 
assumption. 

If <I> is commutative and ~ is any element of this field, let ~' · · · , ~T be its 
distinct conjugates. r;fhe coefficients of 

(t - ~) • • • (t - ~T) 

are invariant under @ and therefore belong to <l>o • Thus every element of <I> 

satisfies a separable equation with coefficients in <l>o • Since ~' · · · , ~T are in 
<1>, it follows that <I> is separable and normal over cl>o • To complete the Galois 
theory for (finite extension) fields along these lines it would be necessary to 
prove the converse theorem that if <I> is finite, separable and normal over <l>o 
then the elements of <l>o are the only ones left invariant by the automorphisms 
of the Galois group of <I> over <l>o • 

20. Finite groups of semi-linear transformations. We consider a projective 
representation of a finite group such that p = 1 and the group f) = (1). Thus 
the ring <l>(g, H, 1) == 'lrr, the se.mi-linear transformations Ts form a group and 
the automorphisms s in <I> associated with the Ts are distinct and outer. Let 
we == 9J?1 ffi · · · ffi wem be a decomposition of the vector space into irreducible 
Wr-modules. In each wei we may choose a vector Xi such that Yi = Xi(~ts) = 
Xi(LTs) ~ 0. Then YiTs == Yi and since each element in mi has the form 
Yi(LTs~s) == ·Yi~, [)(i_ is one-dimensional over <1>. Hence Yt , · · · , Ym is a basis 
for [)( over <1>. 

Let weo be the set of vectors in we invariant under all of the Ta . WCo is a vector 
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space over <l>o the division subring of elements of <I> invariant under the auto
morphisms s. If y = "2;y;.~i e WCo , ~ == ti e <l>o and hence Yt , · · · , Ym is also a 
basis for WCo over <l>o • 

THEOREM 54. Let we be an m-dimensional vector space over a division ring <I> 

and T 1 = 1, T s , • • • , T u a finite group of semi-linear transformations whose 
induced automorphisms I, s, · · · , u are distinct and outer. If 9.no is the set of 
vectors invariant under all Ts and cf>o the division subring invariant under the s, 
then WCo is a vector space over <l>o of m-dimensions and the extension 9.no4> = 9.JC. 

If we use the correspondence between semi-linear transformations and 
matrices, we may state this theorem also in the follo\ving way: 

THEOREM -ss. If@ is a finite group of outer automorphisms I, s, · · · , u in a 
division ring <I> and is are matrices with elements in <I> such that Tt = 1 and rtr! 
r,t , then there exists a non-singular matrix a such that is = a-lai for all s. 



CHAPTER 5 

ALGEBRAS OVER A FIELD 
1. The direct product of algebras. In the preceding chapter we have been 

concerned mainly with absolute properties of rings. The role of the set of 
endomorphisms <I> has been a rather minor one, its sole function having been to 
'veaken the assumption that the set of ideals of the ring satisfies the chain con
ditions. The results which \Ve obtained apply in particular to algebras. On 
the otl1er hand, a eonsiderable part of the theory of algebras is concerned with 
"relative" properties-that depend essentially on the field <I> over which the 
algebras are defined. This phase of the theory is the subject of the present 
chapter. ·we consider first the theory of simple algebras and later we take up 
again the study of an arbitrary algebra. 

The discussion in Chapter 4 has been concerned to a large extent with additive 
decompositions of a ring, as a direct sum of ideals. In the theory of simple 
algebras a type of multiplicative decomposition, the direct product, is of fun
damental importance. Let ~ be an algebra over <I> and suppose that (~ :<1>) = 

n < ~ .1 We say that ~is the direct product ~1 X ~2 of the subalgebras ~~ and 
~2 if the following conditions obtain: 

1. The elements of ~1 commute with those of 2!2 . 

2. ~ == ~h~2 == ~2~1 . 
3. (~:<1>) == (~1:<1>)(-~2:<1>). 

EYidently ~1 and ~2 are interchangeable in these conditions so that if ~ == 

~1 X ~2, ~ == ~2 X ~1 • It is clear from 3. that this concept depends essentially 
on the field <1>. We relllark that if ~ is a proper subfield of <I> and ~ = ~1 X ~z 
when these are regarded as algebras over <1>, then ~ ~ ~1 X ~2 when these are 
regarded over~- For then (~:~)(<1>:2:) == (~h:2:)(~2:~). 

Let Y1 , • • • , Yn 1 be a basis for ~1 over <I> with the multiplication table YiYi' = 

2:yP'Y~1fi' and Z1 , • • • , Zn 2 , one for ~2 over <I> with the multiplication table zizi' = 

2:Zq"'f~;;., , 'YO) and 'Y<
2

) in cf>. Then every b in ~1 has the form ~yicpi and every c 

in ~2 has the form };zicpi . By 2. every a in ~ is a sun1 ~a~0 ak
2
) \Vhere a~i) e ~li . 

Hence a == 2:yizicpii . By 3. the elements Xii == yizi , i == 1, · · · , n1 ; j == 1, 
· · · , n2 , are linearly independent and hence form a basis for ~ over <1>. The 
multiplication table XiiXi'i' == 2:Xpq'Y ~li''Y ~J}, of this basis is determined by that 
of the bases Yi and zi of ~1 and ~2- Hence if ~ is a second algebra over cf>, 

~ == ~1 X m2 , and a1 ~ a~ , a2 ~ a~ are isomorphisms of ~1 and ~1 over cJ> and 
of ~2 and ~2 over cf>, respectively, then ~Xijcpii ~ ~x~icpii , where Xii == YiZi , 

x~i = y~z1 , is an isomorphism between ~ and 5B over cJ>. In this sense the 
algebra ~l == ~1 X 2!2 is determined by its components ~1 and ~2 • More gen-

1 We assume throughout this chapter that our algebras have finite dimensionalities. 
Some of the results are valid under less stringent conditions but, for the sake of simplicity, 
we shall not indicate these extensions of the theory. 

88 
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erally, if 5.8 is an algebra containing two subalgebras 581 and SB2 such that b1b2 = 
b2b1 for bi in 'Bi and if ai ~ a~ is a homomorphism between 2li and ~i , then 
~Xiicpii ~ ~x~icpi; , x~i = y~z~ , is a homomorphism between ~1 X ~2 and 'B1SB2 = 
~2~1. 

If (2} + (2) h (2) Q( d . a = ~y;,zicpii , a = Y1a1 · · · + Yn 1an 1 , w ere a;, E zt2 an Since the 
elements YiZi are linearly independent, a == 0 implies that every a~2 ) = 0. Now 
if Y1 , · · · , Yr is an arbitrary set of linearly independent elements of ~1 , we may 
add to it Yr+1 , ·· ·: , Yn 1 to obtain a basis for ~1 over q,_ Similarly if Z1 , · · · , Zs 

are linearly independent in ~2 , we may add to these elements and obtain a 
basis for ~2. It follows that the elements yizi, i = 1, · · · , r; j = 1, · · · , s, 
are linearly independent. As a special case of this we see that if 'Bi is a sub
algebra of ~;, ,. then ~1~2 = ~2~1 == 581 X 582 . If ~1 = ~u X ~12 , ~ = (~u X 
~12) X ~2 = ~u X C~12 X ~2), Thus the associative law holds for direct mul
tiplication. We note also that the intersection ~1 A ~2 is at most one dimen
sional. For if a, b are elements of ~1 A ~2 , a

2
, ab, ba and b

2 are linearly 
dependent since ab == ba . If ~1 and ~2 have identities 1 1 and 12 , respec
tively, then 1 = 1112 is the identity element of ~- Now 11 == 11(1112) = 1112 

== 1 and similarly 12 == 1. Hence ~1 A ~2 consists of the multiples la, a in q,_ 
X O\V let ~1 and ~2 be arbitrary algebras with identities. Suppose that 

Y1 == 11 , Y2 , · · · , Yn 1 and Z1 == 12 , Z2 , · · · , Zn 2 are bases for these algebras and 
h ( 1) ( 2) h 1 . 1" . bl w t at YiYi' = ~YP'Y p·ii' , zizi' == ~Zq"/qii' are t e mu tip Ication ta es. e 

define an algebra ~ by using the basis Xi; , i == 1, · · · , n1 ; j = 1, · · · , n2 , 
b . d h 1 . 1· . bl (1) <2) I . d"l su Jecte to t e mu tip I Cation ta e XijXi'i' = ~Xpq"/ pii''Y qii' . t Is rea I y 

verified that the subset of elements ~xi1cpi , cpi in q,, is a subalgebra ~1 of ~ 
isomorphic to ~1 and that the subset of elements ~X1;cp; is a subalgebra ~2 
isomorphic to ~2 • From the multiplication table 've obtain xi1X1i == Xii = 
X1;Xi1 and (x;,1X1i)(xi'1X1;') == (xi1Xi'1)(x1ix1;'). The latter relation and the as
sociative laws in ~1 and ~2 imply the associative law in ~- Evidently ~ = 

~1 X ~2 • We have, therefore, constructed an algebra ~that is a direct product 
of algebras isomorphic to the given algebras ~1 and ~2 • As we saw above, ~ 
is the only algebra (in the sense of isomorphism) having this property. We 
shall identify the algebra ~i with ~i and shall call ~ the direct product (~ = 
~1 X ~2) of ~1 and ~2 • The restriction that the ~i have identities is not essen
tial in this discussion. For we may adjoin an identity 1i to ~i obtaining an 
algebra ~;, . We then form 581 X ~2 and take the subalgebra ~1 X ~2 as the 
direct product of ~1 and ~2 • 

2. Extension of the field. An algebra that is closely related to the direct 
product is obtained as follows. Let ~ be an algebra with the basis x1 , · · · , Xn 

over <I> and let 5B be an algebra over <I> containing an identity. We consider the 
set of expressions x1b1 + · · · + xnbr~t where the b.;, e SB. Two such expressions 
'l;x,b;, and ~x,b: are .regarded as equal if and only if bi == b: . 'V e define 

' ~Xibi + ~X ib;, 

('l;xib;) (~xib;) 
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if XiXf "l;xk'Ykif, 'Y in <1>. It is readily seen that the system thus defined is a 
ring. It is independent of the choice of the basis Xi in the sense that the rings 
determined by different bases are isomorphic. Hence we may denote this ring 
as ~SB • 

Since ~ contains an identity, it contains a subfield 1<1> of elements 1a iso
morphic to cJ>. The ring ~iB contains the subset of elements ~Xi(lo:,) which 
forms a subring isomorphic to ~- We identify this subring with~- Now the 
definition ~(xibi)b = 'l;xi(bib) turns ~i8 into a 58-module. From this definition 
we obtain 

ul = u 
' 

(uv)b = u(vb), (ub)x = (ux)b 

for all u, v in ~sa , all x in.~ and all b in SS. Thus the module operation coiJ.V
mutes· \vith all the left multiplications and with the right multiplications by the 
elements of ~- Since ~sa is a SS-module and SS > 1<1>, ~" is a ~module. (We 
set ua = u(1a).) If a e<l> and u and v are arbitrary, then (uv)a = u(va) = 

(ua)v. Hence ~sa is an algebra over <1>. If Yt , · · · , Ym is a basis for 5B over <1>, 
the mn elements XiYi form a basis for~ over <1>. 

These properties characterize ~t\ • For suppose that ~ is an algebra such 
that 

1. &: contains ~-
2. &: is a ~-module, 5B an algebra with an identity element 1, and ua = u(la) 

for all u in &:·and all a in cJ>. ~is generated by & in the sense that the smallest 
5B-submodule of&: containing ~ is~ itself. 

3. (uv)b = u(vb), (ub)x = (ux)b for all u, v in~' all x in 2{ and all bin 5B. 
4. (~:<1>) = (2!:<1>)(5B:<I>). 

Then if xi , · · · , Xn is a basis fqr & over cJ>, the elements of~ may be represented 
in one and only one way in the form ~xibi, bi in 5B. If XiXi = ~Xk'Ykii, then 

' ' ' ' ' (~x,b,)('l:xibi) = ~(xibi)(xibi) = ~((xibi)Xi)bi = ~((xixi)b,)bi = ~Xk'Ykiibibi = 
"',xkbib~'Ykii . Hence ~ is isomorphic to ~sa . 

If ~ has an identity 1, (~xibi) 1 = ~ (xibi) 1 = ~ (xil )bi = ~xibi and similarly, 
1 ("',xibi) = ~xibi . Hence 1 is the identity of &i8 • The set of elements lb 
forms a subalgebra isomorphic to 5B. We note that u(1b) = ub and that (1b )x = 
xb = x(lb) if u e ~58 and x e &. Hence if we identify the algebra of elements 
1b \Yith 5B, we may write 2lsa = ~ X 58. 

If ~I is a subalgebra of 2!, we may suppose that XI , • • • , Xr is a basis for 2!1 
r 

\Vhere xi , · · · , Xn is one for ~- The elements 2: Xibi form an algebra and this 
1 

set is the smallest SB-module containing ~I • It is clear that this algebra is 
isomorphic to ~I~ and it may therefore be denoted as 2II~ • If ~I is an ideal 
(nilpotent ideal) in.~' 2ltsa ·is an ideal (nilpotent ideal) in ~sa . Hence if ~sa is 
simple (semi-simple), & is simple (semi-simple). 

We suppose no\v that 5B = Pis a field.2 Then (uv)p = u(vp) = (up)v for all 

2 It should be observ-ed that in defining ~sa, no use has been made of the assumption that. 
5S is an algebra ·with a finite basis. The abstract characterization in the general case is 
given by 1., 2., 3., and 4'.: If x1, · · • , Xr are linearly independent in ~ and Yt, · · · , y. are 
linearly independent in 5S, then the rs elements x,y,. are linearly independent in !sa. The 
extensions !p, P an infinite field, have many important applications. 
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u, v in 2lp and all pin P. Hence we may regard ~Pas an algebra over P. Unless 
otherwise stated, this is, in fact, what we shall do. Evidently (~p:P) = (~:<1>). 

The following rules may be noted: 

if ~ is a field containing P. 

(~1 (±) ~2)p = ~1P (±) ~2P , 

(~1 X ~2)p = ~1P X ~2P, 

(~p)~ = ~l:, 

3. Representation by matrices and representation spaces. A second im
portant tool in our study of algebras is the theory of representations of an algebra 
~ by matrices. In the usual theory we are interested in the representations of 
an algebra by matrices with elements in the field <1>. For the investigation of 
simple algebras we shall require a generalization, in which the elements of the 
matrices are taken from a simple algebra 5B unrelated to ~- However, before 
considering this more general case, it will be well to discuss the simpler one. 

As in the case of representations by endomorphisms, there are two types of 
representations by matrices. First, we define an (ordinary) representation of an 
algebra 2l over <I> by matrices as a homomorphism a~ A between ~ and a sub
algebra of a matrix algebra <I>N: If a~ A and b ~ B, then 

a+ b ~A+ B, aa ~ Aa, ab ~ AB. 

Similarly, we define an anti-representation by matrices as an anti--homomorphism 
between ~ and a subalgebra of a matrix algebra. N O\V suppose that 9? is a 
commutative group that satisfies the following conditions: 

1. ffi is a <1>-module such that xl = x for all x in ffi and 1 the identity of <1>, 
and (ffi:<I>) = N. 

2. 9? is a left ~-module. 
3. (aa)X = (ax)a = a(xa) for all a in ~' all a in <I> and all X in ffi. 

Then ffi is a vector space over <I> of N dimensions, and the endomorphisms corre
sponding to the elements a are linear transformations. Since ffi is a left ~
module, the correspondence between a and the transformation a is an anti
homomorphism between the ring ~ and a ring of linear transformations. By 3. 
the linear transformation corresponding to aa is the product of the linear 
transformation a with the scalar multiplication a. Hence the correspondence 
is an anti-homomorphism between the algebra ~ and a subalgebra of the algebra 
of linear transformations. We recall that the correspondence between the 
linear transformations of a vector space and the matrices that they determine 
relative to a fixed basis is an algebra anti-isomorphism. It follows that if 
x1 , • • • , xN is such a basis and axi = ~x1a1i, then the correspondence between 
a and the matrix A = (aii) is a representation of~ by matrices in <I>N. \Ve may 
also reverse the steps of this argument and thus associate with any representation 
of~ by matrices a group ffi satisfying 1., 2. and 3. We shall call such a group a 
representation space of ~- A similar discussion holds for anti-representations. 
The modules in this case satisfy 1. and 
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2'. f)( is an 2!-module. 
3'. x(aa) == (xa)a = (xa)a, a in 2£, a in <P, x in 9?. 

5R will be called an anti-representation space of 2£. We shall restrict our attention 
now to ordinary representations, since the modifications necessary to treat 
anti-representations will be obvious. 

'Ve recall that if Yt , · · · , YN is a second basis for the representation space 
~ and Yi == 'ItxiJJ.ii , then the matrix of a relative to this basis is M-1AM where 
.1l1 == (JJ.ii). The representation a ~ M-1 Aftf is said to be similar to the repre
sentation a ~ A. Thus a representation space determines a class of similar 
representations by matrices. We shall call the representation spaces ffi1 and 
9?2 isomorphic if there is a (I - 1) correspondence between them which is at the 
same time a· q,-ison1orphism and an ~-isomorphism. If U is such an isomor
phism, and Xt ' .•. ' XN is a basis for m1 over q,, then Z1 == x1U, ... 'ZN = XNU is 
a basis for m2 over <1>. Moreover, if axi = ~xiaii , then also azi == "l:ziaii . 
Thus isomorphic representation spaces determine the same similarity class of 
representations by matrices. The converse is also true. 

\Ve shall call a representation reducible, decomposable, completely reducible 
according as the group m relative to the endomorphisms of q, and of ~ is re
ducible, decomposable, completely reducible. It is clear from the discussion in 
8 of Chapter 2 that a representation is reducible if and only if it is similar to a 
representation of the form 

(I) 

The representation a ~ A1 corresponds to the proper subspace ~ which is in
variant relative to the endomorphisms a. The condition that ffi be a direct 
SUm, m == ffi1 (±) ffi2 \Vhere the ffii are invariant subspaces ~ 0 is that the repre
sentation determined by m be similar to one of the form 

(
Al 0). 
0 A2 

(2) 

Here a ~ Ai is the representation determined by the representation space ~i. 
\Ve recall also that if m = ffis > ffis-1 > · · · > ~~ > 0 is a chain of subspaces 
invariant relative to the transformations a, then our representation is similar to 

(3) 
• 

where the representations a ~ Ai are associated with the spaces mi - ffii-1. 
The chain of subspaces is a composition series if and only if the representations 
a ~ ~4 i are irreducible. The condition for complete reducibility is that the 
representation be similar to one of the form (3) in which the blocks * above the 
"diagonal" are 0 and in which the representations a ~ Ai are irreducible. 
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Our discussion takes on a much simpler form if the algebra 2l has an identity 
1 and 1 is mapped into the identity matrix. This, of course, means that lx = x 
for all X in m. Then (la)x = X~. Thus in this case it suffices to regard m as a 
left ~-module. On the other hand, if ffi is any left ~-module in which lx = x 
for all x, then m is a left 4>-module relative to the composition ax = (la)x. 
Since 4> is commutative, ffi may also be regarded as a q,-module by setting 
xa = ax. Now if (~ :4>) is finite, ffi is a representation space. We remark that 
the condition· (91:4>) finite is equivalent to the requirement that m befinitely 
generated relative to ~- For, if Y1, · · · , Yr are generators of ffi relative to ~ 
and if a1 , · · · , an is a basis for ~ over q,, then the nr elements aiYi generate ffi 
relative to 4>. Hence (ffi :4>) is finite. 

If ~ has an identity 1 but 1 is not mapped into the identity transformation, 
\Ve Write m == e; ~ 8 where ® is the totality of elements 1x and 8 is the totality 
of elements x - 1x annihilated by 1. If we choose a basis Y1 , · · · , YN of ffi so 
that Y1 , · · · , Yr is a basis for ® and Yr+I , · · · , YN is a basis for 8, then the 
matrix of a in ~ relative to this basis is 

(~ ~). 
In the representation a~ A associated with® we have 1 ~ 1. This enables us 
to reduce our discussion in this case also to that of left 4>-modules. 

4. Application of the theory of ~-modules. Let ffi be an arbitrary represen
tation space of the algebra ~- If 3 is a left 4>-ideal, then Sx, the set of vectors 
bx, x fixed in ffi and b variable inS, ~s an invariant subspace of ffi. Similarly, 
the space 3® of vectors b1x1 + · · · +, brXr, \vhere the Xi range over a set ® 
and the bi range over 3, is an invariant subspace. By the argument of 12 
Chapter 4, we may prove that if ffi is irreducible and 91 is the radical, then 
~91 == 0. Hence in this case ~ is actually a representation space of the semi
simple algebra ~ = ~ - SR. 1\!Ioreover, the irreducibility of 91 assures that 
either ~ffi = 0, or the identity of~ is the identity mapping in 91. In the former 
case ffi is !-dimensional and in the latter, by 12 of Chapter 4, 91 is ~-isomorphic 
to an irreducible left ideal of ~- If ~ = ~1 EB · · · EB ~t where the ~i are ir
reducible two-sided ideals, then ffi is annihilated by all the ~i except, say, ~1 . 
Thus m is a left ~1-module. If vVe recall that the number of irreducible left 
~-modules ffi such that ~ffi ~ 0 is the number t of components ~i of ~' \Ve may 
state the follo\ving 

THEoREM 1. Let 91 be the radical of ~ and ~ == ~ - W == ~1 (±) • • • (f) ~t 

where the ~i are simple. Then any irreducible representation a ~ A is either the 
0-representation (a~ 0) or it is similar to the representation obtained by using one 
of the irreducible left ideals of ~ as a representation space. The number of classes 
of similar irreducible. representations ~ 0 is the number of components ~i • 

'Ve recall also that if ~ is semi-simple, any left ~-Inodule in which 1x = x 
for all x, is completely reducible. N 0\V if m is an arbitrary representation 
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space of ~' we write ffi = ® (±) 8 where ly = y for all y in ® and lz = 0 for all 
z in 8. Since ® is a left ~-module in which ly = y, ~ is completely reducible. 
!vioreover, we may decompose 8 into !-dimensional subspaces. This proves 

THEOREM 2. Any representation of a semi-simple algebra is completely re
ducible. 

As a special case of these theorems, we see that if ~ is a simple algebra which 
is not a zero· algebra, then its representations by matrices are completely re
ducible. The irreducible representations ~ 0 of such an algebra are all similar. 
If, in particular, ~ = <I>r , the irreducible representations ~ 0 are all similar to 
the original representation A ~ A. This can also be seen by noting that 
<I>reu is an irreducible left ideal, where eii is a matrix basis. A <1>-basis for this 
ideal is X1 = en , · · · , Xr = erl and if A = "l:,eiiaii, then Axi = ~x iaii • Hence 
the representation determined by this ideal is the original one, A ~A. 

5. Representation of an algebra by matrices with elements in a simple 
algebra. If ~ is an arbitrary alg(;bra, we define a representation (anti-repre
sentation) of ~ by matrices with elements in ~ as a homomorphism (anti-homo
morphism) between ~I and a sub-algebra of a matrix algebra 'BN . As in the 
special case \vhere ~ = <1>, \Ve call the representations a ~At and a~ A2 in the 
same ~N similar if there exists a matrix M independent of a such that A2 = 

~f-1AtM. The representation a ~ A is reducible if it is similar to one of the 
form (1) and decomposable if it is similar to one of the form (2). It is completely 
reducible if it is similar to one of the form (3) where the blocks * are 0 and the 

I 

representations a ~ Ai are irreducible. We shall restrict our attention to the 
study of the representations of an- algebra with an identity by matrices· with 

I 

elements in an algebra with an identity. Moreover, \Ve assume that the identity 
of ~ is mapped into the identity matrix. As we shall see, the theory of anti
representations is somewhat more natural in this case than the theory of ordinary 
representations. Hence \Ve shall keep the former in the foreground indicating 
only where necessary the modifications required for the ordinary theory. 

We wish to obtain a module formulation of the representation problem. For 
this purpose it is necessary to recall the theory of free modules discussed in 
Chapter 3 (3). We shall now call a SB-module 91 a 58-space if 91 is a direct sum 
of a finite number of free modules. Since 5B satisfies the ascending chain con
dition for ideals, the rank N of m is an invariant. If Xt ' ••• ' XN and Yl, ... , YN 
are t\vo bases for 9?, we write Yi = ~x ib ii and Xi = "',y ic ii , B = (bi;) and C = 

(cii) in >BN. Then BC = CB = 1 so that C = B-1
• Conversely if x1 , • • • , XN 

is a basis and B is a unit in 5SN, then the Yi = ~x ib ii form a second basis: 
Now let a be a 'S-er:.tdomorphism of ~. We set xia = 'Itx 1-a ii, A = (ai;) in 

5SN . Then A is uniquely determined by a. Thus we have a single-valued 
correspondence between the algebra ~ of ~-endomorphisms of ~ and a set of 
matrices in SBN . As in the case where ~ is a division ring, we may show that 
the correspondence is an anti-isomorphism between the algebra of 58-endo
morphisms and the algebra 5SN . 
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We now define an anti-representation 513-space of ~as a commutative group ffi 
that satisfies the following conditions: 

1. ~ is a 58-space. 
2. ffi is an ~-module such that x1 = :,; for all x and 1 the identity of ~. 
3. (xa)b =· (xb)a if x e ffi, a e ~and b e 58. 
4. 1a in ~ is mapped into the same endomorphism as 1a in 'B. 
No\v by 3. the endomorphism corresponding to a is a SB-endomorphism. 

Hence if x1 , · · · , XN is a 58-basis for 9? and axi = 'l:_xiaii , then the correspondence 
bet\veen a and the matrix A = (aii) in 58N is a ring anti-homomorphism. By 4. 
to aa = a(Ia) there corresponds the matrix A(1a) = Aa and so \Ve have an 
algebra anti-homomorphism between 2! and a subalgebra of SBN . It follows 
that each anti-representation 58-space of 2! determines an anti-representation 
and conversely. Again, as in the case where 5B = <1>, a second basis for ffi defines 
an anti-representation similar to the anti-representation a ~ A. The anti
representation spaces ffit and 9?2 are (~, 58)-isomorphic if and only if they deter
mine the same similarity class of anti-representations. 

'Ve consider now the algebra ~~ = ~ X 58. We have seen that if x1 , · · · , Xn 

is a basis for ~ over <1>, then each element of ~~ is expressible in one and only one 
way in the form x1b1 + · · · + Xnbn where the bi e .SS. Thus ~~ is a 513-space of 
rank n relative to the right multiplications x ~ xb as module operation. The 
algebra ~~ is also an ~-module relative to the right multiplications x ~ xa. 
Hence ~~ is an anti-representation 58-space of ~. We shall show next that any 
anti-representation 58-space ffi is an ~~-module. For let ~ denote the set of 
endomorphisms corresponding to the elements of ~ and 58 the set corresponding 
to the elements of SB. Since a ~ a of ~ and b ~ b of m are homomorphisms, the 
correspondence between the element -}";a.ibi of ~~ and the endomorphism 'l:aibi 
of ~5B = 5B~ is a homomorphism. Thus ~ is an ~~-module. On the other 
hand, any ~~-module which is a 58-space when regarded relative to 58 is an 
anti-representation SB-space of ~. 

In a similar manner, we may show that the theory of ordinary representations 
is equivalent to a theory of ,representation SB-spaces \vhere these are defined by 
the conditions 1., 4. and 

2'. ~ is a left ~-module such that 1x = x for all x and 1 the identity of ~. 
3'. (ax)b = a(xb) if x E ~' a E ~ and be SB. 

We introduce the algebra ~' anti-isomorphic to ~. Then we may regard m a~ 
an ~'-module relative to the prod~ct xa' = ax(a ~a' in the anti-isomorphism). 
Thus ffi is an anti-representation SB-space of ~' and is therefore an ~~-module. 
Conversely, any ~~-module which is a 58-space is a representation 58-space of ~. 

We suppose now that 5B is simple. Then we recall that 5B is a direct sum o.f, 
say, m m-isomorphic irreducible right ideals 3 and that }B. = 1)m where 1) is a 
division algebra. ~ itself is a free cyclic module with 1 as a basis. Any 58-
module ~ in which x1 = x for all x is a direct sum of irreducible modules 58-
isomorphic to the irreducible right ideals 3. Hence~ is a free cyclic module if 
and only if it is a direct sum of m irreducible submodules and ~ is a SB-space if 
and only if it is a direct BUm of h = Nm irreducible 58-modules. Then if ~ is 
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any subspace of 91, 9t == 2 (£) 0' \vhere 0' is also a subspace. Thus if y1 , • · • ,yu 
is a basis for~' there exists a basis for 91 that includes the Yi . Using this result 
":re may prove, as in the case \vhere 5.8 == <P, that the condition that an anti
representation be reducible is that the anti-representation space ffi contains a 
proper 58-subspace invariant relative to the endomorphistns a. The condition 
that the anti-representation be decomposable is that ffi == ffi 1 (±) 9?2 where the 
ffii are anti-representation subspaces of ~- A sufficient condition for complete 
reducibility is that m be a completely reducible ~~-module. As \Ve have seen 
in Chapter 4, if ~~ is semi-simple, then any ~~-module such that xl = x, for 
all x, is completely reducible. Hence if ~5B is semi-simple, any anti-representa
tion of~ by matrices with elements in SS is completely reducible. 

If SS- = 1) is a division algebra, any irreducible 1)-module such that 9?1) ~ 0 
is a free cyclic module. The 1)-spaces defined in this section are simply the 
vector spaces over 1) that \Ve have considered before. Hence in this Gase any 
~1>-module ffi in \vhich xl = x for all x and (ffi: 1)) is finite, is an anti-representa
tion 1)-space of ~- As above, the condition (ffi: ::D) finite is equivalent to the 
condition that ffi be finitely generated relative to ~1>- In particular, the irre-,. 
ducible ~1>-modules are anti-representation 1)-spaces. These modules are 
therefore the irreducible anti-representation 1)-spaces of ~- As we have seen, 
any irreducible ~1>-module is ~1>-isomorphic to an irreducible right ideal S of 
~1> - 91, 91 the radical. The size of the matrices determined by S is the di
mensionality (or rank) of S over 1). The number of non-isomorphic irreducible 
~1)-modules in which xl = x for all x, and hence the number of classes of irre
ducible anti-representations~ 0, is equal to the number of simple two-sided ideals 
in ~1> - 91. 

6. Direct products and composites of fields. As an application of the above 
theory "re shall now obtain the structure of ~~ for ~ a separable field over <I> 

and SS an arbitrary field over <1>. Suppose first that SS contains a subfield iso
morphic to the least normal field over <P containing ~- Then if (2! :<I>) = n, 
it is \Vell known that there exist precisely n distinct isomorphisms a ~ a<i), 
i == 1, · · · , n, between 2! and subfields of 58.3 Thus we obtain n anti-hon1o
morphisms between ~ and matrices with elements in SS, and, since these are one 
dimensional, they are irreducible and dissimilar. It follows from the general 
theory that ~~ - W, W the radical, is a direct sum of at least n ideals. Since 
the dimensionalities of these ideals over 5.8 is > 1 and (2!~: 58) = n, it follows that .._ 

W = 0 and that there are exactly n simple ideals in ~~ , each one dimensional 
over 5.8. Now if 5B is arbitrary, \Ve take a field G: > SS and containing a field 
isomorphic to the least normal field containing ~- Since (~~)'i = ~'i, ~~ is 
semi-simple. 

THEoREM 3. If 2! is a separable field over <1>, (~ :<1>) = n, and SS is any field 
over <1>, then-~~ is s_emi-simple. If SS contains a sub field isomorphic to the lea:;t 
normal field containing ~' the irreducible representations of ~ by matrices in 5B 
are all one-rowed. 

3 Cf. van der Waerden's J.foderne Algebra, vol. 1, p. 115 or 2nd. ed., p. 102. 
1 
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By the structure theory of semi-simple rings, ~5B is a direct sum of fields, say 
~1 (£) · · · (±) ~t • If 1 = e1 + · · · + et is the corresponding decomposition of 
the identity of ~~ into the identities of the ~i , then the set ei~ of elements 
eia, a in ~' is a subfield of ~i isomorphic to ~. Similarly, ~i contains the sub
field eiSS isomorphic to SS. Since (ei~)(eiSS) = ei~SSei = ~i, the field l1i is 
generated by these two fields. 

Suppose no'v that we have any two fields 21 and SB over <I> and two isomor
phisms a~ a8 .and b ~ bT of ~ and SS, respectively, into subfields 2{

8 and SST of a 
third field ty. Then \Ve call the system (ty, S, T) a composite of ~ and SS pro
vided that l1 = [~8 , SST], the smallest subfield of ty containing ~s and SST. 4 

''re shall regard the tvvo composites (ty, S, T) and (ty', S', T') as equivalent if 
the isomorphism a8 ~ a8

', bT ~ br' may be extended to an isomorphism bet\veen 
ty and ty'. It is evident that such an extension, if it exists, is uniquely de
termined. ''r e have seen that if ~ is separable, then ~~ == ty 1 (£) · • • (£) l1s . The map
pings a ~ a8 i = aei , for a in ~' is an isomorphism bet,veen ~ and the subfield 
~si of ~ i . Similarly b ~ bTi = be, is an isomorphism bet,veen SS and SSTi. 
l\1oreover, lJi = (~8i)(SSTi) = [~8 i, SSTi], and therefore (l1i' si' Ti) is a com
posite of ~ and of SS. ''r e wish to prove the follo,ving 

THEOREM 4. The composites (l1i' si ' Ti), i = 1, ... ' t, are inequivalent. 
Any composite of the separable field ~ and the field SS is equivalent to one of the 
(lYi , si, Ti). 

To prove that (tyi, Si, Ti) and (l1i, Si, Ti) are inequivalent if i ~ j, \Ve note 
that ei has the form a1b1 + · · · + arbr , ak in ~ and bk in SS, and, since e; = ei , 
ei = (a1ei)(b1ei) + · · · + (arei)(brei) = afib[i + · · · + a~ib;i. If (l1i, Si, Ti) 
\vere equivalent to (tyi, S i, T j). the required isomorphism would map ei into 
af1b[ 1 + · · · + a~ 1 b'! 1 = (a1b1 + · · · + arbr)ei = eiei = 0 and this is impossible. 
No"r suppose that Cl1, S, T) is any composite of~ and SS. Then the mapping 
~ab ~ ~a8bT is a homomorphism bet¥.reen ~~ and the subalgebra ~sSST of ty. 
Since the only ideals of ~~ are the ideals ty i 1 (£) • • • (£) l1 ir and since l1 has no 
ZBro-divisors, the ideal mapped into 0 by the homomorphism is one of the form 
l11 (£) • · · (£) lY i-1 (£) l1 i +1 (£) • • • (£) ty t = ~ i . Hence ~8SS T is isomorphic to 
l1 - ~i and thus to tyi . This implies that ~sSST is a field and so ~sSST = 
[~8 , ~T] = ty. l\1oreover, the isomorphism defined by our homomorphism is 
the mapping ~a8bT ~ ~(a8 i)(bTi). Hence (l1, s, T) and (tyi' si' Ti) are 
eq ui valent. 

"\\T e have seen that if SS contains a field isomorphic to the least normal exten
sion of ~' then t = n and each ty i is one dimensional over SS. Hence l1 i = 58 8

' 

is isomorphic to SS. 

THEOREM 5. If ~ is separable over <1>, (2! :<1>) = n and SS contains a field iso
morphic to "the least normal exten~ion of ~ over <1>, then ~~ = SS1 (±) • • • (±) SSn 
where SSi "'"' SS. 

4 If both fields ~ and 58 contain transcendental elements, this definition requires modifi
cation. Cf. Chevalley [9]. 
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That these theorems do not hold when both fields are inseparable may be seen 
from the following example: Let ~ = <l>(x) \Vhere <I> has characteristic p and 
xP = ~is in <1>, but xis not in <1>. Suppose that 5B is the field <l>(y), yp = ~- Then 
~$8 contains the element z = x - y ~ 0 which is nilpotent. Since ~$8 is commu
tative, z generates a nilpotent ideal and so ~~ is not semi-simple. 

7. Central simple algebras. We take up now the main topic of this chapter, 
namely, the theory of simple algebras. Throughout our discussion we shall 
exclude the trivial zero algebras. With this agreement we may state the 
fundamental structure theorem in the follo\ving way. 

THEOREM 6 (Wedderburn). Any simple algebra ~ over <I> is a direct product 
<I>m X 1) where 1) is a division algebra and conversely, any algebra of this form is 
simple. If ~ = <I>m X 1) = <I>m' X ~ where ty is a division algebra, then m = m' 
and X> and ~ are isomorphic. 

We shall also require 

THEOREM 7. <l>r_. = <I>r X <l>a • 

This is an immediate consequence of the computations of 6, Chapter 2. 
A simple algebra ~ is central if its center consists of the multiples Ia, a in 

<1>.5 For example, <I>m is central simple. A central algebra is in a sense the 
opposite of a commutative algebra and we shall see that the theory of direct 
products for these algebras is considerably simpler than that for commutative 
algebras indicated in the preceding section. 

If ~ = <I>m X 1) = 1)m where 1) is a division algebra, we have seen that the 
center ~ of ~ is contained in 1). Hence ~is central if and only if 1) is central. 
If ~ is any simple algebra, ~' the center, is a field and ~ may be regarded as an 
algebra over ~- Obviously ~ is central over C£. 

Suppose now that ~ is an arbitrary algebra with an identity and that ~ is a 
central simple algebra. We wish to show thRt the two-sided ideals of ~~ may 
be put into (I - I) correspondence with those of ~- First, let So be a two
sided ideal of ~. Then S = So'B == .S:o$8 is a two-sided ideal of ~~ . Let x1 , · · · , 
Xn be a basis for ~ over <I> such that X1 , • • • , Xr is one for So over <1>. Then if 

n 

L xibi ~ ~' bi = {ji is in 4>-. 
1 

n 

If L Xibi E S, br+l = · · · = bn = 0. 
1 

r 

Hence 

(~ A 3) consists of the elements 2: Xi{ji and (~ A 3) = So . It follows that 
1 

So~ = So~ if and only of So = So . 
Now let 3 be an arbitrary two-sided ideal in 2! X 58, So = (~ A 3), and let 

Xt , · · · , Xn be a basis for ~ such that X1 , • • • , Xr is one for So . Evidently So 
is a t\vo-sided ideal in 5B and .So~ < 3. Suppose that So~ < S and let x1b1 + : · · 

I + Xnbn be an element of S not contained in So~ . Then Xr+lbr+l + · · · + 
Xnbn has this property also, and so at least one of the b i, j = r + I, · · · , n, is 

5 I am indebted to Professor Albert for· suggesting this term as a substitute for the 
over\vorked term "normal" formerly used in this conPPPt.ion. The term "centralizer" 
that we shall use' later is also due to Albert. 
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~ 0. Now let Xi1 bi1 + · · · + Xi
8
bi

8
, bi; ~ 0, ii = r + 1, · · · , n, be an element 

of 3 for which s has the least positive value. The elements 

are in 3 if b is any element of~- It follows that the first components bi1 of these 
elements together with 0 form a two sided ideal ~ 0 in SS and hence, since 5B 
is simple, bi1 is arbitrary. Thus 3 contains Xi 1 + Xi2 b~ + · · · + Xi8 b~ and 
hence it contains 

8 

= ?: Xii(bb~ - b~ b). ,_2 

Since s is minimal, bb~ - b;b and so, by the centrality, b; = {3 i E cp_ Thus 3 
contains Xi1 + xi2{32 + · · · + Xi

8
f3s which is evidently in ~- This contradicts 

the fact that x1 , • • • , x, is a basis for 3o = (~ A 3). We have therefore proved 
, 

THEOREM 8. If ! is an arbitrary algebra with an identity and 5B is a central 
simple algebra, then the correspondence So ~ .So~ is (1 - 1) between the two-sided 
ideals of ~ and the two-sided ideals of ~~ . 

CoROLLARY 1. If ~ is simple and SS is central simple, then ~~ is simple. 

If W is the radical of ~~ , Wo = ~ A W is a nilpotent ideal in ~ and is therefore 
contained in the radical W~ of ~. On the other hand, W~~ is a nilpotent ideal in 
~~so that 91~~ < SJC. Hence W~ = Wo . This implies in particular 

CoROLLARY 2. If ~ is semi-simple and 5B is central simple, then, ~~ is semi
simple. 

Now let c = x1b1 + · · · + Xnbn be an element of~~ = ~ X SS commutative 
with every b in 58. Then 'l:xi(bbi - bib) = 0 and bbi = bib. Hence bi e cp and 
c e ~- It follows that the center of ~ X SS coincides with the center of ~. 
If ~ is central simple, ~ X ~ is central simple. 

THEOREM 9. If ~ is an algebra with an identity and 58 is central simple, the 
only elements of~ X SS that commute with all the elerrtents of }8 are the elements of 
~- If~ is central simple, ~ X SS is central simple. 

8. Representation of a semi-simple algebra by matrices with elements in a 
central simple algebra. As before we restrict the discussion to the represen
tations of an algebra ~ in which the identity of ~ is mapped into the identity 
matrix. If ~ is semi-simple and 58 is central simple, then ~~ is semi-simple. 
As we have seen in 5 this implies the following 

THEOREM 10. If ~ is a semi-simple algebra, any anti-representation (ordinary 
representation) of ~ by matrices with elements in a central simple algebra is com
pletely reducible. 

We assume now that ~ is ~imple. Let SS be a direct sum of m isomorphic 
irreducible right ideals. Thus .SS = 1)m \vhere 1) is a division algebra. We have 
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seen that ~~ is simple. Hence 2(~ is a direct sum of r isomorphic irreducible 
right ideals and ~~ = (!r where ~ is a division algebra. Any irreducible right 
ideal of ~~ is a ~-module and is therefore a direct sum of, say, h ~-isomorphic 
irreducible ~-modules. It follows that 2lsa is a direct sum of rh irreducible 
~-modules. On the other hand, if (~:cp) = n, ~~is a ~-space of rank n. Since 
any ~-space of rank 1 is a sum of m ~-isomorphic irreducible 58-modules, ~~ 
is a direct sum of mn irreducible ~-modules. Thus rh = mn. 

NO\\,. l~t ffi be an arbitrary irreducible anti-representation 58-spac"e of 21. 
Then ffi = 01 ffi · · · ffi ®;n where the ei are isomorphic irreducible ~~-modules. 
Each ~~i is a direct sum of h isomorphic irreducible ~-modules. Hence ffi is a 
direct sum of mh irreducible ~-modules. Since 9? is a ~-space, it follows that 
hm =- O(m). No\v if m." is an integer <m such that hm" = O(m), then the 
direct sum of m" of the ®i is a ~-space. It therefore coincides with 9?. This 
implies that m" = m so that hm = mh is the least common multiple of h and m. 
The equation hm = mh shows also that the rank of ffi over ~ is h. Hence the 
size of the matrices determined by ffi is h. If 9?' is a second irreducible anti
representation SB-space of ~' ffi', too, is a direct sum of m = h - 1[h, m] irreducible 
~~-modules. It follo\vs that 9?' and 9? are ~sa-isomorphic. Thus all the 
irreducible anti-representations of ~ by matrices are similar. Any anti-repre
sentation of ~ is completely reducible into irreducible parts all of which are 
similar to the representation determined by ffi. These results may be stated 
as the following fundamental 

THEOREM 11. . Let ~ be a simple algebra and 5B a central simple algebra. Set 
(2(:cp) = n, ~ = :t)m and ~~ = ~,.where[) and~ are division algebras. Then 
r I mn and if mn = hr and [h, m] = hm = hm, ~ has an_ anti-representation in 
~N if and only if h I N. Any two anti-representations of ~ in the same ~N are 
similar. 

In a similar manner \Ve may prove 

' ' THEOREM 11 '. Let ~ and ~ be as in Theorem 11 and let ~~ = ~r' where ~' 
is the algebra anti-isomorphic to ~ and ~' is a division algebra. Then r' I mn 
and if mn = h'r' and [h', m] = h'm' = h'm, 21 has a representation in ~N if and 
only if h' I1V. Any two representations of~ in the same ~N are similar. 

We may obtain a somewhat sharper form of Theorem 11 by first specializing 
this theorem to the case where ~ = [) is a division algebra and then extending 
the result thus obtained to the general case where ~ = :t)m . If 5B = 1) then 
m = 1 and [h, m] = h. Hence we have the 

CoROLLARY. Let ~ be a simple algebra and :t) a central division algebra. Set 
( ~ : cp) = n and ~1> = Cis . Then n == hs and 2! has an anti-representation in [) N 

if and only if h I N. 

Now if ~1> = ~8 , ~~ = ~sm for ~ = :t)m . Hence the integer r of Theorem 
11 is equal to sm an·d n = hs. This proves 

THEOREM 12. Let ~ and ~ be as in Theorem 11 and let ~1) = ~8 , ~ a division 
algebra. Then s I n and if n == sh and [h, m] = hm = hm, ~ has an anti-repre
sentation in SBN if and only if h I N. 
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THEOREM 12'. Let ~ and SS be as in Theorem 11 and let ~~ = ~:, , ~' a divi
sion algebra. Then s' I n and if n == s'h' and [h', m] = h'1n' = h'm, ~ has a 
representation in SSN if and only if h' I N. 

'V:e suppose now that ~ is a division algebra and SS = [) is a central division 
algebra. We may regard ~ X [) = ~s as an ~-space. Then by a repetition 
of the argument that led to Theorem 11 "re may prove that s I d, d = en:<~>). 
The detai Is are left to the reader. 

THEOREM 13. Let ~ be a division algebra and :t) a central division algebra. 
Then if ~ X v = (ts where ~ is a division algebra, s is a common 
factor of (~:4>) = n and of ([):<I>) = d. If (d, n) = 1, ~ X :t) is a division 
algebra. -

9. Simple subalgebras of a central simple algebra. The theory of representa
tions may be applied to the study of the subalgebras of a central simple algebra~. 
For if m is a subalgebra, then b ~ b is a representation of 5B by matrices of one 
ro\v 'vith elements in ~. If SS is a simple algebra that contains the identity, 
\Ve may apply Theorem 12'. 6 Let~ = :t)m where :t) is a central division algebra, 
(SS:<I>) == q and SS' X :t) = SS~ = ~:, where ~' is a division algebra. Then 
q = s'h' and if h' = m - 1[h', m ], SS has a representation only in those ~N for \Vhich 
h' I !{. Since 5B has a one-ro,ved representation \vith elements in ~' h' = 1. 
Hence h' j m and if we write m = h'l, \Ve obtain ms' = ql. Thus q I ms'. 

THEOREM 14. If SS is a simple subalgebra, containing 1, of a central simple 
algebra 2{ = ~m , [) a division algebra, then 58' X :t) = ~~' where ~' is a division 
algebra and s' I q and q I ms'. 

CoRoLLARY. If 5B is a subalgebra, containing 1, of a central division algebra 
1), then 58' X [) = ~~ where ~' is a division algebra and q = (SS: <I>). 

If SS1 and SS2 are isomorphic subalgebras of ~' we may regard these algebras 
as isomorphic images of the same algebra SS. If bt ~ b2 is an isomorphism 
bet,veen SSt and 'B2 , b ~ bt and b ---) b2 are representations of SS by one-ro\ved 
matrices with elements in ~. These representations are similar. Hence we 
have the following 

THEOREM 15. If SSt and SS2 are isomorphic simple subalgebras containing 1 
of the central simple algebra ~' any isomorphism between 'Bt and SB2 may be ex
tended to an inner automorphism in ~. 

This, of course, implies 

THEORE~1 16. Any automorphism of a central simple algebra is inner. 

10. Derivations. The theorems of 9 have striking analogues in the theory 
of derivations of an algebra. If SS is a subalgebra of an algebra ~' a derivation 

6 It should be noted that from now on \Ve use a different notation from that of 8. Here 
~ denotes the central simple algebra and 5S the simple algebra that need not be central. 
This seems desirable since in our applications 5S 'viii usually be a subalgebra of !. 
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D of 5B into 2l is a mapping of '8 into a part of ~ satisfying the following condi
tions: 

(ba)D = (bD)a, 

If 5.8 = ~' we speak simply of a derivation in 2!. It is readily seen then that if 
D1 , D2 E ~' the set of derivations in ~' then Da and Dt ± D2 E ~. Since 

(b1b2)D1D2 = (b1D2) (b2D1) + bt (b2D1D2) + (b1D1D2) b2 + (btDt) (b2D2), 

D1D2 is not in general a derivation. However, 

(btb2)CD1D2- D2D1) = bt(b2(D1D2 - D2D1)) + (b1(D1D2 - D2Dt))b2 

so that -[DI , D2] = D1D2 - D2D1 is a derivation. For any element d in 2l we 
may define a derivation by means of the corresponde~ce x ----1- [x, d] = xd - dx. 
A derivation of this type is called inner. 

As usual, Leibniz's rule 

is valid. Hence if 4> has characteristic p ~ 0, 

(b1b2)Dp = b1(b2Dp) + (b1Dp)b2 

so that DP is a derivation. Similarly we prove by induction 

bdk = dkb + (~) dk-lb' + ... + b(k) 

where b' = [b, d], b" = [[b, d], d], etc. Thus for 4> of characteristic p ~ 0 
,.----p --, 

[b, dp] = b(p) = [ ... [[b, d], d], ... 'd]. 

The theory of derivations to a large extent parallels that of isomorphisms. 
For example, we have the follo,ving 

THEOREM 17. If~ is a semi-simple subalgebra, containing 1, of a central simple 
2l, then any derivation of 5.8 in ~may be extended to an inner derivation in ~. 

'Ve consider the set of matrices in 2!2 of the form 

where b ranges over SB. This set forms an algebra isomorphic to 5B and hence 
it determines a representation of 5.8 by matrices with elements in ~. Let ~ 
be the corresponding representation ~-space. According to the form of the 
matrices, ffi has a ba~is x1 , X2 such that the ~-space ffit = x1~ is invariant rela
tive to the endomorphisms b of 5.8. Since the 5.8~-module ~ is completely re
ducible, there exists a second space ~2 = y~ which is also invariant relative 
to the b and such that ~ = ffi1 (±) ffi2 . Let y = x1a1 + X2ll2 where the ai E ~-
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S• I I f • bl I d I • 0( h h • I • O'f mce X2 = X'1a1 + ya2 or su1ta e a1 an a2 1n a, a2 as t e Inverse a2 In u. 

We may replace y by ya~ . Hence we may suppose that X2 = x1d + y and y = 

X2 - xi d. The matrix relating the &-basis xi , y to the &-basis x1 , X2 is ( ~ -;_d) . 
The inverse of this matrix is (~ ~). Since~ = ~~ $ ~2, the matrix of the 

endomorphisms. b relative to the basis xi , y has the form (~ ~) • Hence 

(1 d)(b bD)(1 -d) = (bt 0) 
010b 01 Ob2 

A sill)ple computation shows that b1 = b2 = b and bD = [b, d] for all b. 
As a consequence of Theorem 17 we have 

THEOREM 18. Any derivation of a central simple algebra is inner. 

11. Commuting subalgebras. If 5B is a subalgebra of an algebra ~'we call 
the subalgebra of ~ of elements commutative with those of 5B the centralizer 
~(58) of 5B in ~. As usual, we denote the algebra of right multiplications in 
~ by ~r and the algebra of left multiplications in ~ by ~z . Let 5Br (~z) be the 
algebra of right (left) multiplications br (bz) in ~ determined by the elements 
b of 58. We recall that if~ has an identity, ~1 is the algebra of ~r-endomorphisms 
and ~r is the algebra, of ~z-endomorphisms. Then the algebra of endomorphisms 
commutative with those of ~z and of 5Br is ~('B)r . For if Cis such an endomor
phism, C = Cr is a right multiplication. Since ~r is isomorphic to ~ under the 
isomorphism a ~ ar mapping the elements of b into those of 'Br , it follows that 
c E ~(58). If the subalgebra 5B contains the identity, the algebra of endomorph
isms ~z58r = 58r~z contains ~z and 5Br . Hence in this case ~('B)r may be char
acterized as the algebra of ~z58r-endomorphisms acting in ~. 

vV e now suppose that ~ is central simple and that 'S is a simple subalgebra 
containing the identity of ~. The algebra ~z5Br is a homomorphic image of 

• 
~' X 5B where &1 is the algebra anti-isomorphic to ~. We have seen that 
~' X 58 is simple. Hence this algebra has the form ~r , ~ a division algebra. 
It follows that ~z5Br is isomorphic to ~r and ~l~r = ~z X 5Br = ~r where ~ is 
a division algebra isomorphic to ~. Since 1 ~ z = ~' ~ is finitely generated 
relative to ~r • Hence, by 6 of Chapter 2, the algebra of ~r-endomorphisms 
has the form ~; where ~~ is anti-isomorphic to ~ and rs is the dimensionality of 

- -1 I -
~over~. Thus ~(SB)r = ~~and 2!(5B) = ~8 where~~~ ~1 • 

We shall now determine ~(~('B)). Evidently ~(~('B)) contains SB. On the 
other hand, if c E ~(~(58)), Cr is an ~:-endomorphism. Since the ~:-endo
morphisms belong to ~r = ~z58r , Cr E ~z X ~r . Since Cr commutes with the 
elements ~ z , by Theorell) 9, Cr E 5Br . Hence c E 5B so that ~ (~(58)) = 5B. This 
equation implies that (58 A ~(58)) is the center of 5B and the center of 21(58). 

-· I 
Let (~:4>) = n, (~:4>) =e. Then n = (~:~)(~:4>) = rse. Since ~('B)=~~, 

(21($8) :4>) = es2
• Moreover,~~ X 5B = ~r so that (~1 X 58:4>) = n(58:4>) = er2

• 
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Hence 

n(58:cJ>)(~(58) :cJ>) 

and (m:cJ>)(~(SS):cJ>) = (~:cJ>). 

2 2 2 - ers 2 n 

THEOREM 19. Let ~be a central simple algebra and SS a simple subalgebra con
taining 1. 'l'hen if ~(58) is the centralizer of 58 and 2(' is the algebra anti-isomorphic 
to ~' the following statements hold: 

1. ~ (SS) is simple and contains l. 
2. ~(~(58)) = ss. 
3. If SS X ~' = ~r where Gr is a division algebra, then ~ (5!3) ~~ , ~' anti-

isomorphic to ~-
4. (2{:4>) = (Q3:ct>)(~(Q3):cJ>). 

12. Subfields and splitting fields. We no\v let 58 = ~' a field, in the above 
theorem. Then ~(~) > l1 so that (~:cJ>) = (~:cJ>)(~(~):cJ>) > (~:4>) 2 • 'Ve 
assume next that ~ = 1) is a central division algebra. Then we may en1bed 
~ in a field l1 such that[)(~) = lJ· For if 1)(lJ) > ~'we may choose an element 
b in 1)(~) not in ~ and obtain the field lJ1 = ~(b) properly containing ~- If 
:t)(~I) > ~1 , we may repeat this process. Eventually \Ve obtain a field l1 with 
the required property. Our argument sho,vs also that if :t)(~) > ~' ~ is not a 
maximal subfield. Conversely if ~ is not maximal, then l1 < ~1 a larger field 
and hence 1)(~) > l1. Since :t)(l1) = l1, (1):4>) == (~:4>) 2 • This proves 

THEOREM 20. The dimensionality of any central division algebra :t) is a square. 
If (1) :cJ>) == c/, then o is the dimensionality of any maximal sub field of 1). 

If (1):4>) = o2
, o is the degre_e or the index of :t) and if 2{ = :t)m, o is the index 

o_f ~- Evidently the dimensionality of ~ is a square n = (om) 2
• Now if i5 

is a subfield of ~ containing 1 such that (~ :cp) == om, then ~(lJ) = lJ and so l1 
is a maximal subfield of ~-

'Ve now apply Theorem 14 to 58 == lJ. According to this result~' X :t) = ~:, 
\vhere ~' is a division algebra and q == om is a factor of ms'. Thus o I s' and 
~' X ~ = ~:'m \Vhere om I s'm. We have seen that the center of ~' X 2! is 
~' and that ~' < ~'. Hence 

((~' X 2!):4>) = (lJ:cJ>)(om) 2 
= (~':cJ>)(s'm) 2 • 

Since s' > o and (~': cJ>) > (~: cJ>), it follows f roin the above equation that s' = o 
and (~':cJ>) == (~:cJ>). Hence (t' == ~'and~' X 2{ == ~~. Since l1 is com
mutative, we may also write ~ X ~ == ~tv == ~n • 

~ O\V \Ve shall call a field ~ over ci> a splitting field for a central simple algebra 
~1 == Vm if ~\J = lJn. Since (~n).t == jfn if~ > ~' any extension field of a 
splitting field is a splitting field. If 1)tv == ~s , 2ll' = (:t)m)tv = ~sm • Hence by 
the uniqueness part of Wedderburn's theorem, if ~ is a splitting field for ~' it 
is one for 1). The converse, that ~ splits ~if it splits 1), is clear. For if 1)\J = 

~~ , then ~tv = ~~m • The result that we obtained in the last paragraph is the 
sufficiency part of the f ollo\ving 
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THEOREM 21. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a field ~ be a splitting 
field of a central division algebra 1) of degree o are that f = (l1 :<I>) be a multiple 
mo of o and that ~ be isomorphic to a subalgebra containing 1 of 1)m . 

To prove the necessity of the conditions we use the Corollary to Theorem 11. 
Since 1)~ = ty X :t) = lYt> = ty~, f = mo and l1 has an anti-representation in 
1)m . Since l1 is a field, l1 is isomorphic to a subfield containing 1 of ~m • 

The existence of a splitting field of a central simple algebra implies 

THEOREI\1 22. ·If ~ is central simple and r is any field over <I> (not necessarily of 
finite dimensionality), then 2Ir· is central simple. 

For let ty be a finite dimensional splitting field. There exists a field ~contain
ing ty and r .7 

· Then 2!~ == (~~)~ = ~n • Hence (~r )~ == ~n • Since the exten
sion of any ideal in ~r is an ideal in (~r )~, ~r is simple. Similarly ~r is central. 

13. The Brauer group. We have seen that the direct product of any t,vo 
central simple algebras is a central simple algebra. We shall consider now the 
structure of the direct product ~' X ~ where ~ is central simple and ~l' is 
anti-isomorphic to ~1. For this purpose we apply Theorem 14 to the case where 
~ = ~- We then obtain that ~' X ~ = ~;,m where n == (~:<1>) is a factor of 
s'm. By comparing the dimensionalities over <1>, we see that s'm = n and 
~' == <1>. Hence we have proved 

THEOREl\1 23. If ~ is a central simple algebra and ~' is the algebra anti-iso
morphic to ~' then ~' X 2l = <I>n • 

A second proof of this theorem that is more direct is the following: Let ~, 
and ~z , respectively, denote the algebras of right and of left multiplications in 
2!. Consider ~r~z == ~z~r . The elements of this algebra are linear trans
formations in ~ regarded as ann-dimensional space over <1>. We note also that 
the algebra ~' X ~ is homomorphic to ~z~r and since ~' 'X ~ is simple, these 
algebras are isomorphic. It follows that ~z~r contains n2 linearly independent 
elements. Hence ~z~r is isomorphic to <I>n and this holds for ~' X ~-

This result enables us to define a remarkable group first discovered by R. 
Brauer. We consider the set ® of central simple algebras over a fixed field <1>. 
Two elements ~ and SS of ® are said to be similar (~ r-v 5B) if their division al
gebras 1), :D in the representation ~ = :t)m , SS = :i)m. are isomorphic. Since 
::D is determined in the sense of isomorphism by ~' the relation of similarity is 
\veil-defined. Evidently this relation has the properties of an equivalence and 
hence it determines a decomposition of ® into non-overlapping sets { ~}, 
{ ~}, · · · . ( { ~} denotes the set of algebras similar to a fixed ~.) The elements 
of the Brauer group 63(<1>) are the sets { ~}. Multiplication is defined by 
{ ~} { SS} = { ~ X SS}. This is single-valued. For if ~ == 1)~\> r-v ~ = 1)~\) 
and SS = 1)~2; r-v SS == 1)~22), then ~ X SS == (1)0 ) X 1)<2

) )n1 n 2 
and ~ X SS = 

(::DCl) X ~<2))m 1 .m 2 _- The central simple algebras 1)0) X 1)<2
) and 1:)0) X :DC2

) 

are isomorphic and hence their division algebras are isomorphic. The class of 

7 11ore precisely, containing subfields isomorphic to tJ and r. 
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matrix algebras (21 I'J 1) acts as an identity in @. By the above theorem 
{ & } { &'} = { 1 } so that { 2{'} = { 21} - 1. Since direct multiplication is com
mutative and associative, @(<I>) is a commutative group. 

If P is a field over <I> the mapping { & } ~ { ~P} is a homomorphism between 
@(<I>) and a subgroup of ®(P). For (~ X ~)p = ~P X ~P· 

Our principal objective in 14-16 is the theorem that every element of @(<I>) 
has finite order. Thus far we have had to refer only to results obtained else
where in this book. However, we must now call on a part of the theory of com
mutative fields. In particular we shall use the results of 6 which have until 
now served only as illustrations of the theory of direct products. 

14!' Separable subfields. We suppose that <I> has characteristic p rf 0 and 
that 1) is a central division algebra of degree p. If a is any element of 1> not in 
<1>, <I>( a) is a subfield of dimensionality p over <1>, and if b is an element of 1> not 
in <l>(a), then the algebra generated by a and b is 1>. Now suppose that a is not 
separable over <I> so that ap == a E <1>. Consider the derivation x ~ x' = [x, a]. 
If x ~<I>( a), x' ~ 0. However, xCP> == [x, aP] == 0. Hence there is a k > 1 such 
that x<k) ~ 0 but x<k+l) == 0. If we set b == x<k-1) (xCk>)-\ we obtain b' = 1 and 

r-P~ 

if \Ve set c = ab, then c' == a. Thus [cP, a] = [c[ · · · [c, a] · · · ]] = a. Hence 
[cP - c, a] == 0 and cP == c + g(a) where g(a) E <l>(a). Evidently g(a) commutes 
with c and with a and hence g(a) == 'Y E <1>, and cis a separable element. 

LEMMA. If[) is a central division algebra of degree p and characteristic p and 
if :t) contains an inseparable element over <I>, then 1> also contains a separable ele
ment not in <1>. 

We note that the element b satisfies an equation of the form bP = {3 since 
[bP, a] == 0. The elements bia1

, i, j == 0, · · · , p - 1, form a basis for~ and the 
following relations determine the multiplication: 

ba- ab = 1. 

Similarly, we may use a and c as generators with the following relations 

-1 1 aca=c+. 

Since c + 1, c + 2, · · · , c + (p - 1) satisfy the equation tP = t + 'Y, <l>(c) is a 
cyclic field over <I> with the generating automorphism c ~ c + 1. 

The above lemma may be used to prove the following 

THEOREM 24. Any central division a.lgebra ~ over ~ contains a maximal 
sepa1able subfield. 

If <I> has characteristic 0, there is notping to prove. Hence we suppose that 4> 
has characteristic p ~ 0. Let a1 in ~ be separable and (<1>(a1) :<1>) = r1 > 0. 
If~ is the_algebra of elements commutative with those of<l>(at), then (1):<1>) = 

tl == (<l>(at):<I>)(~:<I>) == r1b forb == ('8:<1>). The field <l>(at) is the center of .5B. 
If~ contains an element a2 separable over <l>(at) and (<l>(a1 , a2) :<l>(at)) == r2 > 0, 
then <l>(at , a2) is separable of di1nensionality r1r2 over <1>. This process leads to a 
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maximal subfield separable over <I> or to a central division algebra whose sub
fields, properly containing the center, are all purely inseparable. Let ~ be 
such an algebra and cJ> its center. If ty = cJ>(a1 , a2 , · · · , ak) is a maximal sub
field of ~' each ai satisfies an equation of the form afmi == ai. Hence ty con
tains a subfield lYo such that (ty: lYo) == p and ty == lYo(a), aPE lYo. The elements 
commutative \vith those of lYo form a central division algebra ~ of degree p over 
lYo . Since ~ contains the element a such that a 4 lYo but a P E lYo , it follows 
that ~ conta.ins an element c such that cP - l; == g(a) e lYo but c ~ lYo . "fhen 

( p )pm pm+l pm ( pm)p ( pm) ( )pm c-c ==c -c ==c -c =ga 

is in cJ> if m is sufficiently large. Hence cpm is separable over cJ> and cpm ~<I> since 
pm pm-1 ( )pm-1 

c == c· + g a , 
cJ>(cpm' ~o) == cf>(c, ~o) > ~o. 
purely inseparable subfield~ 

theorem is proved. 

m-1 m-2 m-2 
cP == cP + g(a)P , · · · implies that 
Thus the assumption that a :D possessing only 

exists leads to a contradict.ion, and hence the 

15. Crossed products. If ~ is a central division algebra of degree o, let ty be 
a maximal separable subfield of :D. Then ty may be extended to a field ~ nor
mal, separable and of dimensionality v == om over cf>. \\T e have seen that~ is a 
splitting field and hence is contained in ~m , a central simple algebra similar to 
1). Furthermore, ~ is a maxin1al sub field of :Dm . Let 1, S, · · · , V be the 
elements of the Galois group ~ of ~ over cf>. Since the automorphism k ~ k 8 

in~ may be extended to an inner automorphism in :Dm , there is a non-singular 
element Us in :Dm such that u;1

kus == k
8

, or kus = usk
8 for all k in ~- The 

element usi.usur commutes \vith all k and hence usur == UsrPs.r, pin~- By the 
associative law we obtain 

u 
PS,TUPT,U == PST,UPS,T 

so that p = {ps,r} is a factor set. Consider nO\V the crossed product sr(®, p) of~ 
\vith its Galois group 6;, and having the factor set p.

8 Evidently it is homo
morphic to the subalgebra ~ of :Dm consisting of the elements "1:usks. Since 
Sf((~, p) is simple, ~(65, p) is isomorphic to~ and since(.~(~, p) :cJ>) == ,/, ~ == :Dm . 

THEOREM 25. Any central simple algebra is similar to a crossed product~(®, p). 

This theorrun enables us to apply the theory of crossed products to that of 
central simple algebras. ,, ... e recall the definition that the factor sets p and u 

. "f h 0 l . fi'l h h J.lST Th are associates 1 t ere exist e ements J.ls In J{.. sue t at Ps.r == us,r r . us 
J.ls J.lT 

if Vs is a second set of elements in :Dm == ~(®, p) such that v"i1kvs == k 8
, then 

Us 
1
Vs E ~and Vs = UsJ.ls. Then if VsVr == Vsrus,r, p and u are associates (p ro....J u). 

\\rith these definitions \Ve have the follo,ving 

THEOREM 26 .. ~(~, p) ro....J 1 if and only if p ro....J 1. 

8 Since the correspondence is the identity, we may use this simplification of the nottttion 
of Chapter 4. 
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If the conditions are satisfied, we replace us by elements Vs = UsJJ.s to obtain 
VsVr = Vsr. It follows from 18, Chapter 4, that ~(®, p) is isomorphic to <P, • 
Conversely, suppose that sr(®, p) r-v 1. Then sr(®, p) is isomorphic to~(@, 1) 
and hence~(@, p) contains a field Sf1 isomorphic to.~ and elements Vs1 such that 
every element has the form };vsl k~!)' k(l) in srl and 

(4) k <t')v = v k<t> Bt 
Bt 81 ' 

S1 in the Galois group of St1 . We may suppose that 81 is the automorphism 
kl ~ (k8 )t where k ~ kt is a particular isomorphism between sr and ~1 • This 
isomorphism may be extended to an automorphism a~ a1 in Sf(®, p). If Us1 == 
(us)t , we D-ave 

If we compare with (4), we obtain p<
1

> f"-J 1 and hence p I".J 1. 
\Ve consider now two crossed products sri (®1 , Pt) and Sf2(®2 , cr2) where sri ::: 

Sf2 and, say, kt ~ k2 is an isomorphism between ~1 and sr2 . Let 81 and 82 be 
the corresponding automorphisms of the Galois groups Gh and ®2 in the sense 
that kf1 ~ k~2 

• We wish to obtain the form of ·srt(®t' PI) X sr2(@2' 0"2). 
Evidently &:1 (®1 , PI) X Sf2(®2 , cr2) contains ~I X ~2 . The latter is a direct 

sum of v fields isomorphic to ~I • If ei is the identity of one of the components, 
the elements of the component have the form eik2 , k2 in ~2 , i.e. ~I X &:2 = 

e1Sf2 (f) · · · (f) e~2 . Similarly eisr2 = ei~I • The correspondence k1 ~ k~ i> 
obtained by writing eiki = eik~i) is an (anti-) representation of ~1 in sr2 and we 
have seen that we obtain in this way all of the irreducible representations (in 
the sense of similarity, which in this case means identity) of ~1 in sr2 . On the 
other hand, we have the v disti~ct representations ki ~ k~2 where 82 ranges 
over ®2 . Hence k~i) = k~2 and the idempotent elements are in (1 - 1) corre
spondence :with the elements of ®2 . We may therefore denote ei as es2 and note 
that 

es2er2 = 0 if 82 ~ T2 , 

es2 (kt - k~2 ) = 0. 

The m&ppings X ~ vr!xvr2 and X ~ Ur:xurl are automorphisms of ~1 X sr2 • 
Since the simple components of a semi-simple algebra are uniquely determined, 
the elements v;!es2Vr2 and u;:es2Ur1 are again e's. Since Vr2 commutes with kt 

d -lk - kT2 an Vr 2 2VT2 - 2 , 

· es,reu,v = or,ues,v, ~s.s = 1. 

These matrix units may be used to write ~t(®t' PI) X sr2(®2' 0"2) = 58, where 
~ is the set of elements commutative with· the es,r and is isomorphic 
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to ei,I(sri(®I' PI) X sr2(®2' cr2))el.I = 58. By the relations noted above 
ei'.1Us1Vs 2 = Us1 Vs 2 el,l == W.q e 58 and k1 = kie1.1 = k2ei,I = k2 e ~- Then 

- -s 
kws == wsk 

- - -s s -
\Vbere k = ki and k = ki 1 

• We have shown that m Contains the crossed pro-
duct sr (@, i51u2) and since its dimensionality over <I> is v

2
, ~ coincides with the 

crossed product. Hence \Ve have proved the follo\ving 

THEOREM 27.. Let srl and sr2 be isomorphic separable normal fields over cJl and 
kl ~ k2 an isomorphism between them. Then sri (~h ' PI) X ~2 (@2 ' 0"2) '""'-' j{l ( ®, PIU2) 
where sr is isomorph'l"c to the sri and ki ~ ki is an isomorphism between sri and sr 
such that ki = k2 . 

This theorem has the following significance: Let Ps,r and us.r be factor sets 
and define rs,r == Ps.rcrs.r as the product factor set. The set of factor sets forms 
a commutative group relative to this multiplication. The factor sets of the form 

Ps.r = ~sr form a subgroup and two factor sets that belong to the same coset 
J.ls J.lT 

relative to this subgroup are associates. If S)R is the factor group whose ele-
ments are the classes of associate factor sets and 6JR(ct>) the subgroup of the 
Brauer group over ci> consisting of those classes of central simple algebras that 
have~ as a splitting field, then, by our theorem, S)sr and ~R(ct>) are isomorphic. 
\\r e prove next 

THEOREM 28. If src~, p) has index o, then p
0 

·"--' 1. 

Let sr(®, p) = X>m where :D is a central division algebra. Then ~m == JI (±) 

• · · (±) Sm where the S's are isomorphic irreducible right ideals and hence have 
the same dimensionality "~hen regarded as vector spaces over sr. Since 
(~m:sr) == v and (~m:ct>) == l} == o2m2, (.3:sr)m == v and (S:sr) = o. The ele
ments Us define semi-linear transformations in 3 over sr 0 Hence if XI ' 0 0 0 

' X~ 
is a basis for 3 OVer ~ and X iUs = ~XiJ.liiS , J.l in sr, then the matrices J.lf s = 

(J.liis) satisfy the equations 1lf r.i.l!J == A! srPs .r • If we set det M s = J.ls , we 
obtain P!.rJ.J.s.r = J.l~ J.lr. Hence p0 ~"..; 1. 

16. The exponent of a central simple algebra. The results of the last section 
imply 

THEOREM 29. If ~ is a central simple algebra of index o, then { ~} o ::r: 1, i.e. 
the direct product of o algebras isomorphic to ~ is of the form cl>mo • 

For we have seen that ~ ~"..; st'(®, p) and ~1 X · · · X ~o '""'-' ~(@, p
0

) if ~i '""'-' ~
Since p o ~"..; 1, ~I X · · · X ~o """ 1. 

Thus the order of each element of the Brauer group is finite. If e is the order 
of { ~}, we call e the exponent of the central simple algebra ~- The above 
theorem implies that the exponent is a divisor of the index of ~-

THEOREM 30. If p is a prime factor of the index of ~' then p is a divisor of 
' the exponent of ~. 
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If l1 is a field containing cf>, we have seen that the correspondence between 
{ ~} and { ~~} is a homomorphism between the Brauer group over <I> and a 
subgroup of the Brauer group over l1. Hence the exponent e~ of ~~is a divisor 
of that of~- Now let~ r-..J st'(®, p) == 1)m where (~:<1>) = v = Om. Let p' be 
the highest po,ver of p dividing v and @P a Sylow subgroup of order P8 of ®. 
Corresponding to @p there is a sub field lJ of sr such that (~: 1J) = p'. Consider 
sr(®, p)rJ1 "'"here lY1 ~ l1. Since Sf(@, p)~ 1 has the splitting field Rt ::: ~ and 
(~I:tyi)' == p8

, the degree of~(®, p)f51 is pt, t < s, and hence ea1 = p" where 
u < t. Thus e = O(ef51 ), = O(p), unless u = 0. Now, if u = 0, ~(@, p)iJ1 ""1 

and hence (ty1 :cJ>) is divisible by o. Since (l11: <I>) = !... and (~, p) = 1, this is 
p' ~ 

impos-sible. 
We prove finally the following theorem which in most considerations of central 

division algebras yields a reduction to the case of prime power degree. 

THEOREM: 31. If :D is a central division algebra of degree o = p~ 1 
• • • piz where 

the pi are distinct prim.es, then 1) == :D1 X · · · X :D z where 1)i has degree p ~' and 
is uniquely determined in the sense of isomorphism by :D. 

Let e == pi 1 
• • • p~z , 0 < ti < Si , be the exponent of :D. By the usual group 

theoretic argument, {~} == {~t} · · · {~d where {1)dpti = 1. We may sup-
' 

pose that :Di is a division algebra. Then its degree is p~' , s~ > ti . Since the 
degrees of the ~i are relatively prime, the direct product ~~ X · · · X :Dz is a 
division algebra and since it is similar to the division algebra ~' ~ ~ ID1 X 
···X ~zands~ == si. Nowif:D == :Dt X··· X :Dz = Grt X··· X ~zwhere 
Cti has degree p~', then ~~l .~'..; Gr~' if qi == epiti . Since (qi, p!') = 1, there 
exist integers ai, bi such that qiai + p~'bi = 1. Then (1)~')a' ""'(~~')a', :Di""' ~ ... 
and since both are division algebras, :Di ::: ~i • 

17. Central division algebras over special fields. If a is any element of an 
algebra &, a satisfies an equation cp(a) == 0 where cp(t) is a polynomial ~0 in 
<l>[t]. For let a0 == 1 if ~has an identity and a0 

= 0 otherwise, and consider the 
sequence a0

, a\ a2
, • • • • There are only a finite number of linearly independent 

elements in this sequence. Hence there exists an m, 0 < m < n the dimen
sionality of ~' such that am == am-1a 1 + · · · + a0

am. Thus cp(a) = 0 for 
cp(t) == tm - tm-1a 1 - · · · - t0 am where t0 == 1 or 0 according as a0 == 1 or 0. 
No\v let m be minimal. Then the ai with i < mare linearly independent and 
so the ai used in expressing am in terms of the a l, i < m, are uniquely determined. 
It follows that the corresponding polynomial cp(t) = J.La(t) is the only polynomial 
of degree m with leading coefficient 1 having a as a root. Moreover, it is clear 
that m is the least degree for the polynomials cp(t) ~ 0 such that cp(a) = 0. 
By the division process 1ve ma __ v show also that J.la(t) is a factor of any fl'(t) such 
that cp(a) ~ 0. lt~e shall call f..la(t) the mz"nzmum polynomzal of a. 

If ~ is a division algebra, JJ.a(t) is irreducible .. For if JJ.a(t) == p.C 1>(t)p.C2>(t) 
then JJ-

0
> (a)J.Lc

2
> (a) = 0 and so either J.L 0 )(a) == 0 or JJ-<

2
> (a) = 0. Because of th~ 

minimality of the degree of JJ.a(t) either p. (1) (t) or p. (2) (t) is of degree 0. Now if 
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<I> is algebraically closed, the irreducible polynomials are all linear and so for 
any a, we have a - 1a = 0 or a == 1a. This proves 

THEOREM 32. The only division algebra over an algebraically closed field <I> 
is <I> itself. 

Suppose that <I> is a real closed field. It is \veil kno,vn that the only algebraic 
extensions of <I> are <I> itself and <l>(i), i 2 

== -1.9 Let ~ ~ cJ> be a central division 
algebra over· <1>.. If (2(: <I>) == 1n

2
, m > 1, there is a maximal subfield ~ of ~ 

such that (~:<I>) == m. Hence ~ = <l>(i) and nl == 2. Since <I>(i) is norn1al, 
2! is a crossed product and so there is a second elen1entj in 2! such thatj-1ij == -i, 
j 2 == 1t3. The element t3 is negative and j may be normalized so that j

2 == -1. 
Hence 2( has the basis 1, i, j, k == ij \vi th 

·2 1 
~ == -

' 
·2 1 

J == - ' 
. . 

1J 
.. 

-Jl, 

and 2( is Hamilton's quaternion algebra. As is \vell kno,vn, an ~ of this form 
is a division algebra. If 2( is a division algebra O\"er <I> that is not central, the 
center of 2( is the algebraically closed "field <l>(i). Hence by Theorem 32, ~ == <I>(i). 

THEOREM 33 (Frobenius). The only division algebras over a rea.l closed field 
<I> are <I>, <I>(i) and the quaternion algebra <I>(i, j). 

X ow let <I> be a finite field and 2( a central division algebra over <I>. 'Ve denote 
the multiplicative group of elements ~ 0 of 2( by 2('. If ~ is a maximal subfield, 
~',the set of elements ~0 of~' is a subgroup of 2('. Any element b ~ 0 may be 
embedded in a maximal subfield and since any maximal subfield has the form 
u -1 ~u, b E u -1 ~'u for a suitable u. Thus 2(' is a sum of subgroups conjugate to. 
2:'. X ow the conjugates of a subgroup of a finite group include all the elements 
of the group only if the subgroup is the entire group. Hence ~' == 2(' and 2( 

is commutative. Thus 2( == <I>. 

THEOREM 34 (Wedderburn). The only central division algebra over a finite 
field <I> is <I> itself. 

This, of course, means that every division algebra over a finite field is com
mutative. 1\:Ioreover, since any division ring may be regarded as an algebra 
over its center, this theorem holds also for arbitrary finite division rings. 

18. Minimum polynomial of an algebra. In the remainder of this chapter 
\Ve consider algebras that are not necessarily simple. \Ve· shall define a special 
class of semi-simple algebras called separable, and shall give a constructive 
criterion for ·an algebra to belong to this class. If <I> has characteristic 0, every 
semi-simple algebra is separable so that in this case our criterion will be one for 
semi-simplicity. ''r e shall also obtain a structure theorem, due to \Vedder
burn, \vhich to a certain extent reduces the study of arbitrary algebras to that 
of semi-simple arid of nilpotent algebras. 

\'Te consider first the theory of the minimum polynomial of an element a· of 

9 See van der W aerdcn 's Jl! oderne Algebra, vol. 1 p. 228 or 2nd. ed. p. 237. 
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an arbitrary algebra ~- Suppose that we have a (I - I) representation x ~X 
of ~ by matrices in the matrix algebra 4>N , such that if ~ has an identity, then 
1 ~ I the identity of <I>N •10 Let 21 denote the set of matrices representing ~( 
and let .4 be the matrix corresponding to a. Then we assert that the minimum 
polynomial JJ.a(t) of a is the minimum polynomial of the matrix A regarded as 
an element of the algebra <I>N • For it is clear that J.La(t) is the minimum poly
nomial of A regarded as an element of 2l. Our assumptions imply that if 21 
has an ·identity, then this identity is the identity of 4>N • Hence, in this case, the 
minimum polynomial in 2l of A is the same as its minimum polynomial in 4>N • 
N O\V suppose that 2l does not have an identity and let /-LA (t) = tm - ("'-1 

a 1 -

... - Iam-1 be the minimum polynomial of A in <I>N • Then lam = Am -
m 1 -

A - a1 - · · · - Aam-1 belongs to 2l and must therefore be 0. Thus the con-
stant term of JJ.A (t) is 0 and hence JJ.A (t) is the minimum polynomial in ~ of A. 
1\ ow \Ve recall that the minimum polynomial of a matrix A is the last invariant 
factor of the matrix (lt - A) belonging to <l>[t]N • Hence JJ.a(t) is the last in
variant factor of (lt - A), and if f(t) is the characteristic polynomial 
det (lt - A), then JJ.a(t) is a factor of f(t). Since f(t) is the product of all of the 
invariant factors, and each invariant factor is a factor of the last one, any ir
reducible factor of f(t) is a factor of JJ.a(t). 

Let X1 , • • • , Xn be a basis for ~ over <1>, and set P = <1>(~1 , • • • , ~n) the field 
obtained from <I> by adjoining the indeterminates ~i . We form the algebra 
~P and shall call the element X1~1 + · · · + Xn~n of ~P a general element of ~
No\V suppose that Xi ~ xi in the (1 - 1) representation of ~ in <I>N. Then 
LXtYi ~ LXtYi, 'Y in P, is a (I - I) representation of ~P in PN satisfying the 
condition that I~ I if ~P }:las an identity. 11 We may therefore apply the above 
considerations to LXi~i . \Ve see then that 1n(t, ~), the last invariant factor of 
(lt - LXi~;), is the minimum polynomial of LXi~i and is a divisor of the char
acteristic polynomial 

Since the coefficients of f(t, ~) are polynomials in the ~i , it follows from Gauss' 
lemma that the coefficients of m(t, ~) are polynomials in the es.12 \Ve have 
shown also that m(t, ~) and f(t, ~) have the same irreducible factors in P[t], dif
fering at most in the multiplicities of these factors. From the definition of 
m(t, ~) as the minimum polynomial of LXi~i in ~P , it is clear that m(t, ~) depends 
only on LXi~i and not on the particular representation used. We shall call this 
polynomial a minimum polynomial of the algebra ~1. 

10 Throughout this discussion w·e may use anti-representations in place of ordinary 
representations of the algebra ~-

11 If an extension ~P of an algebra~ has an identity, then~ has an identity. This follows 
from the well-known theorem that a set of linear equations \vith coefficients in~ have a 
solution in an extension field P if and only if they have a solution in~- The details of the 
proof are left to the reader. 

12 See Albert, Modern Higher Algebra, p. 37. 
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Let Y1 , · · · , Yn , Yi = ~XiJ.Lii , be a second basis for ~( and let m' (t, 11) be the 
minimum polynomial determined by the general element ~Yi1Ji • If we use the 
field ~ = <1>(~, 11), we may compare m (t, ~) and m' (t, 11). !\ O\V we recall that 
if a 1 , · · · , ar are linearly independent ·elements in an algebra ~' then they 
remain linearly independent in any extension ~2: of ~- It follo\vs from this that 
the minimum polynomial of an element of an algebra is unchanged when the 
field over \vhich the algebra is defined is extended. Hence m (t, ~) and m' (t, 71) 
are the minimum polynomials of ~Xi~i and ~Yi'YJi , respectively, in the algebra 
~{~ . Since Yi = ~XiJ.Lii , ~Yi'YJi = 2:x1~~· where ~~ = ~/J.ii1Ji . Hence m(t, ~') = 
m'(t, 'YJ). In this sense m(t, ~) is an invariant of ~1. 

'';'"e write 

If the ~'s are specialized in <1>, say ~i = ai , we obtain a polynomial m,a(t) -
m(t, a) called the principal polynomial associated with the element a ~ ~xiai 
of ~- Using the relation m(t, ~') = m'(t, 'YJ) \Ve see that ma(t) does not depend 
on the choice of the basis. Hence this is true also for the functions T(a) = T(a) 
and N(a) = lv(a) which \Ve call respectively the principal trace and the principal 
norm of a. The equation m(x(~), ~) = 0 is equivalent ton polynomial identities 
Pi(~) == 0 obtained by expressing m(x(~), ~) as ~XiPi(~). Hence we have 
m(a, a) = 0. It follows that ma(t) is divisible by P.a(t). Sincef(t, a) and J.La(t) 
have the san1e irreducible factors, ma(t) and P.a(t) have the same irreducible 

( . 
factors. 

The matrix (T(xix1)) is called a discriminant matrix of ~- A change of 
basis replaces this matrix by a cogredient one (Af'TM, M non-singular). The 
det (T(xix1)) is a discriminant of ~- · The discriminants differ by square factors 
~0 in cf>. ''r e consider now the problem of computing the minimum polynomial m (t, ~). 
First let ~ = ci>r • Here \Ve use the representation of ~ by itself. If the ~ii 
are indeterminates, f(t, ~) = det (It - (~ii)) is irreducible in P[t], P = <l>(~ii) .13 

Hence m(t, ~) = f(t, ~). By a similar argument we treat ~ = cf>~~> (±) • • • eJ 
ct>~:>, <I>Ci> ~ <1>. A general element of·~ is 

~~}> I 
• 

• 
• 

C sing this representation \Ve obtain m(t, ~) = ITfh(t, ~Ch)) \Vhere fi is the char
acteristic polynomial of (1 t - (~<h>)). 

Now let ~ be arbitrary. We note that tn(t, ~) is unchanged if ~ is replaced 
by ~r, r an extension of <I>; for ~Xi~i is also a general element for ~r. Hence 
it ~uffices to determine m(t, ~) for ~r where r is the algebraic closure of <1>. We 

13 See L. E. Dickson, Algebras and Their Arithmetics, p. 115. 
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suppose that x ~ X is a (1 - I) representation of ~r such that 1 ~ 1 if ~r 
has an identity. We may take this representation to have the form 

xo> *I 
• 

(5) • 
• 

0 x<s>) 

where X~ j(<h) are irreducible representations some of which may be the 0 repre
sentation. Now "'~e recall that if W is the radical of ~r, then 2tr - 91 == r ~~> 
(1) · · • (l) r~:> where the r~~> are division algebras. Since r is algebraically closed, 
it follO'\VS from Theorem 32 that r(i) l"tJ r. The representation X ~ x(h) is a 
representation of one of the r r's. Hence if this representation is ~0, the set 
of matrices x<h> is the complete set of matrices having the same number of ro,vs 
and columns as x<h>. Hence it is possible to express the matrix units ei7> of the 
h-th block as linear combinations of the matrices x(h). It follo\VS that the 
characteristic polynomial fh(t, ~) of (1t - ~X~h> ~i) is irreducible, and conse
quently, m(t, ~) == IJfhi(t, ~), a product of certain of the fh's. Since m(t, ~) is the 
last invariant factor of (1t - X), m(t, ~) is divisible by each of the distinct fh's. 
We wish to show now that the representations X~ x<h) include all of the irre
ducible representations ~0 of ~r. For this purpose \Ve recall that if 3(k) is a 
particular irreducible left ideal in r~:)' then the representations of ~r determined 
by the s ideals s(k)' k == 1' ... ' s, constitute a complete set of inequivalent 
irreducible representations ~0 of ~r. If ~<k> denotes the two-sided ideal in 
~r mapped into r~:>, the representation of 2{Ck> determined by g<z>, l ~ k, is the 
0 representation. Hence if the representation determined by g<k> does not 
occur among the constituents x ~ x<h>, then the elements of ~<k> are represented 
in (5) by matrices whose diagonal blocks are all 0. Evidently such matrices 
form a nilpotent algebra and since the representation of 2(Ck) is (1 - 1), 2(<k> 

i~ nilpotent contrary to the relation ~(k)- (~ A ~<k>) l"tJ r;:>. We remark 
finally that if ~ has an identi.ty, then none of the representations X ~ X(h) 
are 0. Hence m( t, ~) is divisible by t if and only if ~ does not have an identity. 

If fh(t, ~) == tnh - tnh-IT(h)(~) + · · · + (-1)nh~V(h)(~), TCh)(~) is the trace of 
~X~h> ~i and N<h> (~) is the determinant of this matrix. Evidently, T(~) = 

L: r<hi> (~) and 1V (~) == IllV<hi> (~). LT sing the properties of TCh> and NCh> and the 
1 

fact that ~Xiai _, ~X~h> ai is a homomorphism, \Ve obtain the following impor-
tant relations for the principal trace and the principal norm: 

T(a + b) == T(a) + T(b), T(aa) = T(a)a, T(ab) == T(ba) 

~V ( ab) == N (a) N (b), 

Of course, N_ (a) == 0 if ~ does not have an identity. 
Examples. 1) If-~ is a separable field, let P be the minimum normal exten

sion of ~- Then ~P == p<l) (1) · · • ffi p( n> "~here n == (~ :cJ>). Hence m(t, ~) 
has degree nand so it coincides \Vith the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 
of the general element in the regular representation. 
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2) Let ~ be the purely inseparable field of characteristic p ~ 0 of the form 
cf>(xl' •.• 'Xm) \Vhere xr == 'Yi in cJ> and (2l:cJ>) = pm. Then the elements 
X~ 1 

• • • x:m , 0 < ki < p, form a basis for ~{ and if x = LX~ 1 
• • • x:m~k 1 •• ·km 

th (t t) - tp ~ k1 kmtP en m '<; - - ~'Yl ... 'Ym c;kt••·km. 

19. Separable algebras. If 21 is a separable field over cf>, (~: cJ>) finite, we 
have seen that ~r is semi-simple for any extension field r of cf>. Now let ~ be 
inseparable of ·characteristic p, a an inseparable element arid cp(t) == (tp)r + 
(tp)r-1{31 + · · · + {3, its minimum polynomial. Since 1, a, · · · , a pr-t are 
linearly independent in ~' they are linearly independent in ~r . Hence 
b == ar + ar-1

"11 + · · · + 'Yr ~ 0 for any 'Yi in r. We suppose that r is al-
l 

gebraically closed and choose 'Yi == [jf . Then bp == 0 and so ~r is not semi-
simple. These facts lead us to define a separable algebra over cJ> as an algebra ~ 
over cJ> such that ~r is semi-simple for arbitrary extension fields r of cf>. As an 
extension of our result on fields, we have 

THEOREM 35. A necessary and sufficient condition that ~ be separable over <I> 
is that ~ == ~1 (±) "· • • (±) ~t where ~i is simple and has a separable center C£i 
over <1>. 

Necessity. By definition, if ~ is separable, ~ is semi-simple and hence ~ = 

~1 (±) • • • (±) ~t where each ~i is simple. The center (£i of ~i is separable. For, 
other,vise, one of the (£i , say C£1 , contains an inseparable element and hence if r 
is the algebraic closure of cf>, then C£1r contains a nilpotent eletnent b ~ 0. Since 
b is in. the center of. ~r, th_e principal ideal b~r is nilpotent, contrary to hypoth-. 
eSlS. 

Sufficiency. Since ~r == ~1r (±) • • • (±) ~tr, it suffices to consider the case 
vvhere ~ == ~1 is simple and its center Ci is separable. Let P be a field isomor
phic to the least normal extension of (£. We have seen that C£ X P = 
Pco (±) • • · (±) p<r) v_rhere p<i) is isomorphic to P and r = ( (£: cJ>). Let 1 == e1 + 
· · · + er where e i e pCi). Then p<j) = e ip and so for any c in C£, eic = eip <i> 

vvhere p(i) e P and \Vhere the correspondences c ~ p<i> are the distinct, irreducible 
(anti-) representations of ~ in P. Now let x1 , · · · , Xn (n == v

2
) be a basis of 

~ over C£ and 

(6) 

Ckii' in C£. Th~n if Ct , • • • , Cr is a basis for C£ over cf>, the elements Xic i form a 
basis for ~ over cf>. Thus every element of ~ X r has the form LXiC i'Yii, 'Yii 

in P. If we express the elements c i in terms of the e i , we obtain a unique ex
pression LXiei'Yii for each element of~ X P. Since eiek = 0 for J ~ k, ~ X P = 
~1 (±) · · • (£) ~r 'vhere ~ i is a two-sided ideal with the basis x~j) 

• <i) - P B (6) <i) en - ~ (j) <i> Th !\)'( • x1ei, · · · , Xn - Xnei over . y , Xi Xi' - ~xk 'Ykii'. us :aj IS a 
central simple algebra over P, isomorphic as an algebra over <I> to (~ over C£)p . 
Now if r is any extension of <1>, we form an extension L containing P and r. 
Then ~~ == (~p) ~ = ~1~ (±) • • • (±) ~r~ and the ~i~ are central simple. Since 
!1: = (~r )~ , ~r is sefi\i-simple. 
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A second criterion for separability of an algebra is given by 

THEOREM 36. A necessary and sufficient condition that 21 be separable is that 
its discriminants .1 be ~0. 

We note first that .1 = det ( T (xix 1)) = 0 if and only if there exists an element 
z ~ 0 in ~ such that T(za) = 0 for all a. For if .1 = 0, the equa
tions '2: T (xix 1)s i == 0 have a solution (~1 , · · · , ~n) ~ (0, · · · , 0), and hence 
the element z == '2:xi~i ~ 0 satisfies T(xiz) = T(zxi) = 0 for i = 1, · · · , n. 
It follows ·that T(za) = 0 for all a. The converse is evident: If T(za) = 0 
for all a then T(xiz) = 0 and so the equations '2:T(xix i)r i = 0 have a qon-trivial 
solution. Then .1 = 0. Now suppose that 2! is not separable. Then there 
exists 3: field r such that ~r has a radical 91. If z E 91, za E 91 for all a in ~r. 
Now let x ~X be a (1 - 1) representation of ~r by matrices. Then if z ~ Z, 
a~ A, the matrix ZA = X is nilpotent. If we use the form (5), we see that 
each Xi is nilpotent and hence each r<i) (X) = 0. Then T(X) = '2:Th' (X) = 0 
and so T(za) == 0 for all a and .1 = 0. Now let~ be separable and let r be the 
algebraic closure of <1>. Then 2lr = r~~> (±) • • • (±) r~? 'vhere r<i> ""' r. Then 
~r is the algebra of rna trices 

• 
x= • 

• 

(~~P) 

where the ~'s are arbitrary and, as \Ve have seen, T(X) is the ordinary trace of x. 
If \Ve use the basis- el~} k , ik , j k = 1, · · · , nk ; k = 1, · · · , t, for ~ r 
where e~~~k is a matrix basis for r~k1, we obtain by a simple computation 
det (T(e~~~ke!:}z) = ±1. 

20. A theorem of Wedderburn. 

THEOREM 37. Let ~ be an algebra with the radical 91. Then if & = ~ - 9l 
is separable, there exists a sub-algebra~ of~ such that ~ = 9l + ~' 9l A ~ = O.a 

Suppose first that W2 ~ 0. Then (~ - 9l2 :<1>) < (~ :<1>). Since (~ - W2
) -

(91 - 912
)-~ ~' (91 - 912

) is the radical of (~ - 912
) and the latter algebra satisfies 

the hypothesis of the theorem. We may assume that the theorem has already 
been established for algebras of dimensionality < (~ :<1>). Hence there exists 
a sub-algebra ~1 of ~ that contains W2 and such that 

These equations are equivalent t0 

(7) 

14 This theorem is due to Wedderburn for fields~ of characteristic 0. Moreover, the proof 
in the general case is a rather trivial modification of Wedderburn's argument ([8] or 
Dickson [2)). 
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Since ~ - 91 == (~1 + 91) - 9l ~ ~~ - (®1 A 91) == CS1 - W2
, the radical of 

81 is 9(2 and ~1 satisfies the condition of the theorem. Since ~1 A SJC = W2
, 

c~1:cJ>) < (2l:cJ>) and so there exists a subalgebra ~ of ®1 such that 
e1 == 0 + 9f\ e A 912 == 0. Then by (7), ~ == ® + 91 and ~ A 91 = 0. 

Suppose next that 2£ = ~~1/ (±) • • · (±) ~~t; where ~(i) ~ <I> and let ilk be the 
identity of 4>~k}. \Ve may choose an idempotent element uk in ilk so that ukuz = 0 
if k ~ l. Then uk2luk - (uk~uk A SJC) """ (uk~Uk + 91) - 91 = <l>~ki. Hence 
uk2!uk is primary and its radical is Uk~uk A 91 = uk'ifluk . It follows that uk~1uk 
contains a subalgebra ®k ""' ~~ki. Since ukuz = 0 if k ~ l, ~kelz = 0 and so 
~ = ~01 + · · · + ®e == ~1 (±) • • • (±) ~t is semi-simple and its dimensionality 
is ~n~ . Hence 0 A 91 == 0 and by comparing dimensionalities we see that 
~ + 91 == ~t. 

Finally, let ~ be any algebra for \vhich the assumption of the theorem holds 
and for vvhich 912 

= 0. If r is any extension of cf>, ~r - Wr ""' (2I)r 
and the latter algebra is semi-simple. Herice Wr is the radical of 2Ir . 
If r is the algebraic closure of cf>, ~lr - Wr == r ~? (±) ••• (±) r ~: \Vhere r(k) "-' r. 
The matrix lU1its of the simple components of 21 r are expressible in terms of a 
basis fi1 , • · · , fir of 21 as ~'fjiwi , Wi in r. Since there are only a finite number 
of w's involved in these expressions and each w is algebraic over <1>, they generate 
a finite extension P of cf>. Evidently ~Pis a direct sum of matrix algebras over 
P and 2l:p - 91p == :P~/ (±) • • • (±) :P~?, and by what has already been proved, ~P 
== 9(p + ®, ® A 'Jlp == 0 \Vhere ® is a subalgebra of ~P. Let po == 1, P1, · · · , Ps 

be a basis for P over <I> and X1 , · · · , Xn a basis for 21: over cJ> (P) such 
that Xr+1 , · · · , Xn is a bas~s for 91 over cJ> (P). Then Xi == Yi - Zi where Yi E ® 
and Zi e 9(p . The elements Y1 , · · · , Yr form a basis for~ and Yi == Xi + ~ZiiP i 
\Vhere Zij E 91. ''T e set x~ == Xi + -Zio • Then x~ , • · · , x~ , Xr+1 , • • • , Xn is a 

8 • 

basis for ~lover cJ> and Yi == x~ + z:. where z~ == 2: ZikPk. Hence x~x~ == ~X~'Ykii + 
k-1 

Vii, 'Yiik in <I> and Vii in 91. 
since the Yi e ®, Uij == 0. 
relation becomes 

It follo,vs that YiY i == ~Yk'Ykii + Uij, Uij in 9lp , and 
If we substitute the expressions x~ + z~ for Yi , this 

, , , , , , ~c , ') 
XiXi + XiZi + Z;Xj == 4-J Xk + Zk 'Ykij. 

If \Ve express each term as ~aiP& and compare the coefficients of po == 1, we ob
tain x~x; == LX~'Ykii • Thus the totality of elements ~x~ai, a in <1>, is the required 
algebra e. 



CHAPTER 6 

MULTIPLICATIVE IDEAL THEORY 

1. Quotient rings. It is a well-known discovery of Emmy Noether's that 
the fundamental factorization theorem for the ideals of a maximal domain of 
algebraic numbers may be deduced from some very simple properties of these 
domains: These properties are embodied in the theorem: If o is a commutative 
domain of integrity, then the ideals ( ~0,. o) are factorable in one and only one 
way as products of prime ideals if and only if o satisfies the follo,ving conditions: 

X 1. o is integrally closed (in its quotient field). 
~2. The descending chain condition holds for the ideals containing any 

fixed ideal ~0. 
N3. The ascend~ng chain condition holds for all ideals. 
In this chapter we shall consider the extension of this result to non-commuta

tive rings. The contents of this theory are due mainly to Speiser, Brandt, 
Artin, Hasse and Deuring; the axiomatic foundations to Asano. Many of the 
results of this chapter have been anticipated in our discussion of principal ideal 
domains. We shall also ne~d to refer to the theory of principal ideal rings 
that we have developed in 15-16 of Chapter 4. 

"
7e begin with a ring o having an· identity. An element a of o will be called 

regular if it is neither a left nor ·a right zero-divisor. The first restriction that 
we shall impose on o is that it have a (right) qWJlienl ring, i.e. a ring ~containing 
o such that 1) every regular element of o has an inverse in~ and 2) every element 
of ~has the form ab-1 where a and b are in o. It is a simple matter to obtain 
a condition on o that ~exist. For this purpose 've consider any pair of elements 
a and bin o with b regular. Then b-1 is in ~and hence b-1a has the form a1b!\ 
a1 and b1 in o. Then ba1 ~ ab1 . A necessary condition for the existence of ~ 
is therefore that for any pair of elements a, bin o, b regular, there exists a common 
right multiple m == ab1 == bat such that b1 is regular. 

Conversely, suppose that this condition holds. As in Chapter 3, we consider 
the pairs (a, b) of elements a, b in o such that b is regular. If (c, d) is a second 
pair of this type and m is any multiple of the form db1 == bd1 such that b1 (and 
hence dt) is regular, then we regard (a, b) as equivalent to (c, d) ((a, b) r-v (c, d)) 
if ad1 == cb1 . We note that if this condition holds for a particular m, it holds 
for any n == db2 = bd2 such that b2 and d2 are ~gular. For we may determine 
regular elements e2 and e1 such that b1e2 == b2e1 . Then d1e2 == d2e1 and ad2 == cb2 . 
It follows directly from this that the relation r-v is symmetric, reflexive and 
transitive. As usual,- we denote the set of pairs equivalent to (a, b) as ajb. 

If m == db1 == bd1 and b1 and d1 are regular, we define ajb + c/d as (ad1 + 
cbt) /m, and if n == bc1 = cb1 , b1 regular, we define (a/b) (c/ d) = ac1/ db1 . The 
functions thus defined are single-valued and they turn the set ~ of "fractions" 
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ajb into a ring. We leave the verification of these facts to the reader. The 
ring 21 has an identity 1/1 and contains a subring, consisting of the elements 
a/1, that is isomorphic to o. We shall identify this subring with o and write 
a for a/1. Then if a is not a zero-divisor in o, it has the inverse a-1 

== 1/a in~
Since any element of ~has the form (a/1)(1/b) = ab-\ ~is a right quotient 
ring of O·. 

We note next that the quotient ring is uniquely determined in the sense of 
isomorphism-. . For it is readily verified that if o and o' are isomorphic under 
the correspondence a ~ a', then their quotient rings 21 and ~' are isomorphic 
under the correspondence ab-1 ~ a'(b')-1

• Finally, we remark that if ~ is a 
quotient ring of a ring o, any regular element of ~ has an inverse in &. 

2. Orders and ideals. Once the condition that o have a quotient ring has 
been determined, it is more convenient to shift our attention from o to ~- Thus 
\\·e suppose that ~ is given as any ririg with an identity in which every regular 
element has an inverse. For example, ~ may be any ring satisfying the de
scending chain condition for left and for right ideals.1 We consider the subrings 
o of 21 defined by the folio wing 

Definition 1. An order o in~ is a subring containing 1 and having the property 
that every element of 21 has the form ab-1 for suitable elements a and b in o. 

It may be remarked that this definition is one-sided since we do not require 
that the elements of 21 be representable in the form b - 1a, b, a in o. The latter 
condition will be satisfied, however, for the orders "rith which we shall be pri
marily concerned in the sequel. 

The orders 01 and 02 are equivalent if there exist regular elements a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 
in ~ such that a1o1b1 < 02 and a2o2b2 < Ot . Evidently this relation is symmetric, 
reflexive and transitive. We shall restrict our attention to the orders that are 
equivalent to a fixed order Oo , and for simplicity, we use the term "order" in place 
of "order equivalent to Oo ." We remark that in order to prove that a subring 
o' containing the identity is an order it suffices to show that there exists an order 
o and regular elements a, b, a' and b' such that aob < o' and a'ob' < o. For if 
z is any element of 21, there exist elements p, q in o such that a - 1za == pq -l and 
so z == (apb)(aqb)- 1

• 

Definition 2. A subset a of ~~ is a (fractional) right o-ideal if 1) ao < a, 2) 
a contains a regular element and 3) there exists a regular element a in ~such that 
aa < o. 

Left o-ideals are defined in a similar fashion. If a is both a right o-ideal and 
a left o-ideal, it is a two-sided o-ideal. If a is any regular element, the set a == ao 
is a right o-ideal. For 1) and 2) are clear and 3) holds since a-1a == o. An ideal 
of this type is called principal. In terms of this definition the conditions 2) 
and 3) may be replaced respectively by 2') a contains a principal right o-ideal 
and 3') a is contained in a principal right o-ideal. 

1 For in this case, if a is not a lef~ zero-divisor then the mapping x---+- ax is an ~r-iso
morphism between ~ and the right ideal a!£. By the descending chain condition for right 
ideals, a~ = ~- Hence there is an element b such that ab = 1. Similarly, an element b' 
exists such that b'a = 1. It follows that b = b'. 
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Now let o be an order and let a be a right o-ideal. Consider the set oz of ele
ments x such that xa < a.2 Evidently, Oz is a subring of ~ containing the 
identity. Since there exist regular elements a and b such that bo < a < ao, 
boa-1 < Oz and since oz(bo) < ao, ozb < ao and oz < aob - 1

• Thus Oz is an order. 
Since a-1a < o, aa-1a < a and so aa-1 < oz, a < oza. Finally, b is in a so that 
ozb < a. This shows that a is a left orideal. 

In a similar manner if a is a left o-ideal, the set Or of elements y such that 
ay < a is an order and a is a right Or-ideal. ' Hence if we begin with a right 
o-ideal, we may determine first Oz and then use the fact that a is a left oz-ideal 
to show that the set Or of y's such that ay < a is an order and that a is a right 
Or-ideal. Evidently o < Or . 

THEOREM 1. If a is a right (left) o-ideal, the set of elements x such that xa < a 
is an order o z and the set of elements y such that ay < a is an order Or . The set a 
is a left oz-ideal and a right Or-ideal.· 

The orders o z and o, are respectively the left order and the right order of a. 
If a < Or , a < oz and conversely. In this case a is called integral. If a is a 
principal o-ideal ao, aor < ao and so Or = o. Similarly Oz = aoa-1

• 

If a is a right ideal with right order Or and left order oz, let a-1 denote the set 
of elements z in ~ such that aza < a. Evidently the elements z may also be 
characterized by either of the equations az < o z or za < Or . If c and d are 
regular elements such that dor < a < cor, then a(o,.c-1)a = (aor)(c-1a) < 
(aor)Or = a and a-1d < Or. Then orc-1 < a-1 < o,a1 and since a-1 is a left 
o-module, a -l is a left Or-ideal. Similarly a ~l is a right or ideal. 

THEOREM 2. If a is an ideal with right order Or and left order Oz , then the set 
of elements z in ~ such that aza ~ a is a left Or-ideal and a right orideal. 

The ideal a -l is called the inverse of a. Since a -l is the set of elements z such 
that za < Or , it follows that if b is a second ideal with right order Or (left order 
o z) and a > b, then a - 1 < b - 1

• If a = ao, Or = o and if z is in a-\ za = b is in o. 
Hence z = ba-1 and a-1 = oa-1

• 

3. Bounded orders. We shall see that a fundamental concept of the present 
theory is one that \Ve have already encountered in our study of principal ideal 
domains, namely, that of a bounded ideal. If a is a right (left) o-ideal, a is 

I 

bounded if it contains a two-sided o-ideal. It should be remarked that the present 
definition applies to any ideal, integral or not, and that it is unnecessary to 
state explicitly that the two-sided ideal is ~ 0 since this requirement is contained 
in our new definition of an ideal. If all ideals in o are bounded, we say that o 
itself is bounded. In this section \Ve shall investigate some of the properties of 
bounded orders. 

Since any ideal contains a principal ideal, in order that o be bounded it clearly 
suffices that every principal o-ideal contains a two-sided o-ideal. Suppose that 

2 Unfortunately, our notation here is the same as that for the ring of left multiplications. 
For this reason we shall not use our old notation for the latter system in this chapter. 
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o is maximal in the sense that there exists no order (equivalent to o) properly 
containing o.3 Then we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. If o is a maximal order, the following conditions on o are equiva
lent: 1) o is bounded, 2) every integral right (or left) o-ideal contains a two-sided 
o-ideal, 3) for every regular c, oco is a two-sided o-ideal and 4) for every regular 
element a there exists a regular element b such that ob < ao (or bo < ao). 

Suppose that for any regular element a in o, ao contains a tw<rsided o-ideal a. 
Since o is maximal, both orders of a coincide with o. Hence (ao)-1 = oa-1 < a-1 

and oa-1o < a-1
• This implies that oa-1o is contained in a right (left) principal 

o-ideal and so oa -lo is a two-sided o-ideal. If c is an arbitrary regular element, 
c has the form ba-1 with b and a in o. Then oco = oba-1o < oa-1o and oco is a 
two-sided o-ideal. We have therefore proved that 2) implies 3). Now suppose 
that 3) holds. If a is an arbitrary regular element, the two-sided o-ideal a = 
oa-1o contains oa-1 and a-1o. Hence a-1 < (oa-1

)-
1 = ao. Since a-1 is a two-

sided o-ideal, it contains a principal left o-ideal ob. Similarly oa contains 
a -l and a suitable b' o, b' regular. Thus 3) implies 1) and 4). Since 2) is an 
obvious consequence of 1), the conditions 1), 2) and 3) are equivalent. Finally 
we prove that 4) implies 1). Let ao be an arbitrary principal ideal and b a 
regular element such that ao > ob. Then ao > obo and the latter is a right o
ideal. Since o is maximal, the left order of obo is o and so obo is also a left 

• 
o-ideal. This shows that 1) holds and the theorem is completely proved. 

The following theorem shows that if o is a bounded maximal order, then the 
condition that every x of ~ has the form ab -l may be replaced by the dual 
requirement that,every x has the form c-1d, c and din o. 

THEOREM 4. If o is a bounded maximal order, every x in ~ has the form c-1d 
with c and din o. 

We know that any x of 2( may be expressed as ab -t, a and b in o. Since b 
is .regular, bo > a > oc where a is a two-sided o-ideal and cis regular. Since o 
is maximal, the left and the right orders of a are o and hence ob-1 < a-1 < c-1

0. 

Thus ab -i = c -ld for a suitable d in o. 

THEOREM 5. Suppose that o is a bounded maximal order. Then if o' is any 
order and ID1 is a set such that a'IDlb' < o' for suitable regular elements a', b', there 
exist regular elements c and d such that em < 0 and Wld < o. 

Since o' is equivalent to o, there exist regular elements· a and b such that 
aiDlb < o. Hence am < ob-1 < ob-1o < c'o. Thus m < co for c = a-1c'. 
Similarly m ~ od for a suitable regular d. 

We use this result to prove 

THEOREM 6. If o is a bounded maximal order, every maximal order o' (equiva
lent to o) is bounded. 

Let a be any regular eleinent in o' and suppose that band care regular elements 
such that boc < o'. Then ao' > (ab)oc and (ab)o > ob' for a certain regular b'. 

3 Examples of bounded maximal orders will be given Ia ter. 
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Hence ao' > ob'c. If we apply the preceding theorem to Wl = o', we obtain the 
existence of a regular element c' such that o' c' < o. Then ao' > o' c'b' c and o' 
is bounded as a consequence of Theorem 3. 

4. The axioms. We now impose the following conditions on our order o: 
I. o is maximal. 
II. The descending chain conditi0ns hold for the integral one-sided o-ideals 

that contain any fixed integral two-sided o-ideal. 
III.· The ascending chain condition holds for integral two-sided o-ideals. 
IV. o is bounded. 
If ~ is a field, any ideal in the old sense, which is not zero, is an ideal in the 

sense of this chapter. Hence the conditions II and III are equivalent respectively 
to N oether's conditions N2 and N3. Y\T e recall now the meaning of Nl. Sup
pose that ~ is an algebra 'vith an identity, of finite dimensionality over the 
underlying field 4>, and let g be an order in 4>. Then g is any sub ring of 4> con
taining 1 and having q, as its minimal containing field. An element a of ~ is 
called g-integral if it is a root of a polynomial in g[t] having leading coefficient 1. 
If ~ = 4>, o = g is integrally closed if every element of 2( which is o-integral 
belongs to o. In order to discuss the relation between this property and I 
\Ve require the foliowing general condition. 

THEOREM 7. lf g satisfies the ascending chain condition for ideals, then a 
necessary and sujficient condition that an element a in ~ be g-integral is that all of 
the powers ak be contained in the same finitely generated g-module (in ~). 

If a is integral, am = am-1
1'1 + · · · + 1'Ym where the 'Yi are in g. It follows 

that all ak belong to the g-mqdule (1, a, · · · , am-1) generated by a\ 0 < i < 
m - 1. Conversely let 9)( be a finitely generated g-module containing all ak. 
Since the ascending chain condition holds for the ideals of g, IDl satisfies the 
ascending chain condition for g-modules. Hence for the chain (1) < (1, a) < 
(1, a, a2

) < · · · there exists an integer m such that (1, a, · · · , a m-
1

) = 

(1, a, · · · , am). It follows that am = am-t'Yt + · · · + 1'Ym for suitable 'Yi in g. 
\\

7 e may now show that if III holds in an order o of a field ~ = 4>, then the 
conditions I and Nl are equivalent. For let a be integral. Then all the powers 
of a and hence o[a], the set of polynomials in a with coefficients in o, belong to an 
o-module (a1, · · · , ar) generated by elements ai of~. We may write ai = bia1 

where bi, d are in o. Hence o[a] < oa1 and so o[a] is an order (equivalent to 
o). Since o[a] > o our condition I implies that o[a] = o, i.e. a Eo. Thus o is 
integrally closed. Suppose, conversely, that o is integrally closed. Then if o' 
is any order, o' < ob for a suitable b in ~. Hence the elements of o' are o-inte
gral and so o' ::S o~ We have therefore proved that o is maximal. Hence if 
~ is a field, the assumptions I, II and III are equivalent to N1, N2 and N3. 

\Ve return to the general case of an arbitrary~ and consider some consequences 
of our axioms. First, we remark that any ideal of o in the old sense, which 
contains a two-sided o-ideal a, is an integral o-ideal. Since these ideals are in 
(I - 1) correspondence with the ideals of the difference ring o - a, condition 
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II is equivalent to II': If a is an integral t\vo-sided o-ideal, the descending chail 
conditions hold for the (ordinary) one-sided ideals of o - a. 

\\r e recall that for any ring \Vith an identity the ascending chain condition: 
for one-sided ideals are consequences of the descending chain conditions. Hencf 
the former hold for o and consequently we have 

I 

\T. The ascending chain conditions hold for the integral one-sided o-ideah 
that contain any fixed integral t\vo-sided o-ideal. 
EYidently this implies III. Ho\vever, \Ye have preferred to state III as a 
separate assumption since in many important instances, it holds \vhile II fails. 

If a and JJ are integral right (left, t\vo-sided) o-ideals, it is clear that a + b 
is also of this type. If a and b are integral t\vo-sided o-ideals, an contains a 
regular element and so au is an integral t\VO-sided o-ideal. Since the inter
section a A b > all, it follo,vs thai;. a A b is an integral two-sided o-ideal. 

Definition 3. .A.n integral t\vo-sided o-ideal p ~ o is a prime ideal if for any 
pair of integral t\vo-sided o-ideals a, b such that ab = O(p), \Ve have either 
a = O(t1) or b = O(p). 

If ab = O(p), then a'b' = O(p) for a' == a+ p and b' == b + p. Since a' = O(p) 
implies a = O(p), in order to ascertain \vhether or not p is prime it is sufficient 
to test the integral ideals a', b' containing p. Thus if p is maximal in the sense 
that no t\vo-sided o-ideal ~ o, p exists between o and p, then p is prime. This 
rcn1ark is the trivial part of the following important theorem: 

\~1 .. A.n integral t\Yo-sided o-ideal p ~ o is prime if and only if it is maximal. 
\\:hen the condition holds, o - p is a rna trix ring over a division ring. 

rfhe property of maximali~y is equivalent to the property of simplicity of 
the difference ring o == o --.- p. X ow ~up pose that p is prime. Since o satisfies 
the descending ·chain condition for left ideals, it has a radical r and there exists 
a t\\·o-sided o-ideal r in o such that t = t - p. The ring o - tis isomorphic 
to o - r. Hence o - r is semi-simple. Now t 8 = 0 for a suitable s. Hence 
rs = O(p) and since p is prime, t = O(p). This shows that o is semi-simple. 
Either o is simple or there exist t\vo two-sided ideals a, b ~ 0 in ii such that 
ab == 0. This implies that there exist two-sided o-ideals a, b contained in o 
such that ao = O(p) but neither a nor o = O(p). Hence o is simple and p is 
maximal. The second part of the theorem is, of course, a consequence of the 
fundamental structure theorem for simple rings. 

If o - p = bk , b a division ring, then k is the capacity of the prime· ideal p. 

5. Orders in an algebra. Let ~ be a separable algebra over cp, (~:<I>) = n, 
and suppose that g is an order in <1>. We consider the problem of embedding g 
in an order o of ~.4 If o is such an order, let SS = ocp be the smallest sub-algebra 
of~ containing o. Then if b is an element of o which is regular in ~' b is regular 
in ~ and hence its inverse is in SS. It is therefore clear from the definition of· 
an order that 5B = ~' and so o contains a basis U(, • · · , Un of ~ over cp_ On 
the other hand, if 0 is any subring of ~ that contains g and contains a basis 

4 For the present the ,.vord "order" is used in the original sense. The choice of the 
equivalence class of orders ·will be made later. 
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u1 , · · · , Un of 21, then o is an order. For, any element of ~ has the 
form (~ui''Y i)"Y -I \Vhere the "Y i, "Y are in g and since ~Ui"Yi is in o, this element 
has the form b"Y -\ b, "Y in o. 

THEOREM 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that a subring of 21 containing 
g be an order is that it contain a basis of 21 over cJ>. 

,,,.. e 1nay, of course, take u1 = 1 to be one of the elements of the basis. We 
now assume that g satisfies the conditions I anp III (or N1, N3) and we suppose 
that o is an order having only g-integral elements. In order to investigate 
orders of this type \Ve require the following theorems. 

THEOREM 9. If a and b are g-integral and ab == ba, then a ± b and ab are 
g-integral. 

m-1 m'-1 

For if am ==· L: ai"Yi and bm' == L: biTJi \Vith the "Y's and the TJ's in g, then all of 
0 0 

the po\vers (a + b)k are contained in the g-module generated by aibi, 0 < i < 
rn - 1, 0 < j < m'- 1. Hence by Theorem 7, (a+ b) is integral. A similar 
argument applies to a - b and ab . 

.. As an immediate corollary \Ve have the result that if 21 is commutative, the 
set of g-integral elements is a subring of 21. This remark may be used in the 
general case to prove 

THEOREM 10. If a is a g-integral element, g satisfying I and III, then the 
minimum polynomial J.La(t), the principal polynomial ma(t), and the characteristic 
polynomial fa(t) in any (1 - 1) representation of 21 all belong to g[t]. 

Let cp(t) in g[t] be a polynomial with leading coefficient 1 having a for a root, 
and suppose that 5S is a root ·field over cJ> of cp(t). 5 Then cp(l) = IT(t - ai) in 
5B[t] and since J.La(t) is a factor of cp(t), J.L~(t) = ll'(l - ai) a product of certain of 
the factors (t - aj). The elements ai are g-integral in ~and hence the coeffi
cients of J.La(t) are g-integral. Since g is integrally closed, J.La(t) is in g[l]. The 
results for ma(t) and fa(l) follow from this since the roots of these polynomials 
are the same except for multiplicities as those of J.La (t). 

Suppose, as before, that o is an order containing g and consisting of g-integral 
elements. Let u1 == 1, u2 , · · · , Un be a basis of 21 contained in o. Then by 
replacing the ui , i > 1, by certain multiples Ui"Y i , 1' i in g and returning to the 

• 
original notation, vve may suppose that the constants of multiplication 'Ykii 
in 7liU i == ~Uk"Ykii are in g. It follows that the totality of elements ~UiJ.Li , P.i 

in g, is an order Oo < o. 6 SuppC?se that d == ~UiOi is in o. Then by the preceding 
theorem the principal traces T(uid) and T(uiui) belong to g. We have the equa
tions 

5 5B = <I> (a1, · · · , am) where 'P(t) = IT(t- ai) in SB[tJ. Cf. Albert's Modern Higher Algebra, 
p. 156. . 

6 Incidentally, this argument· shQ\VS that orders of the type considered here do exist. 
For, we may start with an arbitrary basis Ui , u1 = 1, for \Vhich the multiplication constants 
are in g and take Oo to be the set of elements "l;UiJ.&i , J.&i. in g. Then Oo is an order. 
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which, since Ll det (T(uiui)) ~ 0, give Of as an element of g~-1 • Thus o 
is a submodule of the finitely generated g-module o0~-1 • Since the ascending 
chain condition holds for the ideals of g, any submodule of a finitely generated 
g-module is finitely generated. 7 In particular o has this property. Conversely, 
if o is any order containing g and o is finitely generated over g, then by Theorem 
7, all the elements of o are g-integral. 

THEOREM 11. Suppose that o is an order containing g. Then a necessary and 
sufficient condih.on that o contains only g-integral elements is that it be a finitely 
generated g-module. 

~ 0\V if ffil is any g-modu}e generated by a finite number of elements V1 , • • • , Vr, 

\Ve may \vrite vi == (~uivii)v-\ Vii, and v in g. Then 9JC < Oov - 1 < ov - 1
,. In 

particular, if o' is any order of g-integral elements and o' contains g, then o' < 
ov - 1 for a suitable v. By symmetry there exists an ele1nent p. in g such that 
o' p. -

1 > o and so \Ve have proved the following 

THEOREM 12. ...4ny two orders o and o' of g-integral elements containing g are 
equivalent. 

If \Ve refer back to the proof of Theorem 11, \Ve see that the element .Ll does 
not depend on o but rather on the basis u1 , · · · , Un • Hence our argument 
sho\vs that if o' is any order containing o and containing only g-integral elements, 
then o' < Oo~ - 1

• ~Ioreover if o' is any order equivalent to o, o' < aob, a finitely 
generated g-module, and so all the elements of o' are g-integral. Thus any o' 
containing o and equivalent to o is contained in oo.Ll-1

; it follo\VS that there exists 
a maximal· order o' equivalent too and containing o . 

• 
THEOREl\1 13. If o is as in the preceding theorem, then o may be embedded in a 

maximal order o' equivalent to o. 

Let ® denote the ring of g-integral elements of the center (£ of ~. Then if o 
is an order containing only g-integral elements, by Theorem 9, o@ is an order 
containing 6; (and hence g) and containing only g-integral elements. If o itself 
contains g, \ve have seen that o and o@ are equivalent. Hence if, in addition, 
o is maximal, then o == o~ and o contains®. 

THEOREM 14. .A.ny max~·mal order o that contains g and contains only g-integral 
elen1ents contains all the g-integral elements of the center of ~. 

Let o' be an order equivalent to o, an order that contains g and contains only 
g-integral elements. Then we have seen that o' < aob, a finitely generated 
g-module, and consequently that all the elements of o' are g-integral. Now 
let ~ be commutative and let o be the totality of g-integral elements. Then o 
is an order, and if o' is any order equivalent to o, its elements are g-integraland 
so o' < e. 

THEOREM 15. If~ is commutative, the totality o of g-integral elements of~ is a, 
maximal order. ~4 ny order equivalent to o is contained in o. 

7 Theorem 3, Chapter 3. · 
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If o' < aob and o is an order containing g, then o'g < aob also. Hence if o' 
is equivalent to o, o'g is equivalent to o and if o' is maximal, then o' = o'g. To 
sum up; if g satisfies I and III, the orders o that have the properties: 1) o con
tains g and 2) o contains only g-integral eletnents, belong to a single equivalence 
class. All orders of this class have property 2) and all maximal orders in the 
class have both properties. For the ren1ainder of this section \Ve assume that 
g satisfies I and III and that o satisfies 1) and 2). 

If a is a right ideal, a < ao a principal o-ideal and so a is a finitely generated 
g-n1odule. Since a contains a regular e1Pn1crit b, it contains a basis v1 = bu1 , · · · , 
Vn = bun of ~L The identity 1 = ~ViPi, Pi in cJ?, and hence there is a relation 
of the forn1 11 == LVi1Ji \vith 'r/, 'r/i in g. Thus 77 is in the intersection a A g and 
a A g -~ 0. Evidently a A g is a g-ideal. \v.,. e note also that the ideal rJO = OrJ 

is a t\\~o-sided o-ideal contained in a and so a is bounded. 

THEORE~I 16. "'4ny order o in ~ is bounded. 

Suppose next that a is an integral t'vo-sided o-ideal. \Ve consider the differ
ence g-module o - a and note that it is finitely generated. Since it is annihi
lated b~r ao = a A g, it may be regarded as a (g - ao)-module. \\T e have seen 
that no ~ 0. Hence if g satisfies condition II, g - ao satisfies the descending 
chain condition for ideals and therefore o - a satisfies .the descending chain 
condition for (g - ao)-sub-modules. It follo,vs that the descending chain con
dition holds for the integral o-ideals containing a. 

THEORE~I 17. . If g satisfies condition II, any order o of ~ sat~'sfies this cond~'tion 
also . 

.L-\ special type of domain g that satisfies our conditions is a principal ideal 
domain. For \Ve haYe seen in Chapter 3 that N2 and N3 hold for g and N1 
may be proved as in the ease of the ring of integers by using the unique factoriza
tion theorem. Let o be an order of ~ containing g and containing only g
integral elements. Then if u1 , · · · , un is a basis for ~contained in o and having 
an integral multiplication table, \Ve have seen that o contains the free g-module 
\vith the basis Ui and o is contained in the free g-module having the basis Ui~ -l 
\vhere Ll == det (T(uiui)). It follo\vs that o is a free g-module with a basis of n 
elements. 

THEOREl\1 18. If g is a principal ideal domain, any order o has a free basis of 
n == (~:<l>) elements. 

6. Factorization of two-sided ideals. We return no\v to the general case of 
an arbitrary ring ~1 and an order o in ~ that satisfies conditions I -IV.8 Our 
first aim is to prove the existence and the uniqueness of factorization of any 
integral two-sided o-ideal as a product of prime ideals. If we examine the 
argument of 5, Chapter 3, \Ye see that the decisive step is the theorem that if 
a and b are two-sided o-ideals~ then a < b if and only if there exists an integral 

8 As a matter of fact \Ve shall require in this section only conditions I, III, IV and VII: 
any prime o-ideal is.maximal. 
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t\vo-sided o-ideal c such that a = c6. This fact \vill be established here as a 
consequence of the follo\ving 

THEOREM 19. If a is a two-sided o-ideal properly confa~~ned in o, then a - 1 > o. 

''l e require a pair of lemmas. 

LE~I~IA 1. .A_ ny integral two-sided o-ideal a is contained in a prime ideal. 

This is clea~ because of the ascending chain condition and the criterion VI. 

l.E~L\IA 2. Any integral two-sided o-ideal a contains a product of prime ideals. 

If a is prime, the lemma holds. Otherwise there exist t\vo integral t\vo-sided 
o-ideals a' and a" containing a such that a'a" = 0 (a) but a' ¢ 0, a" ¢ 0 (a). 
Then a' > a, -a" > a. If \Ve repeat this process \Vith a' and a" and the ideals 
arising from them, we obtain the lemma as a consequence of the ascending chain 
condition. 

Proof of theorem. Let ~ be a prime ideal containing a. Then if a -I = o, 
~ - 1 = o. Let a be a regular element in ~ and consider the right o-ideal ao 
contained in ~- By the boundedness condition, ao contains a two-sided o-ideal, 
and so by Lemma 2 ao contains a product ~~ · · · Pr of prime ideals lli . We 
suppose that the Pi have been selected so that r is minimal, i.e. ao contains no 
product of r - 1 prime ideals. Since ~ > ao > Pt · · · ~r , one of the ~i = p 
and ~1 • • • Pr = b~e. Then a-1 b~e < o and a-1 b < (~e)-1 • Since (pe)(pc)-1 < o, 
p(c(pe)-1

) < o and e(~e)-1 < p-1 = o. Thus (pc)-1 < e-1 and since (pe)-1 > e-\ 
\\·e have (pe)-1 = e-1

• This implies that a-1b < e-\ a-1bc < o and be < no. 
Since be is a product of r - -1 prime ideals, we have a contradiction to the 
minimality of r. An important consequence of this theorem is 

THEOREM 20. If a is a right (left) o-ideal, a-1a = o (aa-1 
= o). 

The set a -ta is contained in o and is therefore an integral two-sided o-ideal. 
Since o is maximal, the orders of a -ta are o. Now (a - 1a)-1 (a - 1a) < o and so 
(a - 1a)-1a - 1 < a - 1

• Hence (a - 1a)-1 < o and so by the preceding theorem a -I a = o. 
vVe may now prove the important 

THEOREM 21. If a is a right o-ideal contained in a two-sided o-ideal b, there 
exists an integral right o-ideal e such that a = eb. 

Since a < b, e = ab-1 < bb-1 
= o and e is an integral right o-ideal. Since 

b-1b = o, eb = ab-1b = a. 
\\Te may now carry over the discussion of 5, Chapter 3. We obtain then 

1) the commutativity of multiplication of integral two-sided o-ideals and 2) the 
unique factorization of any integral two-sided ideal as a product of prime ideals. 
By Theorem 20 the two-sided o-ideals form a group G(o) under multiplication 
with o as the identity and a-1 as the inverse of a. Now if a is any two-sided 
o-ideal, there exists a regular element a in o such that aa < o, or (ao)a < o.9 

The ideal ao contains an integral two-sided o-ideal b and so ba = c < o. Thus 

9 For there exists a regular element b = a-1e, a and e in o, such that a :::; bo. Hence 
a < a- 1eo < a-1o and aa < o. 
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a == b-
1c \vhere b and c are integral and G(o) is generated by the integral ideals 

contained in it. It follo,vs, of course, that G(o) is commutative. Every a in 
G(o) has a unique representation in the form ~~~ · · · p~s 'vhere the gi z 0 and 
the ~i are distinct prime ideals. Hence we have proved the fundamental 

THEOREM 22. The two-sided o-ideals form a commutative group G(o) under 
multiplication. G(o) is a direct product of the infinite cyclic groups generated by 
the prime ideals of o. 

7. The structure of o - a. Let a = p~ 1 
• • • p!~~ where the Pi are distinct 

primes and the ei are > 0. Then if we set ai = a pie', 've obtain o = a1 + · · · +as 
and Ui " (al + ... + ai-l + ai+l + ... + as) = a. This follows directly from 
Theorem 21 and the unique factorization theorem. Hence o - a = a1 eJ · · · 
e3ns 'vhere ai == ai - a. \Ve have the relation o - p~i == (ai + p~') - p~i r-v 

ai - (ai 1\ p~i) == ai . ''r e note also that if a == pe, p a prime, then o = o - a 
contains the nilpotent ideal p == p - pe and o - pis isomorphic too - p a simple 
ring. It follo,vs that p is the radical of 5 and o is a primary ring. 

\Ve 'vish to prove that for arbitrary a, o - a is a principal ideal ring. Because 
of the direct sum decomposition it suffices to take a == pe, and by Theorem 41 of 
Chapter 4, our theorem will be proved if we show that the radical p == p - pe 
of o - ue is a principal right ideal and a principal left ideal. Now the ideals of 
o have the form b == b - pe when b is.an integral o-ideal containing pe. Hence 
by Theorem 21 any right (left) ideal b of o that is contained in p has the form 
cp (pc) \Vhere c is a right (left) ideal. The theorem will therefore follow from 

THEORE~I 23. Let.D be a primary ring- and let ~ be its radical. Then if every 
right (left) ideal of D contained in ~ may be written in the form G:~ (~ ~) where ~ 
is a right (left) ideal, ~ is a principal right (left) ideal. 

''r e recall that D is a matrix ring Dok \Vhere Do is completely primary. The 
radical of ~:o is Do A ~ == ~o and ~ == Leii'l3o if eii form a matrix basis 
for 8 == ~e1·i Do . We suppose first that ~2 == 0. Let w be an element 
~ 0 in ~o and consider the right ideal U'D. Evidently wD < ~ and so 
wD == ~~' ~ a right ideal. Since (~ + ~)~ == ~~' \ve may suppose that 
G: > '-13. Consider the simple ring D == D - ~ and the right ideal ~ = 

~ - '-13 in it. \Ve kno\v that <l has the form uD where u is an idempotent ele-
ment ~ 0. X ow the cosets eii == eii + ~ form a matrix basis for D and D == 
LeiiDo "W~here Do == (~o + ~) - ~ is a division ring isomorphic to Do - ~o . 

• t 

It follows that there exists a regular element q in D such that u == q-1 L Ciiq. 
1 

Any element q in the coset q is regular in D and because of the form of ~' <I 
consists of the elements of the form (q - 1etq)x + z where xis in D, z is in ~ and 

t 

et == L eii . Hence w == L q - 1etYi with Yi in '13 and qw == L etYi . If \Ve \\'"rite 
1 i 

q == Leiiqii , qii in Do , this equation implies that qiiw == 0 for i == t + 1, · · · , n. 
Since every element of Do that is not a unit is contained in ~o , these qii are in 
~o . This contradicts the fact that q is regular, unless t == k, i.e. u == 1. Then 
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~ = D, ~ = D and ~ = 1vD is a principal right ideal. If ~2 ~ 0, we consider 
D - ~2 and note that it satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Moreover 
its radical ~* = ~ - ~2 satisfies ~*2 

= 0. Hence~ - ~2 is principal. This 
implies that ~ = wD + 'l,52

• Then 'l)2 
= w'l) + ~3 , ~3 = w'-132 + 'l-54

, • • • and 
so ~ = w~'. In a like manner '\Ve prove that ~is a principal left ideal. 

As \Ve ha ye seen, this implies 

THEOREM 2-1. If a is an integral t1vo-sided o-ideal, o - a is a principal ideal 
. 

rzng. 

8. Bounded o-modules. The preceding theorem enables us to obtain the 
structure of any finitely generated o-module m that is bounded in the sense that 
its annihilating ideal contains a regular element. Then the annihilating ideal a 
is an integral t\VO-sided 0-ideal and 9J1 may be regarded as an 0-module, 0 = 

o - a. Since o is a principal ideal ring satisfying the descending chain conditions 
for one-sided ideals, the results of 16-16, Chapter 4 are directly applicable. 
\\:'" e obtain in this '\Vay that m = ffi11 (±) ... (±) imu where WL is an indecomposable 
cyclic o-module (or 5-module). 

If \\~e call the annihilating ideal a the bound of ·m, then in order that 9.n be 
indecomposable it is necessary that its bound be a prime power. This follows 
directly from the decomposition of o = o - a as a1 ffi · · · ffi as where ai = 

ap~e 1 
- a and a = · p~ 1 

• • • p: s is the decomposition of a into powers of distinct 
prime ideals. Evidently if 9.n and 91 are bounded and o-isomorphic, they have 
the same bound. On the other hand, if 9.n and 91 are indecomposable and have 
the same bound pe, then both of these modules may be regarded as (o - pe)
modules. Hence by 16 Chapter 4., 9.n and 91 are (o - ~e)-isomorphic. It 
follo\vs that 9)( and 91 are o-iso1norphic. \Ve recall also that an indecomposable 
bounded o-module [)( has only one composition series and its length is the ex
ponent e of the prime p in the bound pe of 9J1. Any submodule and any differ
ence module of[)( are indecomposable.10 

K 0'\V let 9Jl be arbitrary and suppose that m = imt (±) ... (±) imu '\\'"here the 
WCi are indecomposable and ~ 0. If the bound of 9J1i is p~i , Pi a prime, then by 
the Krull-Schmidt Theorem \Ve see that the ideals ~~ 1 

, • • • , ~~u are invariants 
of roc. If 9)( and 91 are two o-isomorphic bounded modules, then they have the 
same inYariants. On the other hand, if[)( and 91 have the same invariants, \Ve 
ma,y suppose that the subscripts of the indecomposable components have been 
chosen so that ill1i and 91i have the same bounds Then ill(i and 91i , and conse
quentl.r 9J1 and 91, are o-isomorphic. 

For the applications to ideal theory it is more convenient to deal 'vith the 
dual decomposition of 0 as a direct intersection. Here '\Ve consider submodules 

' ' ' ' ' ' an' Wl,; ~ 9J1 such that 0 = imt A · · · A imu , imi + (imt A · · · A imi-t A ~..1'-i+t A 
. . . A m~) = 9)( and m - 9)1: is indecomposable. ''T e recall that if 9)1 = 

WC1 (±) · · • (±) imu 'vhere the 9J1i are indecomposable, then \Ve obtain a dual 

10 In general, any submodule (difference module) of a bounded o-module 9.R is bounded. 
Its bound is a divisor of that of 9.R. 
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decon1position of 0 by taking 9)(: == 9)(1 + · · · + 9JL-t + 9JL+l + · · · + 9Jcu . 
(

1onYersely, any set of 9J~: lead to a set of 9J(i by means of the definition illL == 
(l) ' ' ' ' J. ?1 A · · · A 9JL-t A 9J(i+l A · · · A Wlu . It follo\vs from \Vhat \Ve haYe sho\vn 
that 9)( is completely detern1ined in the sense of o-isomorphism by the bounds 
of the modules ~( - 9J(~ (o-isomorphic to imi) \Yhere the we~ are the components 
of the dual decomposition. 

9. Decomposition of integral o-ideals. The significance of the assumption 
that the integral right (left) o-ideals are bounded may no\v be seen. If b is an 
integral right o-ideal, the boundedness of b in1plies that the o-module Wl = 
o - b is bounded. For if a is a t\vo.,.sided o-ideal contained in b, a is contained 
in the annihilator of ffi(. The bound of 9)( is the join of all t\vo-sided o-ideals 
contained in b. \V"e shall refer to this o-ideal also as the (right) bound of b. A 
similar definition holds for the left bound of an integral left o-ideal. 

~;orresponding to the dual decomposition of 9)( == o - b \Ve obtain right 
o-ideals Qi (i = 1, · · · , u) such that 

or, if \Ve use the customary notation [ , ] for the intersection and ( , ) for the 
JOin, then 

(1) 

The dual components of We and we~ = Qi - b. Since 9)1 - WC~ is indecomposable, 
o - Qi , which is o-isomorphic to (o - b) - (b - Qi) == 9R - 9)(~ , is indecom
posable. The bound of 9)( - we~ is the bound of the ideal Qi • Evidently the 
converse also holds: Any decomposition of b as a direct intersection of ideals 
(in the sense of equation (1)) such that o - Qi are indecomposable o-modules 
yields a decomposition of 0 in 9R == o - bas a direct intersection of submodules 
we~ such that[)( - 9)(~ are indecomposable. It follO\VS from the general theory 
that if b is a second integral right o-ideal and b == [qi , il2 , · · · ] is a direct inter
section such that the o - qi are indecomposable, then a necessary and sufficient 
condition that o - b and o - b be o-isomorphic is that the bounds l){1

, l-1~ 1 , • • • 

of Q1, ii2, • • • be the same (except for order) as those of Q1, Q2, • • • • As in the 
case of principal ideal domains, "'"e call b and b (right) similar if o - b and o - b 
are o-isomorphic. Then \ve have the follo,ving 

THEOREM 25. If b == [ q1 , Q2, · · · ] and b == [qi, ii2, · • · ] are qecon1positions 
of the integral right o-ideals b and b as direct intersections of ideals Qi and Qi such 
that o - Qi and o - Qi are ·indecomposable then a necessary and sufficient condition 
that b and b be sirnilar is that the aggregate of bounds of the Qi be the same as that of 
the qi . 

If a == p1 1 
• • • p: s is an integral two-sided o-ideal and the Pi are distinct primes, 

a == [p~ 1 , • • • , p:s] and (p~i' [p~ 1 , • • ·, p~,; 1
1

, p~ii 1 , • • • ]) = o. Moreover if pis 
a prime ideal, o == o - Pe. is a primary ring whose radical is p == p - pe. Since 
o - p = bk \vhere b is a division ring and k is the capacity of p, o is a direct 
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sun1 of k ison1orphic indecornposable right ideals. It follo\VS that there are 
exactly k ideals in any decomposition of ~cas a direct interseetion [ql , Qz , • • • , qk] 
\Yhere the o - Qi are indecornposable, and all of the Qi are similar. 'fhus the 
qi all have the same bound \Vhich is therefore pc. ~O\V in the general case of an 
arbitrary integral t\vo-sidcd o-ideal tl · p~ 1 

• • • p~s , \Ve obtain a dccornposition 
of a == [P~ 1 

, • • • , p:sJ as a direct intersection by decomposing the p~i in this \vay. 
Hence \Ve have 

THEORE~r 2G. ·Let a = p~ 1 
• • • p:s be an integral tzDo sided o-ideal and Pi a pri·me 

of capacity ki , Pi ~ Pi if i ~ j. Then a is a d1:rect intersection [ Qn , · · · , Qk 1I ; 

• · · ; Q1s , • · • , Qk.~s] tchere the o - Qii are indecomposable, and for a fixed j any 
pair qii , Qi'i are si·milar and have the bound ~ji . 

....-\s an i1nme<)iate consequence of the theory of n1odules vve have also 

THEOREl\f 27. If q is an integral right o-ideal such that o - q is indecomposable, 
then o - q has only one co1nposition series and its length is e if the bound· of q is 
pe, p a prirne. All the co1nposition factors of o - q arc o-isomorphic. If q' is an 
integral right o-ideal containing q, o - q' is indeco·m posable. , 

From Theorems 26 and 27, \Ve obtain the 

CoROLLARY. If ~ is a prime ideal with capacity k, p is a direct intersection 
[q1 , · · · , Qk] where the Qi are maxirnal right o-ideals, are all similar and have 
p for bound. 

10. Normal ideals. In order to obtain a satisfactory factorization theory for 
one-sided ideals it is necessary to consider simultaneously all of the maximal 
orders o equivalent to a fixed order. . This i1nportant remark \Vas made first by 
Brandt for orders in an algebra. From now on we assume that all the maximal 
orders satisfy conditions II, III and IV. It may be recalled that IV holds for 
all maximal orders if it holds for one of them. 

Definition 4. An ideal aik is called normal if both its left order Oi and its 
right order Ok ar€ maximal. 

In the next t\vo sections we shalf develop a factorization theory for normal 
ideals. Here we establish the fact that this theory is valid for arbitrary right 
(left) o-ideals of a maximal order o by proving that any such ideal is normal. 

LEl\I~IA 1. Let b be an integral right o-ideal ~ o having the bound ~' a prime 
ideal. Then there exist8 an integral left o-ideal c with the (left) bound ~ such that 
~ == cb. 

Consider the right ideal b - ~ = b in the sirnple ring o = o - ~- Since 
b ~ 5, the left ideal c of left annihilators of the elements of b is ~ 0. If c is the 
integral left o-ideal corresponding to c, then c ~ p and p2 < co < p. Since 
cb is a two sided o-ideal, either cb == p2 or cb = p. If the former equation holds, 
for each y in c we have y~ < p2 and on multiplying by p -\ yo < p. This con
tradicts the fact that there exist y's in c that are not in p. Hence cb = p. 

LEMMA 2. If b is an integral right o-ideal properly contained in o, then b-1 > o. 
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Let q be a maximal right o-ideal so that o > q > b. Then the bound p of q 
is prime. If a is a regular element of ~' ao == c~ \Vhere cis a right o-ideal. By the 
preceding lemma, ~ == bq for a suitable left o-ideal b containing ~ but ~ ~
Hence ao == cbq, o == a-1cbq and so a-1cb < q-1. If q-1 == o, a-1cb < o, cb < ao == 
c~ and cb~-1 < c. Thus bp-1 is contained in the maximal order o. It follo\VS 
that b < (P-

1
)-1 == ~- This contradiction sho,vs that q - 1 > o and hence b-1 > o. 

LEMMA 3. If b is a right o-ideal, o maximal, then b-1 is normal. 

Let o' b~ the left order of b, o" the right order of b-1 and o* any order contain
ing o". Clearly o* > o" > o'. Consider-the set b-1o*b. Since (b-1o*b)(b-1o*b) 
< b-

1
o*o'o*b = b-1o*b, b-1o*b is a subring of ~- It contains o since b-1o*b 

> b-
1
0 == o. Now if a and b are regular elements of b-1 and b respectively, 

ao*b < b-1o*b and b(b-1o*b)a < bb-1o*bb-1 < o'o*o' == o*. This shows that 
b-

1
o*b is an order and so because of the maximality of o, b-~o*.b == o. It fol

lo\\~S that b - 1
o* < b-1 and since o" is the right order of b -\ o* == o". This 

proves that o" is maximal and b - 1 is normal. 

THEORE:\1: 28. If b is a right (left) o-ideal and o is max1'mal, then b is normal. , 
First let b be integral and let o > b1 > b2 > · · · > bm == b be a chain of 

right o-ideals corresponding to a composition series for o - b. Now b-1 > o 
and hence (b-1)-1 < o. Since b-1bb-1 == ob-1 == b-\ b < (b-1

)-
1. Hence if 

m = 1, b == (b-1)-1 by the maximality of b. Then the theorem follows from 
Lemma 3. \Ve assume no\v that the theorem holds for integral ideals b' for 
\vhich the length of o - b' is less than m. Then Dm-1 is normal and if o' is the 
left order of bm-l, o' is maximal and Um-1Dm:_1 == o'. \'' e wish to show that 
o' > Ombm~1 and that bmbm:_1 is maximal in o'. EvidentlY o' == Dm-1bm:_1 > 

- - v -

bmbm~1 and if o' == bmbm~1 , o'9m-1 == bmbm~1bm-1 == bmo == bm contrary to the 
inequality Dm-1 ·> bm. Next let c be a right o'-ideal such that o' > c > bmbm:_1. 
Then o'bm-1 == bm-1 > cbm-1 > bm and either bm-1 == COm-1 or cbm-1 == bm . If 
bm-1 == cbm-1 ' o' == co' == c. Hence COm-1 = Om and c == bmbm:_1 . This proves 
that bmbm~1 is a maximal right o'-ideal contained in o' and by \Vhat vve have 
sho\vn, bmbm:_1 is norn1al. Since, as is readily seen, the left order of bmbm~1 
coincides.\vith that of bm , bm == b is normal. If b is not integral, there exists a 
regular element a such that ab < o. Since ab is an integral right o-ideal, its 
left order is maximal. No\\~ if o* is the left order of b, ao*a - 1 is the left order of 
a b. Since ao*a - 1 is maxitnal, o* is maximal. 

11. Brandt's groupoid. In order to obtain an extension of Theorem 22 that 
is applicable to one-sided ideals \ve' require the concept of a groupoid "rhich we 
no\v define. A system G is a groupoid if a product in G is defined for certain 
pairs of its elements subject to the following conditions: 

1. For each element aii, there exist uniquely determined elements ei and ei 
in G such that the products eiaii and aiiei are defined and eiaii == aiiei == aii . 
These elements are r~spectively the left and the right unit of aii . 

2. If e is a unit for any element of G, then e is its o\vn left unit and hence its 
own right unit. 

• 
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3. The product ab is defined if and only if the right unit of a is the left unit of b. 
4. If ab and be are defined, (ab)c and a(bc) are defined and (ab)c = a(bc). 
5. For any element aii with the left unit ei and the right unit ei there exists an 

element ai/ \vith left unit ei and \Vith right unit ei such that aiiai/ == ei and 
ai/aii == ei. \V'e call ai/ the inverse of aii. 

6. For any pair of units ei and ei there exists an element aii having ei as left 
unit and ei as right unit. 11 

Example. Let Go be an arbitrary group and let G be the set of n X n matrices 
(n finite or infinite) having one element in Go and the remaining elements 0. 
\\r e denote the matrix having the element a of Go in its i-th ro\v and j-th column 
by aii and \Ve define a.iibik = ( ab )a~ . It may be verified that G is a groupoid. 
The units of G are the elements ei = Iii and the inverse of a is (a- 1)ii. 

In an arbitrary groupoid G it is readily seen that the inverse a-1 of an ele
ment a is unique. We note also that (a- 1)- 1 == a and if ab is defined, b- 1a- 1 

is defined and ( ab )- 1 = b-1a- 1• If ab is defined and e is the left unit of a, then 
e is the left unit of ab. For e(ab) = (ea)b = ab. 

Let e be a unit and let G(e) denote the set of elements a of G that have e as left 
unit and as right unit. It is readily verified that G(e) is a group relative to the 
composition of G. If e and e' are units and cis an element having these respec
tively for left unit and right unit, then the mapping x ~ c-1xc is an isomorphism 
between G(e) and G(e'). If G(e) is commutative, this isomorphism is inde
pendent of the choice of the element c. For if d is a second element with left 
unit e and right unit e', then cd-1 is in G(e). Hence (ca1)x == x(cd-1

) for any 
x in G(e) and so c-1xc = d-1xd. In this case \Ve call x in G(e) and x' == c-1xc 
in G(e') conjunctive. 

\\T e consider no\V the set G of normal ideals. Let a and b be normal and 
suppose that the left order of a is o' and the right order of b is o. Then there 
exist regular elements a and b such that a < o'a and b < bo. Hence ab < 
o'abo and since (Theorem 5) there exists a regular element c such that o' < oc, 
ab < ocabo. We have seen that ocabo is a two-sided o-ideal and so there 
exists a regular element d such that do > ocabo > ab. This shows that ab 
is a right o-ideal and in a similar manner \Ve prove that ab is a left o'-ideal. 
Since o and o' are maximal, the orders of ab are o' and o and so ab is normal. 

,.Ve define the product ab of normal ideals a and b to be proper if for any pair 
of normal ideals a', b' such that a' > a and b' > b and either a' > a -or b' > b, 
"Te have a'b' > ab. \Ve vvish to sho\V that G is a groupoid relative to proper 
multiplication. Condition 1 holds for any normal aii and its left and right 
orders Oi and Of • Condition 2 is evident. We consider 3 in the following 

LE:\fMA. If a and b are normal, ab is a proper product if and only if the right 
order of a is the left order of b. 

11 It may be remarked that if ·G is any groupoid, \Ve may adjoin an element 0 to G 
and define Oa = 0 = aO and ab = 0 if ab is undefined in G. The extended system is a 
special type of semi-group called completely simple (cf. A. H. Clifford [3]). For the 
present applications the definition givep in the text seems to be the appropriate one. 
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Let o be the right order of a and o' the left order of b. If o' ~ o, ao' is a normal 
ideal properly containing a. Since (ao')b = a(o'b)'_ == ab, ab is not a proper 
product. Conversely suppose that o == o' and let a' be a normal ideal containing 
a such that ab = a'b. Then a'bb-1 == abb-1 or a'o = ao == a. Thus a > a' 
and so a' == a. 

Condition 4 is no\v evident. If aii is normal, \\7e set aii == ai/ and we obtain 
5 by Theorem 20. If o and o' are arbitrary orders, o' o is a normal ideal having 
o' and o .as its orders. This proves 6 and hence 

THEORE~I 29. The normal ideals form a groupoid G with respect to the operation 
of proper multiplication. The maximal orders are the units of G and the inverse 
ideal a -l is the inverse of a in G. 

''; e prove next the following extension of 6. 

THEORE~I 30. If o and o' are maximal orders, (oo')-1 is an integral ideal with 
the right- order o and the left order o'. The ideal (oo')-1 contains every integral 
ideal a that has o for right order and o' for left order. 

Since oo' is normal, (oo')-1 is normal and has the left order o' and the right 
order o. Since o > (oo') (oo')-1 > (oo')-\ (oo')-1 is integral. Now let a be any 
integral ideal with the right order o and the left order o'. Then oo'a < oa < o 
and so a < (oo')-1

• 

The ideal (oo')-1 is called the distance ideal from o to o'. 
,V. e recall that the group G(o) of two-sided o-ideals is commutative. Hence 

if c is an ideal with left order o and right order o', the mapping a ~ c - 1ac = a' 
is an isomorphism between G(o) and G(o') independent of c. As in the case of 
an abstract groupoid, we call a and a' conjunctive. Evidently a is- a prime p 
or a prime power pe if and only-if a' = p' or p'e, p' a prime of o'. 

12. Necessity of conditions I-IV. Let ~I be a ring with an identity in which 
every regular element has an inverse, and suppose that G is a set of additive 
subgroups a, b, · · · of ~ that form a groupoid relative to a composition that 
coincides with ordinary multiplication12 of additive subgroups \vhen it isdefined. 
'\\'" e assume the following conditions: 

1. Every a in G contains a regular element. 
2. Every unit o of G is an order in ~-
3. For each unit o in G, every integral right (left) o-ideal is in G and has o 

as its right (left) unit. 
4. For any pair of units o and o' there is an a contained in o A o' having o 

as its right unit and o' as its left unit. 
We note then that if a is in G and o is its right (left) unit, a is a right (left) 

o-ideal. For a is a right o-module and if a is a regular element in a, a contains 
ao. Since a-1a = o, b-1a < o if b-1 is a regular element in a-1 and so a < bo. 

THEOREM 31 (Asano). If the above condi-tions 1-4 hold, then the units of G 
forrn a set of equivalent orders satisfying conditions I-IV. The set of units of G 

12 We recall that if a and b are additive subgroups, ab is the smallest additive subgroup 
containing all ab, a in a and b in b. 
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includes all the ,maximal orders equivalent to these orders. The groupoid G consists 
of the normal ideals relative to these orders U'ith the groupoid compos1:tion as proper 
rn ultiplication. 

Equivalence. Let o and o' be t\VO units of G and let a be an ideal having o 
as right unit and o' as left unit. Then o' == aoa - 1 > aob if a is regular in a and 
b is regular in a - 1 

• Similarly, o > co' d for suitable regular c and d. 
Roundedness~~ integral ~·deals. If a is in o, ao is integral and hence belongs to 

(;. Let o' be the left unit of ao in G and let a be an ideal contained in o A o' 
and having o as its left unit and o' as its right unit. Then ao == o'(ao) > a(ao) 
a t\vo-sided o-ideal belonging to G. 

Jf aximality. Suppose that o is a unit in G and that o* is an order equivalent 
to o and containing o. Then there exist elements a and b such that o* < aob. 
If b == de-l \\rith d and c in o, o* < aoc - 1

• ''T e have seen that oc contains an 
integral right ideal go and so g - 1oc > o and g - 1

0 > oc - 1
. Hence o* < aoc -l < 

ag - 1
0. Thus if h-1 = ag -l, h o* is contained in o and is therefore an integral 

right o-ideal. By 3, ho* is in G and has o as its right unit. If a denotes the 
in,·erse of ho* in G, then alzo* = o. Since (o*) 2 = o*, this implies that oo* == o 
and o* < o. Hence o* == o . 

... 4scending chain condition. Let a1 < a2 < · · · be an ascending chain of 
integral right o-ideals. The join a of the ai is an integral right o-ideal and hence 
belongs to G. We have a1a -l < a2a-1 < · · · < aa - 1 == o' the left unit of a. 
The join of the aia-1 is o'. Since 1 is in o', it is contained in one of the aia -r, say 
ama-1

• Then o' == UmU-
1 == am+1a-1 By multiplying by a \Ve obtain 

Gm == Um+l = · · · . 

Restr£cted descending chain condition. Let b1 > 02 > · · · be a descending 
chain of integral right o-ideals all containing the t\vo-sided o-ideal a. The 
bi and a are in G and \\·e have the relation o > b!1b2 . Hence b21 == ob21 > b11o' 
> b11 if o' is the left unit of b~ . Thus b11 < b21 < · · · < a -l and ab11 < 
ao2

1 < · · · is an ascending chain of integral left o-ideals. It follo\vs that aom1 
= 

abm~l = · · · for a suitable index nz and hence bm 1 == 0~~1 == · · · and bm = 

Dm-+-1 == · · · · 
X o,,. since any integral o-ideal is bounded and o is maximal, any o-ideal is 

hounded. Hence each unit o satisfies the conditions I -I,T. If a is any element 
in G, a is an ideal relative to its units and since the latter are maximal, they are 
the orders of a. It follo,vs that the inverse of a in G is the ordinar:r inverse 
ideal. Hence the operations in G are the ones previously defined. It remains 
to sho\V that every maximal order o' equivalent to an o in G is in G and every 
normal ideal having orders in G is in G. Let o' be maximal and suppose that 
o' < aob. Then oo' < oaob < oc for a suitable c and so oo' is a left o-ideal. 
Its orders are evidentl'T the maximal orders o and o'. Since the inverse ideal ... 

(oo')-1 is the set of x's such that (oo')x < o, (oo')-1 is contained in o. It follows 
that (oo')- 1 belongs to G and since its left unit in G is its left order, o' is in G. 
Finally, let b be any right o-ideal, o in G and let a be a t\vo-sided o-ideal contained 
in b. Since a = a1a21 \vhere a1 and a2 are integral two-sided o-ideals, a is in G. 
Ko\\· c == o-1a is contained in o and hence belongs to G. Hence o-1 == ca-1 is 
in G and b - (b-1

)-
1 i's in G. 
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Example. We let o be a principal ideal domain and ~' its quotient ring. 
Consider the set G of additive subgroups of the form aob, a and b ~ 0. If x is 
an element of ~ such that (aob )x == aob, (ob )x < ob and bx == yb, y in o. Hence 
xis in b-1ob and, conversely, if xis any element in b-1ob, (aob)x < aob. Itfollo\vs 
that if aob == a'ob', b-1ob == (b')-1ob'. Hence if we specify that b-1ob is the 
"right unit" of aob, b-1ob is uniquely determined in G. Similarly if we define aoa-1 

to be the "left unit" of a = aob, this element does not depend on the choice 
of a in the representation of a. We consider only those products (aob) (cod) 
\vhere the right order b-1ob of aob is the s~me as the left order coc-1 of cod. 
Then bco == obc and (aob)(cod) == abcod is in G. The set b-1oa-1 may be charac
terized as the totality of elements x such that (aob )x is in the left order aoa- 1

• 

Hence if. \Ve define (aob)-1 as b-1oa-\ this element is uniquely determined by 
aob and satisfies (aob)(aob)-1 == aoa-\ (aob)-1(aob) == b-1ob. Every right or 
left a-1oa-ideal (integral or not) is principal and hence belongs to G. Finally 
for any pair of units a-1oa and b-1ob in G there is an element b - 1oa having these 
respectively as right and left units. Thus G is a groupoid that satisfies condi
tions 1, 2 and 3. ''r e sho\v no\v that if every integral o-ideal is bounded, the 

~ . 
condition 4 holds. In this case if a == be-l, b, c in o, is any element in ~' there 
is an element c* in o such that c*o == oc* and c - 1c* is in o. This is clear since co 
contains a t\vo-sided o-ideal c*o == oc* and so c* == cc', c' in o and c - 1c* == c'. 
It follo,vs that aoc* == ac*o is integral and has aoa-1 as its left order and o as its 
right order. Since the order b - 1ob is isomorphic to o, it satisfies the same condi
tions as o and so by a similar argument \Ve may show that for -any pair of orders 
a - 1oa and b - 1ob there is an a - 1oa-left, b - 1ob-right ideal contained in these orders. 
This shows that the present discussion is applicable directly to the principal 
ideal domains in which every integral ideal is bounded. 

13. Factorization of normal ideals. \Ve consider no\v the question of factori
zation of the integral elements of the groupoid G. If Oi and oi are maximal 
orders in G, we denote the normal ideals having Oi as left order and Oi as right 
order by aii , bii , • · · • The follo,ving is the fundamental lemma. 

LEM~IA. A necessary and sufficient condition that Dki > aii (bik > aii) is that 
aii == CikDki (aii == DjkCki) where Cik (C~.;i) is integral. Equality holds if and only if 
Cik == Oi ( Cki == Ok). 

If aii == CikDk1 \Vith Cik in O~.;, then aii < bki. By the preceding lemma, aii == bki 

only if k .. i and Cik == Oi . Conversely if bki > aii , aii == aiibk/ bki == CikDki 

"·here Cik == aiibk/. Then Cik < aiiak/ == Oi and so Cik is integral.
13 

Suppose that aii is integral and properly contained in oi . Let oi > aiti > 
Ui 2 i > · · · > ai,ni == aii be a chain of integral right oi-ideals corresponding to a 
composition series for oi - aii . The composition factors of the series are then 
orisomorphic to the modules aik- 1 i - aiki • By the lemma, we have aiki == 
Pikik- 1Uik- 1i and hence Uii == Piim- 1 Pim- 1 im- 2 • • • Pi11· (Piti == Uiti). The integral 
ideals Pikik- 1 are maximal in their orders. For otherwise Pikik- 1 == rikl~lik-l 

13 ~fore generally, if bkz > aii, we have Oi; = Cikbkzbli "·here C.;k = ai;(okaii)-1 and bzi = 
-1 . 

bkz a.;; are Integral. 
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\Vhere rikz is integral and ~ Oik and 0zik-t is integral and ~ Oik_ 1 • Then aik-ti > 
azik- 1 aik- 1i > aiki contrary to the irreducibility of aik-ti - aiki. It follows 
that the bound of ~ikik- 1 in Oik- 1 (left bound in Oik) is a prime ideal. It is 
also clear that \Ve may retrace our steps in the above argument: If aii = 
Piim- 1 ~im- 1 im- 2 • • • lli 1i is any factorization of aii into maximal integral ideals 
Pikik- 1 , then Of > Pili > Pi2 i 1 ~iii > · · · > aii corresponds to a composition 
series for o1 -. aii • 

In order to discuss the relation between diffe~ent factorizations of aii we 
require an extension of the concept of isomorphism that is applicable to modules 
relative to different orders of ~- Let wei and wek be respectively 0;- and Ok
modules tha~ are finitely generated and bounded. Then we shall say that we1 

and wek are conjunctive if the invariants of wei and wek may be paired into con
junctive pairs. If j == k, this is equivalent by 8 to ordinary isomorphism. 

THEOREl\1 32. If Cij is an integral ideal and Djk is any ideal, then wei == Oj - Cij 

and wek == Djk - CiiDjk are conjunctive. 

\\' e note first that these modules are lattice isomorphic. For any submodule 
of wei corresponds to an ideal hzi such that Oj > hzj > Cij . Then Djk > hzjOjk > 
Ciibik and by multiplying by b 11 we see that equality holds in the second set of 
equations only if it holds in the first set. Moreover, any submodule of wek has 
the form llzk - Ciibik \vhere llzk is an Ok-module contained in bik . It follows that 
llzk is a right Ok-ideal and hence is normal. Then by the lemma, llzk == hz1bik 

"'~here hz1 is integral. Thus our correspondence between the submodules of we1 

and those of 9)(k is (1 - 1) and, since it preserves order, it is a lattice isomorphism. 
If Cjj is the bound of wei ' it is readily seen that the bound of wek is the conjunctive 
ideal Ckk == bik

1c1ib1k . Hence if we decompose Cii as a direct intersection [Citf , · · ·,. 
Ci

8
i] of o1-right ideals such that o1 - Ciri is indecomposable, then the bound of 

oi - Ciri is conjunctive to that of bik - Ciribik . We recall that the bounds of 
the Oj - Ciri are the invariants of wei • On the other hand by the lattice iso
morphism, 0 in wek is a direct intersection of the modules we~r) == CirjOjk -

CijDjk and the difference modules wek - we~r) are indecomposable. Since wek -

we~r) is isomorphic to bik - Ciribik , its bound is conjunctive to that of Of - Cirf 

anc;l so the invariants of wei are conjunctive to those of wek . 

Of course a like discussion may be made for left modules. No\v we shall call 
the integral ideals bii and Ckz right similar (left similar) if the module oi - Dii 

(left module Oi - bi.i) is conjunctive to Oz - Ckz (ok - Ckz). In the next section we 
shall show that t\VO ideals are right similar if and only if they are left similar. 
\"V'e may therefore drop the modifiers "right" and "left" in these terms. We 
no\v state the fundamental factorization theorem. 

THEOREM~ 33. Any integral ideal aii may be factored as a product 
~iim- 1 ~im-t im- 2 • • • ~i 1 i of maximal integral ideals. If aii == ll~kn- 1 P~n- 1 kn- 2 • • • ~~d 
is a second factorization of this type, then the nu1n~r of factors n = m and the 
p's and ~'' s may be paired into similar pairs. 

''r e have seen that a factorization of aii as Piim- 1 • • • Pili corresponds to a 
composition series for o1 - aii whose composition factors are isomorphic to 
certain modules aik-Ii - Pikik- 1 aik-ti . By the preceding theorem these are 
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conjunctive to the modules Oik- 1 - Pikik- 1 • Our theorem is therefore an imme
diate consequence of the Jordan-Holder theorem. 

The "necessity'' part of the follo,ving theorem is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 27. 

THEOREl\I 34. A necessary and sufficient condition that oi - Qii be indecompos
able is that q ii have only one factorization as a product of maximal integral ideals. 
If the condition holds, then the maximal factors of Qif are all similar. 

To prove the sufficiency, suppose that Qif == [ Qitf , Qi2f] and 
Then Qii == rit·1 Qid = rii 2 Qi2f where the r's are integral ideals. 
q ii and Qi2i ~ Qii , we have two distinct factorizations of Qii • 

The follo,ving corollaries are evident. 

(qid, Qi2i) = Of· 

Hence if Qi1i ~ 

CoROLLARY 1. If Of - Qii is indecomposable and Qkz is a factor of Qii , Oz - Qkz 

is indeco1nposable. 
CoROLLARY 2. The module o1 - Qii is indecornposable if and only if the left 

1nodule Oi - Qii is indecomposable. 

\\' e recall that if Oi - Qii is indecomposable then its (right) bound has the form 
llii ,,·here Pii is prime and e is the length of a composition series of Oi - Qii • 

EYidently e may be characterized as the number of maximal factors in a fac
torization of Qii • This together \vith the corresponding result for left modules 
viclds 
"" 

CoROLLARY 3. If oi - Qii is indeco1nposable and the bound of Qii is Pii , P/ 
·a prime, then the left bound of Qif has the form P~i, Pii a prime. 

If ~ii is a prime ideal, o1 - Pi7 is a simple ring and hence the composition 
factors of the module o1 - Pii ·are all isomorphic. This implies the following 

THEORE:\1 35. If Pii is· prim.e, all the maxi·mal factors of Pii are similar. 

\\~ e sho\v finally that the order of the similarity classes of maximal ideals 
appearing in a factorization of any integral ideal is arbitrary: Thus if aii = 

Piim-t Pim-lim- 2 • • • Piti where the p's are maximal and if the class of Pi~.:i.r:- 1 is 
(}k , there exists a factorization of aii as Pikm-l • • • P~ti where the corresponding 
similarity classes c~ ' ... ' c~ is any prescribed permutation of c 1 ' ••• ' c m • 

Evidently it suffices to prove the follo,ving 

' ' THEOREM 36. If Pii , Pik are maximal integral ideals, then PiiPik = ~ .. z~u~ 
where Pii and P~k are similar and Pik and P~z are right (left) similar. 

If o~.: - PiiPik is indecomposable, Pii and Pik are right similar. Hence we may 
' ' ' h . h [' '] (' take Pil == Pii, Pzk == Pik . Ot erw1se we ave PiiPik == Pi1k, Pi2k , Pi 1k, 

p~"-';) == Ok • Then we may suppose that P~ 1 k is similar to Pii and P~ 2 k is similar 
S. . ' ' k ' ' d ' to Pi'c. 1nce PiiPik == !ii1 Pi1 k :::a:::: !ii2 Pi 2 k, \Ve may ta e Pzk = Pi 1k an Piz == r,., . 

14. Similarity of normal ideals. If aii is any integral ideal, its bound aii is 
a t\vo-sided o,-ideal of the form b;iaii , bii integral, and having the property that 
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of aii does not exceed that of ai;Dii , or that of aii. By symmetry the numbers 
of maximal factors of aii and of aii are equal and so aii == aiibii . Then aii = 

aiiaiiai/ is conjunctive with aii . We may use this fact to prove the followin_g 

LEMMA. If aii and bkz are right similar and o1 - ai; is indecomposable, then 
aii and Dkz are left similar. 

Since Oi - aii and Ok - bkz are indecomposable, it suffices to show that these 
left modules l,lave conjunctive bounds, i.e. the left bound of aii is conjunctive 
to that of bkz . ·By assumption the right bound of aii is conjunctive to that of 
bkz . Since the two bounds of an ideal are conjunctive this result is clear. 

Now suppose that Of - aii is decomposable and let aii = [aid, ai2;], 

(aid , ai21) == O; . Then ai; = a~ i 1 aid = a:i2 ai2 i . The intersection aik = 
[ 

I I ] . t • d _ s· --1 > I -1 aii1 , aii2 con a1ns aii an so ail = ai~.:C~.:; . 1nce Cki = aik aii == aii 1 aii = aiti 
and similarly Ckf > ai2;, we have cki = Ot, or aii == [a~i 1 , a:i2 ]. Next 
let (a~i1 , a:i 2 ) == Ciz • Then Ciz

1
aii < a:i/aii == aid and cilai; < ai2i which implies 

that cil == Oi . Thus aii is a direct intersection of the 01-left ideals a:i1 and a~i2 • ''r e have seen that Oi2 - a~i2 and ai2i - a:i2ai2; = ai2i - aii are conjunctive. 
Since Ot - a:ti = (ai 1i , ai21) - ai1 i is 07-isomorphic to ai2i - [aid , ai2i] = 
ai:!i - aii, it follows that Oi2 - a~i2 and o1 - ai1i are conjunctive. Hence 
ai1 i and a:i2 = aijCli 2

1
t are right similar and by symmetry, these ideals are also 

left similar. Likewise ai2 i and a:i1 are similar. 
We consider now the general case where ai; = [ai1 i, · · · , ai

8 
;] and where, if 

Okr j denotes [ail i ' ... ' air-1 i' air+ I j' ••• ' aiB ;], then (air i ' bkri) = 0 j • We 
write aii = a~krbkri == b~irairi and shall show that aii is a direct intersection of 
the o~-left ideals a:kr . This_ has been proved above if s == 2. Hence we may 
suppose that it holds for a decomposition into (s - 1) components. It is readily 
Seen that b~ir aiiair

1
i [ai1j, • • • , aisi]air\· - [[ai1 j, air;]air\·, · · · , 

[ai 8 i, airi]air~] and if '\Ve delete the term (aiqi A airi)air1
i, q ~ r in the last 

expression \Ye obtain bkqiair\ . Since (bkqi, [aiqi, airi]) = [(bkqi, aiq 1-), airi] 
by Dedekind's law, and (bkqi, aiqi) = oi, we have (bkqi, [aiqi, airi]) = airi. 
Hence (bkqiair~-, [aiqi, airi]air\) == Oi, and so the decomposition of b:ir into the 
[aiqi, airi]air

1
i, q ~ r, is direct. Since b~ir = a:kr(bkr 1ilir~), we conclude from 

the induction hypothesis that b~ir is a direct intersection of the Oi-left ideals 
a:kq . Since aii is a direct intersection of a:kr and b~ir, aii is a direct intersection 
of all the a:k/s. We state this result as 

THEOREM: 37. If aii is a direct intersection of the right orideals airi and bkri 
denotes [ai 1 i, · · ·, air-ti, air+ti, , ai

8
i], then aii is a direct intersectionof the 

Oi-left ideals aiibkr\ = a~kr . 

Since ai 1 == [ai,. i, bk,. i], (air 1, bkr i) = Of, the ideal airi is similar to a:kr == ai ibkr~· . 
In conjunction with the lemma this implies 

THEOREl\1 38. If aii = [ai 1 i, · · · , airi] = [aih, · · · , aiir] are direct decomposi
tions of aii into o i-right ideals and o 1-left ideals such that o 1 - aiki and Oi - aiit 
are indecomposable, then the divisors aiki and aiik may be paired into pairs that are 
-right and left similar. 
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Evidently this implies 

THEOREM 39. Any two ideals which are right (left) similar are also left (right) 
similar. 

"re shall prove finally that two two-sided ideals are conjunctive if and only 
if they are similar. For this purpose we require the 

LEMMA. If Pii and p ii are conjunctive prime ideals then their capacities are 
equal. 

We factor Pii as PiiA:- 1 Pik-1 ik- 2 • • • Pi1 i wP,ere the Pirir-l are maximal. Then 
since k is the length of a composition series for Oi - Pii , k is the capacity of 
Pii. We may suppose that Pii = q 1iPiiq1/ where Qii is a maximal integral ideal. 
'T - "d - 1 If "d tl h - 1 

'-
1 

' ..~..~ow consi er PiiiQii . Pi1 i = Qii, we ev1 en y ave Pi1 iQii =OJ= Q;tf Pi 1 i 

where p;·1 i = q; 1 1 is a maximal integral ideal. On the other hand if Pi1 i ~ q~1 1 , 

( Pi1 i , q Ji) = Oi and so [ p i 1 i , q id is a direct intersection of p i 1 i and q ii • Then 
[ ] 

I I d . -1 I -I I h I d I Pi1i, Qii = QiJi1 Pi1 i = PhiQii an so again Pi1iQ1i = Qi 1i 1Phi w ere P an q 
. l Th '-1 I are maxima . us Pi i q iiPiik-1 • • • Pi2 i 1 q 11 i 1 Pi! i - q Ji Piik- 1 • • • 

'-1 ' ' '-1 ' ' '-1 " ' ' 
Piai2qi2i2Pi2ii P~ i = · · · = QJiQiA:i Pikik-1 · · · Pi1 i = Qzi QzikPikik-1 · · · Pi1 i = 
q~j1 rzi. Since q~ i is maximal, tzi = q~ ;P ii has k' + 1 maximal factors if k' 
is the capacity of p ii. On the other hand, the factorization tz 1 = q~:·"P~kik- 1 • • • 

' ' p11 1 shows that tz 1 has k + 1 maximal factors and so \Ve have proved that k' = k. 

THEOREM 40. A necessary and sufficient condition that aii and a;i be similar 
is that they be conjunctive. 

If Uii is an intersection of right 01-ideals, it is clear that aii is also the intersec
tion of the bounds of these ideals. Hence it follows directly from the definition 
of (right) similarity that if aii and aii are similar, they are conjunctive. Suppose, 
conversely, that aii and aii are conjunctive. Then the prime powers P~i, Pi 1 

of these ideals may be paired into conjunctive pairs. Now Oi - P~i is decom
posable as a direct sum of k isomorphic indecomposable modules, k the capacity 
of Pii, and each of these submodules has the bound P~i. Hence by the preceding 
theorem o 1 - pj 1 is a direct sum of k indecomposable modules, each having 
the bound pj 1 . Thus Pii and pj i are similar and consequently aii and aii are 
similar. 
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